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INTRODUCTION 
FOR SOME YEARS IT HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED. THAT A NEW CRITI-
CAL EDITION OF THE WORKS OF DECIMUS MAGNUS AUSONIUS IS 
NEEDED. THE POET OF BORDEAUX IS ONE OF THE MOST PROMINENT 
FIGURES OF THE FOURTH CENTURY A.D. ALTHOUGH HE DOES NOT 
SHINE AS A STAR OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE IN LATIN LETTERS, HE 
DOES EXCEL IN HIS OWN ERA. IN FACT, ONE OF HIS WORKS, THE 
MoSELLA, HAS BEEN ACCLAIMED FOR ITS VIVID DESCRIPTION OF THE 
MOSELLE RIVER AND FOR ITS NATURALISTIC CHARM. SURPRISINGLY, 
NO COMPLETE CRITICAL TEXT OF AUSONIAN PROSE AND POETRY HAS 
APPEARED SINCE THE 1883 EDITION OF KARL SCHENKL A~D THE 1886 
EDITION OF RUDOLF PEIPER. RECOGNIZING THIS, THE B!BLIOTHECA 
TEUBNERIANA HAS COMMISSIONED DR. SESTO PRETE OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF KANSAS TO PREPARE SUCH AN EDITION. THIS DISSERTA-
TION, COMBINED WITH SEVERAL OTHER PAPERS EITHER COMPLETED OR 
IN PROGRESS, IS DESIGNED TO CONTRIBUTE TO THAT PROJECT. 
A LARGE DEBT IS OWED TO THE INTENSE CRITICAL AND 
HISTORICAL STUDIES o~ SCHENKL AND PEIPER. lT HAS BEEN POS-
SIBLE, HOWEVER, TO ADVANCE AUSONIAN STUDIES IN SEVERAL AREAS 
THROUGH THIS PAPER. THE TEXT ITSELF HAS BEEN CAREFULLY RE~ 
EXAMINED, AND INCORRECT READINGS FOUND IN PREVIOUS EDITIONS 
HAVE BEEN RECTIFIED. 
THE FOLLOWING MANUSCRIPTS, WHICH WERE NOT MENTIONED BY 
ANY PREVIOUS EDITOR, HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE PRESENT 
COLLATION: 
LEIDENSIS VOSSIANUS LATINU£ £ 78 
TURICENSIS C ..Q.2. 
BASIL I ENS.LS. .EA .12. 
BARBERlhlUS LATINUS .12, 
C 0 TA _l2, 2U.l 2J.. . 
'· 
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MOST Of THESE MANUSCRIPTS WERE DISCOVERED WITH THE ASSISTANCE 
OF LIBRARIANS ABROAD OR THROUGH A PERUSAL Of MANUSCRIPT 
CATALOGUES. 
A NUMBER Of MANUSCRJPTS WHICH HAVE BEEN EXAMINED PERTAIN 
TO THE AUSONIAN APPENDIX. MANY OF THEM HAVE NEVER BEFORE 
BEEN EXAMINED AS A PART OF AN EDITION OF AUSONIUS BUT HAVE 
BEEN IN EDJTIONS OF OTHER AUTHORS, ESPECIALLY VERGIL. THE 
' 
FOLLOWING LIST INDICATES THIS CLASS OF CODJCES: 
PAR!S!NUS LATINUS 2927 
VATICANUS LATINUS 2836 
VAIICANU£ LATINUS 2759 
Ms. ADDENDA 16562 
MEDIQbANUS Q .I! .s..u.e. 
SANGALLENS!S ].21 
VATICANUS LATINUS 3269 
VATICANUS LATINUS 3255 
VATICANU£ LATINUS 1574 
VAIICANUS LATINUS 1586 
BEROL PHILLIP 1827 
LJRBINAS .12.Q. 1 
SEVERAL MANUSCRIPTS WER~ INCORRECTLY OR UNCLEARLY CITED IN 
l 
PREVIOUS EDITIONS. THESE HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AND, IF 
I 
POSSIBLE, PROPERLY DESIGNATED. 
YoRAVIENSIS 1.ll (: VoRAVJENSJS ..ll,) 
[TONENS!S .BJ... ~ .1.2. 
Yoss1ANUS .ail 
VOSSIANUS .Q li 
MELLICENSIS (• MELL!CENS!S 11.1) 
ALSO, NUMEROUS EDITIONS or THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS HAVE 
BEEN CAREFULLY COLLATED AND fH~IR VARIANTS INCLUDED IN THt 
3 
CRITICAL APPARATUS; THESE ARE LISTED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
ANOTHER GENERAL CONTRIBUTION lS THE INCLU~ION OF DESCRIPTIONS 
OF SEVERAL EARLY EDITIONS OF THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS. THESE 
ARE PRESENTED AS A PART OF A PROGRAM WITHIN THE PROJECT TO 
DESCRIBE CLEARLY THE CONTENTS OF THESE WORKS. THE PAGE 
CITATIONS HAVE BEEN CORRELATED WITH THOSE Of SCHENKL AND 
PEIPER FOR EASE OF REFERENCE. 
JN REGARD TO THE APPENDIX, CONSIDERABLE EFFORT HAS BEEN 
DEVOTED TO AN EXAMINATION OF ANTHOLOGIES AND EDITIONS WHICH 
MIGHT CONTAIN ONE OR MORE OF THESE PIECES. NUMEROUS EITlTIQNS 
OF VERGIL, TIBULLus, AND JUVENAL HAVE BEEN STUDIEDJ THOUGH IN 
MANY CASES THESE TEXTS PROVED TO BE UNCRITICAL. OTHER 
SOURCES INCLUDE THE POETAE SATYRIC I MINORES, POETA£. LATINI 
M!NORES, AND THE WORK OF BOAS, CAMPANA-MUNARI, CELTES, 
HERTEL, HUTTON, NAEKIUS, PICCOLOMINI, RAND, THIELE, VOLLMER, 
AND WEINREICH. IT J.S BELIEVED THAT, AS A RESULT OF THESE 
EFFORTS, THE PRESENT STUDY CONTAINS A MORE COMPLETE AND 
ACCURATE PRESENTATION OF THE EVIDENCE. 
THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP IN THE APPENDIX PIECES HAS 
NOT BEEN RESOLVED, BUT IT HAS BEEN CLARIFIED CONSIDERABLY AS 
A RESULT OF THIS PAPER. THE HISTORY OF THE POEMS HAS BEEN 
TRACED FROM THEJR MANUSCRIPT ORIGINS TO THE SCHOLARSHIP Of 
THE PRESENT DAY. As A RESULT, THE FOLLOWING REMARKS MAY BE 
MADE ON THE STATUS Of THESE SELECTIONS: 
(1.) JUSTIFICATION CAN BE FOUND FOR THE INCLUSION IN 
THE AUSONJAN APPENDIX OF THE~ ROSIS NASCENT I BUS, FOR THE 
EIGHTEEN SO-CALLED MERULAN EPIGRAMS, AND, ~ESS OBVIOUSLY, 
FOR THE SULPICIA. 
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(2.) THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE, SIGNA CAELESTJA, 
AND NoMINA MUSARUM IN ALL PROBABILITY ARE INCLUDED IN THE 
APPENDIX MERELY BECAUSE PAST EDITORS ONCE CHOSE TO INCLUDE 
THEM. THERE IS NOT SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE SERIOUSLY TO CONTEND 
THAT THESE ARE AUSONIAN. ~ 
ALL MANUSCRIPTS HAVE BEEN BRIEFLY DESCRIBED FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF SHOWING THE GENERAL NATURE OF CODICES ALREADY--
MORE FULLY DESCRIBED BY OTHER PARTICIPANTS lN THE PROJECT 
AND ESPECIALLY IN ORDER TO ILLUSTRATE THE CONTEXT JN WHICH 
PIECES FROM THE APPENDIX APPEAR. No OTHER EDITOR Of 
AUSONIUS HAS DEVOTED SO MUCH ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER. 
A DEBT Of GRATITUDE JS OWED TO THE WORK OF TWO FORMER 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE AUSONIAN PROJECT, REV. THOMAS J. 
GRADILONE AND REV. NEIL W. TOBIN. SIMILARLY, THE RESEARCH 
OF FELLOW STUDENTS JAMES P. CONLEY, WILLIAM J. NAPJWOCKI, 
AND JOANN STACHNIW HAS FACILITATED THE COMPLETION OF THIS 
WORK. FURTHER ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN RENDERED BY LIBRARIANS 
ABROAD, IN PARTICULAR, BY FR. BAUMANN (TRIER), Pius FANK 
(VORAU), J. VAN GRONINGEN (LEIDEN), DR. K. HANNEMANN 
(KARLSRUHE), HOFRAT JOSEF ILJAS (MELK), PAUL LEFRANCQ 
(VALENCIENNES), DR. A. SCHOENHERR (ZUERJCH), KURT HANS STAUB 
(DARMSTADT), AND ESPECIALLY PATRICK STRONG (ETON COLLEGE 
5 
LIBRARY). THANKS ARE ALSO EXTENDED TO THE NUMEROUS OTHER 
EUROPEAN LIBRARIES WHICH CONTRIBUTED MANUSCRIPT COPIES AND 
CATALOGUE INFORMATION, AND ALSO TO SEVERAL AMERICAN LIBRARIES, 
PARTICULARLY THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY AND THE HARPER LIBRARY OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. REV. FRANCIS T. GIGNAC, S.J., OF 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY, DR. LEO M. KAJSER AND DR. EDWIN P. MENES, 
BOTH OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, HAVE CONTRIBUTED OF THEIR TIME TO 
OFFER PERTINENT AND MUCH-APPRECIATED ADVICE. 
THIS WORK WOULD HAVE BEEN NEITHER ENVISIONED NOR 
COMPLETED WITHOUT THE AID OF THE REV. MATTHEW E. 
CREIGHTON, S.J., CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL 
STUDIES AT LOYOLA UNIVERSITY. WITH CHARACTERISTIC--GENEROSlTY 
HE PLACED AT MY DISPOSAL THE RESULTS OF HIS OWN LABORS lN 
THE FIELD OF AUSONIAN TEXTUAL CRITICISM, PLUS THE UNSTINTING 
RESOURCES OF HIS TIME AND ENCOURAGEMENT. No WORDS ARE 
ADEQUATE TO THE TASK OF THANKING THIS INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS 
BEEN SO WILLING TO ASSIST AND FURTHER THE EFFORTS Of 
HIS STUDENTS. 
l.STEMMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 
THIS SECTION PRESENTS A STEMMA FOR THE GRIPHUS OF 
AUSONJUS AND EXPLAINS THE PATTERN BY EXAMPLES FROM THE 
CRITICAL APPARATUS. MOST OTHER PIECES PERTAIN TO THE 
APPENDIX OF AUSONIUS AND DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO A KNOWLEDGE 
OF MANUSCRIPT RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE AUSONIAN TRADITION. 
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE~ FAST!S IS SO BRIEF THAT 
IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO ESTABLISH A FULL STEMMA FOR IT. 
HOWEVER, lT JS IMPORTANT TEXTUALLY BECAUSE IT ILLUSTRATES 
CLEARLY THAT'::}_ AND Z COMPRISE TWO DIFFERENT TRADITIONS. 
OF THE fOUR EXCERPTS WHJCH ARE EXTANT, y_ AND Z PRESENT THE 
FIRST, '::}_ALONE THE SECOND, AND Z ALONE THE THIRD AND FOURTH. 
THE'::}_ TRADITION INDICATES THAT THE Dk FAST IS WAS DEDICATED 
TO AUSONIUS 1 SON HESPERIUS: AUSON!US HESPERIO FILIO ~. 
THE Z-TRADITION DEDl.CATION IS TO PROCULUS GREGORIUS, A 
FORMER PREFECT: Q.Q.riSULARI LIBRO SUBICIENDI QUEM ~ ll 
CUNCT!S CONSULIBUS UNUM COEGJ GREGORIO il PRAEF. ]N SECTION 
1, THE ONLY SECTION COMMON TO BOTH TRADITIONS, A NOTEWORTHY 
TEXTUAL VARIANT OCCURS lN LINE 9. THE'::}_ TRADITION READS 
EXEMPLUM ..lAM PATRIS HABES lil PROTINUS il ll IN ACCORD WITH 
ITS DEDICATION TO HESPER I US; THE z TRADITION READS EXEMPLO 
C 0 N F I D E ..M.1.Q. .fil.Q. P R 0 I LN U S il .ll. • 
IT WOULD SEEM, THEN, THAT THE'::}_ TRADITION DESCENDS, 
IN THIS INSTANCE, FROM AN EARLY EDITION OF THE~ FASTIS, 
6 
.. , 
PROBABLY ONE WHICH AUSONIUS PUBLISHED SHORTLY AFTER HIS 
CONSULSHIP IN 379 A.D. ·THE Z TRADITION APPARENTLY STEMS 
FROM A SECOND AUSONJAN EDITION PUBLLSHED IN 383 A.D. (CF. 
-
I JJ, 3 AND 4: SCIRE CUP!S .ruJ..l. ~? TITULUM .ruLJ_ QUARTUS 
.AJ2. jMO EST QUAERE). THIS INFORMATION CAN ALSO BE ADDUCED 
FROM HISTORICAL EVIDENCE THAT PROCULUS WAS PRAEFECTUS 
PRAEIORIO OF GAUL IN 382-3 A.D. 
THE MAJORITY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS WHlCH OFFER THE 
GR!PHUS ARE PRODUCTIONS OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY; ONLY 
':J.. (NINTH CENTURY) AND f. (FOURTEENTH CENTURY) ARE EXCEPTED. 
':J.. JS NOT IN THE LINE OF DIRECT TRANSMISSION TO THE MANU-
SCRIPTS WHICH FOLLOW IT CHRONOLOGICALLy. IT CONTAINS A 
NUMBER OF VARIANTS PECULIAR TO ITSELF, SUCH AS THE FOLLOWING 
EXAMPLES LISTED WITH THEIR ALTERNATE READINGS. 
37 NE ':J.. 
ME GETER] 
38 LOCUM ':J.. 
JOCUM CETERI 
52 POSTREMO. ,..MULTA .Q.M. ':J..; GETER I HABENT 
53 INVENERIT COMPARET .Q.M. ':J..; CEIERI HABENT 
57 ME .Q.M. ':J..; CEIERI HABENT 
58 MODI ':J.. 
ELUSMODI CETERl 
29 PIGMA ':J.. 
OPTIMA J.!.B..a 
OPIMA CETERI 
33 QUI SEX PRAEBUISSE ':J.. 
QUIS EXPREVISSE ~3 .L .EA I .E.J. 
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QUJS EXPERUJSSE E ~ R6Jl ~4 ~ EXPRAEVJSSE 
Jl::l. MAR G 1:1. 2 il ll .Q.Q. 
QuJs EXPARUJSSE v2 ~ .!..!.B..ft M L2 
QUJS EXPOSUJSSE ~ 
36 BELLIS '::J. 
51 
BELLI f. 
FELL JS~ ~2 ~ 1:1.2 M ™ L2 
SELLlS ~3 L ~LA~ EA ~4 I f.J. .G.Q. li 
AEQUALITAS '::J. 
EQUJ LATUS y_3 M ..!.IB.§. ,L2 
E QUA LATUS !.. 
EQUALATUS .E 
EQUILATOR ~ EQUILATUS CORR I 
J:. AND '::J. HAVE A NUMBER OF READINGS IN COMMON AND THUS 
APPEAR ULTIMATELY TO DERIVE FROM A SINGLE ANCESTOR WHICH rs-
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DIFFERENT fROM THE ANCESTOR Of THE OTHER EXTANT MANUSCRIPTS. 
THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES ARE LISTED WITH THEIR ALTERNATE 
READINGS. 
9 ET VE~IUS -9.M p y_ 
SED aµoua<n:epov ET VER J us QM ~ ™ M; GETER I HABENT 
10 VERSUM QM£ '::J.; CETERI HABENT 
11 NON QM f. '::J.; CETERI HABENT 
12 DELlGl E '::l. 
DELIGENDJ CEIERI 
14 VERSUM QM p '::J.} GETER I HABENT 
23 RUBR I I '::J. f. 
LUD I BR 1 I y_3 L ~ E.A v RAY. ~ 4 1:1.2 I LA .Q.Q. ll 
LUBRIO y_2 
47 
LUDJBRIO ~ E.J. M ™ L2 
NEGLEGO P V 







HELENAE p ':J.. 
LACUNAM HABENT M .!.!.RJi 
HELENES CEIERI 
SJREDONES p Y.. 
SJRENES CEIERI ~ SIRENOS .lli MARQ .e.J. 
ARTIS p ':/_ 
4 
2 
ARCES RA:i. ':l..8J... m ARIES .lli MARG li .E. ll I .M. EJ. Q.o. 
ARIES CETERI 
QUAM f. ':/_ 
QUAM CETERI 
9 
IN ADDITION, .E_ JS REPRESENTED BY THE FOLLOWING VARIANTS, 












CARTHEI LY.. y_2 I 
CHARIET .M. 








S I .Q.M. p j CE IE R I HA BENT 
PERSONAS .Q.M. P; CETERI HABENT 
MEDICI NOSTRI .E. . 
MED I c I N 0 s L EA Y.. Y.. 2 RA:l .a 'i...fil.. 4 I LA .M E.J. ..u.BJ2. L 2 u .Q.Q. 
MEDICINAE GEIER! 
SED EIIAM SI IIBI f. 
SED IAM IIBJ L 




36 BELLI £. 
BELLIS y_ 
FELL IS Y y2 ~ H2 M .u.BJ2.. .L,2 








FLORENT I LA .EJ. 
FULGENT GETER! 
IMPAR .Q..M £; CETERI HABENT 
VER SUM .Q..M .E.; GETER! HABENT 
VER SUM .Q.M p. _, GEIER! HAB ENT 
PRORSA P. 
PRO SA CETERI 
I ERNO .Q.M. .E.; Q~I~BI tlAB&;l::ilI 
JN ADDITION, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT Y._ 1 WHEN IT APPEARS IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH MANUSCRIPTS OTHER THAN P, DOES SO BOTH 
RARELY AND WITHOUT GREAT SIGNIFICANCE~ THIS OCCURS IN THE 
FOLLOWING INSTANCES: 
45 ERUDITIS Y._ v3 f. 
ERUTIS CEIEBl 
1 9 CARI TES y_ .L,2 
CARITHES ~ 
CARITAS Y.. .a_ 
CHARITAS .M JIB.a 
CHARJTES CETEBI 
THE SAME MAY BE SAID FOR 
20 EXPEDITONE .E. I 
QM. y_2 ' 
EXPEDITIONE CETEBl 




25 NOCTIQUE Y._ ~4 £.s.. 
NOCTJSQUE CETERI 
47 HAEC GEMINIS y3 .L. Y._ 
G EM I N I s· .EJ. 
HOC GEMINI J..2 
HOC GEMINIS CETERI 
18 ECHATE L .E. .EA .M ..u.a.e. 
HECHATE y_3 Y., 
HECCATE Ra 
ECCHATE y_2 Ji 




30 SUNT JN f Y...AJ..4 H2 .Q.o. 10 IN.E.I INDE GETER! 
SUNT CETERI 
1 1 
33 QUJS EXPERUJSSE P V R8JL Y....8J,.4 H2 Es Q.Q. QUI SEX PRAEBUISSE Y 
QUIS EXPREVISSE y_3 LEA I .e.J. 
QUIS EXPARUISSE v2 .12. JJ.S.12. M L2 
QUJS EXPOSUISSE ~ 
Y IS THE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE OF JTS FAMILY IN THIS 
STEMMATJC CHART, AS JS P; ALL OTHER MANUSCRIPTS ARE CLASS!-
FJED AS MEMBERS OF THE Z FAMILY. TOBIN 1 S DIVISION INTO THREE 
BRANCHES -- I, .MAND THE FIRST EDITION (HENCEFORTH DESIG-
NATED£) BRANCH -- CORRESPONDS FOR THE MOST PART WITH THE 
FINDINGS IN THE GRIPHUS. 
THEM BRANCH OF THE Z FAMILY JS REPRESENTED IN THE 
GR!PHUS BY L, Ra, AND EA; y_3 ALSO APPEARS TO BE RELATED TO 
THIS GROUP, AND ESPECIALLY TO~. THE FOLLOWING READINGS 
ILLUSTRATE THE RELATIONSHIPj IN ALL CASES NO OTHER MANUSCRIPT 
SHOWS THE SAME VARIANT. 
3 GALLINA CEU SEUEDIONJS L y_3 






S ED .Q.M :J..3 E_U 
AGAS :J..3 ~ 
PERVEN IT :1.. R_U 
CO EP l :1..3 REX 





TOTAMQUE :J..3 REX 
TR I BESQ.UE V~ 
TRIS GEMIS y_3 R&x 
DIXJSTIS y_3 E_U 
EACH ONE OF THESE MANUSCRIPTS ALSO HAS PECULIAR READINGS, 
LISTED BELOW WITH THEIR ALTERNATES. 
45 ERATIS L. 
ERUDJTJS 'i.. y_3 f. 
ERUTIS CEIERI 
60 SED IAM TIBI L 
SED ETIAM SI TJBI f. 
SJ ETIAM TIBI CETERI 
29 IUSSAQUE QUATERNJS L 
IUSSA QUATERNIS y_3 
IUSSAQUE QUATTENIS I 
IUSSA QUATER TERNJS 
CETERI 
55 SEPTEMQUE L 
S E P T EN 0 .12. .!.LR..!2. .M 
SEPTEM QUOQUE CETERI 
57 CIBO L 




LACUNAM HABENT M .!.LB.a 
73-72-74 ORDO VERSUUM 
79 HAEC L 
HOC GEIER! 
26 PERI REX 
PEI I yr-L 
p ET l I RA\L EA Y... ~ 4 .l:i.2 I LA fJ. L2 .E.s. Q.Q. 
PEIIS ~12. .!.!..B..6. M 
39 OMNIA ME REX 
M E QM. y_ y_ "'T£. .!J.RJ! .M ,L 2 
ME OMNIA GETER! 
40 PERTINERENT Rgx 
PERTINET .l... 
PERTINENT, GEIER! 
54 OTT ISO Ra 
OTJOSO GETER! 
62 ASSEQUOR ~ 
ASSEQUAR CEIERJ -
20 TRINAGIA Ra 
TRINAGHJA f. 
TRINAGRIA GETER! 




21 SCJENTJAE y_3 
LJCENTIAE GETER! 
4 ID EST y_3 
IDEM GETER! 
29 JUSSA QUATERN!S y_3 
IUSSAQUE QUATERNIS L 
!USSAQUE QUATTEN!S I 
IUSSA QUATER TERN!S 
5 PLERUMQUE y_3 
PLENJQUE CETERJ 
52 COGlT y_3 
COIT CETERt 
34 




fA ALSO HAS READINGS WHICH ARE FOUND IN NO OTHER CODEX. 
THESE INCLUDE GALLINA GEUS EVEDIONJS (V. 3), AMORGOTERON 
(v. 9), RATIONE BUT AI LECTIONE IN THE MARGIN (v. 16), AND 
pa 
JREB1£ (V. 35). RATIONE IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT VARIANT. 
HOWEVER, THE TOTAL CONTEXT OF EA SHOWS THAT JN ALL LIKELI-
HOOD IT HAS BEEN INFLUENCED BY READINGS FROM THE OTHER 
BRANCHES; THIS JS REFLECTED IN ITS STEMMATJC POSITION AND 
JN THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES: 
23 LUD I BR I I £A L Ru *3 v E.AJL ~ 4 Ji2 I LA .Q.Q. .u 
2 6 p ET I I EA RAY. ':i.. Y...81.. ..!i"2" I .LA f.J. L2 .u 
31 NESC lAS oM L Ru y_3 EA v v2 RAV ..!2. ~4 
4 9 M ED I c I N 0 s L .EA v ':i.. 2 ~ .12. VA_"L::Lr I LA .M .E.J. .1J.B.li L 2 .E..s. .c.o. 
50 MAXI MUS L Ru y_3 EA y_ M EJ.J:2" 
31 SOLi s L .EA ':i.. y_2 .12. .!.!..B...!2. .M .L2 
33 QUIS EXPREVISSE L y_3 EA I PJ 
51 VEL NOMlNIBUS y_3 R&A EA ':i.. I2" 
90 HABEAS fAy_ y_2 J2. ..u.B.§. .M. 
90 NOVI ESQUE EA ::i.. .E.J. 
1 3 
THUS, THE POSITION OF £A IS NOT PERFECTLY EVIDENT; lT SHARES 
READINGS WITH BOTH OTHER BRANCHES. )T MAY BE THAT fA IS 
PARTIALLY DESCENDED FROM THE£. BRANCH, SINCE IT JS BELIEVED 
THAT THIS BRANCH WAS BASED UPON A MANUSCRIPT, NOW LOST, 
WHICH WAS ITSELF BASED ON BOTH THE I AND THEM BRANCHES. 
IN READINGS IN WHICH MANUSCRIPTS OF THEM BRANCH SHARE 
A VARIANT WITH MANUSCRIPTS OF THE I BRANCH (APPROXIMATELY 
THIRTY INSTANCES), THESE READINGS MAY BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
FACT OF ULTIMATE DERIVATION FROM A SINGLE ARCHETYPE. 
EXAMPLES ARE: 
14 HOC y_3 Ru I 
23 LUD I BR I I .L Ra y_3 £A y_ ~ '::Lh.1.. 4 ji2 I La Q.Q. u 
44 ETIAM QUA ME NEQUE Ra YI .M EJ. ..!J.BA 
27 DEPREHENSO L ..!2. 
31 SOLIS LEA ':i.. y_2 .12. J.!.B.12. .M .L2 
33 QUJS EXPREVISSE ':i.. LEA I .E.J. 
ii--
39 FORET .Q.M .L. y2 B L2 .M 
47 HAEC GEMINIS :J...3 y_ L 
14 I 
51 VEL NOMINlBUS y3 R&_A fA y_ J.2 
55 QUOQUE .Q.M L :J...2 B .l..LRll .M 
6 8 Q u A E v 3 y_ hA i1l ~ ':::Lfila. 4 Ji 2 LA EJ. ..E..s. Q.Q. 
90 HABEAS fA V y_2 Ji .J.!.R.a-.M 
90 NOVI ESQUE fA )L f.J. 
IN THE I FAMILY, IT JS IMMEDIATELY APPARENT THAT Ji, .!.!..B...§., 
AND MARE RELATED. THE FOLLOWING LIST WILL CLARIFY THIS. 
4 CHARTE ET Ji ..u.R..a. 
58 FUTURA ..11! ~ M ..!J.R.1! 
9 CERBERUM M J.!.B.Ji 
9 I ND E QM .M .!.I.BA 
75 POSJTA .M J! 
3 EUCLIONIS .Q.M .fi. J.IB..e.. .M 
5 NUMERUM Ji .!.IBJ! .M 
9 SED aµoucr°'1;epoY ET 
VER I US QM Ji .!.IBJ! .M 
1 2 EX v" Ji .!J.RJi .M 
3 9 Q U I S Ji .!.!..BJ! .M 
58 PARTES DI RIMES Ji .!.tRli .M. 
THE REST OF THJS- BRANCH IS ARRANGED IN THE FOLLOWING 
MANNER WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE KINSHIP BETWEEN Y..AL..4 AND £.s. 
(PLACED BY TOBIN IN THE£ BRANCH); IT ALSO ILLUSTRATES A 
CERTAIN y2-L2 AFFINITY, AND A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN )1_2 AND THE 


















N E .Q.M y_ 2 Ji VAL 4 '.M .!.IBJ! fi 
!STE QM ~4£:s. 
EST QM Y..AJ.. U 
TRES ~4 ll 
PETIS :J...2 y_ .!.IBJ! .M 
JLLJCA ILLA NOSTRA )1_2 .L,2 
CONDEMNATION IS y_2 .M. Ji L2 
MENDATIONIS ~4 .£.s. 
ME OM y_ v2 Ji J.IB..e.. .M .L,2 
SCRIPTUM )1_2 Ji J.IBJ!.M..L.2 
MODO V y_2 Ji .!.!.BJi .M ,L2 
EURIPIDES Y..Al..4 £.s. 
NESTORE CERVI .QM )1_2 Ji .!J.RJi M 
TRIS ••• SUPERAT .Q.M. :J...2 Ji .!.IBJ! .M 
PHEBE I US Y..Ab,4 ll 
TRES ~4 £.s. 

















FRATRUM YA!...4 .E.£ 
QUIS EXPARUISSE y_2 Ji 
.!.LBJ! .M .L2 
QUAL IS YhJ_ 4 .£.s. 
MISCERE y_ y_2 .L2 
LUCTU y_ Ji .1.!JUi .M ,L2 
TR I N A ':i.J:J.. 4 £.s. -
HOM I GEN UM y_T.L2 
CURRU y2 Ji L2 .M 
AEQUIPARENS YA.1...4 f_S, 
Q U A JI.. Y..2 Ji .!.1..R..!i .L2 
LI BER IS JlAL.4 ll 
PL EBA E ':fiJ:!f ll 
E v ::L. 2 Ji .1.!.!Ui .M L2 
ORDINE y_2 Ji .!.LBJ! .M. .L,2 
DECIOS TERNOS ::1. y2 .L,2 
NOVEMQUE :J...2 Ji ..l.IB..!l .M. L 
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE SOME READINGS PECULIAR TO y_, THESE 
MAY FOR THE MOST PART BE CONSIDERED SPELLING VARIATIONS OR 
MAY STEM FROM A SJMPLE MISREADING OF THE EXEMPLAR. L2 ALSO 
HAS SOME DISTINCTIVE READINGS WHICH ARE ONLY A LITTLE MORE 
CONCLUSIVE .. 
Y... L2 
6 DE l NDE 4 CRATER 
25 CITHOS 6 MEUM 
45 SUM ~ USUM Jl! MARG 59 DE lNDE 
54 ME OCIOSO 2 TERTJA 
58 OSCURA 6 QUINQUE 
84 CRIN ES 28 TRJPLICADE 
47 HOC GEMINl 
58 ET 
T STANDS APART FROM THE REST OF lTS BRANCH BEGAUSE OF 
ITS PECULIAR VARIANTS. 
13 ERGO 54 GENT I AM SUUM 
23 UT GRAECO MORE .Q.M. 56 ET .Q.M. 
23 BIBEREM 59 SIRPUM 
34 SED 6 QUAEQUE 
54 MEAM 51 VEL OMNIBUS 
1 5 
~4 AND Es ALMOST ALWAYS APPEAR TOGETHER, AND MAY THUS 
BE SEEN TO STEM FROM ONE SOURCE DESPITE THE AFFINITY OF~ 
TO THE£. BRANCH, NOTED BY TOBIN. THE CODEX y_2 HAS SEVERAL 
SINGULAR READINGS, AS FOLLOWS: 
8 I LLEP IDUM 
23 LUBR}O 
29 TE .Q.M. 
29 TUO 
37 SCRlBO 
THE£. BRANCH lS THAT SECTION WHICH IS DESCENDED FROM THE 
MANUSCRIPT UTILIZED IN TH~ PUBLICATION OF THE EDITIO PRINCEPS 
OF AUSONIUS IN 1472. IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE 
11111111 
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EXACT RELATJONSHlP AMONG THE MANUSCRIPTS IN THIS SECTlON 
WITHOUT THE SCHOLARLY RESEARCH OF SCHENKL, PEIPER, AND TOBIN, 
WHO HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DETERMINE THAT IN ALL LIKELIHOOD Ji2 
AND~ ARE ACTUAL COPIES OF THE FIRST EDITION, WHILE Co, .LA, 
AND Es APPEAR TO DEPEND ON THE MANUSCRIPT OF THE FIRST EDJ-
TJON RATHER THAN THE EDITION ITSELF. H2 HAS NO IMPORTANT 
PECULIAR READINGS; ~ IS NOTEWORTHY ONLY JN ITS READINGS 
ilONARIUM (V. 40), THE OMISSION OF VERUM INV. 41, AND 
EXISTIMENT ~ OBSCURA SINT VEL NIHIL INV. 43 • .Q.Q. HAS NO 
SINGULAR READINGS, UNLESS FAEIA JN V. 41 BE SO CONSIDERE~; 
_LA AGAIN HAS NO SJGNlFlCANT VARIANTS. IT IS FROM CONTEXT 
THAT THESE MANUSCRIPTS MAY BE SEEN TO BE RELATED TO THE .M 
AND ESPECIALLY TO THE i BRANCH WHILE GENERALLY FALLING INTO 
THE CATEGORY Of L MANUSCRIPTS. StNCE TOBIN PLACES £..s. IN THE 
£. BRANCH, THE QUESTION MAY ARISE AS TO WHY .E.s_ HAS BEEN 
CLASSIFIED WITH THE ~4 GROUP RATHER THAN THE£. GROUP. THIS 
HAS BEEN DETERMINED ON THE BASIS OF THE CONTEXT OF READINGS 
WHICH THESE MANUSCRIPTS SHARE WITH OTHERSj THE RELATIONSHIP 
TO THE i BRANCH APPEARS TO BE MORE SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE 
THAN A RELATIONSHIP WITH THE L BRANCH. THE FOLLOWING LIST 
ILLUSTRATES THJS CONTEXT. 
1 4 N E .Q.M Y...hJ,. 4 ll y_ 2 Ji .llll 14 
1 9 LIB E_RAL Is ~ 4 Es v· y_2 .L.2 
23 LUD I BR 1 1 v I ~ H2 .LA Co L Ra EA y_3 ~ 4 ti 
2 6 p E T I I Y..hl. 4 .E.s. I L 2 RAY. Ji'2" .LA EA 
31 NESCIAS .Q.M ll!..4 .E.s. Ra .EA .L v v2 12. RAV Co 
3 6 DULC J OR Ul... 4 Es J2. .l.IBJl .M. ,E& Q.Q. . 
p: 
44 ET JAM ME NEC ~4 Es RAy_ J:l.2 1.A Q.Q. 
33 QUIS EXPERUISSE VAL4 Es P V RfilL J:l.2 Q.Q. 
68 QUAE Y...81.. 4 Es y_3 Ra v y_2 RfilL H2 LA Q.Q. 
f.J. ALSO APPEARS TO HAVE A MIXED BACKGROUND WHICH SUGGESTS 
THAT IT BELONGS TO THE L BRANCH. THE FOLLOWING READINGS 
SHOW !TS AFFINITY TO BOTH THEM AND i BRANCHES. 
23 LUDIBRIO ~ J.IBJi M L2 ..e.J. 
2 6 p ET I I R8Y.. .EA J:l.2 LA ll .QQ v Y...81.. 4 I L2 .EJ. . 
50 MAXJMUS y_3 v M L2 L Ra .EA .E.J. 
33 QUIS EXPREVJSSE v3 L .EA I .E.J. 
1 7 
42 FLORENT I LA .eJ. 
53 cuM GREGE L .EA R8Y.. J:l.2 LA Es Q.Q. Y.. v2 ~ ~4 I M .lliill .LA ..e.J. 
90 NOVI ESQUE £A y_ f.J. 
IN ADDITION, .EJ. JNCLUDES THE FOLLOWING PECULIAR READINGS! 
3 EGO HUNG CUM 32 SED TOTJES TERNAS 
8 NOSTRUM SAC RAV IT- EX AERE 
54 CUM QM CJ THERON 
34 TERENTINO 
THE RESULTS OF THIS EXAMINATION MAY BE SYNTHESIZED IN 
THE STEMMA GIVEN ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE. 
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I I. THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP 
I. DL R0$1S NASCENTIBUS 
JT IS NOT WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY TO DETER· 
MJNE AUTHORSHIP OF A PIECE THAT HAS FOR CENTURIES ELUDED PRE-
CJSE DEFINITION. EVEN TODAY THIS WORK ON ROSES REMAINS ONLY 
JN THE APPENDIX TO TWO AUTHORS, VERGIL AND AUSONIUSj AND THE 
POSITION OF THE POEM JN EITHER APPENDIX IS PERIPHERAL •. 
RATHER, THERE JS HERE A~ ATTEMPT, MORE HISTORICAL THAN~­
LITERARY, TO TRACE HOW THE 11£ ROS!S NASCENTIBUS CAME WITHIN 
THE AUSONIAN TRADITION. 
THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION OF THE POEM IS ALMOST COM-
PLETELY VERGILIAN.~ OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT GOES BACK 
1suRPRISINGLY, THE EARLIEST CODEX UTILIZED JN THIS 
STUDY, SANGALLENS!S .:3.2.1, IS AN AMALGAMATION OF CODEX SCRAPS 
ON SUBJECTS LITURGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND POETICAL. A SECOND 
NOTABLE EXCEPTION OCCURS IN ETONENSIS .21_, WHICH INCLUDES THE 
POEM AMID THE WORKS OF OVID. THE CATALOGUE NOTES ITS PRE-
SENCE BETWEEN THE ii!.JA ON F. 46V AND THE .JlI. PULICE ON F. 48R; 
JT IS DESCRIBED AS 11DE SOMPNIO(..s.J.Q.}SIVE ROSA 11 IN MONTAGUE 
RHODES JAMES 1 A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE QE. .I..1:U:. MANUSCRIPTS .ill 
THE LIBRARY OF ETON COLLEGE (CAMBRIDGE, 1895), P. 32. 
THROUGH THE COURTESY OF MR. PATRICK STRONG, KEEPER Of COLLEGE 
LIBRARY AND COLLECTIONS AI ETON COLLEGE, A PAIR Of ~HEETS Of 
TYPED NOTES CONTAINING INFORMATION ON THE [IONIAN MANUSCRIPT 
HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE. THESE NOTES, NOW PASTED INTO THE 
FRONT Of THE VOLUME, ARE THE UNDATED WORK OF [. H. [D 1 ]ALTON, 
SOMETIME PROFESSOR Of LATIN AT TRINITY COLLEGE IN DUBLIN. [D 1 ]ALTON NOTES 11 THE EXTREMELY CURIOUS BLUNDER WHEREBY 
AUSONIUS 1 S .U.E ROSlS IS SUBSTITUTED FOR 1 0VIDIUS DE SOMPN0 1 
(~). 11 WHAT APPEARS TO BE A LATER HAND HAS WRITTEN THE 
WORDS 11 ROSA AUSONI 1 11 INTO THE MANUSCRIPT ITSELF AS THE TITLE 
T 0 TH E P 0 EM • S • G • OWEN , I N .E.. 0 V I D I NA S 0 N I S TR I ST I UM l I BR I 
QUINQUE IBIS .EA PONTO L!BRI QUATTUOR HALIEUTICA [RAGMENTA 
llJ!¥ 
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TO THE FOURTH-CENTURY COMMENTATOR DONATUS, WHO PROBABLY RE-
Li ED UPON SUETONIUS. DONATUS LISTED AS THE WORKS OF THE 
YOUNG VERGJL THE FOLLOWING JUVENALIA: THE·CATALEPTON (PRIA-
PEIA AND EP!GRAMMATA), DISTICH ON BALL!STA, DIRAE, CJRIS, 
QULEX, AETNA, AND~ ROMANAS.2 SERVJUS LISTS THE C!RIS, 
AETNA, CULEX, PR!APEIA, CAIALEPION, EPIGRAMMATA, COPA, AND 
DIRAE. IT WOULD SEEM, THEN, THAT, AS EARLY AS THE ERA OF 
SUETONIUS, AT LEAST SIX PIECES WERE ADJUDGED TO BE VERGILIAN: 
THE QULEX, CIR!S, COPA, CAIALEPION (PRIAPE!A AND [PJGRAM-
MAIA), AETNA, AND DIRAE.3 
(OXONJ I, 1955), P. VJ I, NOTES THE .D_t: SOMNO AS FOLLOWING THE 
N!.!A AND PRECEDING THE Dl: PULICE IN THE ETON MANUSCRIPTj NO 
MENTION OF THE fil ROS!S NASCENT I BUS JS .GIVEN. 
V!NDOBONENS!S 3108 AND V!NDOBONENS!S 3224 ARE LISTED BY 
CATALOGUERS UNDER THE NAME OF AUSONIUS. V!NDOBONENS!S 3108, 
HOWEVER, CONTAINS ALL OF VERGIL 1 S AUTHENTIC WRITINGS, PLUS A 
NUMBER OF PIECES FROM THE VERGILIAN APPENDIX. IT SEEMS 
REASONABLE TO ASSUME THAT THE DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS WAS IN-
CLUDED AS A VERGJLIAN WORK. IN YINDOBONENS!S 3224 THE~ 
BONUS AND THE fil ROS!S NASCENT I BUS. ARE INCLUDED WITH EXCERPTS 
FROM P. SEXTUS RUFU~, EPICTETUS, AELIUS DONATUS, AND OTHERS. 
IN ALL OTHER MANUSCRIPTS, THE~ ROS!S NASCENT!BUS APPEARS 
QUITE CLEARLY AMONG THE VERGJLJANA. THE POEM IS SPECIFICALLY 
ASCRIBED TO VERGJL IN VATICANUS LAIINUS 3252, PARISINUS LAii-
~ 8093, fARIS!NUS LAIINUS 7927, TREVERICUS 1086, MELLICEN-
~ 1.11., PAR!SINUS LAT I NUS 7936, LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAT I NUS 
0 96 1 BASILIENSIS £ JjJ_ ~' LEIDENS!S VOSSIANUS LATINUS 0 81, 
HARLEIANUS 3963, VINDOBONENSIS 3108! VINDOBONENSIS 3224, LI..i-
DENSIS VOSS!ANUS LATINUS £ 78, Ms. 8DDENDA 16562, MED!OLANUS 
.Q ll .s..u.e_, AND, IN THE MARGIN, VATICANUS LAT I NUS 3269. 
2JF SERVIUS DREW ON THE DONATAN LISI, IT WOULD SEEM 
THAT DONATUS MAY ALSO HAVE INCLUDED THE COPA AMONG THE 
MINORA OF VERGJL. 
3EDWARD KENNARD RAND, "YouNG V1RGJL 1 s PoETRY, 11 HSPH XXX 
(CAMBR I DGE 1 1919), P. 110. 
p 
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RAND REFERS TO A LOST CODEX OF VERGIL IN WHICH THE StX 
MINOR POEMS, PLUS WORKS OF KINDRED THEME BUT UNCERTAIN 
AUTHORSHIP, PRECEDED THE ~CLOGUES, GEORG!CS, AND AENEID. 4 
THIS MANUSCRIPT, WHICH IS MENTIONED IN A CATALOGUE OF CODICES 
AT MURBACH ABOUT 850 AJD., WAS THE FIRST VOLUME Of A FOUR-
PART SERIES. THE OTHER THREE VOLUMES CONTAINED THE ECLOGUES, 
GEORGICS, AND AENEID. RAND BELIEVES THAT AT SOME TIME AFTER 
850 A.D., 11 0THER SPURIOUS AFFAIRS THEN GATHERED ABOUT THE 
COLLECTION, PARTICULARLY THE POEMS~ VIRO BONO, £.s..r. ~Noli 
AND & Ros1s NASCENT[ BUS, OF WHICH THE FIRST TWO GERTA.INLY_ 
AND THE TH)RD PROBABLY WERE WRITTEN BY AUSONIUS tn_ THE 
FOURTH CENTURY. 115 THE COLLECTION WAS ENTITLED ]UVENAL!S 
LUPI LIBELLUS, WHICH HAS SINCE COME TO DENOTE MUCH OF THE 
SO-CALLED MINOR POETRY OF VERGIL. 6 THIS TITLE APPEARS TODAY 
IN PARIS!NUS 8069, TREVERICUS 1086, AND VAT!CANUS 3252. 
4JBID., P. 111. THE LYDIA WAS ADDED TO THE DIRAE SINCE 
BOTH SELECTIONS REFER TO A SHEPHERDESS OF THE SAME NAME; THE 
MORETUM BEARS A DESCRIPTION OF COUNTRY LIFE THAT LINKS IT 
THEMATICALLY TO THE GEORG!CS. 
5 JB!D. WILHELM SIGISMUND TEUFFEL IN HIS GESCHICHTE .IlE.R, 
ROEMISCHEN L!TERATUR I I I (LEIPZIG, 1965), P. 39, ALSO REFERS 
TO THE PROBABILITY OF THE D..s. ROSIS NASCENT I BUS BEING Auso-
NIAN: 11 Es KANN NACH SPRACHE UND ST!L NIGHT VOR DEM 4 JAHRH. 
VERFASST SEIN. 11 HE NOTES (PP. 111-112) THAT THE POEM AP-
PEARED IN A COLLECTION MADE IN CAROLINGIAN TIMES OR EARLIER. 
6CF. FRIEDRICH VOLLMER, 11P. VIRGILI I MARON IS IUVENALIS 
LUDI LIBELLUS, 11 SITZUNGSBERICHTE .J2..lli .E..!i.Lb.Q.SOPH!SCH-PHILOLO-
GISCHEN JJ1iJ2 lliJi HISTORISCHEN KLASSE .Jl&.R. K. 8. AKADEMIE Dl:.R, 
lN1SSENSCHAFTEN .z.u. MuENCHEN: ,JAHRGANG 1908 (MuENCHEN, 1909), 
P. 13. VOLLMER CONJECTURES THAT THE TITLE ORIGINALLY MAY 
HAVE REFERRED ONLY TO THE Cut EX, THE POEM IT PRECEDES. 
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TRADITIONALLY, THEN, THE LIBELLUS HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED 
AS VERGILIAN. THE COLLECTION IS RELATED IN THEME; YET, AT 
BEST, IT IS ONLY POSSIBLY VERGILIA~ IN STYLE. THE AUTHORSHIP 
OF SEVERAL OF THE PIECES JS CERTAINLY OPEN TO DOUBT, AND THE 
12£. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS ESPECIALLY FALLS INTO THE CATEGORY OF AN 
INCREMENT.? SOME RECENT VERGILIAN EDITIONS INCLUDE THE POEM 
AND OTHERS OMIT IT, BUT IN EITHER CASE LITTLE COMMENT IS PRO-
VIDED. THE EDJTJONS WHICH INCLUDE IT SEEM TO DO SO FOR THE 
SAKE OF COMPLETENESS JN PRESENTING THE CODEX TRADITION. 8 
AUSONIUS IS NOT INDICATED AS AUTHOR OF THE POEM IN THE 
~. 
MANUSCRJPT TRADITION BUT FIRST APPEARS AS POSSIBLE AUTHOR IN 
THE 1511 ALEANDER EDITION. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS EDI-
TION, THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL NOTE IS APPENDED: 
ET QUONIAM NONNULLI TAM AMBITIOSE OBSTINATI SUNT 
UT NEQUE EX FIDE VETUSTI CODICIS PERSUADER( QUEANT. 
HOC DE ROSIS OPUSCULUM AUSONI I ESSE SCIANT ILLI 
TANTUM ABESSE UT EGO ID NON CREDAM: UT ETIAM EXIS-
TJMEM PLUSCULOS HUlUSCEMODJ MARONI ADSCRIPTOS NOSTRO 
SAECULO LUSUS AUSONIANOS ESSE: QUOD VALIDJSSIMIS 
70NE COMMENTATOR HAS INDICATED, FURTHER, THAT THE CIRIS 
MAY BE A POEM OF GALLUS BECAUSE OF ITS ROMANTIC FLAVOR, WHILE 
THE DIRAE AND LYQJ.A SUGGEST PERHAPS A THIRD-CENTURY ORIGIN. QL. FR. SKUTSCH, Al.Ls. VERGILS £B..u.EHZEIT (LEIPZIG, 1901) AS 
DESCRlBED BY J. W. MACKAil, "VIRGIL AND VIRGILIANJSM, 11 
LECTURES illi. POETRY (LONDON, 1911), P. 57. 
BJT IS AN INTERESTING HISTORICAL SIDELIGHT THAT BOCCAC-
CIO DISCOVERED AUSONIUS, THE VERGILIAN APPENDIX, AND THE 
PR I APEi A. Q.£.. JOHN EDWIN SANDYS, A HISTORY .Q£. CLASSICAL 
SCHOLARSHIP FROM .IJ::l...( SIXTH CENTURY B.C • ..I.Q. .IJ:ib PRESENT DAY I I 
(CAMBRIDGE, 1915), P. 13. 
p 
ARGUMENTIS IN AUSONIANA ENARRATIONE SE PROBATURUM 
ALEANDER PROFITETUR. [CASTIGATIONES XL] 9 
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THE ANCIENT CODEX OF WHICH ALEANDER PROFESSES TO HAVE MADE 
USE JN INTRODUCING THE~ ROSIS NASCENTIBUS INTO HIS EDITION 
CAME FROM THE LIBRARY OF Sr. VICTOR NEAR PARJs.10 READINGS 
FROM THE PARIS CODEX ENABLED ALEANDER TO ENTITLE THE POEM IN 
HJ S ED l TI ON AS 11AUSON I I RO SAE QUAS P ERP ERAM MARON I ADSCR I PTAS 
9THE ENARRAT!O MENTIONED JN THE CASTIGATIONES ABOVE MAY 
BE WHAT PEIPER REFERS TO AS PAPERS OF ALEANDER BASED ON THE 
APOGRAPH WHICH JACOPO SANNAZARO BETWEEN 1501 AND 1504 HAD 
TAKEN FROM lEJDENSJS ~SIANUS F .ll.L: 11 EX ALEANDRI SCHEDJS-
NESCJO QUIS IN IUNTINAE EXEMPLAR OLIM ROMANUM, QUOD POSSIDET 
SCHENKELJUS, QUAEDAM EX SANNAZARIANJS TRANSTULIT 11 -(CF. RU-
DOLF PEIPER, DEC!MI MAGN.l. AUSON! I BURDIGALENS!S .Q.e..ilSCULA~ 
LIPSJAE, 1886, P. XXVI I I J). THE WORK WHICH SCHENKL POSSESSED 
INCLUDED THE Dk. ROS!S 1!.A.S.CENT!B!J..S. AMONG OTHER AUSONIAN PIECES 
DERIVED FROM ALEANDER 1 S PAPERS. AFTER THE POEM WAS THE FOL-
LOWING NOTATION, SUPPOSEDLY A QUOTE FROM ALEANDER (CF. KARL 
SCHENKL, ll. MAGNI AUSONI I 0PUSCULA [= MONUMENTA GERMANIAE 
H1sroR1cA. AucToREs ANr10u1ss1ML v-2J, BERLIN, 1883, 
P. XXXV I): 
Ur CREDAM AUSONJANAM ET NON MARONIANAM ESSE DE Ros1s 
ELEGEIAM FACIT NON MODO VETUSTUS CODEX E BIBLJOTHECA 
DIV! VICTORJS (CF. MONTFAUCON. BJBL. BIBL. 1369) JN 
SUBURBANO PARISI JS ERUTUS, IN QUO AUSONIANAE MOSELLAE 
STATIM SUBDITUR HOC DE ROSIS eC66AArov , VERUM ETIAM 
VOCABULA ALIQUA HUJC OPERI JNSERTA AUSONIO MAXIME PE-
CULIARIA, QUAE VERGILIO, IMO CREDIDERIM ETJAM VERGILJ-
ANO SECULO IGNOTA, UT EST ILLUD QUADRUA ET ANTICIPARE. 
10pEIPER, P. LXXXVI I J. ALEANDER INDICATES THAT HE ALSO 
TOOK THE MOSELLA FROM THIS CODEX. PEIPER NOTES A KINSHIP OF 
READINGS BETWEEN ALEANDER 1 S MOSELLA AND THAT OF SANGALLENSIS 
899. ACCORDING TO THE OBSERVATION OF SCHENKL (P. XXXI), THE 
READINGS FROM THE PARISIAN CODEX WERE NEITHER ANCIENT NOR 
GOOD. 
--
HIERONYMUS ALEANDER EX FIDE VETUSTI CODICIS AUCTORI AD-
II SERVIT. SCHENKL CONSIDERED THE REASONING.OF ALEANDER 
INSUFFICIENT TO JUSTIFY THE INCLUSION OF THE ]Jg_ ROSIS 
~ASCENTIBUS AMONG THE AUSONJANA.11 
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EDITORS AFTER ALEANDER INCLUDED THE ]Jg_ ROS!S NASCENTIBUS 
INSOFAR AS THEY PURPORTED TO PRESENT THE FULL AUSONJAN TRA-
DITION. GENERALLY SPEAKING, THE POEM WAS INCORPORATED INTO 
THE BODY OF GENUINE AUSONIANA. ONLY JN THE MORE RECENT EDI-
TIONS JS THE POEM CONSIGNED TO AN APPENDIX. PREVIOUSLY, NO 
REAL PROOF WAS AFFORDED THAT THE POEM BELONGED TO THE OPUS~ 
QULA; REFERENCE WAS MADE MERELY TO ALEANDER 1 S INCLUSION OF JT, 
WITH GREATER ACCURACY THE POEM IS NOW PLACED IN THE APPENDIX. 
CERTAINLY THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION OF AUSONIUS IN NO 
WISE JUSTIFIES INCLUSION OF THE POEM. RATHER, INTERNAL 
LITERARY EVIDENCE IS ADDUCED BY THE FEW SCHOLARS WHO HAVE 
-
ATTEMPTED TO PROVE HJS AUTHORSHIP. IT IS NOT SURPRISING, 
THEN, THAT THE COMPOSER JS STILL UNDETERMINED. IN BOTH THE 
11scHENKL, P. XXXVI, N· HE ARGUED THAT WE KNOW OF THE 
PARISIAN CODEX ONLY THROUGH ALEANDER 1 S WRITINGS AND THAT THE 
READINGS ARE POOR. IN ADDITION, THERE JS NO INDICATION THAT 
THE NAME OF AUSONIUS APPEARED IN THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT. 
FINALLY, THE 11 COLOR ET S ERMO 11 OF THE PO EM ARE NOT SUCH AS 
WOULD PROVE IT TO BE AUTHENTICALLY AUSONIAN. 
PL 
VERGILIAN AND AUSONIAN EDITIONS, LT HAS BEEN ONLY RECENTLY 
THAT AUTHORSHIP WAS SERIOUSLY QUESTIONED. ·INDEED, EVEN IN 
THE FAR MORE EXTENSIVE VERGILIAN TRADITION, SCALIGER FIRST 
REFERRED TO A VERGILIAN APPENDIX. 
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IN THE LAST CENTURY THE POSITION OF THE POEM HAS BEEN 
SOLIDIFIED IF NOT CLARIFIED. IT STILL APPEARS IN THE VER-
GJLlAN APPENDIX, BUT AS A WORK OF .MOST DUBIOUS VERGILJAN 
AUTHORSHIP. As EARLY AS 1847 NAEKE, IN A GENERAL DISCUSSION 
OF THE JUVENALIS LUDI LIBELLUS 1 REMARKED AS FOLLOWS JN 
REGARD TO THE POEM: 
NuNc, SIVE TRACTATIONEM SPECTES, NEQUE ILLA IN DESCR1-
BENDA NATURA ROSARUM SUBTILITAS AC LUXURIES, QUAE 
NOVITIAM OLIM APUD NOS POETARUM SCHOLAM, MULTUM JN 
FLORIBUS AC STELLIS LUDENTIUM, IN MENTEM REVOCAT, 
OPTIMAE AETATI CONVENITj SJVE DICTIONEM, REPERIUNTUR 
IN EO CARMINE VERBA ALIQUOT, UT VEGETARE, ANT!CIPARE, 
QUAE AD INFERIOREM ILLUD AETATEM REFERRE IUBENT, ET 
AD POETAM TALEM, QUAL1S AusoNJUs.12 
ONE MAY FlND A MORE COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE DJ:. ROS!S NASCEN-
TIBUS IN VERGJLIAN SCHOLARSHIP, WHILE POPULARLY THE POEM IS 
ASCRIBED, AT LEAST TENTATIVELY, TO AUSONIUS. IN A WORK OF 
POPULAR APPEAL, CHARLES JORET HAS EASILY DECIDED THE QUESTION 
OF AUTHORSHIP: 
, 12AuGUSTUS FERDINANDUS NAEKIUS, CARMINA VALERI I CATON!S 
,BONNAE, 1847), P. 239. 
--
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' I " LES POETES DE ROME ONT RIVALJSE AVEC LEURS EMULES DE 
LA GRECE DANS CE CONCERT DE LOUANGES EN L 1 HONNEUR DE 
LA ROSE •••• MAJS NUL NE L 1 A CELEBREE DANS DES VERS PLUS 
GRACIEUX, QUOIQUE NON EXEMPTS D 1 AFFfTE~IE, QU 1 AUSONE.13 
SIMILARLY, THE POPULAR SCHOLAR HELEN WADDELL IN HER TRANSLA-
TIONS OF MEDIEVAL LYRICS HAS INCLUDED A VERSION OF THE D.f:. 
KOSIS NASCEtlTIBUS, A ~OEM SHE ATTRIBUTES TO AUSONJUs.14 
THE POEM ON ROSES IS THE LOVELIEST PIECE JN THE APPENDIX 
TO AUSONJUS. THE DIFFICULTY IN IDENTIFYING ITS ERA SPRINGS 
FROM THE UNIVERSAL THEME, PRESENTED IN A COMPLETELY NATURAL 
MANNER, AS MUCH AS FROM THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION. 
I I. SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE 
THE POEM Of THE SEVEN WISE MEN JS FOUND IN A NUMBER OF 
MANUSCRIPTS DATING FROM THE ELEVENTH CENTURY. IN NONE OF 
THEM IS THE NAME OF AUSONJUS MENTIONED, NOR DOES THE POEM 
APPEAR AMONG OTHER SELECTIONS ATTRIBUTED TO THE POET. IN 
MOST INSTANCES, THE POEM IS INCLUDED ON THE BASIS OF ITS SUB-
JECT MATTER, WHICH IS SUITED TO A MANUSCRIPT DEALING WITH 
MORAL OR PHILOSOPHICAL TOPICS. IN THE EARLIEST MANUSCRIPT, 
ELEVENTH-CENTURY ANGELICANUS ~ ~ 22., THERE IS NO MENTION Of 
THE POET EITHER IN THE CODEX OR IN THE CATALOGUE. HERE THE 
POEM IS PRECEDED BY THE WRITINGS OF FULGENTIUS, SJPHUSIUS, 
13CHARLES JORET, .LA ROSE DANS L 1ANTIQUITE J:.I. Ail MOYEN 
Ali~ (PARIS, 1892), P. 71. 
14HELEN WADDELL, TRANS., .Q.t:i NEWBLOW~ ROSES, MARIE ANGEL 
FECJT (1954). 
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A FRAGMENT OF VIRGIL THE GRAMMARIAN, AND AUGUSTINUS ON THE 
MUSES. INTERESTINGLY, THE NoMINA MUSARUM, WHICH HAS ALSO 
ENTERED INTO THE AUSONIAN APPENDIX, IMMEDJATELY PRECEDES THE 
POEM ON THE WISE MEN.15 
ONE MAY WONDER HOW THE CATALOGUERS CAME TO ASCRIBE THE 
ISEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE TO AUSONIUS. IT FIRST ENTERS THE 
TRADITION IN AN EDJTJON WHICH WILL BE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL IN 
RELATION TO THE EPIGRAMS: THE 1499 UGOLETAN EDITION PUB-
LJSHED AT PARMA. IT JS OF INTEREST THAT THE LUDUS SEPTEM -
SAPIENTIJM, A GENUINE WORK OF AUSONJUS, WAS FIRST EDITED IN 
15EXAMPLES MAY BE TAKEN FROM SEVERAL OTHER MANUSCRIPTS TC 
ILLUSTRATE THE GENERAL CONTEXT OF THE POEM. IN LAURENTIANUS 
..31. .2.2,, THE CATALOGUE REFERENCE MAKES NO MENTION OF THE NAME 
OF THE AUTHOR. Jr NOTES THAT THE POEM APPEARS WITH THE WRIT-
INGS OF PEIRONIUS ARBITER, PRISCIAN, P. RUIILIUS RUFUS, 
AQUILA ROMANUS, AND CICERO. THE CATALOGUE OF MONACENSIS 5411 
REMARKS THAT THE POEM JS INDEED ATTRIBUTED TO AUSONIUS, BUT 
IT IS NOT A PART OF A GENERAL BODY OF AUSONIAN MATERIAL. 
RATHER, IT IS INSERTED AM LD SELECTIONS FROM PETRARCH, AENEAS 
SJLVIUS, CICERO, AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKS. BAMBERG .M.s..Q. CLASS 
.12. IS CATALOGUED ALONG WITH PIECES FROM CICERO, SENECA, AND 
SYMMACHUS. THE COMPILER NOTES THAT THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM .fil:li-
TENTIAE MAY BE THE COMPOSITION OF AUSONIUS, BUT THE ATTRIBU-
TION IS NOT DEFINITIVE. VINDOBONENS!S j-1.l INCLUDES THE 
SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENIENTIAE ANONYMOUSLY AMONG THE WORKS OF 
MARBODUS, ABELARD, PSEUDO-PLATO, POPE GREGORY, AND PSEUDO-
VERG IL. VINDOBONENSIS .2.Q.2. DOES ATTRIBUTE THE POEM TO AUSONJU~ 
IN ITS CATALOGUE, NOTING IT AMONG WORKS FROM SUCH WRITERS AS 
HUGO VICTORINUS AND ANSELM CANTUARENSIS. 
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THE SAME EDITION. IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT LJGOLETUS ALSO 
INCLUDED THE SEPTEM ..s.8.PIENTUM SENTENTIAE ON GROUNDS Of ITS 
SIMILAR THEME. 16 ONCE THE POEM ENTERED THE AUSONJAN TRA-
DITION, IT REMAINED THERE, THOUGH TODAY IT HAS RIGHTFULLY 
BEEN MOVED TO THE APPENDtX. 
I I I. SIGNA CAELESTIA 
ANOTHER POEM WHICH FIRST APPEARED IN THE EDITION OF 
LJGOLETUS AS A PART OF THE AUSONIANA IS ,THE S!GNA CAELEST!A. 
MANUSCRIPTS FOR THE POEM DATE FROM THE NINTH CENTURY; INDEED, 
SIX OF THE MANUSCRIPTS COLLATED IN THIS CRITICAL TEXT HAVE 
16AccoRDING TO SCHENKL (P. xxx), UGOLETUS DREW THE 
L!J.QUS, ALONG WITH THE QRDO URBIUM, FROM THE CODEX OF TRISTAN 
CHALCUS CEARISINUS LATINUS 8500); THE SENTENTIAE WERE EX-
TRACTED FROM LAURENil8NU~ 37 25. PEIPER DOES NOT COMMENT ON 
THE SOURCE OF THE SEPTEM SAPIENIUM SENIENTIAE BUT RATHER 
CONFINES HIMSELF IO A BRIEF MENTION OF SOME OF THE MANU-
SCRIPTS. 
IT IS NOTEWORTHY THAI THE SENIENTIAE WERE PUBLISHED 
AS AUSONIAN IN A SEPARATE EDITION IN 1500, CONRAD CELTIS 1 
SEPIENARl8 SODALII8S LITTERAR..l..A ~ERMANIAE AT VIENNA. CELTIS 
(B. 1459) WAS A GERMAN HUMANIST, CLASSICS PROFESSOR, EDUCA-
TIONAL REFORMER, AUTHOR, AND PATRIOT. HE PLANNED A SEVENFOLD 
SODALITY AND COMPOSED A POEM TO IT WHICH WAS A MAJOR PART OF 
HIS 1500 PUBLICATION. THE LUDUS WAS ALSO INCLUDED AS WELL AS 
THE LETTER OF Sr. JEROME TO THE ROMAN ORATOR MAGNUS. CELTJS 1 
EDITION IS NOTEWORTHY FOR HISTORICAL RATHER THAN TEXTUAL 
REASONS; HE MADE NO EMENDATIONS AT ALL IN HIS PUBLICATION. 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CF. LEWIS W. SPITZ, CONRAD CELIIS 
Ili£ GERM8N ARCH-HUM8NISI (CAMBRIDGE, 1957). 
( I , 
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THEIR ORIGIN IN THAT CENTURY.1 7 THE MANUSCRIPTS DO RECORD 
SOME IDENTIFYING MARK ON THE POEM. GUDIANUS .112., REGINENSIS 
~' fAR!SINUS LATINUS 12117, PARISINUS LAIINUS 5371, REGl-
NENSIS ..21.2., AND SANGALLENS!S 22.Q MENTION PRISCIAN, THE SIXIH-
CENTURY GRAMMARIAN, AS AUTHOR OF THE POEM. ACCURSIUS ALSO 
MENTIONED THE POEM, ASCRIBING IT TO PRISCJAN RATHER THAN TO 
AUSONIUS. 18 HE NOTED THAT THE POEM FREQUENTLY APPEARED JN 
THE SAME MANUSCRIPT AS THE WORKS OF BEDE, MACROBIUS, AND 
VEGETIUS RENATUS IN THE VATICAN LIBRARY. HE ALSO NOTED THAT 
THE JMMEDIATE CONTEXT OF POEMS ON THE PLANETS AND MONTHS 
SUGGESTED RATHER THE WORK OF A GRAMMARIAN THAN A POET. 
HIS 1580 EDITION VINET REMARKED ON THE SAME POEM.19 HE 
IN 
1 7THE POEM GENERALLY APPEARS AS PART OF A MISCELLANY. 
IN VALENCENENSIS .!11 (391) THE POEM APPEARS JN AN ANTHOLOGY OF 
UNNAMED SELECTIONS; A POEM ON THE WINDS PRECEDES THE S!GNA 
CAELESTIA IN THIS MANUSCRIPT. VAIICANUS REGINENSIS 2..1.2. 
INCLUDES THE POEM AMID ITS MISCELLANY. SANGALLENSIS 2.2.Q. IN-
CLUDES THE WRITING OF BEDE AND ARATUS, AND SANGALLE~ 2.1..a 
CONTAINS BOETHJUS AND BEDE. PARIS!NUS LATINUS 12117 IS ALSO 
A POTPOURRI OF COMPOSITIONS; IT INCLUDES EXCERPTS FROM Sr. 
CLEMENT, ROYAL GENEALOGIES, CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES, VERSES OF 
ABELARD, PSEUDO-PLATO, AND OTHERS; INTERESTINGLY ENOUGH, THE 
SEPTEM SAP!ENTUM SENTENTIAE. ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THE MANU-
SCRIPT. POSSIBLY THIS CODEX WAS AVAILABLE TO LJGOLETUS WHEN HE 
ADDED THE SENTENTIAE IO THE LUDUS, AND THEREFORE THE EDITOR 
MAY HAVE DETERMINED ALSO TO INCLUDE THE S!GNA CAELESTIA. 
1 8MARIANGELUS ACCURSJUS, ED., DIAIRIBAE J1:::J. AUSONIUM, 
SOLINUM ll 0VIDIUM (ROMAE, 1524), FOL_. 29R. 
19 ELIA V!NETUS, AUSONJ I BURDIGALENSIS ••• OMNIA, QUAE AJl-
.1::1..!.LQ. J1:::J. VETER I BUS BIBLIOTHECI~ INVENIRE POTUERUNT, OPERA, All 
BAEC SYMMACHI ~PONTI I PAULIN I LITTERAE .AD. AUSONIUM SCRIPTAE, 
.liLM. C!CERON!S, SULPICIAE, .A!.J_ORUMQUE QUORUNDAM VETERUM .Q.Ali-
MINA NONNULLA, CUNCTA AU VARLA VETERA, NOVAQUE EXEMPLAR IA, 
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NOTED THAT THE POEM WAS DUBIOUSLY ATTRIBUTED TO AUSONIUS ON 
THE GROUND THAT JT JS GENERALLY FOUND IN MANUSCRIPTS AMONG 
SELECTIONS THAT DO NOT B~AR AUSONJUS 1 NAME. THE COMMON TITLE 
[~!TOME PHOENOMENQli PRISC!ANI GRAMMATIC) ADDS FURTHER WEIGHT 
TO THE ARGUMENT. BOTH PEJPER20 AND VJNETUS NOTE THE REMARK 
oF JosEPH SCALI GER (LECTT. AusoN. I I 29) THAT THE POEM 
PROBABLY ANTECEDED JEROME. SCALIGER HAD READ IT IN THE 
PAPERS OF THE SCHOLAR JACQUES CUYET 1 WHERE IT HAD BEEN PART 
OF A LARGER ANONYMOUS POEM ON THE STARS, ONE VERSE OF WHICH 
JEROME HAD PREVIOUSLY CITED IN HIS COMMENTARIES ON EzE~)~L. 
NONETHELESS, WHEN THE POEM CAME TO THE ATTENTION OF THADDEUS 
LJGOLETUS, HE INCLUDED IT AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE 0PUSCULA 
AUSONIAt:l.A, PLACING IT THEMATICALLY JUST AFTER THE AUTHENTIC 
POEM ll£. MENSI BUS ET QUATTUOR ANNI TEMPORIBUS. 
IV. NOMINA MUSARUM 
THE POEM NOMINA MUSARUM HAS BEEN LOCATED IN A NUMBER OF 
MANUSCRIPTS DATING FROM THE NINTH CENTURY. JN NONE OF THEM 
DOES THE NAME OF AUSONIUS APPEAR. RATHER, CATO IS INDICATED 
AS THE AUTHOR IN TWO INSTANCES, CAROLIRUHENSIS 36 AND~-
EMENDATA, COMMENTAR~ !SQUE JLLUSTRATA ..El:.B. 
TONEM (BURDIGALAE, 1580]), # 315A-B. 
20pEIPER 1 P. LXXXI l ti. 
EL!AM ~INETUM .s.M!-
--
_2.!ANU~ Q 33. GENERALLY SPEAKING, THE POEM APPEARS IN THE 
CONTEXT OF A MISCELLANY. 21 JT IS FIRST RECORDED AMONG THE 
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21YALENCENENSIS ill (..31]_) INCLUDES IT AMONG NUMEROUS 
SHORTER PIECES WHICH THE CATALOGUER DOES NOT ATTEMPT TO DI-
VIDE BY AUTHOR. IN TUR!CENSIS C 78 THE POEM APPEARS, TENTA-
TIVELY ASCRIBED TO CATO, LN THE ANTHOLOGICAL PORTION OF A 
MANUSCRIPT WHICH ALSO INCLUDES THE WRITINGS OF ALCUIN, THEO-
LOGICAL TRACTS, AND SERMONS. SANGALLENSIS 899 LS NOTEWORTHY 
BECAUSE IT CONTAINS AMONG ITS ANTHOLOGICAL CONTENTS A POEM 
WHICH JS NOW REGARDED AS GENUINELY AUSONIAN, THE MOSELLA. IT 
IS CONCEIVABLE THAT PHYSICAL PROXIMITY TO THE Sr. GALL MOSEL-
J..A CONTRIBUTED TO THE INCLUSION OF THE NOMINA MUSARUM AMONG 
THE AUSONIANA. ANOTHER MANUSCRIPT IN WHICH TWO AUSONIAN 
PIECES APPEAR IS Lf:.IDENS!S YosSIANUS LAT I NUS .Q ..3],. THE DIF-
FERENCE IN THIS CASE IS THAT BOTH PIECES, THE S!GNA CAELESTIA 
AND THE NOMINA MUSARUM, ARE DESTINED FOR THE APPENDJX. THE 
CATALOGUER NOTES THAT THESE VERSES APPEAR IN A MANUSCRIPT 
CHIEFLY DEVOTED TO THE WORKS OF CICERO, PERSIUS, DONATUS AND 
LACTANTIUS. YALENCENENSJS 394 CONSISTS OF A COMMENTARY ON TH 
WORKS OF PRUDENTIUS IN ITS FIRST 47 FOLIAj AT THE BOTTOM OF 
THE COMMENTARY THE POEM ON THE MUSES IS INSERTED WITHOUT IND! 
CATION OF AUTHORSHIP. CANTABRIGIENSIS .Q ~..LL IS ANTHOLOGJC, 
THOUGH ITS CHIEF WORK JS THE SATIRES OF JUVENALj THE CATA-
LOGUER MAKES NO ATTEMPT TO ATTRIBUTE THE POEM ON THE MUSES TO 
AN AUTHOR. HOWEVER, THE CATALOGUER OF TURICENSIS C .Q2. DOES 
TENTATIVELY ATTRIBUTE THE POEM TO AUSONIUS. PARISINUS 7930 
IS ALMOST ENTIRELY CONCERNED WITH VERGIL; THE CATALOGUER MERE 
LY NOTES THAT, AT THE END OF THE VERGILJAN WORKS, A POEM ON 
THE MUSES IS INSERTED. ANGELICANUS ~ ~ ..2..2. IS OF PARTICULAR 
INTEREST INSOFAR AS IT INCLUDES TWO POEMS, NEITHER OF WHICH 
ARE ATTRIBUTED BY THE CATALOGUER TO AUSONIUS, IN SUCCESSION: 
THE NOMINA MUSARUM AND THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE. 
BOTH OF THESE PIECES CAME TO BE PLACED IN THE AUSONIAN AP-
PENDIX. LAURENTI ANUS 39 ~' A WORK ALMOST ENTIRELY OF VERGIL, 
APPENDS THE POEM IN MUCH THE SAME MANNER AS PAR!SINUS 7930, 
THOUGH IN THIS INSTANCE THE CATALOGUER MAKES NOTE OF THE 
ATTRIBUTION TO AUSONIUS. 8ARBERINUS LATINUS 65 INCLUDES 
THE WORKS OF HORACE PLUS SHORTER PIECES FROM ASSORTED WRITERS 
THE CATALOGUER NOTES THAT, IN ADDITION TO THE PSEUDO-AUSONIAN 
POEM ON THE MUSES, THIS MANUSCRIPT ALSO INCLUDES, ON FF. 84V-
85R, THE PSEUDO-AUSONIAN SEPIEM SAPIENTUM SENIENIIAE. THREE 
FIFTEENTH-CENTURY CODICES, LAURENTIANUS 39 ~' LAURENTIANUS 39 
11., AND LAURENTI ANUS _2.1 .12, ARE ALL CHIEFLY ~ERGILIAN IN CON-
TENT. THE CATALOGUER MENTIONS THE INCLUSION OF THE POEM ON 
THE MUSES WITHOUT GIVING AN AUTHOR. YATICANUS 3255 ALSO AP-
PENDS THE POEM TO ITS VERGILIANA. 
--
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AusoNIANA QUITE LATE WHEN VINETUS ADDED THE PIECE TO HIS EDI-
TION OF 1575. IN HIS COMMENTARY HE REMARKED THAT HE HAD LO-
CATED THE POEM IN A VERGILIAN MANUSCRIPT. INDEED, THE POEM 
WAS ALSO PRINTED AS PART OF THE VERGILIAN TRADITION IN THE 
BASLE VERGJL OF 1586. 
POELMANN HAD EDITED AUSONIUS IN 1568 FOR PLANTINUS; AT 
THE SAME TIME HE HAD WORKED ON THE DIST!CHS OF CATO FOR THAT 
PRINTER. MORE THAN ONCE CODICES CONNECT THE POEM TO CATO. 
IN RECENT YEARS BOAS HAS ATTESTED THAT THE NAME OF CAT~-~A~ 
ERRONEOUSLY AFFIXED TO THE POEM, A SITUATION WHJCH HAS OC-
CURRED IN OTHER POEMS AS WELL. 22 HE NOTES THE INCLUSION OF 
THE POEM AMONG THE AUSONIANA BUT DOES NOT DISCUSS THE 
QUESTION OF AUTHORSHIP BEYOND DENYING THE TITLE TO CATO. FAR 
AND AWAY THE.MAJORITY OF MANUSCRIPTS, HE INDICATES, EITHER 
BEAR A GENERAL TITLE WITHOUT ANY INDICATION OF AUTHORSHIP 
OR LACK ANY TITLE AT ALLj THUS, IT WOULD APPEAR TO BE THE 
~ESULT OF MERE CONJECTURE THAT THE NAME CATO EVER CAME TO BE 
CONNECTED TO THE POEM. 
22MARCUS BOAS, DISTICHA CATON IS (AMSTELODAMI, 1952), 
P. 269. THE DIST!CHA CATON IS DATE FROM IMPERIAL TIMES BUT 
ARE SUPPOSEDLY THE WORK OF MARCUS PORCIUS CATO THE CENSOR, 
WHO DIED IN 149 B.C. 
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V. ALIQUOT EPIGRAMMAIA BOBIENSJA 
THE POELMANN EDITION OF 1568 AND THE SCALIGER EDITION OF 
1575 CONTAIN GREEK EPIGRAMS WHICH ARE NOT THE WORK OF AUSONl-
US BUT ARE, RATHER, THE GREEK PROTOTYPES OF A NUMBER OF LATIN 
EPIGRAMS INCLUDED WITHIN THE CORPUS. SCALIGER NOTED IN REGAR 
TO THE GREEK EPIGRAMS, 11GRAECA QUAEDAM EPJGRAMMATA, QUAE PAR-
TlM AEMULATUS, PARTIM INTERPRETATUS EST AuSONIUS. 1123 To 
WRITERS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY, IT WAS CLEAR ENOUGH THAT 
THE LATIN POEMS WERE MORE OR LESS BASED ON THE GREEK. ALL 
THAT REMAINED WAS THE NECESSITY PRECISELY TO DEFINE THA~ 
RELATIONSHIP IN ORDER TO PINPOINT AUSONIAN POETIC TECHNIQUE. 
TEN OF THE EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMS UNDER CONSIDERATION CORRES-












XV I 174 
XV I 178 
IX 173 (?), XI 279 (?) 
XV I 1 51 
IX 12 
x 26 
VI I 670 
IX 44, 45· 
IX 515 
231oSEPHUS SCALI GER, ED., D.. MAGNI AusONI I BURDIGALENSIS 
VIRI CONSULAR IS, AUGUSIORUM PRAECEPTORIS, OPERA J1i MELIOREM 
ORDINEM DIGESTA, .R.E.QOGNITA SUNI A IOSEPHO SCALIGERO IULIJ 
CAES. L• J:.I. INFINITIS LOCIS EMENDATA, EIUSDEM IOSEPHI SCALl-
G~BI AUSON!ARUM LECT!ONUM LIBRI DJJ..Q., .All ELIAM V!NETUM SANIO-
bl.t.M, J1i QUI BUS CASTIGAI!ONUM RAT!ONES REDDlJNTUR, il DIFF!Cl-
L!ORES LOCI AUSONIANI EXPLICANTUR (LUGtiUNI, 1575),P. 328. 
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SEVERAL OTHERS IN THE SERIES BEAR KINSHIP TO EPIGRAMS WHICH 
APPEAR IN OTHER GREEK COLLECTIONs.24 
JT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT WHAT JS HERE UNDER DISCUSSION, 
HOWEVER, IS NOT THE TOTALITY OF EVIDENCE DEMONSTRATING SOME 
' SOURCE JN GREEK WRITINGS; RATHER, ONLY THE TEN ABOVE-
MENTJONED POEMS, LISTED BY INCIPIT, PLUS THE FOLLOWING EIGHT 





NON EST DIVES 
NON NOMEN Quon EST BEATUM 
SANUS PJGER 
JUDGING FROM POELMANN OR SCALIGER, IT WOULD BE ARBITRARY 
INDEED TO HERD TOGETHER THESE EIGHTEEN; ONLY SOME ARE CLEARLY 
RELATED TO GREEK EPIGRAMS IN THE PALATINE ANTHOLOGY. How-
EVER, THERE WAS A TIME WHEN THESE EIGHTEEN WERE NOT INCLUDED 
JN THE BODY OF AUSONIAN EPIGRAMS, FOR ONLY IN THE 1496 
24THE PALATINE ANTHOLOGY (DESIGNATED FROM ITS SINGLE 
SOURCE IN EAL.. 2..3. OF HEIDELBERG) AND THE PLANUDEAN ANTHOLOGY 
(COMPILED BY MAXIMUS PLANUDES IN 1301) TOTAL 4150 EPIGRAMS. 
BOTH COLLECTIONS ULTIMATELY DERIVE FROM ONE SOURCE, ALTHOUGH 
THE PALATINE HAS 1200 EPIGRAMS NOT IN THE PLANUDEAN, AND THE 
PLANUDEAN 400 NOT JN THE PALATINE. THE PALATINE ANTHOLOGY 
WAS DISCOVERED BY SALMASIUS IN 1606-1607 AND PUBLISHED ONLY 
NEAR THE END Of THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. UNTIL THAT TIME .Ae.Q.-
GRAPHA WERE THE MEANS OF DISSEMINATION. INDIVIDUAL EPIGRAMS 
MUST HAVE CIRCULATED BEFORE THE DISCOVERY OF SALMASJUS SINCE 
IT IS KNOWN THAT TRANSLATIONS OR PARAPHRASES OF MANY OF THE 
EPIGRAMS SUPPLIED RENAISSANCE POETS AND POETASTERS WITH FUEL. 
ANYONE FROM THE TIME OF AUSONIUS TO THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
COULD HAVE COMPOSED THE LATIN EPIGRAMS, THOUGH THE LIKELIEST 
ERAS ARE THE EARLIEST OR THE VERY LATEST. 
--
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EDITION DO THEY APPEAR. WHERE THEY CAME FROM IS A MYSTERY. 
'WHAT SETS THE EIGHTEEN POEMS IN PECULIAR CONJUNCTION IS 
THEIR PRESENTATION AS A GROUP UNDER THE NAME OF MERULA JN TH 
VENETIAN 1496 EDITION OF AUSONIUS UNDER THE AUSPICES OF H. 
AVANTJUS. THE INTRODUCTION TO THIS EDITION INCLUDES THE 
FOLLOWING STATEMENT: 
BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA PRAESTANTISSIMO PHILOSOPHO 
HIERONYMO AVANCIO VERONENSI SALUTEM. EGO VERO 
EIDEM TUA CAUSA POLLICEOR ME DATURUM ESSE NONNULLA 
JPSJUS AUSONJ I POETAE EPIGRAMMATA IN CALCE OPERIS 
COLLOCANDA: QUAE SUPERIORJBUS ANNIS ELEGANTJSSIMUS 
POETA NOSTER VERONENSIS TUUS FRANCISCUS NURCISIUS A 
SECRETIS EXCELLENTJSSIMAE CORNELIAE GENTIS REGINAE 
CYPRI MEDIOLANI JNVENIT: MEQUE PRO MUTUA BENJVOLENTIA! 
QUAE SUMMA EST INTER NOS ILLIS LIBENTER IMPERTIVJT.2~ 
NURSJUS, UPON DISCOVERING THESE PURPORTEDLY AUSONIAN EPI-
GRAMS AT MILAN, TURNED THEM OVER TO BARTOLOMMEO MERULA OF 
MANTUA26 FOR PUBLICATION; MERULA IN TURN GAVE THEM TO THE 
EDITOR, H. AVANTJUS. 
25FRANCESCO NURSIUS (OR NURCISIUS) WAS PRIVATE SECRETARY 
.TO QUEEN CATERlNA CORNARO AND A POET IN THE VERNACULAR. 
LITTLE JS KNOWN OF HIM; PEIPER NOTES A REFERENCE TO HIM IN 
MAFFEI ls VERONA ILLUSIRATA I I (1731, P. 260 F.) AND IN A BIO-
GRAPHY OF CATHERINE BY COLBERTALDI OF ASOLO IN 1489, IN THE 
LATTER OF WHICH NURSIUS IS LAUDED AS 11 ECCELENTE POETA E NON 
MEDIOCRE FJLOSOF0. 11 CF. PEIPER, 11DIE HANDSCHRIFTLICHE LJEBER-
LJEFERUNG DES AUSONIUS, 11 ·JAHRBUECHER FUER AJ...ASSISCHE fHILO-
LOGIE SUPPL. XI, P. 226. CF. ALSO MARIO EMILIO COSENZA, 
BIOGRAPHICAL AN..Q. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY .QL J:.!:lg, ITALIAN 
HUMANISTS AN.ll .Q£. .I.l:il:. WORLD .Q£. CLASSICAL SCHOLARSHIE ..l..N IIALY, 
1300-1800 I I I (BOSTON, 1962),# 2495. 
26 BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA OF MANTUA WAS A STUDENT OF DIO-
DORUS SICULUS AND OF AUSONIUS, CURTIUS, OVID, AND PERSIUS. 
HE WAS TEACHER TO THE CHILDREN OF GEORGIUS, HIS MORE RE-
NOWNED BROTHER, AND ALSO TO QUEEN CATHERINE 1 S TWO NEPHEWS. 




THUS, IN 1496 THE SITUATION SEEMED RELATIVELY UNCOMPLI-
CATED; THE 1499 PARMA EDJTJON OF LJGOLETUS (TADDEO LJGOLETO) 
ADDS A NEW DIMENSION. LJGOLETUS, A STUDENT OF GEORGIUS 
MERULA 1 27 REFERS IN HIS ENTITULATURE TO 11 EPJGRAMMATA AUSONI l 
QUAE fERUNTUR EMANASSE E BJBLIOTHECA GEORGI I ALEXANDRJNI VlRI 
DE LINGUA LATINA BENEMERITl.u THIS TITLE REFERS TO SEVENTEEN 
OF THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS AND ALSO TO SEVEN NEW EPIGRAMS (SOME 
OF WHICH ARE ALSO TRANSLATIONS FROM THE G~EEK). IT IS.OF 
INTEREST THAT THESE EPIGRAMS ARE SUFFICIENTLY DISTJNGUIS_f::IED 
BY LJGOLETUS IN THAT HE DID NOT INCORPORATE THEM INTO THE 
BODY Of ACCEPTED AUSONIANA, A FATE WHJ~H ACTUALLY BEFELL A 
NUMBER OF OTHER PIECES (SOME OF WHICH ARE, AGAIN, TRANSLA-
TIONS FROM THE GREEK). 
THERE IS A READILY-APPARENT DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER, BE-
TWEEN THE HISTORY Of THE EJGHTEEN EPIGRAMS AS RECORDED IN 
THE 1496 AND THE 1499 EDITIONS. THE ONE CJTES B. MERULA 
TO THE PRINTER TACUINUS FOR USE lN THE EDITION OF AVANTJUS. 
NURSIUS, BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA, TACUINUS, AND AVANTIUS WERE 
ALL MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF CORNARO. CF. COSENZA V, # 1170. 
( 
27FRJEDRICH AUGUST ECKSTEIN, NOMENCLATOR PHJLOLOGORUM 
LEIPZIG, 1871),P. 577. 
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AS SOURCE, THE OTHER G. ALEXANDRINUS. THIS IS OF SIGNIFI-
CANCE, ESPECIALLY SINCE 11G. ALEXANDRINUS 11 IS BUT ONE OF 
SEVERAL NAMES GIVEN FOR GEORGIUS MERULA, BROTHER OF BARTHOLO-
MAEUS.28 IT IS KNOWN THAT G. MERULA 1 S AMANUENSIS, GIORGIO 
GALBIATI, VISITED THE MONASTERY OF BOBBIO JN 1493 AND 
DISCOVERED THERE A NUMBER OF MANUSCRIPTS OF THE FOURTEENTH 
28JSTITUTO DELLA [NCICLOPEDIA ITALIANA, [NC.J..Q.!...Q~~ 
lI.A!...llJl.8. DE SCIENZE, .lu.TE!li,, ED AR.ll XXI I (ROMA, 1934-1942), 
P. 926. COSENZA V, # 1171 AND I I I,# 2296, 2299. JAMES 
HUTTON, IHE GREEK ANTHOLOGY J..tl l.r.8.L] ..IQ .I.1:il:. YEAR 1800 
[= Q.Q.E.NELL STUDIES J.1i ENGLISH XXI I I (ITHACA, 1935), P. 102. 
ECKSTEIN, P. 371. SANDYS I I' PP. 35, 86, 102-103. PEIPER, 
11 UEB., 11 P. 227. F. MARX, 11AUSONIUS, I RE. II, COL. 2578. 
GIORGIO MERLAN! OF AQUI IN THE PROVINCE OF ALESSANDRJA (NEAR 
MILAN) WAS BORN BETWEEN 1430 AND 1431 AND LIVED UNTIL MARCH 
19, 1494. HE STUDIED IN 1444-46 UNDER FRANCESCO FtLELFO OF 
MILAN AND TtFERNAS AND LATER UNDER GABRIELE PAVER! FONTANA. 
HE TAUGHT IN MILAN IN 1454 AND, AFTER 1464, IN VENICE UNTIL 
DUKE LODOVICO SFORZA RECALLED HIM TO MILAN IN 1482 TO WRITE 
A HISTORY OF THE CITY. HE WAS THE FIRST TO EDIT MARTIAL 
(1471), AND HE PARTICIPATED IN PREPARING THE 1490 AUSONJUS BY 
ASSISTING HIS STUDENT FERRARIUS. HENCE, PERHAPS, THE CONFU-
SION WITH BARTHOLOMAEUS. FURTHER WORKS INCLUDE EDITIONS OF 
CICER0 1 S fil Fll':)IBUS (1471), OF CATO, VARRO AND COLUMELLA 
(1472), OF PLAUTUS (1472), THE EMENDATIONES J..tl VISGILIUM ~ 
.El..J..fi.ll!.M. (1471), AND THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL (1474). MERULA 
WAS KNOWN FOR HIS PROCLIVITY FOR CONTROVERSYj POLITIAN AND 
THE MILD-MANNERED BEROALDO WERE AMONG THE OBJECTS OF HIS IN-
VECTIVE. MERULA HAS~ IN-FACT, BEEN ACCUSED OF FALSELY AT-
TRIBUTING A PART OF ~OLITIAN 1 S LEARNING TO HIMSELF (CF. 
SANDYS J J, P. 85). AMONG THE APPELLATIONS OF GIORGIO MERLAN I 
ARE THE FOLLOWING: ALEXANDRINUS STATILIENSJS, GEORGIUS 
ALEXANDRINUS, GIORGIO ALESSANDRINO, MERLAN!, MERLANO, MER-
LANUS, GEORGE ALEXANDER MERULA (AN ERROR), PHILIPPUS MERULA 
(AN ERROR), AND MERULLA. 
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AND F'JFTEENTH CENTURIES, INCLUDED IN WHICH WAS THE SULPICIAN 
SATIRE. 
UPON MERULA 1 S DEATH IN 1494, TWO YEARS BEFORE THE FIRST 
PRINTING OF.WHAT HAVE SINCE BEEN DESIGNATED THE EIGHTEEN 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS, MERULA 1 S PAPERS WERE TURNED OVER ~O THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE OF MILAN, BARTHOLOMAEUS CHALCUS. THE 
PAPERS, NEVER FULLY ORDERED JN MERULA 1 S OWN LIFETIME, MAY 
HAVE CONTAINED INFORMATION ON THE 80BBIO MANUSC~JPT OF THE 
EPIGRAMS, LONG LOST BUT RECENTLY RE-DISCOVERED IN APOGRAPH~ 
IT IS NOT CERTAIN HOW THE TWO 11 HISTORJES 11 OF THE EPI-
GRAMS, THE ONE YJ.A BARTHOLOMAEUS, THE OTHER ~GEORGI US, ARE 
RELATED. PEIPER NOTES THAT IF LJGOLETUS lN 1499 HAD HAD THE 
/ 
POEMS PRINTED AS WE FIND THEM AT THE END OF THE EDITION, ONE 
WOULD SIMPLY .HAVE THOUGHT IT CARELESSNESS JN -EXCHANGING THE 
FORENAMES BARTHOLOMAEUS AND GEORGIUs; 29 FOR GEO~G!US HAD 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE FERRARIUS 1490 EDITION OF AUSONIUS, AND 
~IS NAME WAS FAR BETTER KNOWN THAN THAT OF HJS BROTHER. BUT 
GEORGJUS JS MANY TIMES DE$1GNATED AS PUBLISHER EVEN OF THE 
FIRST EDITION OF AVANTIUS, WHEREAS BARTHOLOMAEUS 1 NAME JN 
CONNECTION WITH AUSONIUS SOON FELL INTO OBSCURITY. GEORGIUS 1 
REPUTATION GREW TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT MANY NEW, THOUGH UN-
WARRANTED, ACHIEVEMENTS WERE ATTRIBUTED TO HIM. THERE LS 
29 PEIPER, "LJEB. 11 , P. 227. 
pt 
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SOME QUESTION AS TO JUST WHAT SOURCE LJGOLETUS FOLLOWED IN HIS 
EDITION. THE EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMS ARE NOT KEPT SEPARATE BUT ARE 
THROWN INTO DISORDER AND MINGLED WITH OTHER OLDER ELEMENTS 
OF THE AUSONIAN TRADITJON.30 
SUCCEEDING EDITIONS INCLUDED THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS WITH-
our MUCH COMMENT, EITHER APPENDING THEM TO THE TEXT OR IN-
CORPORATJNG THEM INTO THE BOOK OF EPIGRAMS IN WHATEVER ORDER 
PLEASED THE EDITOR. ONE OF THE EPIGRAMS, lillJ1 NOMEN, AT 
TIMES APPEARS OUTSIDE OF THE BODY OF EPIGRAMS AND IN A·--
30JN OTHER RESPECTS UGOLETUS HAD ENDEAVORED TO BRING 
ORDER OUT OF CHAOS; IT WAS HE WHO REMOVED THE FAS.Il FROM 
THE BOOK OF GENUINE EPIGRAMS AND SET THE VERSES BEFORE THE 
.Q.AESARE~. SIMILARLY, HE FOUND A SUITABLE POSITION FOR THE 
MOSELLA. SCHENKL HAD A LOW OPINION OF LJGOLETUS 1 EXPANSIONS 
ON THE AUSONIAN TEXT: 11 NON ENIM PUDEBAT LJGOLETUM COMMENTA 
SUA ATQUE INFICETA PRO AUSONJANIS VENDITARE •••• QUAM OB REM 
EPIGRAMMATA ILLA ATQUE EA, QUAE FERUNTUR EMANASSE E BYBLIO-
THECA G. ALEXANDR I NI, AB LJGOLETO IPSO PROFECTA SINT, EQUl-
DEM NON DUBIT0 11 (SCHENKL, P. XXXJ). 
THE PURPOSE BEHIND LJGOLETUS 1 NEW ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS IS LESS THAN APPARENT. FOR EXAMPLE, 
PEIPER 1 S EPIGRAM 106 IS TRANSPOSED; OTHERS ARE LEFT UN-
TOUCHED. THE POEMS _Ex MENANDRO (140 AND 145 IN PEIPER) 
AND THE FORTUNE POEMS (143 AND 22) ARE RIPPED APART. MUCH 
OF THE NEW SYSTEM MAY BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE CONVENIENCE OF 
THE PRINTER RATHER THAN TO THE CONSCIOUS CHOICE OF LJGOLETUS. 
WHAT REMAINS IS A NEBULOSITY COVERING THE LAST DECADE OF 
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY, AND INFORMATION ON THE MERULAN EPJ-
GRAMS IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO TRACE THE EXACT SOURCES FOR THE 
EDITIONS OF 1496 AND 1499. 
SPECIAL SECTION OF REPUTEDLY GENUINE ~QJ.LM EPITAPH IA. 
THEODORUS PULMANNUS IN HIS 1568 EDITION NOTES SIMPLY: 
SINGULAREM ME AB OMNIBUS ELEGANTIORIS LITTERATURAE 
STUDIOS IS INITURUM GRAT I AM EXISTIMAVI, SI GRAECA 
QUAEDAM EPIGRAMMATA, QUAE PARTIM AEMULATUS, PARTIM 
INTERPRETATUS EST AUSONJUS, IN HANG APPENDICULAM 
CONGER EM. 
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VINETUS (1509-1587) IN HIS COMMENTARY ON AUSONIUS, 
PUBLISHED IN 1580, REFERS TO A VEIUS CODEX IN REGARD TO THE 
EPIGRAMS. Bur LITTLE SERIOUS SCHOLARSHIP WAS PUBLISHED UN-
TIL THE LATE NINETEE~TH CENTURY, WHEN KARL SCHENKL ANo,·--
MORE PARTICULARLY, RUDOLF PEIPER, REEXAMINED THE MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS. 
ScHENKL REFERS TO THE 1496 EDITION OF AVANTIUS-TACUINUS, 
INDICATING A KNOWLEDGE OF THE ROLE OF BARTHOLOMAEUS AND 
NURSIUS IN THE PUBLICATION OF THE EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMs. 31 
SCHENKL THEN NOTES MERELY IN REGARD TO THESE EPIGRAMS, 
11 
••• NIHIL AD AUSONIUM PERTINERE TAM CERTJS ARGUMENTIS DEMON-
STRAVIT PEIPERUS 226 SQQ., UT NE VERBUM QUIDEM ADDERE 
... JCEAT •••• 11 HE STATES THAT NURSIUS MUST HAVE DISCOVERED THE 
EPIGRAMS AND NOT REALIZED THAT THEY HAD BEEN WRITTEN BY A 
CONTEMPORARY OF HIS WHO HAD FOLLOWED THE STYLE OF AUSONIUS. 
IN REGARD TO THE 1499 EDITION, SCHENKL SOLVES THE DISCREPANCY 




BETWEEN THE REFERENCES TO BARTHOLOMAEUS AND GEORGIUS BY 
STATING THAT ONLY SEVEN EPIGRAMS, NUMBERS 19 TO 25 1 AND NOT 
ALL 25 1 WERE SUPPOSEDLY DISCOVERED IN THE LIBRARY OF 
GEORGI US. INDEED, SCHENKL HAD A LOW OPINION OF LJGOLETUS JN 
REGARD TO EPIGRAMS 19 TO 25; HE DID NOT DOUBT THAT THEY WERE 
THE WORK OF THE EDITOR HIMSELF. 
FOR A MORE COMPLETE TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM, REFERENCE 
MUST BE HAD TO PEIPER, AND ESPECIALLY TO HIS 1LiEBERLIEFERUNG 11 
OF 1880. 32 PEIPER FIRST PROPOSED THE THEORY THAT THE 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS WERE THE COMPOSITIONS OF MERULA AND NOT 
MERELY HIS DISCOVERY. HE BELIEVED THAT, THE SUBSTITUTION AND 
CONFUSION WAS PROBABLY INNOCENT, ARJSING FROM A LACK OF ORDER 
IN HANDLING MERULA 1 S ESTATE AFTER HIS DEATH IN 1494. INDEED, 
PEIPER HELD THAT ALL 25 NEW EPIGRAMS AS THEY APPEARED JN THE 
1499 PARMA EDITION WERE PROBABLY MERULA 1 S WORK. MERULA IN 
SUCH A CASE WOULD LIKELY HAVE COMPOSED THE PIECES AFTER THE 
EnfTIO PRINCEPS OF AUSONIUS APPEARED IN 1472. THE IMITATIONS 
WERE SO TRUE TO AUSONIAN TECHNIQUE THAT THEY WERE LATER 
3 2PEIPER (1834-1898) TAUGHT FROM 1861 UNTIL HIS DEATH 
AT THE LOCAL GYMNASIUM, BUT HE DEVOTED HIS MOST VITAL 
ENERGIES TO RESEARCH. CF. SANDYS 111, P. 194. AREAS OF 
STUDY INCLUDE THE MEDIEVAL LATIN POETS, PLAUTUS AND TERENCE, 
CATULLUS, MEDIEVAL COMEDY. BESIDES AUSONIUS, HE EDITED THE 




PRINTED AS GENUINELY AUSONIAN. PEIPER BASED HIS THEORY ON 
A CLOSE STUDY OF THE EPIGRAMS AND ALSO ON A COMPARISON OF A 
KNOWN MERULAN TRANSLATION FROM THE ANTHOLOGY.33 
33PEIPER NOTES FIRST THA~ IN THE EPIGRAMS WHICH ARE 
AUTHENTICALLY AUSONIAN, THE POET BORROWED FREQUENTLY FROM 
MODELS CONTAINED IN THE ANTHOLOGY; MANY LATIN POEMS MAY DE-
RIVE FROM A GREEK SOURCE NO LONGER EXTANT. CF. PEIPER,. 
11 LJEB. 11 , P. 229. INDEED EPIGRAM 81 JS ENTITLED ll GRAECO 
IRADUCTUM .Al2 CUPIDINEM IN THE EDITIO PRINCEPS, AND A SIMILAR 
TITLE APPEARS IN SEVERAL OF THE MANUSCRIPTS. THE IMITATIONS 
ARE EXTRAORDINARILY FREE, AND JN SELECTING MODELS AUSONJUS 
APPARENTLY FOLLOWED HIS WHIM. SOME GREEK HEROES WERE SELEC-
TED AND OTHERS PASSED OVER SO THAT THE AUTHOR MIGHT CHOOSE--
HIS OWN .. 
PEIPER FINDS SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE 
GENUINE EPIGRAMS AND THE MERULAN EIGHTEEN. THE GENUINELY 
AusoNJAN POEMS ARE FREELY RECAST AND VIGOROUSLY REWORKED; 
ONLY ON RARE OCCASIONS DOES HE FOLLOW HIS MODEL CLOSELY. 
PEIPER HAS A RATHER POOR OPINION OF THE EIGHTEEN MERU-
LAN EPIGRAMS. THE VERSIFIER JS FOUND DEFICIENT •N HIS CHOICE 
OF MATERIAL AND IN HIS METRICAL ADORNMENT OF OBSCURE STATE-
MENTS. PEIPER COMPARES THE STYLE OF THE POEM DE DIVITE iJ. 
PAUPERE TO THE LATIN COMEDIES PRODUCED IN THE FIFTEENTH AND 
SIXTEENTH CENTURIES JN ITALY, AND HE REGARDS THE COMEDIES AS 
MORE ELEGANT. THUS, HE FEELS THAT THE EFFORT OF ONE EDITOR 
TO INTRODUCE SOME WORD-PLAY INTO POEM 142 IS BUT A VAIN AT-
TEMPT TO IMPROVE A BAD LOT OF POEMS. ONE RATHER SHOULD 
ACCEPT THE POEMS FOR WHAT THEY ARE, CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
STORY OF AUSONIAN STUDIES BUT NOT GENUINELY AUSONIAN. 
THERE JS, ACCORDING TO PEIPER, SOME CONSCIOUS ATTEMPT 
IN THE MERULA~ POEMS TO IMITATE AUSONIUS. THJS PROBABLY 
AROSE FROM THE REVIVAL OF INTEREST OCCASIONED BY THE PUBLICA-
TION OF THE EDITIO PRINCEPS. KNOWLEDGE OF THE GENUINE Auso-
NIANA CAN BE DETECTED IN 22; 121 BEARS A KINSHIP TO 32 •. 
POEMS 136 AND 137 ON GRAMMARIANS ARE SEEN AS RELATED TO THE 
RUFUS-EPIGRAMS, AND NUMBER 142 IS RELATED TO OTHER SATIRICAL 
PIECES. THE PRAXITELES PICTURE OF VENUS (EMERSAM PELAGJ ••• ) 
IS SEEN TO BE RELATED TO THE APOLLO POEM (106). THESE TWO 
PIECES WERE SITUATED SIDE BY SIDE IN THE FIRST PRINTING, AND 
THE SERIES OF SENTENTIOUS PARABOLIC VERSE (116, 117, 140, 
143, 145, 134, 132, 133) ARE SAID TO REFER TO 81 FF. 
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JN 1887 OTTO SEECK REVIEWED THE CRJTiCAL STUDIES OF HIS 
CONTEMPORARY PEJPER.34 HE NOTED THAT THE THEORY THAT THE 
EPIGRAMS ARE REALLY THE WORK OF GEORGIUS MERULA AND NOT 
THAT OF AUSONIUS OR ONE OF HIS CONTEMPORARIES APPEARS HIGHLY 
DOUBTFUL. THEiR BROKEN AND CORRUPT CONDITION DEMONSTRATED 
H·JS OPINION, HE BELIEVED, THAT THEY WERE NOT COMPOSED JUST 
PEIPER SEES TRACES OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY IN THE 
CHOICE OF MATERIAL AS WELL AS IN GRAMMAR AND PROSODY. THE 
EPITAPH LATINAE VIAE (255) JS REMINISCENT OF THE RENAISSANCE 
ENTHUSIASM FOR INSCRIPTIONS. 
IN REGARD TO WORD FORMATION, PEIPER NOTES PARTICULARLY 
THE USE OF WORDS SUCH AS INFICIARIER, A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY 
ARCHAISM; AND HE NOTES ALSO THE USE OF HOMONE IN THE POEM 
INGRATO HOMINE. FURTHERMORE, THERE JS A MODERN TONE ABOUT 
THE POEMS; NUMBER 137 CONSISTS OF FOUR LATIN DISTICHS BASED 
ON TWO FROM THE GREEK. IN CONTRAST, JN OTHER INSTANCES THE 
MODERN POET OMITTED PORTIONS OF THE ORIGINAL WHICH WERE 
GRAMMATICALLY DJFFICULT. 
STILL ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF LATE COMPOSITION WOULD BE THE 
USE OF FELIX IN EPIGRAM 136. PEIPER NOTES THAT IN THE GREEK 
TEXT Up'tlOt; OR µe'tplot; APPEARS FOR FELIX; JN THE PALATINE THE 
ADJECTIVE JS MISSING. THE FACT THAT THE TRANSLATOR ARBITRA-
RILY FILLED IN THE GAP WITH THE WORD FELIX INDICATES TO 
PEIPER A VERY LATE DATE OF COMPOSITION. 
IN BOTH THE MERULAN (OR, AS HE CALLS THEM, THE NURSIO) 
EPIGRAMS AND IN THOSE NEW EPIGRAMS OF LJGOLETUS APPEARING tN 
1499, PEIPER SEES THE TYPE OF IMITATIVE POETRY SO COMMON TO 
THE FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES IN SUCH POETS AS PETRUS 
CRINITUS (1465-1504), NAUGERIUS (1483-1529), FRACASTORIUS 
(1483-1555), AND OTHERS. THE ARGUMENT FROM ASSOCIATION IS 
APPENDED TO THE INTERNAL ARGUMENTS TO DOCUMENT STILL MORE THE 
LATE COMPOSITION OF THE EPIGRAMS. 
340TTO SEECK, REVIEW OF PEIPER IN GOETTINGISCHE GELEHBTE 
ANZEIGEN UNTER .ll£R. AUFSJCHT ..12.I.B. KOENIGL. GESELLSCHAE.I. lliJl 




PRIOR TO THEIR PUBLICATION BUT RATHER HAD A TRADITION OF A 
MILLENIUM BEFORE THEM. HE DECLARED THAT THE WORD CHOICES 
WERE INDEED AUSONIAN AND A PROOF OF AUTHENTICITY. NEVERTHE-
LESS, SEECK DID NOT CONSIDER IT POSSIBLE IN HIS REVIEW TO 
REFUTE PEIPER IN DETAIL, BUT RATHER HE AWAITED A SECOND 
INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT. SEECK WAS CAREFUL TO NOTE, TOO, THAT 
PEJPER 1 S LABORS ALONE MADE lT POSSIBLE FOR QUALIFYING QUES-
TIONS TO BE ARTICULATED BY A REVIEWER SUCH AS HIMSELF. IT 
IS WITH A COMBINATION OF RESPECT FOR PEIPER 1 S GENUJNE 
SCHOLARSHIP AND WITH CRITICAL ALOOFNESS THAT SEECI( REVIEWS 
THE EDITION. 
IN HIS ARTICLE IN RE., F. MARX NOTES THAT MANY OF THE 
DUBIOUS EPIGRAMS ARE MOST LIKELY PRODUCTS OF THE LITERARY 
ESTATE OF AUSONIUS, BU~ HE DOES NOT ATTEMPT TO OFFER NEW 
EVIDENCE OR TO REPORT IN ANY DEPTH THE FINDINGS OF EDITORS 
AND SCHOLARS. 35 
AGAIN, REMIGIO SABBADINI IN 1914 NOTED THE NOISY DIS-
COVERY IN 1493 OF THE 80BBIO CODICES.36 THIS FIND OUT-
WEIGHED THE PREVIOUS SMALLER FINDS OF POLITIAN BUT LEFT 
35MARX, COL. 2578. 
36REMIGIO SABBADINI, ~ ScoPERTE D..LI.. CoD1c1 LATINI~ 
GRECI ~ SECOLI XDL k XY... 11 (FIRENZE, 1967), PP. 156-157. 
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MERULA SMALL CHANCE TO ENJOY HIS VICTORY BEFORE HIS DEATH. 
SABBADINI DESCRIBES BRIEF
0
LY THE RELATIONSHIP OF MERULA AND 
POLITIAN BUT ADDS NO NEW INFORMATION CONCERNING THE AUTHOR-
SHIP OF THE EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMS. 
ANOTHER COMMENT ON THE QUESTION OF AUTHENTICITY OCCURS 
IN THE 1935 WORK OF JAMES HUTTON. HE NOTES THAT THERE JS 
SUCH A QUESTION AND THAT PEIPER HAS ASSIGNED THE MAJORITY 
TENTATIVELY TO MERULA.37 YET, HUTTON ASSERTS THAT, WHETHER 
OR NOT THEY BE RENAISSANCE PRODUCTIONS, THEY ARE STILL -- _ 
AUSONJAN JN WORTHINESS. IT JS NOTEWORTHY, HE ADDS, THAT 
THROUGHOUT THE ERA BEFORE PE IP ER THESE 'EPIGRAMS WERE CON-
S JD ER ED TO BE UNDOUBTEDLY AUSONIAN. CERTAINLY, IT WAS A 
PRACTICE OF THE FOURTH-CENTURY POET TO IMITATE GREEK EPl-
GRAMSj AT LEAST 50 SUCH IMITATIONS APPEAR AMONG THE GENUINE 
EPIGRAMS. JN DESCRIBING THE ROLE OF GEORGIUS MERULA, HUTTON 
MENTIONS THE FACT THAT NONE OF THE EIGHTEEN SO-CALLED MERU-
LAN EPIGRAMS APPEARED IN THE 1490 EDITION OF AUSONIUS, IN THE 
PRODUCTION OF WHICH MERULA PARTICIPATED. 38 
Ir JS STILL WlTHJN THE RANGE OF CREDIBILITY, HUTTON 
NOTES, TO ASSIGN THE POEMS TO AUSONIUSj THE QUESTION GOES 
37HUTTON 1 P. 24. 
38tBID., P. 102, NOTE. 
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UNRESOLVED. THE CONFUSION IN HANDLING MERULA 1 S PAPERS UPON 
HIS DEATH MAY HAVE RESULTED IN A QUITE INNOCENT MISATTRJBU-
TfON ON THE PART OF HIS EXECUTOR, BARTHOLOMAEUS CHALCUS, 
SECRETARY OF STATE OF MILAN. HUTTON REITERATES THE FACT OF 
ALMOST HOPELESS CONFUSION RESULTING ESPECIALLY FROM UGOLETUS 1 
ADDITIONS TO THE AUSONIAN CORPUS IN 1499. Nor ONLY DID 
LJGOLETUS ADD NEW EPIGRAMS TO THE PREVIOUS EIGHTEEN AND.LUMP 
THEM ALL UNDER ONE TITLE, BUT ALSO HE ADDED srx MORE EPI-
GRAMS TO THE BODY OF GENUINE AusoNIANA AND COMPLETED SEVERAL. 
OTHER SELECTIONS ALREADY EXISTING IN THE CORPUS. HUTTON 
CONCLUDES HIS REMARKS WITH THE COMMENT THAT THERE DO APPEAR 
. 
TO BE SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE GENUINE AND THE MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS, ESPECIALLY JN THE FACT THAT THE MERULAN CONFORM 
MORE STRICTLY TO THEIR GREEK PROTOTYPES WHENEVER SUCH ARE 
EXTANT. YET THE MERULAN CANNOT BE CONCEDED TO BE INFERIOR 
TO THE AUSONIAN IN GRACE. IN TWO CASES, FOR WHATEVER CON-
CLUSION CAN BE DRAWN FROM THE FACT, BOTH AUSONIUS AND HIS 
POSSIBLE IMITATOR HAVE TRANSLATED ONE POEM; THIS OCCURS IN 
A • P • 7 • 6 7 0 AND 1 6 • 1 7 4 (_p 0 S S I BLY AL S 0 l N A • P • 9 • 4 4 ) • J N 
FACT, THE MERULAN VERSION OF 16. 174 (ARMATAM PALLAS) APPEARS 
SUPERIOR TO THE GENUINE PIECE (ARMATAM VIDIT). SEVERAL OF 
THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS HAVE ACHIEVED A SORT OF FAME THAT RE-
FLECTS CREDIT ON THE COMPOSER, WHOEVER HE WAS; AMONG THESE 
ARE THE PIECES AMBULAI INSIDENS AND THESAURO INVENTO. 
p 
-----------------------------------------~----------4~7:-1 
FROM THE TIME OF PEIPER NO MAJOR NEW WORK APPEARED UNTIL 
IN 1955 CAMPANA AND MUNA~! PRODUCED A WORK BASED ON A MANU-
SCRIPT UNKNOWN TO PEJPE~. 39 THEIR EDITION FOLLOWS THE DIS-
POSITION FOUND IN VATICAfi.U..S. LATINUS 2836, AN APOGRAPH OF A 
LOST BOBBJO MANUSCRIPT. IN ADDITION, THE EDITORS RELY UPON 
THE VENICE AUSONIUS OF 1496, THE PARMA EDITION OF 1499, AND 
THE VENICE EDITION OF 1507. VATICANUS LATINU..S. 2836 IS A 
FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION OF THE BOBBIO ORIGJNAL.40 
CAMPANA AND MUNARI ALSO REFER TO THE SUPERIOR AUTHEN---
TICJ TY OF THE 1496 EDITION AS COMPARED TO THE 1499 LJGOLETAN 
VERSION. THE 1496 VERSION TAKES THE SA~E ORDER THAT APPEARS 
LATER JN BAEHRENS, SCHENKL, AND PEIPER, WHEREAS THE 1499 
ED IT JON IS ORD ER ED AS FOLLOWS: 8, 1 6 1 5, 11 1 9, 7 1 1 2, 13, 
1, 14, 15, 10, 17, 3, 4, 6, 18, 2. THE TEXTS SHOW THAq 
OFTEN THE NEW FORMS '!N THE 1499 EDITION ARE LJGOLETAN IN 
, 
39A. CAMPANA AND F. MUNARI, EPJGRAMMATA BOB I ENS IA I I 
ROME, 1955). 
40THE COPYIST HAS COPIED THE LACUNAE AND ALSO SUCH FALSE 
WORD DIVISIONS AS ETIAM (ll J.AM) JN SULPICIA 15 AND QUID~ 
(QUID\LL.SJ IN SULP !CIA 61. OTHER EXAMPLES ARE ATQUJ (A.I .QJ.U) 
IN EP. 5 1 3, A!2 YlliilS. (ADVERSIS) JN SULPICIA 50, ll GENUS, (EGENA) IN 17, 3, AilI. TOTUM (ACTUTUM) IN 17, 5, SUO SONUS 
( SU 0 S 0 NUS ) I N S UL P I C I A 4 4 , AND Jl..LL I G I S ll ( D I L I G E ~ti) I N 
18, 1. THE FAITHFULNESS OF THE COPYIST JS FURTHERMORE TO BE 
ADDUCED FROM SOME CORRUPTIONS THAT ONE WOULD BE SORELY TEMPT-
ED TO CORRECT; SUCH CORRUPTIONS EXTEND EVEN TO A TRANSPOSI-
TION OF VERSES 20-22 IN THE SULPICIA. EXAMPLES OF ABSURD 
READINGS, PROBABLY THOSE OF THE ORIGINAL, INCLUDE RUIS (.E.RJ_-
J.L~) IN EPIGRAM 6, 1, AND SJBl,,,DELITIAS (SUBJT,..DEBJLITAS.) 
IN 13, 2, 
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ORIGIN (AS IN SUPERIS JN 6, 1; UNQUAM IN 15, 3; QUID.IN 16, 1; 
MOK£ IN 18, 2). VARIATIONS IN THE 1496 EDITION AS COMPARED 
TO THE CODEX ARE DUE MAINLY TO ORTHOGRAPHICAL OR TYPOGRAPHI-
CAL ERRORS. CAMPANA AND MUNARI LOCATE EIGHT CASES OF CON-
CORDANCE BETWEEN THE MANUSCRIPT AND THE 1496 EDITION AS 
COMPARED TO THE 1499 EDITION, WHILE NO EXAMPLE OF ALLIANCE 
OF THE CODEX AND 1499 EDITION VERSUS THE 1496 EDITION ARE 
DISCERNIBLE. THE 1496 EDITION MODIFIES TITLES ONLY OF 
NUMBERS 3.AND 5; FAR MORE CHANGES OCCUR IN THE PARMA ED1-i10N. 
SOME TITULAR VARIATIONS OCCUR, AS, FOR EXAMPLE, IS THE CASE 
FOR EPIGRAM 19. THIS POEM JS ENTITLED £.A EODEM IN THE MANU-
SCRIPT AND JN THE 1496 EDITION, BUT.£.~ MENANDRO IN THE PARMA 
EDITION. THE 1496 EDITION DOES NOT INCLUDE THE EPIGRAM 
TITLED ll DEMOSTHENE, WHICH PRECEDES _EX EODEM IN THE MANU-
SCRIPT. THEREFORE, £x EODEM IMPLIES £x MENANDRO, SINCE THE 
POEM JUST BEFORE £x DEMOSTHENE JS ENTITLED .D_f:. INGRATIS _bX 
MENAl\IDRO; THIS EXPLAINS WHY JN THE 1499. EDITION NUMBER 18 1 
WHICH IS PRECEDED BY NUMBER 6, IS ENTITLED £x MENANDRO. 
THE TITLES OF EPIGRAM 3 MAY INDICATE THAT THE 1496 EDITION 
REPRESENTS A POINT OF PASSAGE BETWEEN THE MANUSCRIPT AND THE 
PARMA EDITION AND THAT LJGOLETUS MADE USE OF AVANTIUS. · 
IN REGARD TO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 1496 AND 1499 
EDITIONS OF AUSONIUS, MUNARI REFERS TO THE SEVEN NEW LJGOLETAN 
--
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EPIGRAMS GARNERED FROM DIVERSE SOURCEs. 41 ·THE 1507 AVANTIUS 
EDITION SHOWED IMPROVEMENTS. 
ONE MAY WONDER HOW THE EIGHTEEN MERULAN EPIGRAMS RELATE 
TO THE REMAINDER Of SELECTIONS FOUND IN THE VATICAN CODEX. 
THE LACK OF AN AUTHOR 1 S NAME, THE TITLES OF SELECTIONS, AND 
THE MUTILATION AT BEGINNINGS AND END ARE FACTORS WHICH TEND 
TO PRECLUDE THE POSSIBILITY OF REACHING A SATISFACTORY 
SOLUTION. MUNARI NOTES THAT THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE EPIGRAMS 
REVEALS THE HAND OF AN ANCIENT COLLECTOR AND THAT THE LAN-·-
GUAGE IN VARIOUS PARTS-OF THE COLLECTION REVEALS SYMPTOMATIC 
LIKENESSEs. 42 FOR EXAMPLE, ..QJlM. (SERVUS) DOMINI FURIAS _AS;_ 
RABIEM FUGITAT JN 26 1 24, JS SEEN IN THE NINTH MERULAN EPI-
GRAM, LINE 7: ~ fURIAS FUGIENS ATQUE ARMA PROCACIS IARBAE. 
IN STYLE THE EPIGRAMS SEEM TO BE REMOTE FROM MARTIAL BUT 
CLOSE TO VERGIL, NOTES MUNARI • 43 THE EDITOR BE~IEVES THAT 
THE VATICAN MANUSCRIPT REPRESENTS THE RESTORATION OF A MUTJ-
LATED COLLECTION; THE MANUSCRIPT APPEARED BRIEFLY TOWARD THE 
END OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY, THEN DISAPPEARED WITHOUT A 
TRACE. THIS GRAVELY LESSENED THE RELIABILITY WHICH COULD BE 
ACCORDED TO HUMANISTIC SCHOLARS. 
GENERALLY SPEAKING, MUNARI BELIEVES THAT THE COLLECTION 
COMPARES WELL NOT ONLY WITH MUCH OF THE ANTHOLOGIA LATINA 
411s1D., PP. 19-20. 
431BID., P. 40. 
42 IBID., PP. 29-30. 
p 
BUT ALSO WITH AUSONJus.44 THE COLLECTION APPEARS TO BE THE 
WORK OF A VARIETY OF AUTHORS OF DIFFERENT ~GEs.4 5 THE 
POSSIBLE EPIGRAMS OF DOMITIUS MARTIU~ (39-40) STAND NEAR 
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THE SULPICIAN POEM (37), AND TWO FOURTH-CENTURY POETS --
NAUCELLIUS (POSSIBLY 2-9) AND ANICIUS PROBINUS (65) -- STAND 
ALONGSIDE THE UNKNOWN POET OF EPIGRAMS 38 AND 43. 
THE EDITION AND COMMENTARY OF CAMPANA-MUNARI HAS BEEN 
REVIEWED BY OTTO WEINREICH, AND HIS REMARKS MAY BE VAL0ABLE 
IN THE PRESENTATION OF THE HISTORY OF SCHOLARSHIP ON THE 
EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMS WHICH IMPINGE ON AUSONIAN STUDIES. 46 
WEINREICH NOTES THAT THE 71 EPIGRAMS DISCUSSED IN THE 
EDITION INCLUDE 27 POEMS SOMEHOW CONNECTED TO THE AUSONJAN 
TRADITION. THESE CANNOT BE VIEWED TODAY AS PRODUCTS OF THE 
HUMANISTIC AGE SINCE THE LITTLE CORPUS OF BOBBIO WAS ARRANGED 
AND COMPILED AROUND 400 A.D.47 FURTHERMORE, WEINREICH NOTES 
THAT AUSONIUS 1 NAME APPEARS lN CONNECTION WITH NONE OF THE 27 
PIECES, AND IT IS STILL UNCLEAR BY WHAT PRECISE ROUTE THEY 
44!BID., P. 45. 
45 !BID., P. 27. 
46 0TTO WEINREICH, REVIEW OF EP!GRAMMATA 80BIENSIA IN 
GNOMON, BAND 31 (1959),PP. 239-250. 
47 IBID., P. 239. 
p 
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THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF THE FOURTH-
CENTURY POET NAUCELLIUS IN COMPOSING SOME OF THE EPIGRAMS. 
NAUCELLIUS, BORN AROUND 310 A.D., VERY LIKELY KNEW AUSONIUS 
AND WAS AT LEAST FAMILIAR WITH THE POETRY OF HIS FAMOUS 
CONTEMPORARY. 
IN REGARD TO THE EPIGRAM WHOSE INCLPIT JS THESAURO J..N.-
VENTO (PEIPER# 11, P. 424), WEINREICH RELATES THE FACT THAT 
THIS CAN BE COMPARED TO EPIG. 14 WHICH OCCURS ON P. 316 OF 
PEIPER. BOTH OF THESE IN TURN ARE RELATED TO TWO GREEK DIS-
TICHS, A.P. IX, 44 AND 45, AND BOTH VERSIONS COMBINE THE TWO 
GREEK POEMS INTO A SINGLE QUATRAIN. . 
No INCONSIDERABLE PORTION OF THE BOBBIO MANUSCRJPT 
COINCIDES WITH WHAT THE OLDER EDITIONS PRESENT AS AUSONIAN, 
WEINREICH STATES. SINCE THE MANUSCRIPT ITSELF IS LACKING JN 
A DESIGNATION OF THE AUTHOR OF THE WHOLE GROUP OF EPIGRAMS, 
WEINREICH WONDERS TO WHAT EXTENT NAUCELLIUS MAY BE CALLED THE 
AUTHOR. HE SAYS THAT MUNARI AT LEAST INCLINES TO ACCEPT 
NAUCELLIUS AS GENERAL AUTHOR, BUT ALSO'AT TIMES REFERS TO 
11 THE AUTHORS 11 IN THE PLURAL. WEINREICH POSES THE QUESTION 
WHETHER A FEW OF THE EPIGRAMS COULD STILL STEM FROM AUSONIUS 
AND PERHAPS AS PIECES FROM HIS LITERARY ESTATE HAVE BEEN FA-
MILIAR TO NAUCELLIUS. PERHAPS THEY WERE NOT CLEARLY ENOUGH 
VERIFIED AS AUSONIAN AND THUS PLACED JN THE 809BIO COLLEC-
TION WITHOUT THE NAME -OF AN AUTHOR. THERE IS ALSO SOME 
QUESTION OF THE ROLE OF THE LATE FOURTH-CENTURY POET PALLADAS 
JN REGARD ESPECIALLY TO EPIG. 50. HOWEVER, THE RELATJONSHIP 
OF THE THREE POETS CANNOT BE CLEARLY ESTABLISHED YJ...A THESE 
EPIGRAMS,; 
WEINREICH COMMENTS ON THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
BOBBIO COLLECTION FROM WHICH THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS ARE EX-
TRACTED. HE ALSO COMMENTS ON THE INCLUSION OF THE SULPICIAN 
SATIRE AMONG THE EPIGRAMS. IN GENERAL, HE NOTES POEMS 1-9 
AS NAUCELLIAN; NONE OF THESE NINE APPEAR IN THE 1496 EDITION 
OF AUSONIUS AS ONE OF THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS. EPIGRAMS 10-21 
OF THE BOBBIO COLLECTION ARE TERMED AS EKPHRASE!S Of ARTISTIC 
WORKS, 22 TO 35 ARE EPIDEICTIC. POEMS 36 AND 37 ARE LARGER 
WORKS, THE ONE ON PENELOPE, THE OTHER ON SULPICIAj WHILE THE 
REMAINDER OF THE EPIGRAMS FALL INTO A VARIETY OF METRICAL 
AND THEMATIC PATTERNS. AMONG ALL OF THESE BOBBIO POEMS THE 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS APPEAR IN SCATTERED FORMj IT WOULD.BE DIF-
FICULT TO FIND A PATTERN IN THEM OF THEMSELVES OR TO SPECIFY 




SUCH 1 THEN, JS THE STATUS OF THE EPIGRAM QUESTION TO-
DAY, EXCLUSIVE OF THE GENUINE AuSONJAN EPIGRAMS AND THE SEVE 
NEW POEMS INSERTED BY LJGOLETUS. GIVEN THE DIM TRAIL OF 
KNOWLEDGE INTIMATED IN THE EARLY AusoNJAN PRINTINGS, PEIPER 
MADE A THOROUGH EXAMINATION OF THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND 
THE CLUES INTERNAL TO THE PIECES. CAMPANA-MUNARI REINTER-
PRETED THE EVIDENCE IN THE LIGHT OF THE VATICAN MANUSCRIPT 
UNKNOWN TO PEJPER. THE RESULT IS A FASCINATING ACCOUN~ OF 
THE MYSTERIOUS SOURCE OF THE EPIGRAMS, PLUS NEW !NSIGHf~ 
INTO BOTH THE HUMANISTIC AND THE LATE FOURTH-CENTURY ERAS. 
WHILE IT JS STILL BY NO MEANS ESTABLISHED AS TO WHO COM-
POSED THE SO-CALLED MERULAN EPIGRAMS, THE PROBLEM ITSELF HAS 
BEEN CLARIFIED. IT MAY BE SURPRISING THAT WHAT PEIPER TERMED 
THE PRODUCTIONS OF THE RENAISSANCE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO THE 
BODY OF AUSONIAN COMPOSITIONS, BUT IT JS PERHAPS EVEN MORE 
SURPRISING TO LEARN THAT THESE EIGHTEEN PRODUCTIONS MAY 
VERY WELL RELATE TO THE AGE 1 IF NOT TO THE ACTUAL PERSON, 
OF AUSONlUS. 
VI. SULPICIA 
INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX IS A POEM OF CONSIDERABLE 
HISTORICAL INTEREST, THE SATIRE OF SULPICIA. IT FIRST 
APPEARED IN THE AUSONIAN TRADITION IN THE 1499 EDITION OF 
LJGOLETUS PUBLISHED AT PARMA (AND NOT, AS PEIPER ERRONEOUSLY 







EDITION INCLUDED INCREMENTS NOT ONLY TO THE AUTHENTIC TRA-
DITION BUT ALSO TO THE SO-CALLED MERULAN EPIGRAMS. LJGOLETUS 
ADDED A NUMBER OF EPIGRAMS TO THE APPENDIX, LUMPING THEM 
UNDER A NAME HITHERTO UNCONNECTED WlTH ANY OF THEM, THAT OF 
GEORGJUS MERULA. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EIGHTEEN 
ADDITIONS OF THE 1496 EDITION AND THE SEVEN FURTHER ADDITIONS 
OF THE 1499 EDITION HAS LONG BEEN THE SUBJECT OF SPECULATION 
AND IS STILL JN DOUBT. Bur WHAT ESPECIALLY CONCERNS T~lS 
SECTION IS THE FACT THAT THESE EIGHTEEN EPIGRAMS HAVE SUB-
SEQUENTLY BEEN SHOWN, BY THE DISCOVERY OF Ms. VATICANUS 
LATl~US 2836, TO BE RELATED TO THE SULPICJAN POEM. IN THIS 
MANUSCRIPT THE SATIRE lS LOCATED ALMOST MIDWAY IN A SERIES 
OF EPIGRAMS IN WHICH ALL EIGHTEEN MERULAN SPECIMENS ARE 
INCLUDED. 
THE PARMA EDITION INTRODUCES THE SATIRE OF SULPICIA INTO 
THE AUSONIAN TRADITlpN WITH THE. TITLE SULPITIA INCIPIT. 
QUERITUR .LU:. STATU 1liJ. .EJJ.. ~ TEMPORIBUS DOMITIANI. THIS 
TJTLE 1 WHICH BETRAYS NO KINSHIP OF SATIRE TO EPIGRAMS, WAS 
NOT SUBSTANTIAL~Y ALTERED IN LATER EDITIONS. IN HIS COM-
MENTARY OF 1580, YINETUS REMARKED THAT SULPICJA WAS A POETESS 
WHO FLOURISHED AT ROME IN THE SAME PERIOD AS JUVENAL, STA-
TIUS1 AND MARTIAL, UNDER DOMITIAN, NERVA, AND TRAJAN. 49 
49ylNETUS, P. 588. 
54 
ALL HER SONGS EXCEPT THIS ONE, ACCORDING TO VINETUS, ARE 
LOSTj AND THIS ONE IS 11 MENDOSUM ET MUTILUM. 11 VtNETUS ATTRI-
BUTES TO CHANCE THE PRESERVATION OF THE POEM AMONG iHE Auso-
NIANA. HE THEN REFERS TO ANCIENT REFERENCES TO THE POETESS 
IN MARTIAL X,' 35, AND C. SJDONIUS APOLLINARJS 1 11 AD MAGNUM 
FELICEM. 11 ACCORDING TO MARTIAL, SULPICIA WROTE IN THE EROTIC 
TRADITION, BUT THE LOVE OF WHICH SHE WROTE WAS II CASTOS ••• ET 
PIOS AMORES 11 ex, 35, 8) AND NOT THE LOVE WHICH DISRUPTED 
ROMAN INSTITUTIONS OF HOME AND HEARTHSIDE. THE EDITOR Box-
HORN BELIEVED THAT THE SULP!CIAN SATIRE WAS THE WORK OF THE 
SAME POETESS WHO WAS THE DEVOTED WIFE OF CALENUS AND THE 
SUBJECT OF MARTIAL 1 S PRAJSE.50 
BURMANN IN 1731 COMMENTED ON 80XHORN 1 S CONTRIBUTION AND 
REMARKED THAT THE PERSON WHO DISCOVERED THE SULPIQ..LA WAS NOT 
YET CLEARLY KNOWN TO HIM. BUT HE ADDED: 11 NON ABSURDE CUM 
RUTILIO ET ALllS IN 80BIANO COENOBIO INVENTUM FUlSSE, CON-
JICERE LICERET. 115 1 
50MARcus ZuERIUS BoXHORN1us, PoETAE SAIY!U.Q..L MINORES, 
CoRRUPro REIPUBLICA~ SrAru (LUGDUNI BATAVORUM, 1633), P. 29. 
BOXHORN PRAISED SULPlCIA IN THESE WORDS: 11 NE DUBITETJS, 
PRINCIPES PAIRIAE ET LITTERARUM VIRlj SULPITIAM VOBIS SISTO, 
HEROINAM, NON SAECULI SUI, SED AEVI OMNIS MAXIMAM 11 (PRAEF.). 
HE REFERS TO THE 11 VIRILEM ANJMUM IN MULIEBRI CORPORE 11 OF 
SULPICIA. IN ADDITION, HE REMARKS CAESAR SCALIGER 1 S CRITICA 
NOTE THAT THE SATIRE WAS FALSELY ATTRIBUTED TO AUSONJUS, 
SINCE IT JS SUFFICIENTLY APPARENT THAT A WOMAN WROTE THE 
POEM, INVOKING HER GUARDIAN MUSE AND ASSERTING THAT 11 PRIMA-
QUE ROMANAS DOCUI CONTENDERE GRAI IS 11 (P. 11 ). 
51pETRUS BURMANN, POETAE LATINI MINORES I (LEIDAE, 
1 7 31 ) , PRAEF. 
55 
RAPHAEL VOLATERRANUS IN 1603, HE INDICATES, HAD REFERRED 
TO THE SULPIQ_LJ_ CARMEN; THIS HAS OVER THE YEARS LED TO SOME 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE SATIRE BEING THE WORK OF A 
0 
MALE POET, BUT LITTLE SATISFACTION HAS RESULTED FROM THE LINE 
OF INQUIRY. BURMANN REFERRED TO SULPICIUS SERVATUS, AUTHOR 
OF TWO NON-HEROIC POEMS, BUT REJECTED THE LIKELIHOOD OF HIM 
AS COMPOSER. NOR DID HE BELIEVE IT REFERRED TO THE POET 
SULPICIUS MENTIONED BY PLINY IN HIS LETTERS. 
JN 1804 ADAM CLARKE WROTE THAT THE SATIRE OFTEN WAS 
FOUND UNITED TO THE WORKS OF JUVENAL, PERSIUS, AND PETRO~ 
NIUS. 5 2 HE IDENTIFIED THE SULPICIA OF THE SATIRE WITH THE 
WIFE OF CALENUS, A ROMAN WHO FLOURISHE~ AROUND 90 A.D. 
THE 1822 PRINTING OF THE BRITISH POETS INCLUDES A 
DISCUSSION OF THE KINSHIP BETWEEN THE AUTHOR OF THE SATIRE 
AND THE SULPICIA MENTIONED IN THE FOURTH BOOK Of TIBULLUs. 53 
GRAINGER RAIS~D THE .QUESTION OF HOW THE SULPICJAN POEMS CAME 
TO BE A PART OF THE TIBULLAN CORPUS IF THEY ARE NOT THE 
WORK OF TtBULLUS. HIS ANSWER WAS THAT THE POEMS, MOST LIKELY 
NOT TIBULLAN, WERE INCLUDED WITH THAT ELEGIST BY SOME OLD 
52ADAM CLARKE, A .8...1-§.LIOGRAPHICAb llLQ.IIQNARY VJ (LIVER-
POOL, 1804), P. 132. 
53JAMES GRAINGER, ED., Il:J.~ ELEGIES QE. .I.l...filJ.b.~ .Mill. ..IJ:i&. 
POEMS QE. SuLPICIA [=~BRITISH£~ XCI I I] (CH1sw1cK, 





LIBRARIANS WHO WISHED TO OFFER A BETTER MANUSCRIPT TO THE 
MARKET. SINCE THE POETESS WROTE IN A VEIN NOT STRIKINGLY 
DlfFERENT FROM THAT OF TIBULLUS, GRAINGER FELT THAT THE 
WORKS OF BOTH AUTHORS WERE THUS COMBINED IN ONE BODY. HE 
REMARKED: 
BY THIS MEANS A SATIRE, WHICH OUR SULPICIA CERTAINLY 
WROTE, WAS LONG ASCRIBED BY SOME TO JUVENAL, AND BY 
OTHERS TO AUSONIUS, FROM HAVING BEEN FOUND IN THE MS 
WORKS OF THOSE TWO POETS; TILL SOME CRITICS OF MORE 
UNDERSTANDING [E.G., SCALlGER] PROVED TO THE LEARNED, 




IN 1842-43 1 CORPET REVIEWED THE QUESTION OF SULPICIA,-
MENTJONING THE REFERENCE TO A SULPITIUS RATHER THAN A SuL-
PICIA IN THE TITLE OF MANY EDJTIONS.55 HE, HOWEVER, CON-
541JilJ2., P. 283. GRAINGER NOTED THAT CASPAR BARTHIUS 
AND BROEKHUSIUS HAD ASCRIBED THE TIBULLAN SULPICIA-POEMS TO 
THE POETESS LAUDED BY MARTIAL, WHEREAS VULPIUS.HAD ASCRIBED 
THEM TO TIBULLUS. VuLPIUS HELD THAT THE SULPICIA IN THE 
ELEGIES OF TIBULLUS WAS THE DAUGHTER OF SERVIUS SULPICIUS 
RUFUS, THE FAMOUS LAWYER WHO ONCE WROTE TO CICERO. YET, 
GRAINGER NOTED, ONE CANNOT PROVE THAT MARTIAL 1 S SULPICJA 
(THE SULPICIA OF THE SATIRE) HAD NOT BEEN IN LOVE BEFORE SHE 
WED CALENUS. As A PROOF THAT SHE COULD INDEED HAVE WRITTEN 
THE TIBULLAN ELEGIES, SHE HERSELF ASSERTS IN HER SATIRE: 
CETERA QUIN ETIAM, QUOT DENI~ MJ..b..LA LUSI. GRAJNGER 1 S 
ANALYSIS OF THE TIBULLAN.QUESTION CAN BE SEEN TO HINGE UPON 
HIS ASSUMPTION THAT THE SULPICIA OF MARTIAL AND THE SULPICIA 
OF THE SATIRE WERE ONE AND THE SAME. 
55E. F. CORPET, ED., OEUVRES COMPLETES D1 AUSONE I I 
(PARIS, 1842-43), PP. 405-406. 
~ 
' I
~ ~1' fl ~I' 111~ ~11 ~ ,,,J 
lj'i 
FINED HIMSELF IN THE MAIN TO A RESTATEMENT OF TOPICS DIS-
CUSSED BY PREVIOUS EDITORS. 
57 
AN APPROACH TO THE QUESTION WITH A VIEW TOWARD PLAClNG 
SULPICIA IN HER HISTORICAL SETTING UNDER THE REIGN OF DOMI-
TIAN JS FOUND IN THE WORK OF LEWIS EVANS IN 1852. 56 HE GAVE 
A BACKGROUND TO DOMlTIAN 1 S EXPULSION OF THE PHILOSOPHERS JN 
90 A.D., BASED ON A FEAR OF ASTROLOGERS AND STOICS WHO MIGHT 
MASK REVOLUTION UNDER THE GUISE OF PHILOSOPHY. WHILE CON-
DEMNING THE ACT OF DOMITIAN WHICH INSPIRED THE SATIRE OL 
SULPJCIA, EVANS DID NOTE THAT THE EXPULSION OF THE PHILO-
SOPHERS WAS NOT COMPLETELY WANTON; PLINY THE YOUNGER WAS 
SPARED. EVANS IDENTIFIED SULPICIA WITH THE MIND Of STOIC-
ISM, ESPECIALLY JN LINES 45 TO 50 OF THE POEM. IN HER 
HATRED OF DOMITIAN, SHE IS DECLARED TO RIVAL JUVENAL. SHE 
WAS, ACCORDING TO THIS SCHOLAR, A MEMBER OF THE GENS OF 
SERVIUS SULPICIUS GALBA, AND THE SAME WOMAN WHO WAS THE WIFE 
OF CALENUS FOR FIFTEEN YEARS. EVANS ATTRIBUTED, HOWEVER, NO 
OTHER EXTANT WORKS TO THIS POETESS, WITH THE POSSIBLE EXCEP-
TION OF A DOUBTFUL FRAGMENT QUOTED BY THE SCHOLIAST ON 
JUVENAL VJ, 538. 
IN 1874 E. PICCOLOMINI DISCUSSED THE WORK OF THREE 
PREDECESSORS, Boor JN HIS 11£ SULPICIAE QUAE FERTUR SATIRA 
56 LEWIS EVANS, TRANS.,~ SATIRES .Q.E. JuvENAL, PERSIUS, 
SULP!CIA, AfiQ. LUCILIUS (LONDON, 1852). 
58 
(AMS TEL 0 DAM I 1 8 6 8 ) , D • CAR U TT I I N H I S SUL P I C I A E QAl..lJi.l M-
T IR A (AUGUSTAE TAURINORUM 1872) AND E. BAEHRENS IN HIS fil 
~ULPICIAE .Q!J..8..( VOCAIUR SATIRA COMMENTAT!Q PH!LOLOGICA (JENAE 
1873). 57 
PICCOLOMINI REMARKED THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TWO EDITIONS 
WHICH WERE DERIVED FROM THE STILL LOST BOBBIO MANUSCRIPTJ 
THESE WERE THE 1498 VENICE EDITION AND THE 1499 PARMA EDI-
TION OF UGOLETUS (WHICH BAEHRENS BELIEVED HAD ALSO BEEN COM-
PLETED TOWARD THE END Of 1498). 58 THE PARMA EDITION, AC-
57E. PICCOLOMINI, 11DEL CARME INTITOLATO SULPICIA E DELLA 
EDIZIONE PROCURATANE DAL DOTI. EMILIO BAEHRENS, 11 RFl..C. 12 
(1874), 21 PAGES. PICCOLOMINI REFERRED TO AN EDITION OF Au-
SONIUS, PUBLISHED BY SCINZENZELLER IN 1497, WHICH INCLUDED 
THE SULPJCJA. HAIN REFERRED TO A 1497 EDITION 11 CUM PRAEFA-
TIONE G. MERULAE. MEDIOLANI IMPRESSUS PER ULDERICUM SCINZEN-
ZELLER.11 CF. LUDOVICUS HAIN, REPERTO!UJ.!.M BIBLIOGRAPHICUM ..lli 
.QjJQ l!BRI OMNES 1ill. ARIE TYPOGRAPH!CA INVEfiIA USQUE .AJ2 ANNUM 
.Mil.. TYPIS EXPRESS! ORDINE ALPHABETICO VEL SIMPLICITER ENUME-
RANTUR VE!... ADCURATIUS RECENSENTUR 1-1 (BERLIN, 1925), #2180. 
PROCTOR STATED THAT THIS EDITION DOES NOT EXIST. CF. ROBERT 
PROCTOR, At!. INDEX .IQ .I.!i~ EARLY PRINTED BOOKS ..lli ~ .8Ju.LL~ 
MUSEUM: FROM~ ~NVENTION OF PRINTING TO THE YEAR 1500 
(LONDON, 1960). HE STATE~ THAT THE FEBRUARY 4, 1497, EDITION 
OF SCINZENZELLER WAS ON TERENTIANUS MAURUS 1 fil LITER IS~­
LABIS .b.I. METRIS HORATLl (P. 400). THIS EDITION WAS NOT MEN-
TIONED IN HAIN AND APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN CONFUSED WITH A LATER 
EDITION OF THE SULPJCIAN POEM. PICCOLOMINI NOTED THAT 
BAEHRENS AND CARUTTI DENIED THE EXISTENCE OF A 1497 EDITION, 
BUT HE NOTED, TOO, HAIN 1 S REFERENCE. HE MENTIONED ALSO A 
REFERENCE TO A 1497 SCINZENZELLER AUSONJUS IN THE GIORNALE 
fil 1 LETTERATI D 1 ITALIA (FABRIC I I BJBL. LAT. 111, P. 109). 
POSSIBLY THE FABULOUS 1497 SCINZENZELLER AUSONIUS WAS DE-
VISED FROM A CONFUSION BETWEEN THE 1496 AUSONIUS, PREFACED 
BY BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA, AND THE 1497 TERENTIANUS MAURUS OF 
SCINZENZELLER. 
58P1ccoLOMINI, P. 4. 
59 
CORDING TO PICCOLOMINI, MAY WELL NOT HAVE BEEN BASED ON THE 
VENICE EDITION OF 1497, SINCE THE EARLIER EDITION, WHILE NOT 
LACKING THE SULP!CIA, DOES NO~ CONTAIN THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS. 
THE LJGOLETAN VERSION MAY DERIVE FROM THE 80BBIO MANUSCRIPT 
OR A COPY OF IT, FOR LJGOLETUS LINKED THE SULP!CIAN SATIRE TO 
THE EPIGRAMS AND MAINTAINED THE ORDER OF THE BOBBIO CODEX. 
PrccOLOMJNI HELD THAT THE TWO SULPICIA EDITIONS IN QUESTION 
MOST LIKELY DID NOT DERIVE FROM THE SAME APOGRAPH OF THE 
80BBIO MANUSCRIPT. 
IN REGARD TO THE QUESTION OF AUTHORSHIP, PICCOLOMINI 
DISCUSSED 8AEHRENS 1 O~INlON THAT THE POEM WAS PROBABLY COM-
POSED AFTER.THE TIME OF DOMITJAN. 59 HE DID NOT DETERMINE 
WHETHER THE DIVERSITY OF STYLE BETWEEN THE SULP!C!A AND THE 
KNOWN WRITINGS OF AUSONIUS WAS SUFFICIENT TO PRECLUDE A COM-
MON AUTHOR, BUT HE DID RAISE THE QUESTION WHETHER A LATER 
AUTHOR COULD NOT HAVE VEILED HIS OWN STYLE IN 6RDER TO WRITE 
IN THE STYLE OF SULPIC(A. 
59THIS WAS BASED ON THE PROPHECY OF COMING DEATH FOR 
THE RULER AS WELL AS ON CERTAIN WORDS, SUCH AS RETRACTARE 
(vv. 3, 29), CONSTANTER (v. 9), AND PALARE (v. 43), WHICH 
APPEAR TO BE AFFECTED IMITATIONS OF ANCIENT STYLE. THE TI-
TLE, WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY IN THE THIRD PERSON, WOULD INDI-
CATE THAT THE POETESS HERSELF WAS NOT THE AUTHOR OF THE 
SATIRE. SINCE THE SULPICIAN ?OEM WAS DISCOVERED AT THE SAME 
TIME AS THE WORK OF AUSONIUS, ONE MAY THUS BE ABLE TO SEE 
HOW THE TWO VERY DIFFERENT WORKS CAME TO BE A PART OF ONE 
BODY OF WRITING. PICCOLOMINI NOTED A REFERENCE FROM THE 
LATE FIFTH-CENTURY POET FULGENTIUS (MYTHOLG. PRAEF: SULPl-
CILLAE AUSONIANAE LOQUACITAS) THAT SHOWS THE TWO NAMES RE-
LATED AT EVEN THAT EARLY AGE. 
,.,....--_· __________________________________ ___, 
IN 1916 GEORG THIELE STATED THAT THE PROBLEM OF THE 
SULPICIA COULD NOT BE RESOLVED SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF THE 
60 LANGUAGE AND TEXTUAL CORRECTlONS. HE THEORIZED THAT A 
DECLAMATION ON THE BALEFUL EFFECTS OF A TYRANNICAL DECREE 
LAY OUTSIDE THE SPHERE OF THOUGHT WHICH IS FOUND IN Auso-
60 
N IUS1 AGE AND ART. FURTHERMORE, HE BELIEVED THAT THE PlECE 
COULD NOT BE CLASSIFIED AS A SCHOOLPIECE. 61 RATHER, IT AP-
PEARED SURREPTITIOUSLY IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE DECREE FOR THE 
EXPULSION OF THE PHILOSOPHERS WENT INTO FORCE. 62 SULPJClA 
HERSELF, HE NOTED, REFERS TO THE CETERA QUIN ETIAM QU6f-
DEN JQUE MIL!A LUSI. JN THE POEM ONE CAN SEE THE SAME SUBOR-
DINATION OF POETRY TO PHILOSOPHY WHICH 11 SICH DURCH DIE 
BRIEFE DES PLINIUS WIE EIN ROTER FADEN HINZIEHT UND DIE 
StGNATUR DIESES GANZEN ZEITALTERS IST •••• 1163 THIELE FOUND 
60GEORG THIELE, "DIE POESIE UNTER DOMITIAN, 11 HERMES 51. 
(1916),PP. 233-260 •. 
61THE POEM DOES NOT PROCEED SMOOTHLY FROM BEGINNING TO 
·END, BUT RATHER, LIKE AN HORATIAN SERMO, LEAPS IMMEDIATELY 
..1..tl MEDIAS~. JN ADDITION, THE LANGUAGE IS CLEARLY DIFFER-
ENT FROM LATE LATIN STYLE. THIELE HELD THAT THE POEM APPEAR 
TO HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN ROUGH FORM AS A SUPPLEMENT. 
62THIELE, PP. 239-240. THIELE REMARKED THAT JAHN HIM-
SELF EXPRESSED NO DOUBT AS TO THE AUTHOR OF THE POEM BUT DID 
RECORD THE ~UDGMENT OF 8UECHELER THAT OUR SULPICIA IS NOT TH 
SAME AS THE ONE RECORDED IN THE BOBBIO MANUSCRIPT. LEO, AC-
CORDING TO THIELE, CONSIDERED THE POEM GENUINE BUT CORRUPT, 
AND Boor OPINED A RENAISSANCE FALSIFICATION OF THE TEXT. 
Boor 1 s OPINION, ACCORDING TO THIELE, HAS BEEN REFUTED BY 
BAEHRENS IN HIS WORK (P. 3 FF.). BAEHRENS DID NOT FAVOR THE 
VIEW THAT THE POEM WAS ACTUALLY SULPJCIAN BUT RATHER THAT IT 
WAS THE PRODUCT OF A LATER AGE. 
63THIELE P. 235. 
, 
NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO IDENTIFY THE SULPICIA OF THE SATIRE 
WJTH THE WOMAN REFERRED TO BY THE SCHOLJAST ON JUVENAL.64 
61 
LANA 1 S STUDY WAS BASED UPON AN EXAMINATION OF THE 1498 
VENICE EDITION (WHICH WAS APPARENTLY REPRODUCED JN 1509) AND 
ON THE PARMA 1499 EDITION. 65 HE NOTED THAT THE COMMON OPIN-
ION, TRACING THE POEM TO THE ABBEY OF Sr. COLUMBANUS AT BoB-
BlO AND TO G. MERULArS DISCOVERY OF IT THERE, JS INCORRECT. 6 
MERULA HAD, JN 1493, ANNOUNCED THAT HE HAD COMPILED A 
LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS RECENTLY DISCOVERED AT BOBBIOj BUT THAT 
LIST JS NO LONGER EXTANT AND JS THUS THE SOURCE OF SOMt-bJf-
FICULTY IN ESTABLISHING WHETHER THE SULPICIAN POEM WAS IN 
MERULA 1 S HANDS. MERULA HAD BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE DIS-
COVERER, ESPECIALLY SINCE HE JS SO DESIGNATED JN THE 1498 
VENETIAN EDITION: SULP!TIAE CARMINA, QUAE FUIT DOMITIANI 
TEMPORIBUS NUPER .A GEORG!O MERULA ALEXANDRINO .QJJ..M ALI JS OPUS 
64THIELE, P. 239. 
65 1. LANA, LA SAT IRA 121 SuLPICJA 1-v (TORINO, 1949). 
66LANA, P. 6. INFORMATION CAN BE GATHERED FROM THREE 
SOURCES JN THIS REGARD. FIRST, DUKE LUDOVICUS THE MOOR IS 
KNOWN TO HAVE GRANTED TO GEORGE GALBIATE THE PRIVILEGE OF 
PRINTING THE BOBBIO DISCOVERIES IN 1496; THE SULPICIAN POEM 
WAS NOT INCLUDED. SECONDLY, THERE IS A LIST BY A CERTAIN 
GIACOMO AURELIUS OF QUESTENBERG, CORRESPONDENT TO GIOVANNI 
OF DALBERG, BISHOP OF WORMS. THIRD THERE IS THE LIST OF 
RAPHAEL MAFFEI VoLATERRANUS IN HIS CoMMENTARI 1 URBIUM 4 
(LUGDUNI 1 1552); HE DESCRIBED THE SULPIC!A AS BEING DIS-
COVERED JN 1494. 
62 
gULIS REPERTA. THOSE NOT FAVORING THE OPINION THAT MERULA 
BROUGHT TO LIGHT THE SULPICIAN SATIRE DEC~ARE, FOR EXAMPLE, 
THAT THE BOBBJO DISCOVERIES WERE INDEED NOT THOSE OF MERULA 
BUT RATHER OF HIS SECRETARY, GIORGIO GALBIATJ. 67 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE PROBLEM, THE EDITOR 
EXAMINED THE PARMA EDITION. IN HIS PREFACE, REFERRING TO 
THE LUDUS SEPIEM SAPIENTUM AND THE CAIALOGUS NOBILIUM URB!UM, 
LJGOLETUS WROTE: 11 MULTUM NOS ADIUVIT ••• CODEX VERAE ET SJN-
CERAE LECTIONJS TRJSTANI CHALCl HOMINJS ERUDITISSIMI HUMANJS 
SIMIQUE.ll CHALCUS HAD DISCOVERED THE lUDUS AND CATALOGUS 
JN THE BIBLIOTHECA VISCONTI OF PAVIA AND COMMUNICATED THEM 
TO UGOLETUS FOR INCLUSION IN HIS EDITION. UNFORTUNATELY, 
NO SUCH CLEAR REFERENCE TO THE SULPLCIAN POEM CAN BE FOUND 
JN UGOLETUS. ONE CAN ONLY NOTE THAT THE POEM FOLLOWS THE 
CATALOGUS IN THE 1499 EDITION AND MAY THEREFORE IN SOME WAY 
67GALBIATI, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF A LETTER FROM THE 
DUKE, OBTAINED ADMISSION TO BOBBIO SOME TIME BEFORE DECEM-
BER, 1493, THESE CRITICS DECLARE. UPON THE DEATH OF MERULA 
IN MARCH, 1494, GALBIAII OBTAINED PUBLICATION RIGHTS OVER 
THE BOBBIO MANUSCRIPTS. HOWEVER, THE DUKE 1 S LETTER OF PER-
MISSION REFERS ONLY TO THE WRITINGS OF SIX GRAMMARIANS; ANY 
MENTION OF SULPlCIA IS ABSENT. ANOTHER THEORY PROPOSES THAT 
THE DISCOVERIES AT BOBBJO EXCITED SUCH INTEREST THAT LATER 
OTHER SCHOLARS PETITIONED THE DUKE FOR ENTRY INTO THE AR-
CHIVES AT BOBBIO, AND THAT AS A RESULT OF THESE EFFORTS THE 
SULP IC I AN PO EM WAS DISCOVER ED. FOR EXAMPLE 1 IT IS KNOWN 
THAT TOMMASO INGHIRAMI OF VOLTERRA, A ROMAN RESIDENT, SO-
JOURNED IN MILAN FOR SIX MONTHS IN 1496. PROBABLY, LANA 
REMARKS, !NGHIRAMI WAS NOT THE DISCOVERER; BUT POSSIBLY SOME 
OTHER HUMANIST IN MILAN DISCOVERED IT AFTER THE DEATH OF 
MER ULA. 
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BE RELATED TO THE DISCOVERY Of CHALCus.68 
As TO THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS IN THEIR RELATION TO THE 
SULPICIAN POEM, LANA NOTED THE CONSENSUS THAT THEY ARE 
RENAISSANCE PRODUCTIONS, THE WORK PROBABLY OF MERULA, LJGOLE-
TUS, OR SOME OTHER LATE POET. LANA BELIEVED THAT PROBABLY 
THE EPIGRAMS WERE GIVEN TO LJGOLETUS BY TRISTAN. 69 
68 TRJSTAN CHALCUS, BORN c. 1462, WAS A MEMBER OF THE 
COURT OF DUKE LUDOVICUS ALONG WITH MERULA AND OTHERS. ·HE 
WAS A SECRETARY TO THE DUKE AND PROTEGE OF THE DUKE 1 S FIRST 
SECRETARY, HIS RELATIVE BARTH. CHALCUS. AFTER THE DEATH OF 
MERULA, HE WAS CHOSEN TO COMPLETE MERULA 1 S UNFINISHED .!::!.J...s.--
IOR IA V!CECOMITUM. IT IS UNLIKELY THAT TRISTAN FOUND THE 
SULPICIAN POEM AMONG MERULA 1 S PAPERS ALONG WITH HIS HISTORIA 
VICECOMITUM, SJNCE BY THE DUKE 1 S ORDERS THE LITERARY ESTATE 
OF MERULA WAS KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY. 
IT IS KNOWN THAT DUKE LUDOVICUS GAVE PERMISSION TO 
TRISTAN TO EXPLORE ALL THE ARCHIVES IN ORDER TO COMPLETE 
MERULA 1 S HISTORIA. IT IS VERY POSSIBLE THAT TRISTAN DIS-
COVERED THE SULPICIA JN THE COURSE OF HIS RESEARCHES IN THE 
AUTUMN OF 1496. LANA CONTENDS THAT THE DIFFERENT READINGS 
IN THE PARMA AND VENICE EDITIONS SPRING FROM THE FACT THAT 
THE PARMA WAS BASED ON THE APOGRAPH OF TRISTAN CHALCUS 1 
WHILE THE VENICE PROBABLY WAS DRAWN FROM SOME COPY OF THAT 
COPY CARRIED TO ROME BY FEDRA (INGHIRAMI, LIBRARIAN Of THE 
VATICAN). 
69MERULA MAY HAVE ACCUMULATED SOME EPIGRAMS FOR INCLU-
SION IN A POSSIBLE REPRINT OF THE 1490 EDITION IN WHICH HE 
HAD PARTICIPATED. HE MAY HAVE INTENDED, LANA INDICATES, 
THAT THESE NEW EPIGRAMS BE BELIEVED TO HAVE COME TO LIGHT AS 
A RESULT OF GALBIATI 1 S DISCOVERY AT BOBBIO IN 1493. AT 
MERULA 1 S DEATH, THE EPIGRAMS MAY HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED AMONG 
HIS PAPERS AND BEEN HELD TO BE AN APOGRAPH OF A CERTAIN 
BOBBIO CODEX WHICH WAS SINCE LOST. . 
LANA HAD DIFFICULTY RELATING THE EPIGRAMS TO THE .s.u..i..-
P IC IA; FOR THEY ARE STYLISTICALLY DIVERSE, AND IN DEGREE OF 
CORRUPTION THE EPIGRAMS ARE FAR LESS AFFECTED. HE FOUND NO 
CLEAR COMMON SOURCE, EITHER A MANUSCRIPT OR A SINGLE HUMAN-
ISTIC FALSIFICATION. HE CONCLUDES THAT THE SATIRE WAS 
PROBABLY FOUND AT BOBBIO BY TRISTAN CHALCUS IN THE AUTUMN OF 
1496. THE FIRST TWO EDITIONS WERE THEN DERIVED FROM AN APO-
GRAPH OF TRISTAN, THE VENICE INDIRECTLY. 
p: 
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MUNARI MENTIONED THAT THE 1498 EDITION OF THE SULPICIA 
APPEARS ON THE W1-iOLE TO FOLLOW THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION A 
LITTLE MORE FAITHFULLY T~AN THE 1499 EDITJON.70 THE 1499 
EDITION INCLUDES CONJECTURES (E.G., V. 53 MONETAE AND V. 55 
EAVORUM), BUT THERE ARE ALSO SOME EVEN IN THE 1498 EDITION 
(E.G., V. 15 EGENTES AND V. 63 FACUNDOS). MUNARI ALSO NOTED 
THE PRESENCE OF THE 70 HEXAMETERS IN A COLLECTION OF AROUND 
400 A.D. 71 THE BOBBIO COLLECTION REPRESENTS VARIOUS AUTHORS 
OF DIVERSE EPOCHS; NEAR AN EP!GRAMMATJST OF THE AUGUSTA~ 
AGE, DOMITIUS MARSUS, ONE FINDS THE MYSTERIOUS SULPICIA, 
TWO POETS OF THE LATE FOURTH CENTURY, ~AUCELLIUS AND ANICJUS 
PROBJNUS, AND THE UNKNOWN POET WHO WROTE EPIG. 38 AND EPIG. 
43 IN THE BOBBIO COLLECTION. MUNARI RESTED CONTENT WITH THE 
FACTS THAT COULD BE GLEANED FROM HIS STUDY AND DID NOT AT-
TEMPT TO THEORIZE ON THE COMPOSER OF THE SULPICIAN SATIRE. 
IN HIS REVIEW OF THE EPIGRAMMATA BOBIENSIA, WEINREICH 
WONDERED AT THE INCLUSION OF THE SULPIC!A AMONG SO MANY 
-EPIGRAMs. 72 HJS BEST EXPLANATION WAS AN EXCERPT FROM 
70CAMPANA-MUNARI, PP. 19-20. 
711s1D., P. 27. 
72WEJNREICH, P. 247. 
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NAUCELLIUS: EP!GgAMMA rn BREVIS SATIRA; SATIRA rn LONGUM 
_EY!GRAMMA. WEINREICH PLACED THE SATIRE BEFORE THE MIDDLE 
AGES BUT AFTER THE ERA OF DOMITIAN; HE POSTULATED 400 A.D. 
AS THE TERMINUS ANT~ QUEM. HE COULD NOT SAY WHO THE COMPOSER 
WAS, BUT HE DID NOTE AN INTERESTING COMMENT BY RUTILIUS 
NAMATIANUS IN 1, 599 FF. NAMATIANUS, THE EARLY FJFTH-
CENTURY POET 1 REMARKED THAT AROUND 400 A.D. THERE LIVED A 
SATIRIST NAMED LUOILLUS WHO RANKED NEAR TURNUS AND JUVENAL 
AND WHO STRESSED A PATRIOTIC EDUCATIONAL DESJGNj WEINRELCH 
WAS NOT AVERSE TO CONSIDERING LucILLUS AS A STRONG CONTENDER 
FOR AUTHOR OF THE SULPICIAN SATIRE. 
p 
I I I • MANUSCRIPTS 
I. GRIPHUS AND FASTI 
lE!DENS!S VOSSIANUS LATINUS F jjj_,1 SAEC 9 [VJ 
A PRODUCT Of THE FIRST HALF OF THE NINTH CENTURY, THIS 
MANUSCRIPT JS WRITTEN ON PARCHMENT IN VJSIGOTHIC SCRIPT; JTS 
SIZE JS 283 x 235 MM. ITS FORTY NUMBERED FOLIA, OF WHICH 
ONE (F. 12) IS NOW LOST, APPEAR IN FIVE SIGNATURES OF EIGHT 
EACH. JN NUMBERING THE FOLJA, THE SCRIBE WROTE THE FOLIO 
NUMBER 1 THIRTY-FIVE, TWICEj THEREFORE, THE ORIGINAL NUMBERING 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN FORTY-ONE FOLIA. NORMALLY, TWO COLUMNS OF 
1FOR A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF THIS MANUSCRIPT, REFER TO 
THE 1962 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY DISSERTATION BY THOMAS J. GRADl-
LONE (.l!il. TEXT .Q.E .J..!:i.[;. PARENTAL IA AtlJ2 PROFESSORES .Q.E DEC I MUS 
MAGNUS AUSON!US, PP. 142-148), AND THE 1967 DISSERTATIONS BY 
MATTHEW E. CREIGHTON (.l!il. TEXT .Q£. THE MOSELLA AtlJ2 .J..!:i.[;. .EEJ..-
TAPHIA .Q.E DEC I MUS MAGNUS AUSONIUS, PP. 24-42) AND NEIL W. 
TOBIN (.l.tib. TEXT .Q£_ JJ:U;. ECLOGAE OF DEC I MUS MAGNUS AUSON!US, 
PP. 4-15). CF. ALSO WOLFERDUS SENGUERDUS .hI. A!...., CAIALOGUS 
LIBRORUM .LAM IMPRESSORUM QUAM MANUSCRIPTORUM B!BLIOTHECAE 
fUBL!CAE UN!VERS!TATIS LUGDUNO-BAIAVAE (LEIDEN, 1716), P. 
376; RUDOLF PEIPER, 11DJE HANDSCHRIFTLICHE UEBERLIEFERUNG DES 
AUSONIUS,u JAHRBUECHER FLIER KLASSISCHE PHILOLOG!E SUPPL XI 
(1880), PP. 256-73; KARL SCHENKL, D. MAGNI AUSONI I QPUSCULA 
(c .MG.Ji, Auer. ANT. V-2, BERLIN, 1883), PP. xxx11-xxx1v; 
PEIPER, DECIMI MAGNI AUSQN! I BURD!GALENS!S QPUSCULA (LEIPZIG, 
1886), PP. xv111-xxv111; s. TAFEL, 11DJE VORDERE BISHER VER-
LOREN GEGLAUBTE HAELFTE DES VoSSIANISCHEN AUSONIUS-CODEX 1 11 Rti.M LXIX (1914) PP. 630-41; H. DE LA VILLE DE MJRMONT, Li: 
MANUSCRIT lli: L 1 jLE BARBE (CODEX LE!DENSJS VOSSIANUS LATINUS 
J. .. 11J £[LES TRAVAUX lli: .!...A CRITIQUE~ LE TEXTE D 1AUSQNE. 
L 1 0EUYRE .i:u: VINET£[ L 1 0EUVRE 12.b. SCALI GER (BORDEAUX-PARIS, 
1917-1919), I, 65 FF.; FRANCESCO DELLA CORTE, 11L 1 0RDINAMENTO 
D EGL l 0 P U Sc UL A D I AU so N I O , n RC CM I I ( 1 9 6 0 ) , PP • 21 - 9 ; S ES T 0 
PRETE, RICERCHE SULLA STQRIA J2.[b TESTO 111. AUSONIO (= TEMI ~ 
TESTI VI I, ROME, 1960), PP. 17-19. A MICROFILM OF THE MANU-
SCRIPT WAS FORWARDED FOR USE JN THIS PROJECT BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF LEIDEN. 
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TEXT APPEAR ON tACH PAGE. NUMEROUS CORRECTIONS APPEAR IN THE 
CODEX, AND A RUBRICATOR HAS PAINTED THE TITLES OF SELECTIONS 
IN RED. ON EACH SIDE THERE IS AN AVERAGE OF THlRTY~TWO LINES 
of SCRIPT. THE MANUSCRIPT WAS WRITTEN IN SOUTHERN FRANCE, 
POSSIBLY AT THE BENEDICTINE MONASTERY OF Sr. MARTIN ON THE 
JSLE OF BARBE NEAR LYONS. JACOPO SANNAZARO EXAMINED lT IN 
THE MONASTERY LIBRARY BETWEEN 1501 AND 1504J AND IT WAS UTJ-
LIZED BY STEPHANUS CHARPINUS FOR HIS EDITION OF 1558. FROM 
THERE IT PASSED INTO THE HANDS OF JACQUES CUYET (CUIACJUS), 
[LIE VINET (VINETUS), PAUL PETAU (PETAVJUS), AND HIS SON 
ALEXANDER• IN 1650 QUEEN CHR l ST I NA OF SWEDEN PURCHASED,_! L 
WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF ISAAC Voss1us, WHO RETAINED POSSESSION 
Of IT UPON THE QUEEN 1 S ABDICATION. JN 1690 lT WAS BOUGHT BY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEIDEN, WHERE lT STlLL REMAJNS. 2 IN ADDI-
TION TO THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS (FF. 1-36), THIS MANUSCRIPT 
INCLUDES AN EPISTLE OF PAULlNUS Of NOLA AND POEMS OF VARIOUS 
LATIN AUTHORS. THE SELECTIONS PERTINENT TO THIS PAPER ARE 
AS FOLLOWS: 
F. 

















1 96..200 ' 
200-5 
2Jr WAS AT THE UNIVERSITY THAT THE LETTER£ WAS ADDED TO 
THE TITLE OF THE MANUSCRIPTJ IT STANDS FOR FOLIO (AS OPPOSED 
TO QUARTO OR OCTAVO). EARLIER EDITORS DO NOT INCLUDE THIS 
LETTER WHEN REFERRING TO THE MANUSCRIPT. 
~-· -------------~ 68 
~AR!S!NUS LATINUS 8500 (JIC!NENSIS), 3 SAEC 14 
-
[P] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS WRITTEN ON PARCHMENT IN GOTHIC 
SCRIPT; ITS SIZE JS 372 X 240 MM. ITS 105 FOLJA ARE IN-
SCRIBED JN DOUBLE COLUMNS OF FIFTY-NINE LINES EACH. THE 
MANUSCRIPT WAS WRITTEN IN ITALY, PROBABLY AT VERONA, AS ONE 
OF THE BOBBIO MANUSCRIPTS. IT ONCE WAS A PART OF PETRARCH 1 S 
LJBRARYJ LATER lT WAS THE PROPERTY OF THE LIBRARY AT PAVIA. 
DURING THE YEARS FOLLOWING THE FRENCH REVOLUTION THE MANU-
SCRIPT WAS CARRIED TO FRANCE, WHERE IT STILL REMAINS. THE 
PERTINENT AUSONIANA ARE ARRANGED AS FOLLOWS! 
F. 
25 [R-V] GRIPHUS 
[25V]-26[R] 








3FoR A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF THIS MANUSCRIPT, CF. 
GRADILONE, PP. 149-54, AND TOBlN, PP. 214-18. CF. ALSO 
CATALOGUS CODICUM MANUSCR!PTORUM B!BLIOTHECAE REG!AE IV 
(PARIS, 1744), P. 465; ELIZABETH PELLEGRIN, LA BIBLIOTHEQUE 
DES VISCONTI ll DES SFORZA DUCS DE MILAN A.\J. 20{E SIEGLE 
(PARIS, 1955), PP. 112-113; PIERRE DE NOLHAC, L1 ART lll. .bA 
M I N I A Tl JR E C H E Z p Er RA R Q lJ E , AN EXIRA C T FR 0 M STUD I p E C E C 
(MILAN, 1928), PP. 123-7j SCHENKL, PP. XXXIX-XLI; PEIPER, 
PP. XXXVl-XXXVI I lj PEIPER, LJEBERLIEFERUNG, PP. 221-223; 
PRETE, RICERCHE, PP. 22-3. A MICROFILM OF THE MANUSCRIPT 
WAS FORWARDED FOR USE IN THIS PROJECT BY THE BIBLIOTHEQUE 
NATIONALE IN PA~JS. 
, 
---------------------------------------------------~6~9· 
BARBERINUS LATINUS 1.12. (].12),4 SAEC 15 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WRITTEN ON PAPER MEASURES 290 X 217 MM. 
0RJGINALLY IT WAS TWO SEPARATE MANUSCRIPTS} THE EARLIER 
(FF. 1-18) CAN BE DATED SOME TIME BEFORE 1340 A.D., THE DATE 
GIVEN. ON FOLIO 15R ALONG WITH THE NAME OF BENVENUrus, THE 
OWNERa THJS CODEX CONSISTS OF THE WORKS OF P. PAPINIUS 
SIATIUS PLUS A FEW RELATED EXCERPTS. THE AUSONIANA BELONG 
IO THE LATER MANUSCRIPT, PRESENTLY NUMBERED FFa 19-32. JN 
THIS SECOND PART ONE MAY FIND AUSONIANA ON FF. 19-30; S6ME_ 
PRIAPEIA OF UNCERTAIN .AUTHORSHIP COMPLETE THE REMAINING 
FOLlAa THIS LATTER PORTION OF THE CODEX CONTAINS 32 TO 36 
LINES OF TEXT PER SIDE; THERE ARE MARGINAL AND INTERLINEAR 
GLOSSES, BUT NOT lN THE ABUNDANCE FOUND ON THE FIRST EIGHTEEN 
FOLIA. SINCE THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS GENUINE AUSONIANA 
WHICH HAS NOT YET BEEN FULLY DESCRIBED IN RELATION TO THE 
EDITIONS OF SCHENKL AND PEJPER, THE APPROPRJATE PORTIONS 
ARE DONE SO AT THIS POINT. 
4FoR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THIS MANUSCRIPT, CF. 
SCHENKL, P. XXVI 1; AND SESTO PRETE, CODICES BARBERINIANI 
LATINI: CODICES 1-150 (VATICAN CITY, 1968), PP. 245-7. 
THE MANUSCRIPT MICROFILM USED IN THIS PROJECT WAS FORWARDED 
FROM THE BIBLIOTECA APOSTOLICA VATICANA. 
,. ------~ -~---
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F,. SCH EN KL PEIPER 
# PAGE # PAGE 
19[R]-22[R] CENIO .N.UPTIALIS 1.40-6 206-19 
22[RJ B!SSULA 1 125 114-15 
2 125 1 11 5 
22[R-V] 4 126 3 11 6 
[22vJ 5 126 4 11 6 
6 126-7 5 11 7 
7 127 6 11 7 
[22V-23V] GRIPHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
[23V-24V] 2 129-32 200-5 
25[~] EPIG!S8MM8IA 1 194 
"" 
26 320 
25 195 25 320 
3 195-6 27 321 
25[R-V] 4 196 28 321-22 
[25v] 6 196 29 322 
7 197 30 322 
EPITAPHIUM 30 78-9 31 83 
EPIGR8MMA 8 197 2 311 
[25V]-26[R] fil. FASIIS 1 119 1 194 
26[R] 3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
5.QM_ :J.Y_ J.::.2.. EPIG ~' 2, .I.Id SCRIPIA ..E.£B,. ,M.Qll UNJUS. 
,..---
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f. SCHENKL PEIPER 
EPIGRAMMAIA 5 1·96 31 322-3 
26[R-V] 9 197-8 3 311-12 
[ 26V J 1 1 198-9 33 323-4 
12 199 34 324-5 
[26V]-27[R] 1 6 200 38 326 
27[R] 1 7 200 39 327 
1 8 200-1 40 327 
27[R-V] 19 201 41 327 
·. --
[27V] EPITAPHIUM 34 80 35 85 
EPIGRAMMAIA 41 207 9 324 
40 207 7 313 
42 207 12 315 
43 6 207 13 31 5 
44 208 8 314 
46 208 -· 61 334-5 
[27V]-28[R] 47 208 1 0 314 
28[R] 48 209 11 315 
51 210 63 335 
34 205 52 331 
52 210 64 336 
53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
6[PIG 43 k.I. EPIG A2. SCRIPTA .£1:.R. MOD UNIUS. 
" 
Fa SCHENKL 
28[R-V] 55 211 







[28V]-29[R] 63 21 2 
29[RJ 30 204 
1 0 198 
1 02 223 
1 00 223 
1 01 223 
98 222 
[29V] 99 222 
1 03 223 
104 7 223 
1 05 224 
1 06 224 
678 214 
7EP!G .lQ.! ET EP!G ~03 SCRIPTA ~ .MQQ UNIUS. 
8 














1 01 349 
99 348 
1 00 349 
97 348 
98 348 
1 02 349 
1 03 350 
1 04 350 














93 9 220-1 94 346-7 
45 208 60 334 
80 217-8 88 345 
82 218 90 345 
.8.bRBERINUS LATINUS .12.Q (1472) (VJ 111 .12J, 1 0 SAEC 15 [B] 
A PRODUCT OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY AND ONE OF SEVERAL 
BARBERINI MANUSCRIPTS DEVOTED ALMOST COMPLETELY TO AUSONIUS, 
THIS CODEX IS OF PARCHMENT WRITTEN JN THE HUMANISTIC SCRIPT 
OF J. MARCO CtNICO. SIXTY-THREE FOLIA ARE EXTANT IN THE 
REPRODUCTION SUPPLIED FOR THIS PROJECT, ALTHOUGH DEMARINIS 
LISTS SIXTY SEVEN. THERE IS ONE COLUMN PER PAGE, EACH SIDE 
CONSISTING OF TWENTY-SIX TEXT LINES. THE GREEK WORDS HAVE 
BEEN OMITTED WITH LACUNAE LEFT TO INDICATE THE OMISSION. 
ALTHOUGH THE MANUSCRIPT IS ALMOST TOTALLY AUSONIAN, FOLIO 
63V DOES CONTAIN THE SNIPPET OF CLAUDIANUS 1 ll£ VITA JUSTA lJ. 
URBANA. THE PERTINENT SECTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
9 QM 'il.. 1::11. 
10foR A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT, CONSULT 
TOBIN PP. 97-105. ALSO, ONE MAY REFER TO TAMMARO DE MARI-
N IS, ~DI ALCUNI CODICI CALLIGRAFICI NAPOLETANI DEL SECOLO 
xv, I J..MU v (1962), 179-180; DE MARIN IS, LA BIBLIOTECA 
NAPOLETANA filJ_ Jli. D1ARAGONA I (MILAN, 1952), PP. 42-51; 
ScHENKL, P. xxv; AND PEIPER, P. LXXVI. THE MICROFILMED MANU-





f. SCHENKL PEIPER 74 
[2V] DJ: FASTIS 1 119 1 194 
3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
45[R-46V] GRIPHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
[46V]-48[R] 2 129-32 200-5 
LAURENTI ANUS PLUT Ll J...l,11 SAEC 15 [L] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS WRITTEN ON PARCHMENT IN THE FLOREN-
TINE SCRIPT OF ALEXANDER VERRAZANUS. THERE ARE 201 FOLJA JN-
SCRIBED IN ONE COLUMN PER PAGE, WITH THIRTY-FOUR LINES PER 
COLUMN. THE CODEX REPRESENTS A FLOWERING OF ARTISTRY IN J~S 
WELL-WROUGHT BLUE AND GOLD ILLUMINATIONS; THE INSfGNiA QF THE 
MEDICIS FORMS PART OF THE DECORATION. THE SOURCE OF THE TEXT 
IS BELIEVED TO BE MAGLIABECHIANUS l 2 ..2.2., WHICH WAS PROBABLY 
COMPLETE AT THAT TIME. No GREEK IS WRITTEN INTO THE TEXT, 
ALTHOUGH SPACES ARE LEFT FOR LATER INSERTION OF THE PROPER 
CHARACTERS. THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS APPEAR ON FF. 151-201; 
THE EARLIER PORTION IS USED FOR THE WRITINGS OF MARTJANUS 
CAPELLA. THE SECTIONS WHICH PERTAIN TO THIS PAPER APPEAR 
IN THE FOLLOWING ARRANGEMENT: 
11FoR CATALOGUES OF THE COMPLETE AUSONIAN PORTIONS Of 
THIS CODEX, CF. GRADILONE, PP. 172-7; CREIGHTON, PP. 70-9; 
AND TOBIN, PP. 54-62. REFERENCES MAY ALSO BE LOCATED JN 
ANGELUS MARIA BANDINIUS, CATALOGUS CODICUM LATINORUM BIBLIO-
THECAE MEDICEAE LAURENTIANAE SUB AUSPICI IS PETRI LEOPOLD I JI 
(FLORENCE, 1775), COLL. 534-535; SCHENKL, P. xx1; AND PEIPER, 
P. LXXI I. THE BJBLIOTECA MEDI CEA LAURENZIANA SUPPLIED A 
MICROFILMED COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT FOR USE IN THIS PROJECT. 
,. 
SCH EN KL PEIPER 75 F,. 
fil. FAST!S 1 11 9 1 1 94 
3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
189[R-V] GRIPHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
[189V]-191[RJ 2 129-32 200-5 
RAVENNAS 12.Q (.1.11H2), 12 SAEC 15 [RAV] 
ORIGINALLY TWO SEPARATE MANUSCRIPTS WERE EXTANT IN WHAT 
JS NOW RAVENNAS .1.2..Q.. BOTH WERE Of PAPER; THE FORMER COM-
PRISED 170 FOLIA, THE LATTER THIRTY-THREE. THIS LATTER CODEX 
CONTAINED HESIOD 1 S THEOGONY IN A FOURTEENTH-CENTURY SCRIPT. 
THE FORMER CODEX, A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY WORK JN HUMANISTIC 
SCRIPT, MEASURES 210 X 140 MM., WITH THIRTY TO THIRTY-SIX 
LINES OF TEXT IN A SINGLE COLUMN ON EACH PAGE. FOLJA 108R-
155R CONTAIN THE AUSONIANA. GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES WERE 
SUPPLIED BY A LATER HAND. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THIS PORTION 
OF THE MANUSCRIPT JS A COPY OF THE EDITIO PRINCEPS Of 1472. 
THERE EXISTS SOME CONFUSION IN PAGINATION DUE TO THREE ERRORS 
MADE BY THE LATER HAND; JN ADDITION, THE AUSONIAN PORTION 
CONTAINS ITS OWN PAGINATION FROM 1 TO 95. PAGINATION GIVEN 
BELOW JS IN ACCORD WITH THE CORRECTIONS MADE BY TOBIN. 
12FoR A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF THE AUSONIAN PART OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT, REFER TO TOBIN, PP. 161-9. ADDITIONAL INFORMA-
TION MAY BE FOUND ING. MAZZATINTI, INVENTARI Jl.LI_ MANOSCRITTI 
DELLE BIBLIOIECHE D1 1TALIA IV (FORLI, 1894), PP. 172-3; 
SCHENKL, P. XXVI; AND PEIPER, P. LXXI 111. THE BIBLIOTECA 
CLASSENSE OF RAVENNA SUPPLIED A MICROFILMED COPY OF THE 
















1 127-9 196-200 
2 129-32 200-5 
LAURENTIANUS ASHBURNtlAMENS!S 173L (1656), 13 SAEC 15 [LA] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF PARCHMENT CONTAINS FIFTY-SIX FOLJA 
WITH TWENTY-NINE LINES PER PAGE; THE CODEX MEASURES 236 X 165 
MM. GREEK PHRASES WERE OMITTED BY THE ORIGINAL SCRIBE, BUT 
A LATER HAND MADE THE ADDITIONS. 
IT IS BELIEVED THAT THJS QUARTO CODEX MAY ONCE HAVE BEEN 
THE PROPERTY OF GIULIO SAJBANTE BEFORE IT .WAS AUCTIONED TO 
GUGLIELMO SCJLIO LIBRI IN 1843; AT A LATER DATE THE MANU-
SCRIPT BECAME PART OF THE ASHBURNHAM LIBRARY AT THE BJBLIO-
TECA MEDICEA-LAURENZIANA. AN INCIDENTAL PECULIARITY OF THE 
WORK JS THE FACT THAT, AFTER THE SUBSCRIPTION ON FOLIO 52R, 
A SIXTEENTH-CENTURY HAND HAS ADDED A PORTION OF THE 0RDO 
NOBILIUM URBIUM. THERE ARE ALSO SEVERAL FOLIA LOST OR MIS-
PLACED IN THE CODEXj THE NUMBERING GIVEN BELOW JS BASED ON 
TOBIN 1 S RECONSTRUCTION. 
13FOR A FULL ACCOUNT OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS MANUSCRIPT, 
CF. TOBIN, PP. 189-98. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY ALSO BE 
FOUND IN PASQUALE VILLARI, RELAZIONE ALLA CAMERA J2LL DEPUTATI 
~ DISEGNO ll.L LEGGE .E..&R L 1 ACQUISIO Ql CODICI APPARTENENTJ ALLA 
BIBLIOTECA ASHBURNHAM DESCRIIII NELL 1 ANNESSQ CAIALOGO (ROME, 
1884), P. 76, N. 1656; SCHENKL, P. xx1v; AND PEIPER, P. LXXV. 



























THIS WORK, DEVOTED TO A PRESENTATION OF THE WRITINGS OF 
AUSONIUS ALONE 1 IS A VELLUM CODEX OF FIFTY-TWO FOLIA, 
MEASURING 7 1/2 X 3 5/8 INCHES. THIRTY-FIVE TEXT LINES JN 
A HUMANISTIC SCRIPT Of THE ITALIC TYPE FILL EACH PAGE; AND_ 
THE WRITING ITSELF IS BLACK OR TINTED A BROWNISH-RED. THE 



























14A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE LOCATED 
IN TOBIN, PP. 63-70. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CF. GEORGE 
WARNER AND JULIUS P. GILSON, CATALOGUE .Q£. WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS 
JN .IJ:if;. D.b.ll RQ.l:Ab. Ab!.12 KING 1 S COLLECTION I I I (LONDON, 1921), P. 
11; AND SCHENKL, PP. XXI 11-XXIV. MORE GENERAL INFORMATION 
MAY BE LOCATED IN HENRY C. SHELLEY, .I..tti:. BRITISH MUSEUM: J..ll 
HISTORY .AN..Q. TREASURES (BOSTON, 1911). A MICROFILM OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT WAS SUPPLIED FOR THE PROJECT BY THE BRITISH 
MUSEUM. 
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fAIAVINUS BIBLIOIHECAE EccLESIAE CATHEDRAL!S c 64,1 5 
SAEC 15 [PA] 
.THIS PAPER MANUSCRIPT IS COMPRISED OF SIXTY-FOUR FOLJA 
WJTH THIRTY LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. IT IS BELIEVED THAT 
ORIGINALLY THERE MAY HAVE BEEN TWO DISTINCT MANUSCRIPTS, 
DESPITE THE FACT THAT ONLY ONE SCRIBE, PETRUS BAROCCIUS, WAS 
INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION. FOLIA 1-12 CONTAIN ELEGIES BY 
MAXIMIANUS OF ETRURIA, WHILE FOLIA 7-64 WERE AUSONlAN. THAT 
PETRUS BAROCCIUS, BISHOP OF PADUA UNTIL HIS DEATH IN 1507, 
WROTE MANUSCRIPTS C 74 AND C 75 IS CLEAR; AND SCHOLARS BE-
Li EVE THAT C 64 EVINCES THE SAME SCRIBAL PECULIARITIES. THE 
PERTINENT INFORMATION FROM THIS CODEX IS AS FOLLOWS: 
F. 
























15A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF THIS MANUSCRIPT IS IO BE FOUND 
IN TOBIN, PP. 71-80. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION JS IN SCHENKL, 
P. XXI 11 1 AND IN PEIPER, P. LXXV. SOME INFORMATION MAY ALSO 
BE IN FERDINANDUS COM. MALDURA, INDEX CODICUM MANUSCRIPTORUM 
QLJ..l J1i B!BLIOIHECA REVERENDISSlMl CAPlTULl CATHEDRAL IS ECCLE-
SIAE PATAVINAE ASSERVANTUR (1830); A COPY OF THE CODEX WAS 
MICROFILMED FOR USE IN THE AUSONJUS PROJECT BY THE BIBLIOIECA 
CAPITOLARE OF PADUA. 
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YATICANUS LATINUS 1611,1 6 SAEC 15 [v] 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT OF 220 FOLIA MEASURING 204 X 144 MM., 
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS TWENTY-THREE LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE 
(FOLIA 94R-100V AND 178R ARE BLANK). THE CODEX ONCE WAS 
DIVIDED INTO THREE SEPARATE WORKS OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY: 
FF. 1R-100V 
FF. 101R-150V 
FF. 151 R-220R 
PROPERTJUS 
TJBULLUS AND OTHERS 
AUSONJUS. 
IN THE AUSONIAN PORTION, PAGINATION BEGINS JN ARABIC NUMERALS; 
GREEK PHRASES ARE OMITTED WITH SPACE LEFT FOR LATER INSER-
TION. ON THE LAST FOLIO SOME EPITAPHS OF ANGELUS, AEMILIUS, 
AND PROCJUS ARE WRITTEN IN A LATER HAND. THE PERTINENT 
MATERIALS FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE FOUND IN THE FOLLOWING 
SECTIONS: 
F. 
























16FULL ACCOUNTS OF THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE LOCATED IN 
GRADILONE 1 PP. 187-91, AND IN TOBIN, PP. 141-50. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION IS TO BE FOUND JN BARTHOLOMEUS NOGARA, BJBLIOTHE-
.QM APOSTOLICAE VAii CANA!;. CODICES MANUSCRIPT! RECENSIT! IUSSU 
.E.u_ X PONTIFICIS MAX!MI PRAESIDE .Q.as..Q.... ALFONSO CAPECELATRO. 
CODICES VATICAN I LATINI I I I (ROME, 1912), PP. 108-91 PEIPER, 
UEBERLIEFERUNG, P. 202; SCHENKL, PP. xx1v-xxv; AND ~EIPER, 
PP. LXXV-LXXVI. THE VATICAN LIBRARY SUPPLIED A MICROFILM OF 
THE MANUSCRIPT FOR USE JN THE PROJECT. 
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~AIICANUS LAIINUS J.12_~ 1 17 SAEC 15 [v2] 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT OF EIGHTY-ONE FOLIA 1 THIS CODEX 
MEASURES 213 X 147 MM. AND HAS THIRTY-ONE LINES OF TEXT PER 
PAGE. MANY INITIALS AND TITLES ARE TINTED PALE RED. THE 
WORK INCLUDES POEMS BY TITUS CALPURNIUS SICULUS (FF. 1-18) 1 
CELIUS CIPRIANUS (FF. 19-22), AND LACTANTIUS FIRMIANUS (FF. 
23-25), JN ADDITION TO THE AUSONIAN FOLIA (31-81) WHICH AP-
PEAR AFTER AN INTERVAL OF SEVERAL BLANK FOLIA. SOME GREEK 
PHRASES ARE INCLUDED, THOUGH JN A FEW INSTANCES OMISSIONS 
WITH SPACE FOR LATER INSERTIONS MAY BE FOUND. MARGINAL Tl-
ILES AND TEXTUAL EMENDATIONS BY A LATER HAND INDICATE THAT 
THIS SECOND SCRIBE HAD ACCESS TO A BETTER MANUSCRIPT. THE 
FOLLOWING ITEMS OUT OF THE CODEX PERTAIN TO THIS PAPER: 
F. SCHENKL PEIPER 
32[R] fil FASTJS 1 11 9 1 194 
32[R-V] 3 120 3 195 
[32v] 4 120 4 195 
66[R]-67[RJ GRIPHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
67[R-68V] 2 129-32 200-5 
17THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN FULLY DESCRIBED BY GRADILONE, 
PP. 192-5, AND BY TOBIN, PP. 123-31. ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 
MAY BE FOUND JN SCHENKL, P. XXIV, AND JN PEIPER, P. LXXV. 
SOME INFORMATION MAY POSSIBLY BE FOUND ALSO IN INVENTARIUM 
I IBRORUM LATINORUM Mss • .BJ.Jt. Y.M. IV. THE MICROFILM OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT WAS SUPPLIED BY THE VATICAN LIBRARY. 
, 
~ALENIL~ JD.! (1.A.1), 18 SAEC 15 81 [VAL4] 
A PARCHMENT CODEX OF SIXTY-FIVE (INCORRECTLY PAGINATED 
AS SIXTY-SIX) NUMBERED FOLIA, THIS MANUSCRIPT MEASURES 
329 X 208 MM. THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS COMPRISE THE ENTIRE 
BOOK. TWENTY-FOUR LINES OF TEXT APPEAR UPON EACH PAGE, AND 
GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES ARE OMITTED. THE APPROPRIATE 
SECTIONS FOR THIS STUDY ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
f'. SCH EN KL PEIPER 
[2v] fil FASTLS, 1 11 9 1 194 
3 120 3 195 
[2V]-3[R] 4 120 4 195 
[47v-48v] .GB. IP !::l!l_S 1 127-9 196-200 
[4Bv-50v] 2 129-32 200-5 
HARLE IA~ 2578,19 SAEC 15 [H2] 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT IN A CURSIVE HUMANISTIC SCRIPT, THIS 
CODEX CONSISTS OF 301 FOLTA WITH TWENTY-FIVE LINES OF TEXT 
1 8THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN FULLY DESCRIBED BY TOBIN, PP. 
115-122. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE LOCATED IN MARCELINO 
GUTIERREZ DEL CANO, CATALOGQ DE LOS MANUSCRITOS EXISTQi~ _Qi 
.bA BIBLIOTEQA ~~$.l.TARIA DE VALEti.Q..LA I (VALENCIA, 1913), 
PP. 49-50; SCHENKL, P. xxv1; AND PEIPER, P. LXXVI. A MICRO-
FILM FOR USE IN THE PROJECT WAS FORWARDED BY THE BIBLIOTECA 
UNIVERSITARIA OF VALENCIA, SPAIN. 
19CREIGHTON, PP. 59~69, AND TOBIN, PP. 170-9, DESCRIBED 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IN DETAIL. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS TO BE 
FOUND IN ROBERT NARES .b.I AJ...., A CATALQGUE OF ..IJil:. HAR.b..bJ...~ 
MANUSCRIPTS Jl:i .IJ]£ BRITIStl MUSEIJ.M 11 (LONDON, 1808-12), P. 
701; SCHENKL, PP. XXl-XXI I; AND PEIPER, PP. LXXI I 1-LXXI 111. 




PER PAGE. IN ADDITION TO THE WRITINGS OF AUSONIUS (FF. 169-
260), THE FOLLOWING AUTHORS APPEAR: 
FF. 4-24 HESIOD 
FF. 25-41 c. TITUS CALPURNIUS 
SICULUS 
FF. 42-56 A. NEMES I ANUS 
FF. 57-94 FRANCISCUS PETRARCH 
FF. 95-126 THEOCRITUS 
FF. 127-168 VERGIL 
FF. 261-277 PRO BA 
FF. 277V-300 P. GREGORIUS OF TI fE.RNUM 
THE MANUSCRIPT MEASURES 159 X 137.5 MM. 1 AND IS INSCRIBED IN 
A SINGLE COLUMN, EXCEPT FOR THE INDICES APPEARING ON FF. 169-
182. SCHOLARS BELIEVE THAT THE AUSONIAN SECTIONS ON FF. 183-
248 ARE A COPY OF THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF 1472, WITH ALTERNATE 
READINGS POSSIBLY FROM MAGLlABECHIANUS CONV. SOPP...[. i ~ ~; 
THE READINGS ON FF. 249-260, ALTHOUGH IMPERFECTLY TRANSCRIBED 
APPEAR ALSO TO BE THOSE OF THE MAGLIABECHIANUS MANUSCRIPT. 
THE PERTINENT SECTIONS FROM HARLEIANUS 2.278 ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
f. 

























DLIANUS, LEIDENS!S VOSS I AN.US LAii NUS .Q j_Q_I,20 SAEC 15 [T] 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT IN A CURSIVE HUMANISTIC SCRIPT, THIS 
CODEX OF EIGHTY-EIGHT EXTANT FOLIA (THE Fl.RSI FOLIO IS NOW 
LOST) MEASURES 227 X 152 MM. THE MANUSCRIPT WAS FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS VOSSIANUS LATINUS 191. IT APPEARS THAT THREE 
--·---
SCRIBES MAY HAVE PRODUCED THE CODEX. FOLJA 1-57 AND 68-88 
SEEM TO BE THE WORK OF ONE COPYIST, WHjLE TWO LATER SCRIBES 
PRODUCED FOLIA 58-59 AND 60-63. GREEK PASSAGES WERE OMITTED 
BY THE ORIGINAL SCRIBE BUT WERE SUPPLIED, SOMETIMES IN MAR-
GINS OR ON BLANK PAGES, BY A LATER HAND. THE SCRIPT IS 
REMARKABLE FOR ITS FINE ATTENTION TO DETAIL, AND SOME INI-
TIALS AND TITLES ARE RUBRJCATED. THE WORK WAS MADE IN ITALY 
BUT LATER BECAME THE POSSESSION OF BISHOP JEAN DU TILLET. 
IT WAS EMPLOYED BY VJNET IN HIS 1575 EDITION OF AUSONIUS, AND 
HAS SINCE ENJOYED CONSIDERABLE PRESTIGE FOR THE AUTHORITY OF 
!TS READINGS. PERTIN~NT SECTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
F. 
1[R-V] 
















20FULL DESCRIPTIONS OF THIS MANUSCRIPT ARE FOUND IN 
GRADILONE, PP. 155-161; TOBIN, PP. 81-87; AND CREIGHTON, PP. 
80-90. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND IN SENGUERDUS, P. 
384; PEIPER~ LJEBERLIEFERUhl~, PP. 197-200; SCHENKL, PP. XX AND 
XXIX-XXXI t t-'EIPER, PP. LXX-LXXI; M. BOAS, 11 EINE INTERPOLATION 
IN EINER AUSONIUSHANDSCHRIFT, Con. Voss. LAT. Q. 107, 11 BERL. 
eH1LoL. WQQJiENscHR1Fr 35 (BERLIN, 1915), coL. 116; M1RMONT, 
I I, PP. 29-31; AND PRETE, R.1.Q..ERC~E, PP. 20-22. A COPY OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM WAS SUPPLIED FOR USE IN THE PROJECT 




[40v]-43[R] GR!P!::lUS 1 
2 







A PARCHMENT MANUSCRiPT OF 273 PAGES, THIS MANUSCRIPT 
CONTAINS TWENTY-SEVEN LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. PAGES 1-119 
COMPRISE THE AUSONIANA, WHILE PAGES 120-4 ARE AN INDEX. 
C. SIDONIUS APOLLINARIS APPEARS ON FOLIA 128-269. A PECULI-
ARITY OF THE TEXT IS ITS INVERSION OF TITLES, THE WORKS OF 
AUSONIUS BEING ASCRIBED TO APOLLINARIS AND VICE VERSA. THJS 
MANUSCRIPT BEARS A CLOSE TEXTUAL KINSHIP TO BARBERINUS LAT!-. 
HJ.L.S. 150 AND TO liRBINAS LATINUS 649. THE APPROPRIATE SECTIONS 




























21THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED IN DETAIL BY GRADl-
LONE, PP. 167-71, AND BY TOBIN, PP. 106-114. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND IN GIUSEPPE MAZZATINTI, INVENTARI 
Jl.U.. MANOSCR!Tll 12.li..U BIBLLQ.IEC]jE D1 ITALLA XI 11 (FORLI, 
1905-6), P. 62; SCHENKL, P. xxv; AND PEIPER, P. LXXVI. A 
MICROFILM OF THE CODEX WAS SUPPLIED FOR THE PROJECT BY THE 
BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE CENTRALE OF FLORENCE. 
PERUSINUS B!BLIOTHEQA.b PUBLICAE J 1..Q2. (li[.PJ12.22.£), 22 
- SAEC 1 5 j 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT OF 143 FOLIA, THIS CODEX MEASURES 
208 X 152 MM. AND CONTAINS TWENTY-ONE LINES OF HUMANISTIC 
.,. 
SCRIPT PER PAGE. IN ADDITION IO THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS ON 
85 
FOLIA 1R-81R, THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS WRITINGS OF S. PAULI-
NUS OF NOLA, QUINTUS SERENUS, AND S. PETER OF PERUGJAj BRIEF 
ANONYMOUS ECLOGUES ARE IO BE FOUND AT THE END. AI ONE TIME 
THE MANUSCRIPT BELONGED. IO S. PEIER 1 S MONASTERY IN PERUGIA 
WHERE IT HAD COME THROUGH THE GIFT OF A CERTAIN FRANCISCUS 
MAIURANTJUS. THE PERTINENT SECTIONS APPEAR AS FOLLOWS:--
F. 

























THIS IS A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT CONTAINING THE S!LY~ OF 
22THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED IN DETAIL BY TOBIN, 
PP. 199-207. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS LOCATED IN MAZZATINTI 
v (FORLI, 1895), PP. 179-80; SCHENKL, P. xx111; AND PEIPER, 
PP. LXXI I I 1-LXXV. THE MICROFILMED COPY WAS SUPPLIED BY THE 
BIBLIOIECA CoMMUNALE AUGUSTA OF PERUGIA, ITALY. 
23FULL DESCRIPTIONS APPEAR IN GRADILONE, PP. 183-6, AND 
IN TOBIN, PP. 88-96. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAN BE LOCATED 
IN Cos1Mus SroRNAJOLo, Cov1cE.S. URBINAI..E.S. LATINI I I (ROME, 
1912), PP. 164-6; IN SCHENKL, P. xxv; AND IN PEIPER, P. LXXVI 
THE VATICAN LIBRARY SUPPLIED A COPY OF THE CODEX ON FILM. 
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STATIUS (FF. 2-70), THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS (FF. 71-123R), AND 
THE POETRY OF C. SIDONIUS APOLLINARIS (FF~ 123V-176). IT 
CONSISTS OF 177 FOLIAj FOLIA 120-9 ARE NUMBERED TWICE, WHILE 
1R-V AND 177 ARE BLANK. THE CODEX MEASURES 270 X 172 MM., 
WITH THIRTY TEXT LINES PER FULL PAGE. PASSAGES IN GREEK ARE 
OMITTEDj HOWEVER, LACUNAE REMAIN WHERE A LATER HAND WAS TO 
HAVE INSERTED THE GREEK READINGS. FROM THE CLOSENESS I~ 
VARIANTS, IT IS BELIEVED THAT THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS COPIED 
FR 0 M TH E SAME S 0 UR C E AS 8 AR B E !3 I N US. LA I I N US 1.2.J2 AND MAG L I A-
BE CH I ANUS CJ... .1lil .fi ..31..2.. THE SECTIONS OF LJRBINAS LATINUS .6..12.. 




DJ;. FAST IS. 
107[R-108V] GRIPHUS 
[108V]-110[R] 
LAURENTI ANUS XX~l..l. .12, 24 SAEC 15 
SCHENKL 












THIS PAPER MANUSCRIPT IN A HUMANISTIC SCRIPT CONTAINS 
24THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED IN DETAIL BY GRADl-
LONE, PP. 178-82, AND BY TOBIN, PP. 132-40. ADDITIONAL 
SOURCES ARE ANGELUS MARIA BANDIN I US I I, COLL. 102-3; SCHENKL, 
P. xxv; AND PEIPER, P. LXXVI. A MICROFILM OF THE CODEX WAS 




ONLY THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS IN ITS SIXTY-SIX FOLIA. APPRO-
XIMATELY TWENTY-FIVE LINES OF SCRIPT ARE FOUND PER PAGE, AND 
LACUNAE REMAIN WHERE TITLES AND GREEK PHRASES WERE LATER TO 
HAVE BEEN INSERTED. ARCHAISMS APPEAR JN THE USE OF QUOI,, 
Q!lQ.M, AND OTHER EXPRESSIONS, AND THE SCRIBE ADDED A NUMBER OF 
COMMENTS ON THE TEXT. AccuRSIUS USED THIS MANUSCRIPT AS A 
SOURCE IN HIS DIATRIBAE OF 1524, AND HEINSIUS ALSO LATER 
EXAMINED IT. THE PERTINENT MATERIAL FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT 
IS AS FOLLOWS: 
F. SCHENKL PEIPER 
2[R-V] fil FAST!S 1 11 9 1 1 94 
[2v] 3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
43[R]-44[R] GR!PHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
44[R]-46[R] 2 129-32 200-5 
COIA .52. 2Ul 2.1 (.52. Y1i .1].),2 5 SAEC 15 [Co] 
THIS PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT WRITTEN IN HUMANISTIC 
MINUSCULES IS COMPRISED OF EIGHTY-SEVEN FOLIA, WITH ABOUT 
TWENTY LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. THE CODEX JS DEVOTED COM-
25A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE FOUND IN 
THE DISSERTATION OF JOANN STACHNIW, AS YET UNPUBLISHED BY 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY IN CHICAGO. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE 
LOCATED IN A WORK NOT AVAILABLE FOR THIS STUDY, .6.J..!2.LIOTE~ 
ROYAL D 1AJUI2.A, CATALOGU~ ~ MANUSCRIIS, LISTED ON P. 140 OF 
PAUL 0SKAR KR I STELLER, LA.LL.ti MANUSCRIPT BOOKS BEFORE 1600: 
THIRD EDITION (NEW YORK, 1965). A MICROFILM OF THE MANU-
SCRIPT WAS PROVIDED FOR THE PROJECT BY THE BIBLIOTECA DA 
AJUDA, LISBON, PORTUGAL. 
~------------------------------------------------~--8-8-. 
PLETELY TO THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS. ARCHAISMS APPEAR IN THE 
TEXT IN THE USE OF QJ..Ul.M FOR .Q.Ll.Mi THE ONLY ILLUMINATION IS 
FOUND ON FOLIO 3R. AT ONE TIME THE CODEX BELONGED TO JOSE-
PHUS VARESIUS AND ANTONIO FRANCISCO DA SILVA, WHOSE NAMES 
APPEAR AT THE BEGINNING OF THE MANUSCRIPT. THE AUSONIANA 







fil FAS I LS, 
GRIPHUS 
ESCORIALENSIS S lll ..2.2.,26 SAEC 15 





















A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT CONTAINING ONLY THE WORKS OF 
AUSONIUS, THIS CODEX MEASURES 203 X 127 MM. AND HAS TWENTY 
LINES OF TEXT ON EACH SIDE OF ITS EIGHTY-FIVE FOLIA. GREEK 
PASSAGES ARE OMITTED, ALTHOUGH IN THE COMMON FASHION LACUNAE 
WERE LEFT FOR A LATER INSERTION. THE MANUSCRIPT SEEMS TO BE 
RELATED TO THE EDITIO ~RINCEPS OF 1472, THOUGH THE VARIANTS 
26THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED IN DETAIL BY TOBIN, 
PP. 1~0-88. ,4DDITIONAL IN~ORMATION IS FOUND IN P. GIULLERMO 
ANTOLIN, QATALOGQ fil ~CODICES LATU:JQS. Df:. .b.A RUb. BIBLIOTE-
SJ..A fill.. EscoRIAL IV (MADRID, 1916), PP. 76-77; ScHENKL, P. 
XXVJ j AND PEIPER, P. LXXI 111. THE MANUSCRIPT WAS MICROFILMED 
FOR THIS PROJECT BY THE REAL BIBLIOTECA DEL ESCORIAL IN 
MADRID. 
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SUGGEST THAT BOTH DERIVE FROM ONE SOURCE RATHER THAN THAT 
ONE WAS COPIED FROM THE OTHER. THE PERTINENT AUSONIANA MAY 
BE FOUND IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
f. SCHENKL PEIPER 
[2V]-3[R] D.[ FAST IS 1 11 9 1 1 94 
3[RJ 3 120 3 195 
3[R-V] 4 120 4 195 
61[R]-63[R] GRIPHUS 1 127-9 196-200 
63[R]-65[R] 2 129-32 200-5 
MAGLIABECHIANUS .C.ol':il..Y'.. SoPPK J_ ..6. 29,27 SAEC 14 [Mf~-- --
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS FORMERLY NUMBERED 524 IN THE COLLEC-
TION OF THE MONASTERY OF Sr. MARK. ALTHOUGH AT THAT TIME IT 
CONTAINED 160 FOLIA, TODAY ONLY 142 FOLIA ARE EXTANT. THE 
CODEX IS OF PARCHMENT AND MEASURES 300 X 210 MM. BETWEEN 
FORTY AND FORTY-THREE LINES OF TEXT APPEAR ON EACH FULL PAGE. 
FOLIA 1-116 CONTAIN THE WORKS OF ENNODIUS; AFTER f. 116 SEVEN 
FOLIA ARE MISSING. THESE MAY HAVE CONTAINED MORE OF ENNODIUS, 
THE MoSE!J..A OF AusoNJUS, AND THE LETTER Of SYMMACHUS WHICH 
APPEARS ON PP. 141-3 OF PEIPER. FOLIA 117-142 CONTAIN 
27 TH.JS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED IN DETAIL BY 
GRADJLONE, PP. 162-6, AND BY TOBIN, PP. 46-53. ADDITIONAL 
REFERENCES ARE FOUND IN SCHENKL, P. XXI, AND IN PEIPER, PP. 
LXXJ-LXXI I~ A MICROFILMED COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS FOR-
WARDED FOR USE IN THE PROJECT BY THE BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE 
CENTRALE OF FLORENCE. THE LIBRARY ALSO FORWARDED SOME 
INFORMATION ON THE MANUSCRIPT, WHICH DOES NOT APPEAR IN ANY 
PUBLISHED CATALOGUE. 
90 
AusoNIANA, THOUGH THE AUSONIAN SECTIONS END ABRUPTLY AT 
VERSE 6 OF IECHNOPAEGNIO~ 11 ON F. 141V. FOLIO 142R CONTAINS 
8!SSlJLA 1, 2, 4-5, AND 6. GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES ARE IN-
CLUDED IN THIS MANUSCRIPT WHICH HAS COME TO BE RECOGNIZED AS 
ONE OF THE MORE IMPORTANT MEMBERS OF THE Z FAMILY IN THE 




















THIS MANUSCRIPT OF THE LATE FIFTEENTH CENTURY IN ITALY 
CONTAINS FIFTY-EIGHT PAPER FOLIA MEASURING 240 X 150.5 MM. 
EACH PAGE CONTAINS FROM TWENTY-SIX TO THIRTY LINES OF TEXT. 
THE AUSONIAN SECTIONS ARE PRECEDED ON FF. 1-35 BY THE EPI-
GRAMS AND EPITAPHS OF SUCH WRITERS AS ANTONIUS PANORMITANUS 
HERMAPHRODITUS, MARTIAL, ANTONIUS Luscus, GALLIENUS, HADRIAN, 
PETRARCH, AND JACOBUS PISAURUS. FOLIO 36 INTRODUCES THE 
AUSONIAN MATERIAL WITH THE WORDS ~QlLJ_J_ THEQ~ll kX OMt:U_ 
280TTO VON HEINEMANN, D...Ll:. .!:iANDSCHRIE.I..Qi Q£R. HERZOGLICHE~ 
BIBL!OTHEK ZJ.l. .WOLFENBUETTEL IV (WOLFENBUETTEL, 1900), PP. 
153-4; SCHENKL, P. xxv11; PEIPER, UEBERLlEFERUtlii, PP. 276-7; 
PEIPER, PP. LXXVI I 1-LXXVI 111. THE HERZOGLICHEN BIBLIOTHEK 




ill .QE..J;:JU~. FRAGMENTUM, AND THE SECTION JS CONCLUDED ON F. 46V WIT 
LL~~ AusoNI 1 POETE FRAGMENTA ~L1c1u~r. FOLIA 47R-58R 
CONTAIN PRIAPEIA; THEN, FOLLOWING A BLANK PAGE, TWO MORE 
AUSONIAN EPIGRAMS ARE TO BE FOUND. A SECOND HAND WROTE THE 
SUBSCRIPTION TO THE TEXT. AUGUSTANUS .lQ, ~AND B.!.J.12.lAfi!.LS.. 145 
ARE ALIKE IN CONTENT AND ARRANGEMENT EXCEPT THAT THE FORMER 
CONTAINS PEJPER 1S EPIGRAMS 30, 14, 17, AND 16, WHICH ARE NOT 
IN THE LATTER CODEX. PEIPER CONTENDED THAT POSSIBLY THESE 
TWO, PLUS KING 1S ..11, DERIVE FROM A SINGLE SOURCE. THE Auso-
NIAN SELECTIONS IN THE MAIN BODY OF THE MANUSCRIPT HAVE~OT 
AS YET BEEN INCLUDED IN A DISSERTATION, AND FOR THIS REASON 




















































F,. SCHENKL PEIPER 
[37V] 1 8 200-1 40 327 
1 9 201 41 317-8 
[37V]-38[R] 39 206 59 334 
38[RJ 51 210 63 335 
52 210 64 336 
65 213 77 340-1 
66 214 78 341 
38[R-V] 67 214 79 341 
[38V] 78 217 86 344 
81 218 89 345 
21 202 1 4 316 
82 218 90 345 
[38v]-39[R] 83 218 91 346 
39[R] 84 218 1 5 31 6 
88 219 1 9 317 
.39[R-V] EPISTOLA· 1 0 168-9 6 228-30 
[39V]-40[R] CUPIDO .Q.R.U.QJ.AI.U..S, 1 1 21 1 09 
40[R-41V] 2 1 21-4 110-13 
[41V]-42[R] BISSULA 6 126-7 5 11 7 
7 127 6 11 7 
42[R-46V] hltil.Q. NUPTIALIS 140-6 206-19 
f 
93 
_GU EL f ER BY IAtill~ GU D I A~ il2., 2 9 SAE C 1 5 
THIS CODEX, DEVOTED IN ITS ENTIRETY TO THE WRITINGS OF 
AUSONIUS, IS A MIDDLE FIFTEENTH-CENTURY PRODUCTION ON ELEVEN 
PAPER FOLIA MEASURING 260 X 190.5 MM. Two DIFFERENT SCRIBES 
PARTICIPATED IN THE WORK, THE FORMER SCRIPT APPEARING ON 
LAR TO KINGS 31. FOLIO 11R-V CONTAINSONLY ONE ECLOGUE IN A 
SECOND HAND. IN THIS MANUSCRIPT THERE EXISTS ONLY A VERY 
BRIEF SECTION PERTINENT TO THIS STUDYj fil FASILS. I (SCHENKL 
119, PEIPER 194) APPEARS ON FOLIO 1V. 
S • .M.ARCIANUS ..6.AIINUS 4161 (APPENDICE 2UJ_, CLASSE ~),30 
SAEC 15. [MA] 
THIS IS A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT IN HUMANISTIC SCRIPT 
CONTAINING 100 FOLIA OF APPROXIMATELY TWENTY-FOUR LINES OF 
WRITING PER PAGE; IT MEASURES 211 X 146 MM. THE TITLES AND 
INITIALS HAVE BEEN RUBRICATED, AND FOLIO 1R CONTAINS A COAT 
OF ARMS. FOUR UNNUMBERED FOLIA PRECEDE THE NUMBERED SECTIONS: 
FOLIO 29 IS BLANK. THE AUSONIANA APPEARS ON FOLIA 93-99; 
EARLIER SECTIONS CONTAIN HUMANISTIC VERSE, SELECTIONS 
29THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED BY TOBIN, PP. 223-5~ 
INFORMATION ALSO APPEARS JN OTTO VON HEINEMANN IX, P. 162; 
SCHENKL XXVI I AND XLI; AND PEIPER, PP. LXXVI 1-LXXVI I I AND 
XXXXI I. THE LIBRARY AT WOLFENBUETTEL SUPPLIED A MICROFILM 
OF THE MANUSCRIPT FOR THE AUSONIAN PROJECT. 
3 0INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND IN SCHENKL, PP. XXVI 1-XXVI I I, 
AND IN PEIPER, P. LXXVI 111. CF. ALSO PEIPER 1 S LJEBERLIEFERUNG 
ON P. 277. A MICROFILM OF THE CODEX WAS FURNISHED THROUGH 
THE BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE MARCIANA IN VENICE. 
, 
FROM 0VID 1 S AMORES (30R-68R), FROM BOOK XXJ I I OF PLINY 1 S 
NAIURA!:..li HISTOIU.6. (F. 11), THE COPA (F. 21R) AND THE 
MQE..h.LllM (F. 24R). A VERSION OF THE POEM DE .E.Q.~ NASCE~­
JIBU~ (SCHENKL 243-5, PEIPER 409-11) IS FOUND ON FOLIA 
21V-22R OF THE MANUSCRIPT. THIS CODEX WAS FORMERLY 
NUMBERED 714 IN THE LIBRARY OF SS. GIOVANNI E PAOLO. 
SINCE THE MANUSCRIPT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY DESCRIBED FOR THE 
PROJECT IN ITS AUSONIAN SECTIONS, THE FOLLOWING CATALOGUE 



















































f. SC HEN KL PEIPER 
51 210 63 335 
52 210 64 336 
95[R-VJ 65 213 77 340-1 
[95V] 66 214 78 341 
7 197 30 322 
[95V]-96[R] 67 214 79 341 
96[RJ 81 218 89 345 
78 217 86 344 
21 202 1 4 316 
82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
[96v] 84 218 1 5 316 
88 219 1 9 317 
B!SSULA 6 126-7 5 11 7 
7 127 6 11 7 
EPIGRAMMA 40 207 7 313 
[96V-97V] EPISTOLA 1 0 1 68-9 6 228-30 
[97v] CENIQ NUPTIALIS 1 41 31 209 
98[R] J,;.EJJa.RAMMAIA 85 219 1 6 316 
86 219 17 317 
53 21 0 65 336 










1 01 223 
1 02 223 
71 215 
103"223 
1 05 224 
104 223 
1 06 224 
45 208 
I I. DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 





1 00 349 
1 01 349 
80 342 
102 349 
1 04 350 
1 0 3 ~ 5-9 
105 350 
60 334 
THIS MANUSCRIPT, ONE OF THE OLDEST TO CONTAIN THE 
96 
11£ ROSJS ~CENTI BUS, IS NOT INCLUDED EITHER BY SCHENKL OR 
PEIPER AMONG THE SOURCESj IT IS INCLUDED, BUT WITHOUT 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, IN THE OXFORD EDITION OF THE VERGILIAN 
APPENDJx.33 THE MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF PARCHMENT JN 
32G. SCHERRER, VERZELCHNIS ~ HANDSC!::J.RJFTEN lll.R, SIIFTS-
BIBLIQI~ YQJi ,Si. GALLEN (HALLE, 1875), PP. 135-6; TOBIN, 
PP. 33, 39. A PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS OBTAINED ON 
MICROFILM FROM THE STIFTSBIBLIOTHEK. 
33w. v. CLAUSEN £LA~., APPEl'::!J2.LX. ~E~G1L1At:J.A coxFoRD, 
1966). 
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QUARTO FORM AND IS ASSIGNED TO THE MIDDLE PORTION OF THE 
NINTH CENTURY. AT PRESENT IT JS COMPOSED OF 148 PAGES DRAWN 
FROM FRAGMENTS OF MANY CODICES. ITS FRAGMENTARY NATURE IS IN 
ACCORD WITH ITS ANTHOLOGJCAL CONTENT. THESE ARE A MISCELLANY 
OF LITURGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND POETIC SELECTIONS. 
YALICANUS LAIINUS ~252,34 SAEC 9-10, F. 12R 
THIS MANUSCRIPT JS OF YELLUM AND CONTAINS THIRTY-TWO 
FOLIA IN FOUR GROUPS; IT JS FREQUENTLY REFERRED TO BY THE 
NAME BEMBLNUS AFTER CARDINAL PIETRO BEMBO (1470-1547), WHO 
ONCE OWNED JT. ON THE TITLE PAGE APPEARS THE NAME OF HIS 
--
FATH ER: CODEX PATRIC I I ~~ .8J;.E.~A8Jll ~!li.. INCLUDED IN 
--
TH 1 S CODEX ARE THE FOLLOWING SELECTIONS FROM THE VERGJLJAN 
MI NOliA: 2V CUL EX 
8R DIRAE. 
1 av CoeA 
11R .E.il ll JiQ.tl ; Y.LB. BONUS 
12R fil BQSIS !:J6SCENIIBUS; MOSEIUM 
34THIS MANUSCRIPT IS NOT DESCRIBED IN ANY PUBLISHED 
CATALOGUE, THOUGH A REFERENCE TO IT MAY BE FOUND IN VOLUME IV 
OF INVENTABIUM LIBROBUM L6IINQBUM M~ . .8.J.Ji. ':J..Ai. ADDITIONAL 
REFERENCES APPEAR ALSO IN 0. RJBBECK 1 S EDITION OF THE APPEN-
12.LA ~QJJ.J.filiA (lJPSIAE, 1868), PP. 31-2; PEIPER, PP. LV-LVI; 
FRIEDRICH VOLLMER, P. Y.lBG!Lll M.6.SONIS JJ.!.VEN6LLS LUDJ .L.JJli.1 .. -
~ (: 11 ABHANDLUNG,SBAW: JAHRGANG 1908 (MUENCHEN, 1909), 
P. 9j REMO GIOMINI, APPENDIX ~ERGILl6NA (FIRENZE, 1953), P. 
xv; TOBIN, P. 235. THE VATICAN LIBRARY FURNISHED A COPY OF 
THE MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM FOR USE IN THE PROJECT. 
, 
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PEIPER RELATES THIS MANUSCRIPT TO THOSE WHICH INCLUDED 
THE PIECES FROM THE JJ.!YENALIS LUDL LI BELLUS. HE BELIEVED IT 
TO BE COGNATE TO~ LATINUS 4887 (PUTEANUS), A MEMBER 
OF THE AUSONJAN EXCERPTA FAMILY. THE MANUSCRIPT IS IN CARO-
LINGIAN MINUSCULES, AND NOT, AS BAEHRENS HAD NOTED, IN LOM-
BARDIC SCRIPT. 35 IT IS OBLONG IN SHAPE, ONE COLUMN PER LEAF, 
33 X 17 CM. IN OVERALL SIZE; FOLIA ONE THROUGH EIGHT CONTAIN 
THIRTY-SIX TEXT LINES PER LEAF, THE REMAINDER, THIRTY-EIGHT 
LINES. VOLLMER CONTENDS THAT DOUBTLESS THE PIECES IN THIS 
MANUSCRIPT WERE CONSIDERED AN INTRODUCTION TO A COMPLET~ 
VERGJL CODEX; INDEED, THE MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS (FF. 15R ~Q.Q) 
THE BUCOLICS AND THE GEQRG!CS THROUGH I, 494; THE REST JS 
LOST. THIS MANUSCRIPT IS ONE WHICH VOLLMER TRACES TO A LOST 
MANUSCRIPT OF FULDA MADE JN CAROLINGIAN TIMES. 
AFTER THE PERIOD IN WHICH THE MANUSCRIPT LAY IN CARDINAL 
BEMBots COLL~CTJON, IT PASSED TO THE LIBRARY OF FULVIO OR-
SINI. THE NOTATIONS AND CORRECTIONS IN THE CODEX WERE THE 
WORK OF THE CARDJNAL·HIMSELF, OR POSSIBLY HIS FATHER. GIO-
MINI CITES THE MANUSCRIPT AS AKIN TO SEVERAL OTHER CODICES; 
HOWEVER, IT RETAINS ITS OWN ORIGINALITY AND THE VALUE OF ITS 
TRADITION AS AN IMPORTANT COPY OF THE ANCIENT CAROLINGIAN 
ARCHETYPE. 
35.E..Qg_I.A.b LATINI MINQRES JI, P. 11, AS CITED ON PAGE 9 
OF VOLLMER. 
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DARMSI.AQ.L.QL~ 3301, 36 SAEC 9-10, F. 4R-V [DA] 
DARMSI.ADIENSIS 330j JS MENTIONED IN PEIPER 1 S PREFACE 
AS A TENTH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT ARISING FROM WIMPFENA• IT IS 
A FRAGMENT WHICH ENDS AFTER VERSE FORTY-TWO OF THE .Iil;_ ROSlS 
~CENTIBUSL37 PRECEDING THE POEM UNDER CONSIDERATION ARE 
SELECTIONS SUCH AS THE MONQSTICHA DE AERUMNIS HERCULIS 
(F. 3R-V), ~BONUS (3V), ~~I li.Ql:l. (3V-4R), AND DJ: AEIA-
TIBUS ANIM.A~I.lJ.LM (4R). THESE PEIPER RELATES TO SELECTIONS 
FOUND IN PARIS!NU~ 4887 (PUTEANUS), WHICH INCLUDES THE ABOVE 
PLUS THE AUSONIAN CAESARES AMID SELECTIONS FROM IULIUS AFRl-
CANUS1 ISIDORE, EUSEBIUS, JEROME, PROSPERUS, 0ROSLUS, AND 
OTHERSj THE DJ: BOSIS NASCENIIBUS, HOWEVER, JS NOT IN THE 
PARIS MANUSCRIPT. THE DARMSTADT CODEX IS CHARACTERIZED BY 
NUMEROUS CORRUPTIONS NOT FOUND JN OTHER CODJCESj SUCH ARE 
PESTIFERUM (V. 4), HEBTIS (v. 5), TALIBUS (v. 9), OBLIVISCI 
(v. 27), EXSUNUABAI (v. 29), AND ENUMEBAB~ (v. 30). 
TBEVEBICUS ~086 (2180), SAEC 9-10, FF. 173V-174R [TREV] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT, AS TOBIN HAS NOTED, WAS ERRONEOUSLY 
36pEIPER, P. LVI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND 
IN PHILIPP ALEXANDER FERDINAND WALTHER, li~ BEITBAE~ ZllR. 
NAEHEREN KENNTNISS lli.R. GBOSSHERZOGL!CHE~ HOFBIBLIOTHEK Jl:l 
IlABMSIADI (DARMSTADT, 1871). A PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS 
FURNISHED FOR THIS STUDY BY THE HESSJSCHE LANDES- UND HOCH-
SCHULBIBLIOTHEK IN DARMSTADT, GERMANY. 
37VERIFICATJON OF THE FRAGMENTARY NATURE OF THIS MANU-
SCRIPT WAS KINDLY SUPPLIED BY KURT HANS STAUB OF THE 
DARMSTADT LIBRARY UNDER DATE OF JULY 4, 1969. 
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LABELLED AUGUSTAN US (.IR.EVER I CUS) 998 SAEC Xl_, .Q.[.. NAEKU.!M lJi 
Y..AJ_. G.AIONIS ~DIL. R. 32.6_ .s.Q.Q,. BY BOTH SCHENKL (P. 149) AND 
PEIPER (P. LV). 38 SCHENKL AGAIN MISNAMES THE CODEX IN HIS 
APPARATUS ON PAGE 243. JUST AS AUGUSTA VINDELICORUM (AUGS-
BURG, GERMANY) HAD GIVEN THE NOBLE TITLE TO ITS CODICES, SO 
NAEKE COULD SEE NO REASON FOR NOT DESIGNATING THE NOBLE 
CITY OF TRIER AS AUGUSTA TREVIRORUM, AND ITS CODEX A1J.~­
TANUS.39 THE BOOK, A LARGE VELLUM WORK WITH A BROWN LEATHER 
COVER, CONSISTS IN LARGE PART OF SERVIUS 1 COMMENTARY ON 
VERGIL. THIS OCCUPIES THE EARLIER PART OF THE CODEX, THOUGH 
THE BEGINNING JS LOST. IT APPEARED TO NAEKE THAT THE ENTIRE 
WORK, WITH MINOR EXCEPTIONS, WAS DONE BY ONE HAND AND WAS 
WRITTEN LARGELY AND CLEARLY. RUBRJCATION SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN 
DONE BY TWO DIFFERENT ARTISTS. A PECULIARITY OF THE TEXT IS 
THAT OFTEN IN THE VERSE SECTIONS WORD DIVISION IS INCORRECTj 
NAEKE NOTES A SIMILARITY OF THIS CODEX TO PARIS~ 7927 
(PEIAVIANU~) AND 1 EVEN MORE, TO PARISINUS JiQ.Q~·(.l!iUANEUS). 
38 1NFORMATION ON THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE FOUND IN GOTT-
FRIED KENTENICH, .ilJ..£. PHILOLOGlSCHEN l::J.ANDSCH~LFTEN J2£R. STADT-
BIBLIOTHEK k.!.!. TRIER (TRIER, 1931 ), PP. 14 FF.; AUGUSTUS FER-
DINANDUS NAEKIUS, CARMINA VALER IL CAI.QJLJ..~ (BONNAE, 1847), PP. 
356-9; SCHENKL, P. 149, 243j PEIPER, P. LVj VOLLMER, PP. 6-9; 
GIOMINI, PP. xv, xix; TOBIN, P. 235. XEROX COPIES OF THE 
APPROPRIATE PAGES FROM NAEKE, PLUS THE TEXT ITSELF AND A COPY 
OF KENTENICH 1 S CATALOGUE PAGES, WERE ALL KINDLY FORWARDED BY 
FR. BAUMANN OF THE STADTBIBLIOTHEK IN TRIER, GERMANY. 
39 PP. 356-9. 
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THE LETTERING OF THIS "GROSSER STATTLICHER BAND 114 0 (35 X 
28.4 CM.) IS CAROLINGIAN MINUSCULE WRITTEN IN TWO COLUMNS OF 
APPROXIMATELY FORTY-SIX LINES EACH. THE MANUSCRIPT ORIGINAL-
LY BELONGED TO THE OLD CLOISTER OF ST. MATTHEW OUTSIDE THE 
GATES OF TRIER BUT LATER FOUND ITS WAY TO ST. SIMEON 1 S IN 
THAT CITY. IN 1821 HUGO WYTTENBACH ACQUIRED IT FOR THE 
STADTBIBLIOTHEK; IT WAS THROUGH WYTTENBACH THAT NAEKE 
LEARNED OF THE MANUSCRIPT. 
WHAT IS OF EXTRAORDINARY INTEREST IN REGARD TO THIS 
MANUSCRIPT IS THAT, DESPITE ONE TYPE OF SCRIPT AND LINE NUM-
BER ING THROUGHOUT, THE PRESENT CODEX IS NEVERTHELESS A UNION 
OF THREE DIFFERENT MANUSCRIPTS: EXCERPTS FROM SERVIUS, 
PRISCIAN 1 S fARTITIONES VERSUUM DUODECIM AENEIDOS PRl~QJJ:A­
LIUM, AND VERGIL. FOLIO 157, THE FIRST PAGE OF PRISCIAN, 
APPEARS ONCE TO HAVE BEEN THE INTRODUCTION TO A SEPARATE 
MANUSCRIPT. SIMILARLY, THE VERGIL FOLIA (170-4) WERE ONCE 
PART OF A COMPLETE VERGIL, PROBABLY A PREFACE TO THE MAJOR 
WRITINGS. THE VERGILIAN MINORA ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
F. 1 70R VlIA; llRGILIUS .MAQNO; CUL EX 
F. 172R DI R.AE; LYDIA 
F. 173R Cop A 
F. 173V .E.fil. ll N 0 N.; :i.IB. BONUSj DE ROS!S 
F .. 174R MOR.ETUM 
40 VOLLMER, P. 6. 
p 
1 02 
GIOMINI NOTES THAT THE READINGS IN THE MANUSCRIPT SHOW AN 
UNDENIABLE RELATIONSHIP TO THOSE IN VATICANUS LATIN~ d222.r 
BUT THAT ITS TRADITION IS INCONSTANT. HE REMARKS T~AT 
NAEKE 1 S EXCESSIVE ENTHUSIASM FOR THE MANUSCRIPT LED TO AN 
ATTRIBUTION OF TOO MUCH VALUE TO THE CODEX. 
PAR I SINUS LATINUS ].093,41 SAEC 10, FF. 72V-73V [p5] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS DESCRIBED BY VOLLMER AS A COLLECTION 
OF MANY ENTIRELY DJFFERENT REMNANTS OF OLDER MANUSCRIPTs. 42 
ON FOLIA SIXTY TO SIXTY-EIGHT APPEARS A SCRAP OF A TENTH-
CENTURY MANUSCRIPT OF VERGIL, WHILE FOLIA SIXTY-NINE THROUGH 
SEVENTY-SIX BELONG TO A SECOND VERGILIAN CODEX. THE FOLLOW-
ING FOLIA, SEVENTY-SEVEN TO EIGHTY-THREE, CONSIST OF A 
THIRD VERGIL MANUSCRIPT} THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH EITHER 
OF THE PRECEDING SECTIONS. FOLIA 69-76 CONTAIN AN INCOMPLETE 
VERGIL FRAGMENT. THE FOLIA COMPRISE A QUATERNION WHICH IS 
NOT NUMBERED. JT IS MOST LJKELY THAT IT WAS ONCE THE SECOND 
PART OF A VERGIL COLLECTION; THE FJRST PART PROBABLY CON-
SJSTED OF THE Q..u.b.a AND ]JIRAE (vv. 1-32). IT IS WRITTEN IN A 
41CATALOGUS CODI CUM MANUSCRl~IQRUM BIBLIOJHI:.Q.A~ RL!il..A~ 
IV (PARIS, 1744), PP. 427-8; NAEKE, PP. 344-5; VOLLMER, pP. 
11-12; G10M1N1, PP. xv-xvi; TOBIN, P. 235. THE BJBLIOTHEQUE 
NATIONALE IN PARIS SUPPLIED A MICROFILMED COPY OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT. 
42QN THE ROLE OF FOLIA 1-38 OF PAR I SINUS .b.A.I..l.tl!.!..S.. 80~l 
JN REGARD TO THE ANTECEDENTS OF LEIDENSIS VOSSIANUS LAJJNUS 
£ .111., SEE TAFEL ls ARTICLE. 
,. 
--------------------------------------------------71~0~3 
BEAUTIFUL CAROLINGIAN MINUSCULE OF THE NINTH OR TENTH CEN-
TURY, WITH THIRTY-TWO VERSES PER PAGE IN A SINGLE COLUMN. 
THE PERTINENT CONTENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
F. 69R llLR.81:., vv. 33 FF. 
F. 70R LYDLA 
F" 71R COPA 
F. 72R llI ll NON; ~ BONUS 
F. 72V .DJ;. ROS.LS. HASCENTIBUS 
F. 73V MosEIUM 
F. 75V ES GONE ~UP R [.M.Ll_ (ANTH. 672) 
F. 76R QUALIS BUCQL I Cl_S_ (ANTH. 1 ) 
.. 
VOLLMER BELIEVES THAT A PART OF THE LOST PORTION OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT CONTAINED A VIIA AND THE TITLE ~EhlALIS LUDI 
.l..J..BELLUS 1 THUS CONNECTING IT TO BEMBINUS VATICAN~ 3252 AND 
TO PASISINUS 1!1.2...1. HE BELIEVES THAT THE ENTIRE MANUSCRIPT 
WAS DESIGNED TO BE PART OF A COMPREHENSIVE WORK ON VERGJL. 
THE MANUSCRIPT IS OF VELLUM AND CONTAINS TWENTY-TWO VARIOUS 
PIECES, INCLUDING THE VERGILIAN MINOR.A • 
.M..l:!...L!CENSIS 1.11 (1863),4 3 SAEC 10, F. 228R 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS NOT CLEARLY IDENTIFIED BY SCHENKL 
4 3THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS NOT BEEN DESCRIBED JN ANY PUBLISHE 
CATALOGUE. INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND JN CHRIST. GOTTL. HEYNE 
AND GE. PHIL. EBERHARD WAGNER, PUBLIU~ .:i.IBGILIUS MARQ IV, 2 
(llPSIAE, 1832), PP. 776 AND 779; SCHENKL, P. XLV; VOLLMER, 
PP. 31-4; GIOMINJ, P. XI 11; AND TOBIN, P. 29. THE STIFTS-




(MELLICENSIS SAEC XI) AND WAS NOT UTILIZED BY PEIPER. THE 
OXFORD EDITION OF THE APPENl.2..LA VERGILIANA REFERS TO IT AS 
£!ECHTIANUS, NUNC MELLICENSIS ..QJ..M 2, SAEC X.44 THE CODEX 
HAS NOW BEEN IDENTIFIED AS MELLICE~S.l_S 717 (1863) -- THE 
SAME CODEX EMPLOYED BY TOBIN -- THANKS TO THE RESEARCH OF 
HOFRAT JOSEPH !LIAS OF THE STIFTSBJBLIOTHEK. ILIAS NOTED 
THAT THE POEM WAS JN POOR CONDITION, APPEARING ON THE LAST 
LEAF AND CUT SHORT OF ITS CONCLUSION (VERSES 39-50 ARE MIS-
SING). VOLLMER REFERS TO THIS MANUSCRIPT AS 11 DER VERGIL DES 
ALTEN STJFTES FIECHT BEi SCHWAZ 11 ; THE FIRST LEAF STILL REFERS 
TO THIS MONASTERY IN ITS INSCRIPTION f:&. 81BLIOTHEQAM. MONAS-
TERIJ MONTIS S. GEORGll 1659. IN 1850 THE CODEX WAS PUR-
CHASED BY THE BENEDICTINE FOUNDATION OF MELK NEAR VIENNA, 
WHERE IT WAS REFERRED TO AS NUMBER 2 OF ITS CIMELLIA. THE 
MANUSCRIPT MEASURES 250 X 160 MM., CONSISTING OF THIRTY-EIGHT 
LINES PER PAGE IN A SINGLE-COLUMN FORMAT. AFTER THE AENEID 
CONCLUDES ON F. 209V, THE GENERAL FORMAT IS AS FOLLOWS: 
210R MORETUM 
211V MAECENAS ELEGY I, 1-25 
212V VII.A BERNENSIS AND MISCELLANEOUS POEMS 
223R CUL EX 
226R DIRAE 
44CLAUSEN .I.I Ab,., P. 176. 
227R .LYJllA 
227V COPA 1-14 
LOST LEAF (COPA 15-38, ~ ~ 
NON, JL..iB. BONUS) 
228R DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 1-38 
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VOLLMER NOTES THAT FOR THIS MANUSCRIPT, AS FOR OTHERS, THERE 
IS GRAVE DIFFICULTY IN ATTRIBUTING THE TEXT TO ONE TRADITIONj 
MELLICE~~ 717 (1863) MAY DEPEND ON THREE OR FOUR GROUPS 
WHICH REVERT TO DIFFERENT SOURCES. THESE WOULD BE THE 
MoRETUM; THE ~a AND OTHER POEMS; THE MAECENAS ELEGY; AND 
THE SERIES CONSISTING OF THE CULEX, DIRAE, LYDIA, COPA, r..s..I. 
kI ..N.Q.N., ~BONUS, AND~ ROS!S ~CENTI BUS. 
PARISINUS 1.AIINUS 7927 (PETAVIANUS), 45 SAEC 10-11, F. BR [p] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS OF VELLUM AND CONTAINS THE ECLQGUES, 
GEORGICS, AND AENEID PRECEDED BY THE FOLLOWING: 
1V CU LEX 
5R DIRA.[; LYDIA 
7R COPA 
7 V .E.U ll .fiQli; ll!i filUiU S 
45CATALOGUS IV, P. 413; HEYNE-WAGNER IV, 2, P. 774; 
NAEKE, P. 344; PEIPER, PP. LV-LVlj VOLLMER, PP. 9-10; 
GIOMINI, P. xv, N., AND xvi; TOBIN, P. 236. A COPY OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT WAS SUPPLIED BY THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE IN 
PARIS. 
1 06 
BR ·.JJg_ E.Q.~ NASCENIIBUS 
Bv MORE TUM 
PEIPER LISTS THE MANUSCRIPT AS A COGNATE OF E.AJiJ_SINUS 4887 
(fUTEAlli.L~J OF THE EXCERPI.A FAMILY. THIS CODEX IS A LARGE, 
BEAUTIFUL VERGIL. THE FIRST HAND APPEARS UNTIL Fa 105R. 
THEN A SECOND HAND BEGINSj THIS SCRIBE CORRECTED THE CODEX 
THROUGHOUT. THE ENTIRE WORK IS IN TWO COLUMNS OF TWENTY-
SEVEN LINES PER PAGE; THE FOLIATION WAS DONE IN THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY • 
.2.AR..LS.L~ .bAI..ll:L!.LS. 8069,46 SAEC 10-11, F. 120R-V [p4] 
THIS CODEX JS A LARGE VERGIL WITH A SLIGHTLY-~IFFERENT 
ARRANGEMENT FROM VATICANUS 3252 AND PAR I SINUS J...22..2 JN ITS 
GENERAL ORDER; HOWEVER, IT IS SIMILAR TO THESE MANUSCRIPTS 
IN THE SECTION ON THE ROSES. THE REAL CODEX BEGINS ON WHAT 
IS AT PRESENT FOLIO 7; THE PRECEDING TERNION WITH ITS MIXED 
CONTENTS IS OF STRANGE DESCENT. THE FIRST PART OF THE MANU-
SCRIPT (TWO GROUPS OF EIGHT, FOLIA SEVEN THROUGH TWENTY-TWO) 
HAS ITS TEXT IN ONE COLUMN WITH COPIOUS MARGINAL SCHOLIA; 
AFTER F. 22, THE TEXT IS IN TWO COLUMNS, WITH GLOSSES AND 
SCHOLIA OFTEN ABOVE THE TEXT. THE BUCOLLC~ (BR FF.), 
4 6CATALoGus IV, P. 424; HEYNE-WAGNER IV, 2, PP. 775 AND 
778; RIBBECK, PP. 28-9j NAEKE, PP. 340-4; PEIPER, P. LV; 
ALEXANDER RIESE, A~OLOGIA LATINA I' 2 (LIPSIAE, 1906), P. 
XLlj VOLLMER, PP. 10-11; GIOMINI, PP. xv, N., AND xvi; TOBIN, 
P. 236. A MICR~FILMED COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS SUPPLIED 
BY THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIDNALE FOR THIS STUDY. 
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THE GEORGICS (17V FF.), AND THE AENEID (36R FF.) PRECEDE THE 
DJ:. R 0 SJ_~ J:iA SC EN T I BUS ; A F E W M I SC ELL AN E 0 US . P I EC ES F 0 LL 0 W TH E 
AENELD.. AND PRECEDE THE PSEUDO-VERGILIANA, WHJCH IS ARRANGED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
114V CUL EX 
118R DIRAEi l.Y.!21..A 
119R Coe_a; ~BONUS 
120R Dg_ ROSIS JiASCENTIBUS 
120V MOREIUM 
THE CODEX IS EXCELLENT AND CLEARLY INSCRIBED, MADE OUT OF·· 
VELLUM; IT WAS ONCE THE POSSESSION OF JACQUES AUGUSTE DE THOU 
(THUANEUS), WHO FORMED HIS COLLECTION FROM 1573-1617. JEAN-
BAPTISTE COLBERT (1619-1683) BOUGHT THE MANUSCRIPT IN 1680; 
' IT WAS LATER SOLD TO THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE IN 1732. ITS 
READINGS ACCORD IN GENERAL WITH THOSE FOUND IN :i.8IICAlliJ..S.. 
3252, THOUGH THE MARK OF DESCENT IS NOT PURE. · 
.PAR I SINUS LATINUS 17177,47 SAEC 11, FF. 102R-103R [p6J 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPRISED OF FRAGMENTS OF DIVERSE 
'-
47 L to PO LD DELISLE, 11 INVENTAIRE DES MANU~CRITS LATINS DE 
NOIRE DAME ET DE DIVERS PETITS FONDS CONSERVES A LA BIBLIO-
IH°tQUE NATIONALE SOUS LES NOS. 16719-18613 DU FONDS LATIN, 11 
BECH XXXI (PARIS, 1870), PP. 492-3; SCHENKL, P. XLIX; 
PEIPER, P. LVlj VOLLMER, PP.,28-31; GJOMINI, P. XVI F.; 
TOBIN, P. 236. THE BJBLJOTHEQUE NATIONALE IN PARIS FURNISHED 
A COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM FOR USE IN THIS STUDY. 
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OTHER CODICES. THE FRAGMENT OF THE VERGILIAN CODEX PROCEEDS 
FROM FOLIO 96 TO FOLIO 103 AND IS BELIEVED TO BE A REMNANT OF 
A STABULENSJS CODEX (ABBEY OF ST. REMACLE .AT STAVELOT, 
8ELGIUM).0THER ITEMS IN THE CODEX, WHICH IS MISCELLANEOUS IN 
THEME, INCLUDE THEOLOGICAL TR EAT IS ES, RELIGIOUS WORKS, HIS- / ! 
TORICAL RECORDS, GRAMMATICAL PAGES, FRAGMENTS OF PLAUTUS, 
MEDICAL NOTES, AND EVEN SOME LETTERS. THE STABULENSIS FRAG-
MENT JS THE REMNANT OF A LARGE, BEAUTIFUL VERGILj IT FIRST 
CAME UNDER PUBLIC SCRUTINY ONLY IN 1854. THE ORIGINAL CODEX 
WAS LISTED IN ST. REMACLE 1 S CATALOGUE IN 1105. THE PRESENT 
PARIS MANUSCRIPT POTPOURRI INCLUDES MATERIAL FROM THE NINTH 
TO FIFTEENTH CENTURIES. FOLIA 96R-97V INCLUDE EXCERPTS FROM 
THE A£11..E...LD.., WHILE 98R-103v CONTAIN THE DOUBTFUL PIECES, WRIT- I 
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AETNA VV 263-346//171-258 
CULt:A VV 167-248//249-330 
:i.LR_ BONUS VV 22-26; AETNA VV 1-81 
AEUiA 82-170 
CULE~ VV 331 TO END 
DIRAE VV 1-90 
COPA (ENTIRE); ~ROSI~ NASCENTIBUS 
vv 1-46 
D.J.B.A.b VV 91 TO END; LYDIA VV 8 TO END 
llf:. ROSJS NASCEfiLLBUS VV 47 TO END; 
MORETUM 1-84 
MORETUM VV 85 TO ENDj 
~.LL NO~ (ENTIRE); 
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11 
THE ORDERING MAY APPEAR TO BE SOMEWHAT PECULIAR; THIS MAY BE [II 
11 
I' ATTRIBUTED TO THE FACT THAT THE FOLIA ARE NO LONGER IN THEIR I 
I 
ORIGINAL ORDER, WHICH WAS AS FOLLows: 99R-v; 101R-v; 102v-R; Ti 
103R-Vj 100R-Vj AND 98V-R. ORIGINALLY FOLIA 99 AND 98 
FORMED THE OUTER DIPLOMA OF A TERNION; FOLIA 101-100 COM-
PRISED THE MIDDLE DIPLOMA, AND FOLIA 102-103 THE INNERMOST. 
PLACED IN THEIR ORIGINAL ORDER, THE VERGILIAN SELECTIONS 
CONFORM TO THE ORDER OF THE lUVENALIS LUDI LJBELLUS. Pas-
SIBLY A FOURTH, OUTERMOST DIPLOMA ONCE MADE THIS SECTION A 
QUATERNIONj IT WOULD HAVE CONTAINED VERSES 1-166 OF THE (;1JLEX 
IN TWO COLUMNS PER PAGE LIKE THE EXTANT PORTIONS. 
liEROLINENSIS PHJLLIEPICUS iazi (ROS[ Ni 193), 48 
SA EC 1 3, F. 41 V [PHIL] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF SEVENTY-THREE LEAVES OF PARCHMENT IS IN 
OCTAVO FORM AND MEASURES 150 X 50 MM. IT INCLUDES ONLY A 
FEW LINES FROM THE~ ROSIS NASCENIIBUS (33-36, 39-46 1 49, 
50) WHICH ARE NOT IDENTIFIED AS SUCH BUT ARE INCLUDED IN A 
S EC T I 0 N T I TL ED I NC I P I UN I PR 0 V ER B I A Q.Q.e.J:, VER G I L I I ( FF • 4 1 R -
42R). AN OLD COVER ON THE CODEX BEARS THE NUMBER OF A POS-
SIBLE OLDER COLLECTION, 4978. IT WAS ONCE THE PROPERTY OF 
48VALENIIN ROSE AND F. SCHILLMANN, VERZEICHNIS ~ 
.L.AI.EINl,SQJ:illi .J::iA~CHRIFTEl'i ~ KOENIGLICHEN BIBL!OTHEK Zll 
.fu:Rb..LN. (= .l2J...f;. 1JAriDSCH~!FTEN-~£RZEICHNISSE Q.US., .K.faJ.... B1B1 IOTHEK 
z..u BERLIN XI I-XIV) I (BERLIN, 1893-1919), PP. 430-3; VOLLMER, 
P. 19; G!OMINI, P. XII, N.; TOBIN, P. 260. A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
REPRODUCTION OF THE PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT WHICH CONTAINS 
THE Il~ RQ.~~ NASCENT I BU~ WAS SUPPLIED BY THE KINDNESS OF THE 
DEUTSCHE STAATSBIBLIOTHEK IN WEST BERLIN. 
rr=-----~--------~ 11 0 
GERARD MEERMAN (1722-1771) AND HJS SON JAN (1753-1815), BUT 
WAS PURCHASED BY SIR THOMAS PHILLIPPS (17~2-1872) IN 1814. 
AROUND 1889 IT WAS SOLD TO THE BERLIN STAATSBIBLIOTHEK. THE 
SCRIPT OF THE CODEX, NOT PARTICULARLY BEAUTIFUL, IS IN 
ADDITION FULL OF NEGLIGENT READINGS. THE CONTENTS OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT ARE MISCELLANEOUS JN NATURE AND INCLUDE NUMEROUS 
PROVERBS. AFTER FOLIO 36 SELECTIONS FROM VERGIL APPEAR, 
INCLUDING PORTIONS OF THE ECLOGUES AND GEORGICS. IN THE 
SELECTION JN WHICH PORTIONS OF THE .I2J:. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS AP-
P EAR 1 T H ER E AR E B U T T HR E E V ER S E S 0 F T H E C Q P A. ( V V • 3 7 1 3 8 ~,- AND 
36), THEN IMMEDIATELY ON FOL~O 41V BEGIN EXCERPTS FROM THE 
ESL il liQ.li (1-3, 12 1 17, 22, 25), :LIB. BONUS (1-3 1 9, 6 1 -12, 
14-19, 24-26), ~ ROSJ_S .NASCENTIBUS, AND MORETUM (33-35 1 
64-66 1 69-71, 101-104, 107-110); ON FOLIO 42 THE PROVERBS 
OF CATO AND OTHERS BEGIN. THIS CODEX APPEARS TO BE A DESCEN-
DANT FROM .lE..EVERlCUS ~086 (2180). 
VATICANUS LATINUS 1571, 49 SAEC 12-13, F. 133R 
THIS MANUSCRIPT JS OF VELLUM, MEASURES 250 X 125 MM. IN 
SIZE, AND CONSISTS OF 134 FOLIA. THE CODEX CONTAINS THE 
49NoGARA I I I, P. 73. THE VATICAN LIBRARY SUPPLIED A 
COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT FOR USE IN THE PROJECT. 
111 
WORKS OF VERGIL, PLUS ARGUMENTS, SCHOLIA, AND SOME PSEUDO-
VERG ILIANA. CONTRARY TO THE CUSTOM IN SOME OTHER MANU-
SCRIPTS, THE MINOR WORKS FOLLOW RATHER THAN PRECEDE THE 
BUCOLICS (F. 1), GEORGICS (F. 10), AND AENEID (F. 32). THE 
ARRANGEMENT OF THE MINOR POETRY IS AS FOLLOWS: 
132R MORETUM 
132V COPA; liI, il .llilli.; ~ ..!2.Q.NUS 
133R .D.f. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS; PRIAPEIA 
ON FOLIO 133V VERSES OF OTHER POETS ON VERGIL BEGIN. 
PARIS I NUS .l..AI.J.lill..S. 793..Q., 50 SAEC 13, F. 222V-223R [p3r 
THJS CODEX HAS TWO COLUMNS PER PAGE AND AN AVERAGE OF 
FORTY-TWO VERSES PER COLUMN. INITIALS ARE ORNATE, AND THERE 
IS SOME MARGINALIA. AFTER THE BUCOLICS (F. 1), GEORGICS 
(F. 6R), AND AENEID (F. 19V), APPEAR WORKS OF OTHER AUTHORS 
SUCH AS STAT.IUS (FF. 81V-14Dv), LUCAN (FF. 141R-184v), AND 
CLAUDIAN (FF. 185R-221R). THEN APPEAR THE FOLLOWING FROM 
THE VERGJLIAN TRADITION: 
221V MOREIUM 
222R COPA 
222V ~ il l:l.Q..tl; YJ..E. BONUS; .Ilf: ROSIS 
223R [GO li~ SUPREMIS 
223V !USSERAI ..tU:Q. 
50HEYNE-WAGNER IV, 2, P. 778; GIOMINI~ P. XXVI. A COPY 
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THE SECOND SCRIBE WROTE THE LAST PART OF THE DE ROSIS 
.f:LA.~ENJIBUS AFTER THE FIRST HAND CEASED AT THE BOTTOM OF 
FOLIO 222V WITH VERSE 21. 
BAR L E I AN U S 2. 5 3 4 ( .QJ..M X I I I ) , 51 SA EC 1 3 , F • 1 2 7 R -V [ H ] 
THIS CODEX JS MADE OF VELLUM AND INCLUDES NUMEROUS 
NOTES AND COMMENTS IN ADDITION TO THE TEXT, WHICH CONSISTS OF 
THE WRITINGS OF VERGIL. THE WORK BEGINS WITH THE BUCOLICS 
(F. 2), THE GEORG!CS (F. 10), AND THE AENEID (F. 32). THEN 
FO~LOW THE MINOR WRITINGS IN THIS ORDER: 
126V COPA 
127R UJ: ll .tillli.; ~ BONUS 
127R-V .1k ROSIS NASCENT I BUS 
1 28R MORETUM 
128V PR!APEIA IN PART 
1 29R PART OF CULEX.. 
THE MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS 129 FOLIAi IT ONCE BELONGED TO THE 
COLLEGE OF Sr. AGENENSIS, A JESUIT COLLECTION. 
VAJICANUS REG!NENS!S 2120, 52 SAEC 13, F. 12R [VR] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPRISED OF A MISCELLANY OF VARIOUS 
POETS. Jr CONTAINS ONLY A FEW LINES FROM THE VERGILIAN 
51NARES £.I .Ab.· I I, P. 698; RIBBECK, P. 33; SCHENKL, P. 
XLJX; GIOMINI, P. XVIII, N., xxv; TOBIN, P. 237. A COPY OF 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS SUPPLIED ON FILM BY THE BRITISH MUSEUM. 
52G10MJNI, P. XXVI. THE VATICAN LIBRARY FURNISHED A 
MICROFILMED COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT FOR USE IN THE PROJECT. 
TRADITION: V. 37 Of THE COPA, VV. 74, 76 AND 78 OF THE 11 3 
MOREI.Ll..M, vv. 1-4, 12, 14-15, 23-24 OF THE .:il..R. BONus, AND vv. 
40, 43-46, 49 AND 50 OF THE D~ EOSIS NASCENT I BUS. THERE ARE 
A NUMBER Of MARGINAL AND INTERLINEAR NOTES. 
YATICANUS LATINUS 2759,53 SAEC 13, F. 70R 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF PARCHMENT IS INSCRIBED IN GOTHIC 
LETTERS, WITH TWO COLUMNS OF 48-50 LINES APIECE PER PAGE; 
ONLY THE LAST FOLIO, 70, SHOWS THREE COLUMNS, THE FIRST SKY 
BLUE, THE SECOND BLACK, THE THIRD RED. THE FIRST SIXTEEN 
FOLIA CONTAIN THE ECLOGUES AND GEORGICSj THEN ON FOLIO 16V 
--
THE PRIAPEIA IS FOUND WRITTEN IN PROSE FORM, FOLLOWED BY THE 
CULEX. ON FOLIO 19R THE AbNEID COMMENCESj THEN ON FOLIO 70R 
APPEAR THE COPA,~ iJ. .I:lQ.11, ~BONUS, DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 
AND MOREIUM. THE SEPARATION OF THE ~ULEX FROM THE REMAINDER 
Of THE MINOR WORKS IS QUITE REMARKABLE AND SHOWS THAT BOTH 
PARTS STEM FROM DIFFERENT TRADITIONS. THE TRADITION WHICH 
PRESERVED THE CULEX IS OF SOME VALUE, BUT THE LATTER THREAD 
IS SO CORRUPT THAT IT IS OF SMALL USE IN ESTABLISHING A TEXT. 
ETONENSIS 21_,54 SAEC 13-14, F. 47V [Er] 
IN HIS CRITICAL APPARATUS, SCHENKL REFERS IO A CODEX 
53VoLLMER, P. 28; GIOMINI, P. XIV. THE VATICAN LIBRARY 
HAS FURNISHED A COPY OF THIS CODEX IN THEIR COLLECTION. 
54M. R. JAMES, A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE .Q.E. ~ MA""""""=s=ci.>-L.~~ 
..lli .IJil;. LIBRARY OF ETON COLLEGE (CAMBRIDGE, 1895), P. 32; 
SCHENKL, P. 243, N. THE ETON COLLEGE LIBRARY FURNISHED A 
COPY OF THE APPROPRIATE SECTION FROM THE CODEX; ALSO, A COPY 
OF [D 1 ]ALTON 1 S NOTES ON THE CODEX WAS SUPPLIED THROUGH THE 
c 
11 4 
11 [TONENSIS BL. 4, 12. 11 THIS MANUSCRIPT REFERENCE IS INCOR-
RECTj BUT, THANKS TO MR. PATRICK STRONG, KEEPER OF COLLEGE 
LIBRARY AND COLLECTIONS, THE CITATION CAN NOW BE CORRECTED. 
IN A LETTER OF MAY 19, 1969, MR. STRONG NOTED THAT DR. N. R. 
KER OF OXFORD, WHO IS PREPARING A REVISION OF JAMESr CATA-
LOGUE, HAD DIRECTED HIM TO [TONENSIS il (AN OVID MANUSCRIPT) 
IN WHICH THE D..r;_ ROSIS NASCENT I BUS CAN BE FOUND SANDWICHED 
BETWEEN TWO OTHER WORKS OF 0VJD. 55 SINCE ETONENSJS il NEVER 
HAD THE PRESS-MARK BL. 4, 12, IT JS A MYSTERY WHERE SCHENKL 
FOUND THIS REFERENCE. ETONENSIS il JS OF VELLUM, 10 2/3 X 
7 3/4, WITH 169 FOLIA IN DOUBLE COLUMNS OF FORTY-NINE LINES 
EACH. THE FOLIATION JS THE WORK OF HENRY BRADSHAW OF CAM-
BRIDGE. THE SCRIPT JS A BEAUTIFUL CAROLINGIAN MINUSCULE, 
SHOWING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME FRENCH MANUSCRIPTS OF 
OVID. THE POEM APPEARS WHERE THE OVIDIAN D..r;_ SOMNO SHOULD 
BE ON FOLIO 47v; PRECEDING IT IS THE 1i!.!x (F. 46v), AND 
FOLLOWING IT COMES 0VID 1 S DJ;. PULICE (F. 48R). SIR ROBERT 
.BIRLEY JN HIS NOTEBOOK, ACCORDING TO MR. STRONG, MAKES NO 
COMMENT ON THE INCLUSION OF PSEUDO-AUSONIANA JN ETONENSIS 
ilJ IT WAS E. H. [D 1 ]ALTON WHO IDENTIFIED THE fil ROSIS 
NASCENTIBUS AND ATTRIBUTED THE POEM TO AUSONIUS. 
55 FoR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THIS TOPIC, REFER TO 
THE CHAPTER ON THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP Of THE fil ROSIS 
NASCENT I BUS. 
,,..-_·~--------------------------------. 
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Ji_ELMST[\DIENSIS ]]2 (HEINEMANN 367), 5 6 SAEC 15, F. 62V [HJ 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS OF PAPER AND MEASURES 280 X 210 MM. 
IT CONSISTS OF 336 FOLIA INSCRIBED BETWEEN 1450 AND 1454 A.P. 
IN ADDITION TO THE BUCOLICS (F. 1) AND THE GEORGICS (F. 17V), 
THE MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS THESE POEMS ASCRIBED TO VERGIL: 
61R :lL.E. BONUS 
6 1 v .E.ll ll liQJ1 
62V DE ~L2, NASCENTIBUS 
63R CUL EX 
71R DIRAE 
74V MOREIJJ.M 
76V EPIGRAM ON BALJSTA 
77R COPA 
77V ELEGY TO MAECENAS 
THE MANUSCRIPT lS JN OCTAVO FORM AND WRITTEN CLEARLY BY THE 
SAME HAND THROUGHOUT. 
LEIDENSIS VOSSIANUS LATINUS 0 96, 57 SAEC 15, Ff. 14R-15V 
[Voss5] 
THIS MANUSCRJPT CONTAINS THE WORKS OF VARIOUS POETS 
56voN HEINEMANN I I, PP. 273-4; RJBBECK, PP. 25-6; NAEKE, 
PP. 373-6; HEYNE-WAGNER IV, 2, e. 778; G10M1N1, e. xx; AND 
TOBIN, P. 237, 251. A COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS OBTAINED 
FROM THE HERZOG AUGUST BIBL•OTHEK IN WOLFENBUETTEL, GERMANY. 
57SENGUERDUS, P. 390j RISBECK, PP. 34-5; TOBIN, PP. 237 
AND 250. A COPY OF THE APPROPRIATE PORTJON OF THIS MANU-
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SUCH AS OVID AND VERGJL, PHOCAS, NIC. CLARELLUS, AND OTHERS. 
THE MANUSCRIPT IS OF PAPER AND CONTAINS NINETY-SIX FOLIA. 
IT INCLUDES, IN ADDITION TO THE DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS, THE 
~BONUS AND~ ll NON WHICH HAVE SINCE ENTERED THE Auso-
NIAN TRADITION. THE MANUSCRIPT IS SMALL IN SIZE, WRITTEN 
NEGLIGENTLY AND QUICKLY, AND INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING: 
14R DE ROSIS l;JASCENTIBUS 
15v COPA 
1 7R U.r. ..u .fiQ.N. 
1 7V ~ BONUS 
1 9R CULE~ 
31R MOS EI UM 
BASILIENSIS E JJJ. ~,5B SAEC 15, FF. 27V-28V [BF] 
PRODUCED IN THE LAST THIRD OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY, 
THIS FRENCH CODEX CONTAINS THE COMPLETE WRITINGS OF VERGIL. 
IT IS OF PAPER, WITH 328 FOLIA MEASURING 299 X 218 MM. AT 
THE BEGINNING OF THE MANUSCRIPT THERE ARE FIVE,AND AT THE 
END SIX, EXTRA PAPER LEAVES (ONE IS OF VELLUM). THE LEAVES 
JN THE FRONT HAVE BEEN ERRONEOUSLY INCLUDED IN THE FOLIATION 
PROCESS, SO THAT JN REALITY THE CODEX CONTAINS 323 RATHER 
THAN 328 LEAVES. THE TEXT APPEARS TO BE THE WORK OF TWO 
58KONRAD ESCHER,~ MINIATUREN J1i 12..Q! BASLES BIBLIO-
THEKEN, MUSEEN UND ARCHIVEN (BASEL, 1917), P. 72, NO. 87; 
NAEKE, PP. 365-369; TOBIN, P. 255. APPROPRIATE COPIES OUT 
OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WERE FORWARDED BY THE 0EFFENTLICHE 
BIBLIOTHEK DER LiNIVERSITAET BASEL IN SWITZERLAND. 
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SCRIBES WRITING IN A LARGE, BEAUTIFUL SCRIPT IN ONE COLUMN 
PER PAGE. BASIDES THE WORKS OF VERGIL, THE CODEX CONTAINS 
SOME OF THE VERGILIAN MINORA, PLUS OTHER SELECTIONS. THESE 
INCLUDE THE~ BONUS AND THE £.s..r. .E.l. JiQ1i ON FOLIA 26V-27V. 
THIS BOOK FORMERLY WAS IN THE POSSESSION OF JOHANNES A 
LAP I DE. 
LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAT I NUS Q J2.J_, 59 SAEC 15, F. 13R-14R[Voss 3 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS A WORK ON VELLUM WRITTEN IN A LUCID 
SCRIPT THAT NEVERTHELESS INCLUDES NUMEROUS ABBREVIATIONS. 
Ir CONTAINS THE EXCERPTED WORKS OF PETRONIUS, CATULLUS,·-
TJBULLUS, SULPICIA, AND PROPERTIUS, IN ADDITION TO THE 
FOLLOWING SELECTIONS OUT OF THE VERGILIAN TRADITION: 
1 PR!APEIA 
1 1 MOREIUM 
13 DE ROSIS NASCENT I BUS 
1 4 COPA; .liI. .E..I. liQ1i 
1 5 }[.LR. BONUS 
1 5 CULE~ AND ELEGY ON MAECENAS 
THE CODEX WAS ONCE CONSIDERED TO BE OF SOME IMPORTANCE, BUI 
ITS SIGNIFICANCE HAS BEEN ECLIPSED BY THE DISCOVERY OF THE 
OLDER VATICANUS LATLNUS 2759, WITH WHICH IT IS IN GENERAL 
ACCORD, THOUGH PERHAPS NOT BEING A DIRECT DESCENDANT OF IT. 
59SENGUERDUS, P. 389; RIBBECK, PP. 31-2; GJOMINI, PP. 
XIV, xx1; AND TOBIN, PP. 237, 250 FF. APPROPRIATE COPIES 
OF THE 'MANUSCRIPT WERE FORWARDED BY THE BJBLIOTHEEK DER 
RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT IN LEIDEN. 
r==-----------. 
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.!J.ARLEIANUS 3963,60 SAEC 15, F. 245R-2'16R [H4] 
THIS LOVELY AND ORNATE MANUSCRIPT OF VELLUM CONTAINS 
THE WORKS OF VERG!L. JN ADDITION, IT INCLUDES THE MORETUM, 
COPA, DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 1 £12..1 ET NON, Jl.LR. BONUS, DIRAE, 
AND CULEX. THE MINOR WORKS FOLLOW THE MAJOR WRITINGS OF 
THE POET. THE MANUSCRIPT IS ARRANGED BY FOLJA; ITS READINGS 
INDICATE SOME DESCENT FROM VATICANUS LATINUS 3252 VIA SOME 
CORRUPT MANUSCRIPT. 
YI NDOBONENS IS 31 08 (PH I LOL .12.2J (Rf;_Q_ ..2.2..2J, 61 SAEC 15~ 
F. 231R-232R [VIND5J 
COMPRISED OF PAPER FOLIA, THIS MANUSCRIPT CONSISTS OF -
233 LEAVES. ]TS CHIEF SUBJECT JS THE MAJOR WRITINGS OF 
VERGJL: THE AENEID (F. 1), THE BUCOLICS (F. 161) AND THE 
GEORGI CS ( F • 173R). AFTER A FEW EPIGRAMS, THE FOLLOWING 
SELECTIONS FROM THE MINOR POETRY OF VERGIL ARE WRITTEN: 
210R PR I APE I A 
22ov QOPA 
221V GU LEX 
227V DIRAE 
230V £..s.r. ll 1iQ.fi' ~ BONUS 
231R DJ:. ROSIS NASCENT I BUS 
232R MQB EI!..!M 
60NARES il Ab.·, 111, P. 99; NAEKE, PP. 346-7; SCHENKL, 
P. XLIX; GIOMINI, P. xx; AND TOBIN, PP. 237 AND 251 FF. THE 
APPROPRIATE MICROFILM OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED BY 
THE BRITISH MUSEUM IN LONDON. 
61 ACADEMIA GAESARIA VINDOBONENSIS,TABULAE CQDICUM (CONT. 
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THE CATALOGUE ASSIGNS A PORTION OF THE PR!APEIA TO PSEUDO-
TIBULLUS, THE DIRAE TO VALERIUS CATO, THE~ .£1. .N.Qll, ~ 
B.ONUS, AND DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS TO AUSONIUS, AND THE REST 
Of THE M!NORA TO PSEUDO-VERGIL (WITH THE EXCEPTION Of ONE 
SMALL PIECE ON F. 221R TENTATIVELY ASSIGNED TO OVID). 
:Ll~DOBONENSIS 3224 (SAL I SB~ M) (PHIL06 305), 62 SAEC 15j 
F. 103V-104V [VIND? 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF VELLUM AND CONTAINS 161 
FOLIA IN QUARTO FORM. IT IS NOTEWORTHY FOR ITS INCLUSION 
Of THE~ ~ONUS ON FOLIA 103R-V IN ADDITION TO ITS PRESEN-
TATION OF THE POEM DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS. IN ADDITION TO 
THESE BRIEF POEMS, THE MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS SOME SELECTIONS 
FROM PUBLIUS SEXTUS RUFUS, EPICTETUS, AELIUS DONATUS, AND 
OTHERS • 
.MANU SCRIPTORUM .ERAETER GRAECOS .£1. ORIENTALES lJi B!BLIOTHECA 
fALATINA VINDOBONENSI ASSERVATORUM I I (VIENNA, 1864-1912), 
P. 198; STEPHANUS ENDLICHER, CATALOGUS CODICUM·PHILOLOG!CORUM 
LATINOllll.M BIBLIOTHECAE PA6ATINAE V!NDOBONENSIS (VIENNA, 
1836), PP. 63-4; RIBBECK, P. 36; TOBIN, P. 256. THIS MANU-
SCRIPT WAS COPIED AND SENT BY THE 0ESTERREICHISCHE NATIONAL-
BJBLIOTHEK IN VIENNA. 
62ACADEMIA CAESAR IA VINDOBONENSIS, TABULAE CODI CUM I I, 
PP. 238-9; ENDLICHER, PP. 201-4; TOBIN, P. 257. THIS IS THE 
ONLY VINDOBONENSIS MANUSCRIPT NOT IN THE 0ESTERREICHISCHE 
NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK IN VIENNAj IT IS NOW LOCATED IN THE . 
BIBLIOTECA COMMUNALE IN TRENT, ITALY. A COPY OF THE MANU-
SCRIPT ON MICROFILM WAS FORWARDED ON INTER-LIBRARY LOAN. 
LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAI I NUS£ ]Ji, 63 F. 102V-103V 
120 
[Voss 8 J 
THJS VERGILIAN CODEX IS OF PAPER IN FOLIO FORMAT, WITH 
A TEXT SUPPLEMENTED BY SOME INTERLINEAR INTERPRETATION AND 
MARGINAL SCHOLIA. IN ADDITION TO THE WORK OF MAPHEUS VEGIUS 
(THE SO-CALLED THIRTEENTH BOOK OF VERGIL), THIS MANUSCRIPT 
PRESENTS VERSIONS OF THE~ BONUS, MORETUM, £.1il. lJ.. JiQ..ti, 
COPA, CIRIS, PRIAPEIA, CULEX, DIRAE, AETNA, ELEGY ON MAECE-
NAS, AND THE D~ ROSIS NASCENTIBUS. 
BASIL!ENS!S .[ X 1.2., 64 F. 55R [BX] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS NOT MENTIONED IN THE SCHOLARLY WORKS 
ON THE fil ROSIS NASCENTIBUS, NOR DOES THERE EXIST A CATALOGU 
OF THE CONTENTS. THE CODEX IS WRITTEN IN A LOOSE LONGHAND 
THAT MAKES NO PRETENCE AT CLARITY OR BEAUTY. FOLIA 50-60, 
WHICH WERE SENT BY THE LIBRARY IN BASEL, CONSIST OF A SERIES 
OF SHORT EPIGRAMMATIC REMARKS FROM VARIOUS UNNAMED SOURCES. 
63SENGUERDUS, P. 374; NAEKE, PP. 369-72. THE APPROPRI-
ATE SECTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED BY THE BJBLIO-
. THEEK DER RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT IN LEIDEN WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF 
THE ABLE RESEARCH OF J. VAN GRONINGEN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS AT THE LIBRARY; HE SENT THIS CODEX IN 
LIEU OF LEIDENSIS VOSSIANUS LATINUS Q 86 WHICH, THOUGH 
LACKING THE TEXT OF THE fil ROSJS NASCENTIBUS, JS LISTED ON 
PEIPER 1S P. LVI. VERY LIKELY THIS IS AN ERROR FOR LE!DENS!S 
YOSS!ANUS LATINUS il 2.Q., WHICH DOES INCLUDE THE POEM. IN 
ADDITION, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE MANUSCRIPT LISTED AS irv 0 S S I AN U S 8 4 9 1 SA EC XV 11 I N SC H EN KL , P • 2 4 3 , N • , AND J N 
PEIPER, P. 410, N., DOES NOT EXIST. DR. VAN GRONINGEN, IN 
HIS LETTER OF JUNE 27, 1969, NOTED THAT NEITHER HE NOR DR. 
K.A. DE MEYJER, WHO IS PREPARING A CATALOGUE OF THE VoSSIANI, 
COULD TRACE THIS NUMBER; IT MUST HAVE CREPT IN WITH SCHENKL 
OR BEFORE HIM. 
64THE 0EFFENTLICHE BIBLIOTHEK DER LiNIVERSITAET BASEL 
INDICATES THAT THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS NO CATALOGUE. 
~------~----------------------------------------------::-1~2~11 
ON FOLIO 55V VERSES 11, 12, 35 1 36, 41-44 AND 47-49 OF THE 
].J:. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS APPEAR IN A VERY POOR STATE OF LEGI-
BILITY. IN ADDITION, SCATTERED VERSES FROM THE PSEUDO-
AUSON IAN POEM SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE ARE ALSO PRESENT 
(vv. 8, 13-15 1 18, 25, 21, 28, 30, 33, 37, 38, 43, 45, 47, 
AND 49) .. 
Ms. ADDENDA 16562, 65 SAEC 15, FF. 58V-59R [ADD] 
ANOTHER VERGIL CODEX, THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS THE 
£CLOGUES (F. 3) AND THE GEORG!CS (F. 17) WITH INTERLINEAR 
GLOSSES AND MARGINAL NOTATIONS. AFTER THESE POEMS THE·-
FOLLOWING SELECTIONS FROM THE MINORA APPEAR: 
54R ELEGY ON MAECENAS 
55R MORE TUM 
57R £.SJ. ll liQJi 
57V COPA 
58R Y.l.R. BONUS 
ssv fil ROSIS ~L8.SCENT I BU~ 
59V DI RAE 
62V CUL EX 
71R l:B.18ef:IA 
65CAT8LOGUE .Q£. ADDITIONS .IQ .I..!::i1. MANUSCB.IPIS ..l..li ~ 
BB.ITISH MUSEUM ..l..li .I..!::i1. YEAB.S MDCCCXLVI-MDCCCXLVI J. 1964 RE-
PRINT OF 1864 EDITION, NORWICH, PP. 278-9j GIOMINJ, PP. XX-
XXI. THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL WAS FORWARDED FROM THE 
BRITISH MUSEUM JN LONDON FOR THIS STUDY. 
r--.. ~--------------
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MEDIOLANUS Q .1! .fil.!..E.,66 SAEC 15, FF. 15R-1?R [MED] 
A PAPER MANUSCRIPT MEASURING 230 X 150 MM., MEDIOLANUS 
Q 74 SUP IS COMPRISED OF 183 FOLJA. THE MINORA OF VERGIL 
APPEAR AI THE FRONT OF THE CODEX ON FOLIO 1, BUT IN THIS 
INSTANCE THESE PIECES DO NOT PRECEDE A COLLECTION OF OTHER 
VERGJLIANA. RATHER, BEGINNING ON FOLIO 31, WRITINGS OF 
VARIOUS AUTHORS APPEARj THESE INCLUDE CLAUDIANUS AEGYPTIUS, 
TITUS CALPURNJUS, JOVIANUS PONTANUS 1 JANUS PANNONJUS 1 AND 
OTHERS. No WRITER PREDOMINATES IN THIS MANUSCRIPT WHICH (S 
MISCELLANEOUS JN SCHEME. 
VATICANUS LATINUS 3269, 67 SAEC 15, FF. 55R-56R 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS WRITTEN BY THE HAND OF ONE POMPO-
NIUS LETO AND INCLUDES AN ANNOTATION BY F. ORSINI. AMONG 
ITS VERGILIANA ARE THE~ ET l::J..Qli, ~BONUS, ELEGY ON 
MAECENAS, DJ;, ROSIS NASCENTIBUS, COPA, AND DIRAE. 
66G10MINI, P. XX. ADDITIONAL CATALOGUE INFORMATION 
PLUS XEROXES OF THE APPROPRIATE MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL WERE 
FORWARDED BY THE BIBLIOTECA AMBROSIANA IN MILAN. 
67GIOMINI, P. XXV. APPROPRIATE SELECTIONS WERE FOR-
WARDED BY THE VATICAN LIBRARY FOR USE IN THIS STUDY. 
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~ATICANUS LATINU£ 3255,68 SAEC 15, FF. 99R-100R [VAT4] 
A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT IN FOLIO FORM, VATICANUS LATINUS 
3255 IS INSCRIBED BY THE HAND OF POMPONIUS LETO. ITS CHIEF 
CONSTITUENT IS THE GEORGICS (FF. 1R-47R) AND THE MINOR 
VERGILIAN POETRY, PLUS A FEW SMALLER PIECES. THE FOLLOWING 
SELECTIONS ARE INCLUDED IN THE SECTION OF WHICH THE .12£. ROSIS 
~ASCENT!BUS IS A PART: 





7 4 v Ur. ll lillli.. 
75V ~ BONUS 
76V-80V SMALL PIECES 
81R AETNA 
94V PIECE ON MAECENAS 
98R N.oMINA MUSARUM 
99R Jl1. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 
6BRIBBECK, P. 37; GJOMINI, P. XX!. THE VATICAN LIBRARY 
FORWARDED THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT IN 
A MICROFILMED COPY. 
YATICANUS LATINUS 1586, 69 SAEC 15, FF. 55v-56v 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS OF VELLUM AND MEA~URES 259 X 174 
MM.j IT CONSISTS OF NINETY-FIVE FOLIA CONCERNED WITH THE 
,ELUCOLICS (F. 1R), THE GEORG!CS (F. 15R), AND THE MINOR 
POETRY OF VERGILj MISCELLANEOUS PIECES ARE OCCASIONALLY 
INTERJECTED BETWEEN TWO OF THE TYPICAL SELECTIONS OF THE 
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MINORA, AND A SERIES Of BRIEF SELECTIONS FILLS OUT THE BODY 




5 4 v .E..il ll liQ1i 
55R 1(J.a BONUS 
55V D.f:. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 
5 6V PR I APE I A 
57R ·CUL EX 
64R DIRAE 
VATICANUS URBINAS 350,70 .SAEC 15, F. 183R-V 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF VELLUM CONTAINS 201 FOLIA MEASURING 
430 X 270 MM. TITLES HAVE BEEN DECORATED WITH FLOWERS, OR 
69 NoGARA 111, PP. 82-3; GIOMINI, P. xx; TOBIN, P. 253. 
THE VATICAN LIBRARY FORWARDED ON MICROFILM THE APPROPRIATE 
SECTION FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
70STORNAJOLO I' P. 322. THE DESIRED PORTION OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN FURNISHED ON MICROFILM BY THE VATICAN 
LIBRARY. 
~-·~~----------------------------------------------1-2_5__, 
DECORATED INITIALS APPEAR JN GOLD OR BLUE. THE MANUSCRIPT 
CONSISTS OF THE GENUINE AND DOUBTFUL WRITINGS OF VERGIL, 
PLUS SOME EPIGRAMS. AFTER THE ECLOGUES (F. 2R), GEORGICS 
(F. 14V), AND AENEID (F. 46V), THE FOLLOWING APPEAR: 
180R MOREIUM 
181 v COPA 
182R Lu ll lillN. 
182v- .'LIB BONUS 
183R fil ROSIS NASCENT I BUS 
183v DIRAE 
186R CU LEX 
BARBERINUS LAT I NUS A:2. (2127)(VI 11 .1..2), 71 SAEC 15, F. 325V 
[ BRB] 
THIS PAPER CODEX OF 348 FOLIA MEASURING 180 X 101 MM. 
CONTAINS TWENTY-ONE.TO TWENTY-TWO LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. 
CONSISTING OF A VARIETY OF PIECES, IT CONTAINS, FOLLOWING 
SELECTIONS FROM LACTANTIUS, LEONARDUS BRUNUS AREIINUS, 




TWO EPIGRAMS OF AUSONJUS 
NoMINA MusARUM 
fil ROSJS NASCENTIBUS 
71pREIE, CODICES BARBERINIANI LATINI, PP. 57-67. A 
COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED ON MICROFILM BY THE 
VATICAN LIBRARY. 
~ --------------------------------------------------~12~6;--, 
I I I. SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE 
ANGELICANUS ~ ~ 22. (1515), 72 SAEC 11, FF. 33V-34V [A] 
COMPOSED OF VELLUM ~N OCTAVO FORM, THIS MANUSCRIPT Of 
THIRTY-FOUR FOLIA MEASURES 200 X 135 MM. Ar THE FRONT OF 
THE CODEX APPEARS A TABLE OF CONTENTS, WRITTEN BY A MORE 
RECENT HAND, ON PAPER LEAVES. THE MANUSCRIPT JS MISCELLANE-
OUS IN CONTENT, INCLUDING, AMONG OTHER SMALLER PIECES, THE 
WORKS OF FABIUS PLANCIADIS FULGENTIUS (F. 1), EXCERPTS FROM 
SIPHUSIUS (F. 23V), AND A FRAGMENT OF VERGIL THE GRAMMARIAN 
(F. 31V). AMONG THE SMALLER SELECTIONS THE POEM NOMINA 
MUSARUM MAY BE FOUND ON FOLIO 32Vj ANOTHER PIECE FROM THE 
AusONIAN APPENDIX APPEARS IN THE SEPIEM SAPIENIUM SENTENT!AE 
ON FOLIO 33V. THE SELECTIONS CONCLUDE WITH THE 11 0UR FATHER 11 
AND 11CRED0 11 WRITTEN IN A LATIN VERSION OF GREEK CHARACTERS. 
fARISINLJS .LI,T!NlJS 9344,73 SAEC 11, F. 41V [p2] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONSISTS OF 196 FOLIA CONTAINING THE 
BUCOLICS, GEORG!CS, AND AENEID OF VERGIL, PLUS SOME VERSES OF 
72[. NARDUCCI, CATALOGUS CODICUM MANUSCR!PTORUM PRAETER 
GRAECOS ..hI 0RIENTALES .lli BIBLIOTHECA ANGELICA OLIM COENOB! I 
S,. AUGUSTIN! DE LJRBE (ROME, 1892), PP. 653-4. A COPY OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM WAS OBTAINED FROM THE BIBLIOTECA 
ANGELICA IN ROME. 
73SCHENKL, P. 246; PEIPER, P. LXXXI 1 l. ~ MICROFILM OF 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED BY THE BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE 
IN PARIS. 
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PRISCJAN. THERE JS NO TITLE PAGE FOR THE MANUSCRJPTJ THE 
TEXT BEGINS IMMEDIATELY. A SECOND HAND APPEARS TO HAVE 
WRITTEN THE MARGINAL AND INTERLINEAR NOTES. AN AVERAGE OF 
THIRTY-THREE TO THIRTY-FIVE LINES APPEAR ON EACH PAGE, WHICH 
HAS BEEN RULED FOR THE PURPOSE. THE MAIN TEXT APPEARS TO BE 
THE WORK OF SEVERAL SCRIBES WRITING FOR THE MOST PART JN A 
SINGLE COLUMN PER PAGEj ON FOLIO 192R, WHERE THE VERSES OF 
PRISCJAN BEGIN, THE WRITING JS MUCH SMALLER AND ARRANGED IN 
TWO COLUMNS. THE POEM SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE APPEARS 
IN THE MARGIN OF THE VERGILIAN PORTION OF THE TEXT. 
lAUDIANUS Ms.Q. 87 (.Q.b. 867), 74 SAEC 12, FF. 175V-176R [LM] 
A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT ARRANGED JN FOLIO FORM, THIS MANU-
SCRIPT OF 240 FOLIA WAS ORIGINALLY THREE SEPARATE CODICES. 
THE PRESENT WORK JS MISCELLANEOUS IN NATURE, CONTAINING A 
COMMENTARY ON Sr. MATTHEW (F. 1), A HOMILY (F. 56v), EXCERPTS 
FROM THE FATHERS (F. 57), EXPOSITIONS (F. 58), Acrs OF THE 
APOSTLES (F. 68), Sr. JOHN 1 S APOCALYPSE (F. 84v), A TREATISE 
OF Sr. AUGUSTINE (F. 93v), EXCERPTS FROM CASSJODORUS (103v), 
AUGUSTINE (117), THE SEPTEM, AND Sr. AMBROSE (177). 
74 H. 0. COXE, CATALOGI CODICUM MANUSCRIPTORUM BIBLIO-
THECAE BODLEIANAE: PARTIS SECUNDAE FASCICULUS PRIMUS. 
CATALOGUS CODICUM MANUSCRIPIORUM LAUDIANORUM, ~ LATINL 
(OXFORD, 1858). A MICROFILM OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED 
BY THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY IN OXFORD, ENGLAND, AND A PHOTOSTAT 
OF THE SELECTION FROM COXE WAS SENT THROUGH THE COURTESY OF 
J.J.G. ALEXANDER AT THE LIBRARY. 
r==--· _____ _, 
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;i_JNDOBONENSIS 2521 (PH1LOL 2.fil..)(413),7 5 SAEC 12, 8 F. 42R [VIND ] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS IN OCTAVO FORM AND CONTAINS A TOTAL 
of 145 FOLIA. THE CODEX IS COMPOSED OF PIECES OF A MISCEL-
, 
LANEOUS CHARACTER; A PART OF IT IS A Lusus OF AuSONIUS WHICH 
CONTAINS VERSES ONE THROUGH SEVEN OF THE SEPIEM SAPIENTUM 
~ENIENIIAE. THESE LINES HAVE CREPT IN AMONG THE VERSES OF 
HILDEBERT OF TOURS. IT IS OF INCIDENTAL INTEREST THAT 
ANOTHER AUSONIAN WORK, THE :L..lR BONUS, APPEARS ON F. 142R-V. 
MoNACENSIS 14506 C.E.M £ ~), 76 SAEC 12, F. 73R [Mo2] 
WRITTEN IN MINUSCULES IN A SINGLE COLUMN PER PAGE, THIS 
QUARTO CODEX MEASURES APPROXIMATELY 235 X 160 MM. SOME 
INITIALS HAVE BEEN RUBRICATEDj TWENTY-FOUR LINES OF TEXT AP-
PEAR ON RULED LINES ON A PAGE. VARIOUS HANDS SEEM TO HAVE 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE VERY FRONT OF THE CODEX, AND MARGINALIA 
SUPPLEMENTS THE REMAINDER OF THE TEXT. IT APPEARS THAT 
THREE CODICES HAVE BEEN COMBINED IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE 
PRESENT MANUSCRIPT. FOLIA 1-66R AND 68V-73V ARE INSCRIBED 
75ACADEMIA CAESAREA VINDOBONENSIS, TABULAE CODI CUM I I, 
P. 90; ENDLICHER, PP. 165-80; TOBIN, P. 260. THE PERTINENT 
PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS SENT ON MICROFILM BY THE 
0ESTERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK IN VIENNA. 
76SCHENKL, P. 246; PEIPER, P. LXXXllll, N. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION APPEARS IN CAROLUS HALM EI Ab..., CAIALOGUS CODICUM 
LATINORUM B!BLIOTHECAE REGIAE MONACENSIS IV, 2 (MUNICH, 
1876), P. 183. A PHOTOSTAT OF THE PERTINENT ENTRY WAS SENT 




IN A CLEAR CAROLINGIAN SCRIPT; FOLIA 66V-68R ARE THE WORK OF 
ANOTHER HAND, AND FOLIA 74R-129V THE WORK Of A THIRD HAND 
WRITING IN A TYPE OF GOTHIC SCRIPT. THE CONTENTS OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT ARE MISCELLANEOUS: TABLES, ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS, 
LETTERS, AND HISTORICAL PIECES ARE INCLUDED. OF THE ENTIRE 
BEPIEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE, THIS CODEX INCLUDES ONLY VERSES 
2, 1, AND 3-7; THE POEM THEN CONTINUES WITHOUT INTERRUPTION 
WITH PROVERBS FROM ANOTHER SOURCE. 
YoRAVIENSIS 33 (.lll)(MMML .E.R. NQ 7066),77 SAEC 12, 
F. 52R [VoR] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS. THE_ 
FIRST BELONGS TO THE TWELFTH CENTURY AND CONSISTS OF FOLIA 
1R-38R, 45R-114R, 151R-175R; IT IS WRITTEN IN TWO COLUMNS OF 
TEXT PER PAGE WITH APPROXIMATELY THIRTY-FIVE LINES PER 
COLUMN. THE SECOND PART IS OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY AND IS 
FOUND ON FOL)A 38R-44v; THE THIRD PORTION, FROM THE FOUR-
TEENTH CENTURY, IS FOUND ON FOLIA 115R-150V. THE PRESENT 
CODEX IS MISCELLANEOUS IN NATURE AND INCLUDES SUCH AUTHORS AS 
Sr. BERNARD AND Sr. lvo. THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE IS 
77P1us FANK, CATALOGUS VORAVIENSIS SEU CODICES MANU-
SCRIPT! BIBLIOTHECAE CANONIAE ..ll::J.. VORAU (GRAZ, 1936), PP. 
19-22; SCHENKL, P. 246, N.; PEIPER, P. LXXXI 111, N. THIS 
CODEX WAS SENT FROM Sr. JOHN 1 S LIBRARY IN COLLEGEVILLE, 
MINNESOTA, WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE STJFTSBlBLJOTHEK VORAU. 
THE MANUSCRIPT WAS IDENTIFIED BY Pius FANK IN A LETTER OF 
DECEMBER 18, 1969. SCHENKL REFERS TO THE NOW-OUTDATED NUM-
BERING, 111; THE NEW NUMBER IS 33. THE CATALOGUE WAS NOT 
AVAILABLE FOR STUDY IN THIS AREA; A COPY OF THE APPROPRIATE 
PAGES WERE SENT IN PHOTOSTATIC FORM WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF 
DR. MARJA MAIROLD IN GRAZ, AUSTRIA. 
~ r--_____ __. 
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TO BE FOUND AMONG SOME SHORTER PIECES, AND ONLY VERSES 1-3 
AND 5-7 FROM THE COMPLETE POEM ARE INCLUDED. THE CATALOGUER 
TENTATIVELY ASCRIBES THE POEM TO HILDEBER~ OF LAVARDINOJ 
OTHER AUTHORS INCLUDED IN THE MANUSCRIPT ARE CJCERO, SENECA, 
AND Sr. HILARY, JN ADDITION TO SEVERAL CHRONICLES. 
BASILIENSIS BX 35,78 SAEC 13, F. 61R-V [BB] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS LISTED BY ITS CATALOGUER AS HAVING 
NO GREAT TEXTUAL VALUE. THE WORK IS TENTATIVELY ASCRIBED TO 
AUSONIUS, AND IT IS LISTED AS APPEARING BETWEEN THE WRITINGS 
OF LAMBERTUS PULTARJENSJS (FF. 58R-60V) AND EXCERPTS FROM 
THE .DJ;. SALOMON IS POENITENTIA (FF. 61V-62R). 
BAMBERG Msc CLASS .12,79 SAEC 13, F. 34R-V [BAM] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS INSCRIBED IN TWO COLUMNS PER PAGE, 
WITH FORTY-THREE LINES OF TEXT PER COLUMN. THE CODEX IS 
MADE OF PAPER MEASURING 297 X 215 MM.j VARIOUS SCRIBES AP-
PEAR TO HAVE ASSISTED IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE TEXT, AND THE 
TITLES HAVE BEEN COLORED AND DECORATED. THE SIXTY-THREE FO-
LIA CONTAIN THE WRITINGS OF CICERO (F. 1), PLATO (F. 22), 
78SCHENKL, P. 246. FILMS OF PORTIONS OF THIS MANUSCRIP 
WERE SENT BY THE 0EFFENTLJCHE BIBLIOTHEK DER LJNIVERSITAE1 
BASEL JN SWITZERLAND. PERTINENT CATALOGUE INFORMATION (PAGE 
775-6 OF THE UNIDENTIFIED CATALOGUE), NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS 
AREA, WAS ALSO SENT COURTESY OF THE BIBLJOTHEK. 
79F. LEITSCHUH AND H. FISCHER, KATALOG ..Q..IB H NDSCH 
1U:.B. .KQ..6.. BIBLIOTH£K Z!.! BAMBERG (BAMBERG, 1966 REVISION), 
Vol. I, PART 2, PP. 19-23; SCHENKL, P. 246, N.; PEIPER, P. 
LXXXI I I. PHOTOSTATS OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WERE SENT BY THE 
STAATSBIBLIOTHEK IN BAMBERG, GERMANY. 
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VALERIUS MAXIMUS (F. 23), THE SOMNluM SCIPION!S (F. 25), 
pSEUDO-SENECA (F. 27), THE SEPTEM (F. 34), EXCERPTS FROM 
PUBLILIUS SYRUS AND BOETHJUS (F. 34V), SENECA (F. 35), AND 
SYMMACHUS (F. 47). FOLJA 1-35 ARE FROM AN OLDER MANUSCRIPT. 
YtNDOBONENSIS .1.!l (.Ml;.Q .1Q1J,80 SAEC 13, FF. 12v-13R [VIND2] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS EXCERPTS FROM VARIOUS WRITERS 
AND POETS; IT INCLUDES, IN ADDITION TO THE SEPIEM SAPIENIUM 
SENIENTIAE, THE POEM StGNA CAELESTIA, WHICH JS WRITTEN JN THE 
MARGIN ON FOLJO 15V. THE ENTIRE MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS ONLY 
FIFTEEN FOLIA} THUS IT CAN BE SEEN THAT ONLY BRIEF SECTIONS 
APPEAR OUT OF THE VARIOUS CONTRIBUTORS; MARBODUS, ABELARD, 
PSEUDO-PLATO, POPE GREGORY, PSEUDO-VERGJL, AND OTHERS. 
V!NDOBONENSJS 965 (THEOL 319),81 SAEC 14, F. 134V 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF 135 FOLIA IS ANOTHER MISCELLANY OF 
WORKS RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL. INCLUDED IN THE CONTRI-
BUTORS ARE HUGO VJCTORINUS (F. 1), ANSELM CANTUARENSJS (39V), 
PROVERBS (F. 40), A TREATISE D.f. SACRAMENTO ALTARIS (F. 41), 
ANOTHER EXCERPT FROM ANSELM (F. 125), AND TWO PIECES ON THE 
SEVEN WISE MEN, ONE FROM H!LDEBERTUS CENOMANENSJS ON FF. 133-
1341 THE OTHER FROM THE DOUBTFUL WORKS OF AUSONIUS. 
80ACADEMIA CAESARIA VJNDOBONENSIS, TABULAE CODICUM I, P. 
20. THE MANUSCRIPT WAS MICROFILMED, AS WERE VINDOBONENSIS 
965 AND VINDOBONENSIS 3150, AND FORWARDED BY THE 0ESTERREICH-
ISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK JN VIENNA. 
8 1AcADEMIA CAESARIA VINDOBONENSJS, TABULAE CODICUM I, 
P. 166. 
VINDOBONENSIS 3150 (LUNAEL F .111), 82 SAEC 14, 6 
- . FF. 177V-178V [VIND ] 
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THIS MANUSCRIPT OF 307 FOLIA INCLUDES THE POEM ON THE 
WISE MEN AMONG EXCERPTS FROM CICERO, PSEUDO-SENECA, 80ETHJUS, 
AND OTHERS. 
BARBERINUS LATINUS 65 (1459), 8 3 SAEC 12-15, F. 84R [BARB] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT MEASURES 217 X 115 MM. AND CONTAINS 
BETWEEN THIRTY-SEVEN AND FORTY LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. IT 
MAY BE DIVIDED INTO SIX SECTIONS BASED ON THE SCRIPT: THE 
FIRST, A TWELFTH-CENTURY HAND, IS FOUND ON FF. 1R-83VJ THE 
SECOND, ALSO OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY, COMPRISES FF. 83v-85v; 
THE THIRD, A THIRTEENTH-CENTURY HAND, AND THE FOURTH, A FIF-
TEENTH-CENTURY HAND, APPEAR ON F. 85Vj THE FIFTH APPEARS ON 
FF. 86R-92Rj AND THE SIXTH ON F. 93V. FOLIA 71-92 ARE 
QUATERNIONSj HOWEVER, ONE FOLIO IS MISSING JN THE SECTION 
FROM 79 TO 85. THIS PAPER CODEX CONTAINS THE WORKS OF VARI-
OUS AUTHORS, SOME OF THEM UNCERTAIN. A LARGE PORTION OF THE 
TEXT JS UTILIZED IN A PRESENTATION OF THE WORKS OF HORACE 
(FF. 1-83)j AMONG THE SMALLER PIECES AT THE END OF THE MANU-
SCRIPT ARE THE NOMINA MUSARUM (F. 84R) AND THE SEPTEM 
SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE. 
8 2ACADEMIA CAESAR IA VtNDOBONENSIS, TABULAE CODI CUM I I, 
PP. 215-16; ENDLICHER, PP. 266-8. ENDLICHER LISTS THE POEM 
ON THE WISE MEN AS APPEARING ON F. 171-2. 
83PRETE, CODICES BARBERINIANI LATINI, PP. 116-9; THE 
VATICAN LIBRARY FORWARDED A MICROFILMED COPY OF THIS CODEX. 
r-_____ _, 
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L/'IURENTIANUS 37, 2.2., 84 SAEC 15, F. 33R-34R 
-
[L3] 
LAURENTIANUS 37, 2.2 rs A PAPER MANUSCRIPT ARRANGED IN 
OCTAVO F,ORM; IT IS COMPRISED OF FIFTY-EIGHT FOLIA. THE 
SUBJECT MATTER DEALS WIT~ THE WRITINGS OF VARIOUS AUTHORS 
SUCH AS PETRONIUS 1 PRISCIAN, PUBLIUS RUTILJUS LUPUS, 
RoMANUS AQUILA, AND CICERO. 
MoNACEN.$.,Ll, 5417 1 85 SAEC 15, F. 173V [Mo] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IN FOLIO FORM CONTAINS A TOTAL OF 192 
LEAVES INCLUDING THE WORKS OF PETRARCH (F. 1), AENEAS 
SILVIUS (F. 91), CICERO (F. 108), AND VARIOUS OTHERS. 
BASIL I ENSIS £ X ll, FF. 52R-60R. 8 6 
IV. SIGNA CAELESTIA 
YALENCENENSIS .i.1.1 (393), 8 7 SAEC 9, F. 138V 
AN OCTAVO MANUSCRIPT, VALENCENENSIS .i.1.1 CONSISTS OF 140 
FOLIA OF SIXTEEN LINES EACH, WRITTEN IN MINUSCULES. SOME OF 
THE INITIALS AND RUBRICS ARE IN RED, BUT MORE OFTEN THE COLOR 
IS BLACK. SOME GREEK WORDS HAVE BEEN REPRODUCED IN THE 
84BANDINIUS I I, COLL 258-60. THIS CATALOGUE LISTS THE 
SEPTEM ON FOLIO 27. A COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT WAS FORWARDED 
BY THE BIBLIOTECA MEDICEA LAURENZJANA IN FLORENCE. 
85HALM ll A!::.· I, 3(1873) 1 P. 15. THE MICROFILM COPY OF 
THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS FURNISHED BY THE BAYERISCHE STAATSBIBLIO-
THEK IN MUENCHEN, GERMANY. 
86foR INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS MANUSCRIPT, SEE THE 
SECTION ON THE DJ:. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS. 
/ 
87J. MANGEART, CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIF ll RAISONNE (CONT.) 
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MARGIN BY A MORE RECENT HAND. THE LAST TEN LEAVES HAVE BEEN 
EATEN IN THE MARGIN BY RATS, BUT WITH NO GREAT LOSS OF THE 
T EXT • I N C 0 N T EN T TH E MAN USC R I P T I S AN TH 0 L 0 G I C j I N A.DD I T I 0 N 
TO THE S!GNA CAELESTIA, IT NUMBERS AMONG ITS SHORT PIECES THE 
POEM NOMINA MUSARUM ON FOLIO 139R-V. 
CAROLIRUHENS!S AUii PERG 167,88 SAEC 9 1 F. 13V [KJ 
THIS MANUSCRIPT JS ANTHOLOGlC IN CONTENT. AMONG ITS 
NUMEROUS SHORT SELECTIONS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES ARE THE MONO-
SIICHA DE MENSI BUS (FF. 13V-14V) AND THE ECLOGUE J.li ..QJ)Q MENSE 
SIGNUM ~ .Afl CURSUM SOLIS (FF. 16V-17V). THE FORMAT IS __ A 
DOUBLE COLUMN OF ABOUT THIRTY-SEVEN LINES PER PAGEj NO TITLES 
INTRODUCE THE SHORT PIECES. 
VATICANUS REGINENSIS 21.2., 89 SAEC 9, F. 122R [v7J 
THIS IS A LATE NINTH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT COMPRISED OF 
143 FOLIA. IN SUBJECT MATTER IT INCLUDES VARIOUS ANALECTA 
SACRED AND PROFANE; THE S!GNA CAELESTIA IS PART OF A SERIES 
... 
DES MANUSCRITS DE .LA BIBLIOTHE9UE DE ~ALENCIENNES (PARIS, 
1860), rr. 386-90; CATALOGUE GENERAL DES MANUSCRITS DES 
BIBL!OTHEQUES PUBLIQUES DE FRANCE: DEPARTEMENTS (OCTAVO 
SERIES), XXV (PARIS, 1894), PP. 371-2; TOBIN, P. 247. A FILM 
OF PART Of THE CODEX WAS SENT BY THE BIBLIOTHEQUE DE VALEN-
CIENNES, FRANCE; NEW NUMBERS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION HAVE 
BEEN GENEROUSLY SUPPLIED BY MR. PAUL LEFRANCQ, CONSERVATEUR. 
88ALFRED HOLDER, .D_u;. RE!CHENAUER HANDSCHRIFIEN (: D..Ll:. 
HANDSCHRIFTEN 12.S.B.. GROSSHERZOGL. BADISCHEN HOF- UND LANDES-
BIBLIOTHEK .ill KARLSRUHE V (LEIPZIG, 1906), PP. 393-98; 
PEIPER, P. LXXXI 111, P. 412; TOBIN, PP. 33, 40. APPROPRIATE 
SECTIONS OF THE MANUSCRIPT WERE FILMED AND FORWARDED FROM THE 
BADISCHE LANDESBJBLIOTHEK IN KARLSRUHE, GERMANY. GREAT 
ASSISTANCE WAS GIVEN BY DR. K. HANNEMANN OF THE (CONT.) 
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of PIECES IN A METRICAL ANTHOLOGY. THE MANUSCRIPT IS BE-
LIEVED TO HAVE BEEN WRITTEN IN TOURS DUE TO ITS SCRIPT. 
SANGALLENSIS 2..2.Q, 90 SAEC 9, F. 526 [GA2 J 
A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT IN FOLIO FORMAT, SANGALLENSIS 
250 CONTAINS 644 PAGES OF WELL-WRITTEN MINUSCULES, THE WORK 
OF ONE HAND. EXCERPTS ON ASTROLOGY APPEAR ON 523-526; THE 
REMAINDER OF THE CODEX CONSISTS OF EXCERPTS FROM SUCH 
AUTHORS AS BEDE AND ARATUS. 
~ATICANUS REGINENSIS 438,91 SAEC 9-10, F. 32V [v8J 
THIS IS A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT, A SHORTER PRODUCTION OF -
ONLY THIRTY-SIX FOLIA MEASURING 185/190 X 143 MM. NINETEEN 
LINES OF TEXT APPEAR ON A PAGE. THE MANUSCRIPT IS CHIEFLY 
A MARTYROLOGY BY WANDALBERTUS PRIMIENSIS, WITH ASTROLOGICAL 
EXCERPTS. 
SANGALLENSIS 2.!£2.,92 SAEC 9-10, P. 68 [G3] 
THIS JS A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT OF 228 PAGES, A COM-
lANDESBJBLJOTHEKj IN ADDITION TO GENERAL INFORMATION ON 
AUSONIAN TEXTS, HE FORWARDED AN EXCERPT ON THE SEPTEM POEM 
111, 2 (ScHENKL, P. 250) IN KARLSRUHE-REICHENAU AuG. 153, 5v. 
89ANDREAS WILMART, CODICES REGINENSES LATINI I (VATICAN 
CITY, 1937), PP. 507-12. THE VATICAN LIBRARY SENT A MICRO-
FILM OF THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
90ScHERRER, PP. 92-4; PEIPER, P. LXXXI 111; TOBIN, P. 37. 
THE APPROPRIATE PORTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS MICROFILMED 
AND FORWARDED BY THE STJFTSBIBLIOTHEK, ST. GALLEN, SWITZERLAN 
91WILMART 11 (1945), PP. 559-60; SCHENKL, P. 13, N.; 
TOBIN, P. 40. THE VATICAN LIBRARY FORWARDED THIS CODEX ON 
MICROFILM. 
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BINED PRODUCT OF TWO DIFFERENT MANUSCRIPTS FROM DIFFERENT 
CENTURIES. PAGES 1-98 AND 149-228 ARE NINTH-CENTURY WORK, 
WHILE PAGES 99-148 BELONG TO THE ELEVENTH CENTURY. BOETHIUS 
AND BEDE ARE AMONG THE AUTHORS WHOSE WRITINGS APPEAR JN 
SANGALLENSIS 248; THE SIGNA CAELEST!A IS LOCATED AMONG THE 
WORKS OF PSEUDO-BEDE ON PAGES 59 THROUGH 82. 
GUDIANUS .1.J.2, 93 SAEC 10, F. 61V 
A PARCHMENT MANUSCRIPT IN FOLIO FORMAT, THIS CODEX 
MEASURES 255 X 195 MM. AND CONTAINS 108 FOLlA. THE S!GNA 
CAELEST!A APPEARS lN THIS CODEX UNDER THE TITLE PR!SC!ANI 
PHAENOMENON. 
PAR I SINUS LATINUS .12.Ll__7 (PAo S GERM 434), 94 SAEC 11 
.l-0-U. ' [ p 4 J F. 171V 
THIS MANUSCRIPT INCLUDES A NUMBER OF MISCELLANEOUS 
WORKS, INCLUDING WRITINGS OF Sr. CLEMENT (F. 1), CHRONICLES 
(F. 105), GENEALOGIES OF THE KINGS (F. 110V), TABLES (F. 
111), WORKS ON ASTRONOMY (F. 127), AND WRITINGS OF HERICUS 
(F. 139), BEDE (F. 147), AND AMBROSIUS, MACROBIUS, AND 
THEODOSIUS (F. 182). 
9 2ScHERRER, PP. 91-2. THE STJFTSBIBLIOTHEK IN Sr. 
GALLEN, SWITZERLAND, FORWARDED A COPY OF THE APPROPRIATE 
MATERIAL FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
93voN HEINEMANN IX, P. 145. THE HERZOGLICHEN B!BLIOTHEK 
IN WOLFENBUETTEL FURNISHED A COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
94 LEOPOLD DELISLE, ~NVENTAIRE DES M~NUSCRITS ..QJ:. SA!NT-
GERMA!N-DES-PRES CONSERV SA !.A BIBL!OTH QUE IMPER I ALE, SOUS 
LES NUMEROS 11504-14231 DU FONDS LATIN (PARIS, 1868), P. 37. 
THE BIBLIOTHtQUE NAT!ONALE IN PARIS FORWARDED A COPY OF THIS 
MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM. 
~---------------------"""""""------=--------------------1-3_7_, 
fARISJNUS LATINUS 5371 ,95 SAEC 13, F. 240V [PAR6] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS 273 FOLIA INTRODUCED BY A 
TABLE OF CONTENTS WRITTEN BY A SECOND HAND. Two COLUMNS OF 
TEXT APPEAR ON A PAGE, WITH APPROXIMATELY THIRTY-EIGHT LINES 
OF WRITING PER COLUMN. SEVERAL HANDS APPEAR TO HAVE WORKED 
ON THE CODEX. INCLUDED AMONG THE CONTENTS ARE PASSIONS OF 
THE SAINTS, LIVES OF SAINTS AND POPES, NOTES, PRAYERS, AND 
MISCELLANEOUS SELECTIONS. ON FOLIO 233 THE SCRIPT BEGINS TO 
APPEAR IN ONLY ONE COLUMN PER PAGEj THE S!GNA CAELESTIA IS 
FOUND ON FOLIO 240V UNDER A LARGE PICTURE REPRESENTING THE 
SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC. 
YINDOBONENSIS 143 (MED j_.Qj_),96 SAEC 13, F. 15V 
LAURENTIANUS STROZZ 46, 97 SAEC 14, P. 4 [LS] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS OF VELLUM IN OCTAVO FORM AND JS 
WELL PRESERVED THROUGHOUT ITS SIXTY-TWO FOLIA. AT THE END 
OF THE CODEX OWNERSHIP IS INDICATED BY THE FOLLOWING NOTE: 
LIBER COLUCI I PIERI DE STIGNANO CANCELLARI I FLORENTIN!. THE 
.BULK OF THE WRITING DEALS WITH THE PHAENOMENA OF ARATUS, 
THOUGH VARIOUS SMALL PIECES SERVE AS A PROLEGOMENON. 
95 PEJPER, P. LXXXI I I J. THE BIBLIOTHtQUE NATIONALE IN 
PARIS FORWARDED A MICROFILMED COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
96 !NFORMATION ON THIS MANUSCRIPT MAY BE FOUND JN THE 
SECTION ON THE SEPIEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE. 
97THE MANUSCRIPT AS WELL AS PERTINENT CATALOGUE INFOR-
MATION WAS FURNISHED BY THE BIBLIOTECA MEDICEA LAURENZIANA 
IN FLORENCEj THE CATALOGUE DEALS WITH BANDINl-SIROZZIANI 
CODICES OF THE BIBL. LEOPOLDINAE, COL. 384. 
.lEIDENSIS SCAL Q .21_,98 F. 71V [Voss2] 138 
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS MISCELLANEOUS POEMS 1 LISTS, 
AND REFERENCES. ON FOLIO 71V ONLY THE FOLLOWING NOTATION 
APPEARS REGARDING THE StGNA CAELESTIA: E&_ BOREAE PARTES 
ARCTI VERTUNTUR J:.l. 8NGUIS Qll..L VERSUS ATIRIBUUNTUR AUSONIO. 
THE SCRIPT, IN THE PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT AVAILABLE FOR 
STUDY, APPEARS TO BE THE WORK OF ONE HAND; IT IS NOT 1 
HOWEVER, OF UNIFORM SIZE. GREEK LETTERS ABOUND, AND EVEN 
THE CHARACTERS OF THE EGYPTIAN ALPHABET ARE INCLUDED. IN 
THE VICINITY OF THE REFERENCE TO THE POEM SIGNA CAELESTIA 1 
THERE APPEAR BRIEF SELECTIONS FROM CICERO, THE POEM .DJ: .Q.Q.hl-· 
PUT0 1 AND A LATIN-GREEK GLOSSARY. OTHER PIECES (N THE CODEX 
ARE EXCERPTS FROM C. PETRON I US ARBITER, LATIN INSCRIPTIONS, 
THE MOSAIC LAWS, AND MANY OTHER BRIEF SELECTIONS OF DIVERSE 
THEME. 
V •. NOMI NA MUSARUM 
VALENCENENSIS .1J.1 (393),99 SAEC 9, F. 139R-V [VAL2] 
CAROLIRUHENSIS ..!!.2. (Il ..3..6_ £),100 SAEC 9-10, F. 19R [K2 J 
THIS CODEX WAS ONCE REFERRED TO AS DURLACHENSIS 36 £; 
9 8SENGUERDUS ET A!..,., PP. 342-3. SEE ALSOP. c. MOL~ 
HUYSEN, CODICES SCALIGERANI (PRAETER 0RIENTALES) (LEIDEN, 
1910). APPROPRIATE XEROX MATERIAL WAS FORWARDED COURTESY OF 
THE BIBLIOTHEEK DER RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT IN LEIDEN. 
99FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, REFER TO THE SECTION ON 
THE SIGNA CAELESTIA. 
100WILHELM BRAMBACH AND ALFRED HOLDER, .D..il, HANDSCHRIFTEN 
J2Jdi GROSSHERZOGLICHEN BADISCHEN J:iQ.£..- UND LANDESBIBLIOTHEK J..N. 
KARLSRUHE IV (= J:2..U:. KARLSRUHER HANDSCHRIFTEN) (CONT.) 
139 
BUT ITS DESIGNATION TODAY JS K .!i.2.; THE MANUSCRIPT WAS ONCE 
A PART OF THE LIBRARY OF J. WERN. HUBER. THE CODEX IS OF 
PARCHMENT, CONTAINING EIGHTY-NINE FOLJA MEASURING 243 X 
172 MM. ITS CHIEF WORK IS THE PERIEGESIS OF PRISCIAN (F. 1V-
17V). NUMEROUS OTHER PIECES HELP FILL OUT THE REMAINING 
FOLIA, INCLUDING SHORT POEMS ON TIMES AND MEASUREMENTS, 
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES, CALENDARS, AND ASTROLOGICAL MATTERS. 
THE POEM~ £1 NON APPEARS ON FOLIO 18R, FOLLOWED BY A 
PIECE ON THE WINDSj THEN APPEARS THE NOMINA MUSARUM (VERSUS 
CATON IS DE MUS!S ~ H.QM!N!BUS PH!LORUM) ON F. 19R. 
TURICENS!S Q 78 C..4.2.1J~101 SAEC 9-15, F. 118R [T2] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT OF PARCHMENT CONTAINS 162 FOLIA, OF 
WHICH 116 (FOLJA 47V-162V) BELONG TO THE NINTH CENTURY AND 
(LEIPZIG, 1896), PP. 78-9. THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL WAS 
FORWARDED BY THE BADISCHE LANDESBIBLIOTHEK IN CARLSRUHE. 
CATALOGUE INFORMATION WAS VERY KINDLY FORWARDED BY DR. K. 
HANNEMANN AT THE LIBRARY. DR. HANNEMANN NOTED JN HIS LETTER 
OF DECEMBER 15, 1969, THAT WITHIN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE A 
_NEW REPRINT OF THE 1896 CATALOGUE WILL APPEAR, FULL OF SUB-
STANTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS AND DATA ON LOSSES SUCH 
AS OCCURRED IN 1942 WHEN THE LIBRARY WAS COMPLETELY DESTROYED 
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF RESCUED MANUSCRIPTS AND INCUNABULA. 
VERY DETAILED BIBLIO~RAPHICAL INFORMATION FROM THE PROPOSED 
REPRINT WAS PROVIDED BY DR. HANNEMANN. 
101LEO CUN I BERT MOHLBERG, KATALOG 12.b.R. HANDSCHRIFTEN .D.J;Ji 
ZENTRALBIBLIOTHEK ZUERICH I (= M!TTELALTERLICHE HANDSCHRIF-
TEN) (ZUERICH, 1951), PP. 42-4. THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL WAS 
FORWARDED FROM THE LIBRARY IN SWITZERLAND THROUGH THE 
COURTESY OF DR. A. SCHOENHERR. 
~------------------------------------------------------1-4_0_, 
MEASURE 225 X 165 MM. THE CODEX IS A COLLECTION OF MISCEL-
LANEOUS PIECES; IT INCLUDES EXCERPTS FROM.ALCUIN, THEOLOGICAL 
TRACTS, SERMONS, AND AN ANTHOLOGY. ONE OF THE NUMEROUS 
SELECTIONS IS THE NOMINA MUS6RUM, TENTATlVELY ASCRIBED BY 
THE CATALOGUER TO CATO. THE MANUSCRIPT ITSELF IS A COMBINA-
TJON PIECE, THE PRODUCT OF FOUR DIFFERENT HANDS. 
S6NGALLENSIS 899,102 SAEC 10, P. 65 [G] 
A MANUSCRIPT OF PARCHMENT ARRANGED IN QUARTO FORM, 
SANGALLENSIS 899 CONTAINS 144 PAGES; ITS MEASUREMENTS ARE 
225 X 265 MM. VARIOUS SCRIBES PARTICIPATED IN THE PRODUC--
TION OF THIS CAROLINGIAN WORK WHICH WAS FORMERLY PART OF A 
LARGER CODEX. THE TEXTUAL PRESENTATION IS IN A SINGLE 
COLUMN OF TWENTY-ONE LINES PER SIDE. SUBJECT MATTER IN THE 
CODEX IS OF A MISCELLANEOUS NATUREj IT IS, HOWEVER, OF SOME 
INTEREST THAT BETWEEN PAGES 1 AND 48 ARE INSCRIBED A NUMBER 
OF PIECES WHICH HAVE COME TO BE ATTRIBUTED TO AUSONIUS. ONE 
OF THESE, THE MOSELLA, OFFERS ONE OF THE OLDEST PRESERVED 
INSTANCES OF INCLUSION OF THAT PlECE JN ANY CODEX. SOME OF 
THE PERTINENT MATERIAL FROM THE MANUSCRIPT IS AS FOLLOWS: 
102THIS MANUSCRIPT HAS BEEN DESCRIBED JN DETAIL BY 
CREIGHTON, PP. 43-50. ADDITIONAL REFERENCES MAY BE FOUND IN 
SCHERRER, PP. 315-16; SCHENKL, P. XLIVj PEIPER, P. LI I lj 
GJOMINI, P. XXXI j PRETE, RICERCHE, P. 23; AND TOBIN, P. 240. 
A COPY OF THE APPROPRIATE PORTION OF THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS 




4 DE AETATIBUS ANIMANTIUM 
22-45 MO SELLA 
45-46 MoNOSTICHA DE AERUMNIS HERCULIS 
47-48 ~ BOb)US 
THE POEM NOMINA MUSARUM, APPEARING ON PAGE 65, IS INCLUDED 
AMONG WORKS OF A MORE MISCELLANEOUS NATURE AND CANNOT BE 
PRESUMED TO HAVE BEEN INTENDED AS PART OF THE AUSONIANA. 
LEIDENS!S VOSSIANUS LATINUS Q 33, 103 SAEC 10, F. 133v [Voss] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF VELLUM AND INSCRIBED IN 
A LOMBARDIC SCRIPT. ITS 174 FOLIA CONTAIN ONE COLUMN PER 
PAGE, WITH 25-31 LINES OF TEXTUAL PRESENTATION PER PAGE. 
THE THIRD PORTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT (FF. 62R-174V) MEASURES 
270 X 170 MM. AND WAS ONCE THE PROPERTY OF A CERTAIN GoL-
DASTUS WHOSE SIGNATURE IS ON F. 62R. IN THE SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY ISAAC Voss1us COMBINED THIS MANUSCRIPT WITH TWO OTHER 
CODICES, WHAT ARE NOW FOLIA 1-59 OF THE ELEVENTH CENTURY AND 
WHAT ARE NOW FOLIA 60-61 OF THE TWELFTH. AMONG ITS GENERAL 
GRAMMATICAL PIECES BY DONATUS (62-74), PRISCIAN (83-110, 
115-144), AUSONIUS (112-114, 132-133) AND SERENUS (144~154), 
103SENGUERDUS, PP. 379-80; SCHENKL, P. XLI; PEIPER, 
LJEBERLIEFERUNGf PP. 283-4; PEIPER~ P. XXX; H. KEIL, GRAMMA-
TIC! LATINI II (HILDESHEIM, 1961J, PP. 389-91; AND TOBIN, 
P. 23. THANKS ARE ALSO OWED TO MRS. JOANN STACHNIW FOR HER 
RESEARCH ON THIS MANUSCRIPT. A MICROFILMED COPY OF THE CODEX 
WAS FURNISHED BY THE BJBLIOTHEEK DER RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT IN 
LE ID EN. 
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[ST ET NON 
NOMI NA MU SAR UM 
THE POEM ~ST J:.I. llQll JS CONSIDERED BY THE CATALOGUER TO BE A 
PART OF THE WRITINGS OF PRISCIAN, WHILE THE POEM ON THE 
MUSES IS ASCRIBED TO THE PHILOSOPHER CATO. ]MMEDIATELY 
FOLLOWING ARE OTHER SMALL PIECES OF AN ANTHOLOGIC NATURE. 
VALENCENENS!S J..2.!,104 SAEC 10, F. 47R 
COMPOSED OF VELLUM ARRANGED IN QUARTO FORM, THIS 
MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS EIGHTY-NINE FOLIA OF TWENTY-()V( TO 
THIRTY LINES OF TEXT PER PAGE. THE SCRIPT IS A LOVELY MINUS 
CULE FEATURING THE LONG LINES OF THE TENTH CENTURY; INITIALS 
ARE DECORATED AND ORNATE. IT JS BELIEVED THAT THREE DJF-
FERENT SCRJBES PARTICIPATED IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE WORK, 
WHICH CONSISTS CHIEFLY OF A COMMENTARY ON THE WORKS OF THE 
LATIN POET PRUDENTJUSj AS A FILLER AT THE BOTTOM OF THE LAST 
FOLIO, THE POEM ON THE MUSES IS INSCRIBED. 
CANTABRIGIENSIS S. TRIN QA jj_ (1242),105 SAEC 10-11, 
F. 96R [CJ 
A MANUSCRIPT OF VELLUM, CANTABRIGIENSIS S. TRIN QA 1J. 
104MANGEART, PP. 339-40; CATALOGUE GENtRAL ••• DE FRANCE, 
PP. 346-7; TOBIN, PP. 34, 39, 40. A MICROFILM OF THE PERTl-
NE~T SECTION OF THE CODEX HAS BEEN SUPPLIED BY THE BIBLIO-
THEQUE DE VALENCIENNES, FRANCE. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WAS 
KINDLY FORWARDED BY MR. PAUL LEFRANCQ, CONSERVATEUR. 
105M. R. JAMES, I.tlb WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS l1i .l!:IJ:. (CONT.) 
~-· --------------------------------------------------14-3--. 
IS COMPRISED OF NINETY-SIX FOLIA MEASURING 11 5/8 X 9 1/2, 
WITH NINETEEN LINES OF A DELICATE CAROLINGIAN MINUSCULE 
SCRIPT PER PAGE. MARGINAL AND INTERLINEAR SCHOLIA ARE BY 
THE SAME HAND. THIS MANUSCRIPT, ONCE THE PROPERTY OF 
ST. AUGUSTINE 1 S IN CANTERBURY, CONSISTS ALMOST ENTIRELY OF 
THE SATIRES OF JUVENALj THE POEM ON THE NINE MUSES AND A 
HYMN (F. 96V) APPARENTLY WERE UTILIZED AS A FILLER AT THE 
END OF THE WORK. 
TURICENSIS C ..Q.2. (.2.R2),10 6 SAEC 10-12, F. 224R [T3] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF PARCHMENT AND CONSISTS~ 
OF A COMBINATION OF THREE MANUSCRIPTS FROM TWO DIFFERENT 
CENTURIES. THE FIRST 194 LEAVES BELONG TO A WORK OF THE 
TWELFTH CENTURY, AS DO THE FOLLOWING ELEVENj THE FINAL 
THIRTY-ONE LEAVES ARE FROM A TENTH-CENTURY C06EX OUT OF 
Sr. GALL 1 S. Ir JS IN THIS FINAL SECTION, AMONG OTHER 
PIECES OF AN ANTHOLOGIC NATURE, THAT THE POEM ON THE MUSES 
APPEARS. 
LIBRARY OF TRINITY COLLEGE I I I (CAMBRIDGE, 1902), PP. 260~1. 
TRINITY COLLEGE HAS FURNISHED A MICROFILM OF THIS CODEX. 
106MoHLBERG, PP. 34-5. THIS MANUSCRIPT WAS PHOTOSTATTED 
IN ITS APPROPRIATE PORTION AND FORWARDED BY THE ZENTRALBIBLl-
OTHEK ZUERICH IN SWITZERLAND. THANKS ARE OWED TO DR. A. 
SCHOENHERR AT THAT LIBRARY FOR DISCOVERING THE SELECTION IN 
lJJRICENSIS ~ ..Q..2., A MANUSCRIPT NOT MENTIONED BY THE AUSONIAN 
EDITORS. 
rr:==------------------------14~4 
, PAR I SINUS LAIINUS 7930,107 SAEC 11, F. 204R [p2] 
-
THIS MANUSCRIPT CONSISTS OF A LARGE COPY OF THE WORKS 
OF VERGIL AND IS SUPPLEMENTED BY MANY MARGINAL NOTES OF 
SOME VALUE. AFTER SOME ~CHOLIA ON FOLIO 1R, THE BULK OF 
THE TEXT JS UTILIZED IN A PRESENTATION OF THE BUCOLICS (F. 
1V), THE GEORGICS (F. 25R), AND THE bENEID (F. 57R). ON 
FOLLO 204R THE POEM OF THE MUSES APPEARS, FOLLOWED BY THE 
ERGONE SUPREMIS (ANIH. 672) AND OTHER PJECESj HEYNE-WAGNER 
LISI THE MOREIUM AS THE ONLY WORK FROM THE VERGILIAN APPEN-
DIX IO APPEAR IN THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
bNGELICANUS ':J.. ~ 22. (1515),10 8 SAEC 11, F. 32V [A] 
LAURENIIANUS 39 ~,10 9 SAEC 12, F. 171R' [LAUR] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF VELLUM IN QUARTO FORMj 
ITS 171 FOLIA ARE IN A GOOD STAIE OF PRESERVATION. THE 
GREATER PORTION OF THE CODEX IS UTILIZED JN A PRESENTATION 
OF THE ECLOGUES (F. ·1), THE GEORGI CS (F. 12), AND THE bENEID 
(F. 40) OF VERGILj THE POEM ON THE MUSES IS USED AS A FILLER 
AT THE END OF THE MANUSCRIPT. 
107HEYNE-WAGNER IV, 2, PP. 774, 778• VOLLMER, PP. 54-5; 
GIOMINI, PP. XXVI f-XXVI I 1. THE BIBLIOrHiQuE NAIIONALE PRO-
VIDED A COPY OF THIS MANUSCRIPT ON MICROFILM. 
108FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THIS MANUSCRIPT, REFER 
TO THE SECTION ON THE SEPIEM SAPIENIUM SENTENIIAE. 
10 9 BANDINIUS I I (1775), COL. 300. THE BIBLIOIECA 
MEDJCEA LAURENZIANA IN FLORENCE PROVIDED THE PROPER SECTIONS 
FROM THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
...--______ ___.. 
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BARBERINUS LATINUS 65 (1459), 110 SAEC 12-15, F. 84R [BARB] 
~ . 
.lAURENTIANUS 39 j_l,111 SAEC 15, F. 168V [L5] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS COMPOSED OF VELLUM ARRANGED IN 
QUARTO FORM AND INSCRIBED IN ITS 168 FOLIA IN A MOST LOVELY 
AND ORNATE FASHION. THE BULK OF THE WRITING CONSISTS OF 
THE AENEID OF VERGIL, WITH THE POEM ON THE MUSES SERVING AS 
A FILLER AT THE END OF THE MANUSCRIPT. 
LAURENTIANUS 39 .2.,112 SAEC 15, F. 44V 
THIS MANUSCRIPT JS COMPOSED OF VELLUM ARRANGED IN 
QUARTO FORM. ITS 195 FOLlA ARE INSCRIBED JN MINUSCULES, AND 
THE CODEX JS GLEAMING AND WELL PRESERVED. THE CONTENTS ARE 
OF A MORE MISCELLANEOUS NATURE THAN IS THE CASE WITH OTHER 
LAURENTIANUS MANUSCRIPTS; THE POEM ON THE MUSES IS SET AMID 
A NUMBER OF SMALL PIECES WHICH FOLLOW A PRESENTATION OF THE 
BUCOLICS (F. 1) AND GEORGICS (F. 13). OTHER PIECES, INCLU-
DING THE EPIGRAMS OF MARTIAL, FILL OUT THE REMAINING FOLIA. 
LAURENTI ANUS .2.1 J...2.,113 SAEC 15, F. 27V 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS MADE OF PAPER AND JS ARRANGED IN 
110FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THIS MANUSCRIPT, REFER 
TO THE SECTION ON THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE. 
111BANDJNJUS I I (1775), COL. 308. APPROPRIATE PORTIONS 
OF THIS MANUSCRIPT, AS WELL AS OF THE FOLLOWING TWO CODICES, 
WERE SENT BY THE 8JBLIOTECA MEDICEA LAURENZIANA IN FLORENCE. 
112BANDINIUS I I (1775), COL. 303-306. 
113BANDINIUS I I I (1776), COL. 752-756. 
~----------i 
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JN QUARTO FORM ON 240 FOLIA. IT CONTAINS EXCERPTS FROM 
VARIOUS POETS, PLUS ALL OF VERGIL 1 S MAJOR WRITINGS. 
££iRBERINUS LAT I NUS .12. (2J27)(Vl 11 .12.), 1 14 SAEC 15, F. 310R 
[BRB] 
VI. EPIGRAMS AND SULPICIA 
£\MBROSIANUS p 83 sup,115 SAEC 16, FF. 60V-61v [AP] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT IS A COPY OF A PRINTED ALDINE EDJTlONj 
IT IS COMPOSED OF PAPER MEASURING 225 X 180 MM. IN ITS 
SEVENTY-EIGHT FOLIA. THE TEXT rs DISPOSED IN ONE COLUMN PER 
PAGE, WITH EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY LINES OF TEXT TO A COLUMN. 
AMONG THE AUTHORS APPEARING IN THE TEXT ARE MARULLUS, POLJ-
TIAN, CAMPANUS, STROZZI, AND MARTIAL. ONLY TWO EPIGRAMS 
FROM THE MERULAN APPENDIX APPEAR IN THIS CODEXj THESE ARE 
SCHENKL 1 S NUMBERS 2 (P. 252-3) AND 8 (PP. 254-5). THE CATA-
LOGUER LISTS THESE AS PSEUDO-AUSONIAN. HOWEVER, IT IS OF 
INTEREST TO NOTE THAT A NUMBER OF GENUINE AUSONIAN WORKS 
ALSO APPEAR IN THE MANUSCRIPT AND MAY BE LISTED AS FOLLOWS 
ACCORDING TO THE NUMBERING OF SCHENKL: EPIGRAMS 11, 41, 10, 
20, 28, 32, 42, 43, 47, 48, 50, 54-58 [LJGOL. 27-29], 59-63, 
67, 70, 30, 98-101 [MER. 2], [ALEX. 21, 22], [MER. 8], 
114FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS MANUSCRIPT 
REFER TO THE SECTION ON THE JJ.k ROSIS NASCENTIBUS. 
115scHENKL, P. XXVI 11. THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL PLUS 
SOME ADDITIONAL CATALOGUE INFORMATION WAS FORWARDED BY THE 
BIBLIOTECA AMBROSIANA IN MILAN. 
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[ALEX. 23, 25], 25-27; 0RD0 NOBILIUM URBIUMj EPIGRAMS 22, 23, 
3, 7; EPITAPHS 30, 34, 31, 35; EPIGRAMS 12, 36, 53 1 80, 81; 
AND EPISTLES 14-24. 
fARISINUS LATINUS 8284 (168),11 6 SAEC 16, FF. 24R-V [p7] 
THIS MANUSCRIPT JS ALSO A COPY OF A PRINTED ALDINE 
EDITIONj IT IS COMPRISED OF TWENTY-FIVE VELLUM FOLIA. THE 
SCRIPT JS LOVELY AND CLEAR, ARRANGED IN ONE COLUMN PER PAGE. 
THE CODEX MAY BE DESIGNATED AS TELLERIANUS IN SOME OLDER 
EDITIONS. THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS CODEX IS EXCERPTS 
FROM THE EPIGRAMS AND SHORTER PIECES OF SEVERAL POETS, 
ESPECIALLY MARTIAL AND AUSONJUS. THE WRITINGS OF MARTIAL 
ARE FOUND ON F. 1R THROUGH F. 19V. FROM F. 20R TO F. 24R 
EXCERPTS FROM AUSONIUS ARE INSCRIBED, AND POEMS OF FRENCH 
POETS FILL OUT THE REMAINDER OF THE MANUSCRIPT. ACCORDING 
TO THE NUMBERING OF SCHENKL, THESE ARE THE EXCERPTS FROM 
THE AUSONIAN CORPus: CENTO NUPTIALIS 3 (FROM VERSE 7); 
EPIGRAMS 8-10; EPITAPH 34; EPIGRAMS 12, 13, 16, 18, 21, 36 1 
50, 53 1 55 1 56 1 81, 80, 85, 86, 100, 101, [UGOL. 34], [MER. 
5 1 6 1 14 1 9]. ONLY FOUR EPIGRAMS WHICH PERTAIN TO THE 
PRESENT STUDY ARE TO BE FOUND IN THIS MANUSCRIPT. 
11 6SCHENKL, P. XXVJ It. THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL WAS 
FURNISHED BY THE BIBLJOTH'EQUE NATIONALE IN PARIS. 
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.)LAIICANUS LATINUS 2836,117 SAEC 15-16, FF. 269V-278V [VE] 
Ar THE FRONT OF THIS CODEX THE NAME HIERONYMUS DONATUS 
APPEARS, POSSIBLY THE NAME OF THE OWNER OF THE MANUSCRIPT AS 
WELL AS THE AUTHOR OF SEVERAL OF THE EPIGRAMS APPEARING IN 
THE TEXT. THE MANUSCRIPT IS QUITE BULKY, CONSISTING OF 329 
PAPER FOLIA PRODUCED BY VARIOUS HANDS. MUCH OF IT IS NEGLJ-
GENTLY AND HASTILY INSCRIBED WITH MUCH CORRECTION; MANY OF 
THE SHORT PIECES ARE NOT IDENTIFIED AND ARE SEPARATED IN 
THE FIRST FEW FOLIA ONLY BY A LINE. NUMEROUS FOLIA ARE 
BLANK; THE OMISSION OF STILL OTHER FOLJA IN THE PAGINATION 
PROCESS WOULD PERHAPS INDICATE THAT THESE TOO WERE BLANK 
SINCE THEY OFTEN FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY AFTER BLANK LEAVES. THE 
WORK SEEMS TO BE A UNION OF SEVERAL DIFFERENT CODICES; THE 
SECTION WITH WHICH THIS STUDY lS CONCERNED LASTS ONLY FROM 
F. 268R TO 278V. THIS SECTION HAS A CLEAR, DELICATE SCRIPT 
OF TWENTY-TH.REE RULED LINES PER PAGE. THE EPIGRAMMAIA il 
ALEX (NUMBERS 19-25) ARE INCLUDED JN THESE PAGES BETWEEN 
FOLIO 272V AND FOLI0.279V. A CATALOGUE OF THE MERULAN EPI-
GRAMS AND THE SULPICIA JS NOW GIVEN SINCE THIS IS THE ONLY 
KNOWN MANUSCRIPT TO CONTAIN ALL OF THESE PIECES, AND SJNCE 
THE CODEX WAS NOT INCLUDED IN SCHENKL OR PEIPER. 
117A. CAMPANA AND F. MUNARI, EPIGRAMMATA BOBIENSIA (I 
(ROMA, 1955), ESP. PP. 17-19. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, AS 
WELL AS A COPY OF THE MANUSCRIPT, WAS FORWARDED BY THE 
VATICAN LIBRARY. 
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THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES FOLLOWING THE NUMBERS OF THE 
EPIGRAMS ARE THOSE IN THE CAMPANA-MUNARI ED IT I ON .. 
F. SCHENl<L PEIPER 
[269V] EPIGRAMMATA ..[X ~ 1 (14)7 254 7 423 
2 ( 1 5) 8 254-5 8 423 
[270V] 3 (24) 9 255 9B 424 
[271v] 4 (27) 1 0 255 1 0 425 
[271V]-272[R] 5 (28) 1 1 255 1 1 425 
272[R] 6 ( 31 ) 1 2 255 1 2 425 
7 (33) 13 255 1 3 425 
[272V-274v] SULPICIA (37) 5 41 3-1 6 
[274V]-275[R] EPIGS8MM8IA 
il Mil 8 (43) 1 252 1 419 
275[R-V] 9 (45) 2 252-3 2 420-1 
[275v] 10(47) 3 253 3 421 
276[RJ 11(49) 4 253 4 422 
[276V]-277[R] 12(55) 5 254 5 422 
277[RJ 13(56) 6 254 6 422 
. [ 277V] 14(60) 1 4 256 14 425 
15(61) 1 5 256 1 5 426 
278[R] 16(66) 1 6 256 1 6 426 
278[R-V] 17(67) 1 7 256 1 7 426-7 
[27Bv] 1 8 ( 69) 1 8 257 1 8 427 
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IV. EDITIONS 
THREE OF THE NUMEROUS PRINTED EDITIONS OF AUSONIUS HAVE 
BEEN SINGLED OUT FOR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION IN THIS PAPER; 
THESE ARE THE VENICE 1496, THE PARMA 1499, AND THE PARIS 
1511. SEVERAL REASONS LED TO THE CHOICE, IN ADDITION TO 
THE FACT THAT TWO OF THESE THREE HAVE NOT YET BEEN FULLY 
DESCRIBED AS A CONTRIBUTION TO GENERAL AUSONIAN STUDIES. A 
POINT OF SPECIAL NOTE IS THAT TWO OF THE THREE EDITIONS REP-
RESENT INCUNABULA AND THEREFORE MERIT SPECIAL ATTENTION FOR 
HISTORICAL REASONS ALONE. MORE SPECIFICALLY, THESE EDITIONS 
ALL PRESENT SOME NEW INCURSION OF AUSONIANA WHICH HAS SINCE 
BECOME A PART OF THE APPENDIX TO HIS WORKS. THE 1496 EDITION 
JS THE FIRST TO HAVE PRESENTED THE EIGHTEEN SO-CALLED MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS WHICH ARE DISCUSSED AT LENGTH ELSEWHERE IN THIS 
PAPER. THE 1499 EDITION HAS BEEN DESCRIBED MINUTELY IN 
CREIGHTON 1 S DISSERTATION, AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE DEBT 
OWED TO THAT STUDY IS HEREBY GRATEFULLY GIVEN.1 CREIGHTON 
DESCRIBED THE BOOK EXHAUSTIVELY ON THE BASIS OF SIGNATURES; 
THE PRESENT PAPER PRESENTS THE CONTENTS UNDER THE HEADING 
OF FOLIATION IN ORDER TO OFFER EASE OF REFERENCE. IN ADDI-
TION, THIS PAPER COORDINATES THE PAGINATION AND NUMBERING OF 
1MATTHEW E. CREIGHTON, S.J., THE TEXT QE. THE MOSELLA 
AiiD.. .IH.I. EPITAPH IA .Q.E. DEC I MUS MAGNUS AUSONIUS, FORDHAM UNI-
VERSITY (NEW YORK, 1967), PP. 124-135. 
:1 
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ScHENKL AND PEIPER IN RELATION TO EACH SELECTION. HOWEVER, 
THE PRIMARY MOTIVE FOR THE INCLUSION OF THE 1499 EDITION IN 
THIS PAPER IS ITS PECULIAR RELEVANCE TO THE SECTIONS OF THE 
APPENDIX OF WHICH THIS PAPER TREATS. THE 1499 EDITION, IN 
ADDITION TO PRESENTING FOR THE FIRST TIME THE MosELLA, ALSO 
INCLUDES THE FIRST PRINTING WITHIN THE AUSONIAN TRADITION OF 
THE SULPICIA, THE SIGNA CAELESTIA, AND THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM 
.5..UJ_I.ENTIAE. THE 1511 EDITION JS PARTICULARLY EARMARKED FOR 
INCLUSION SINCE IT PRESENTS THE DJ;. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS FOR THE 
FIRST TIME AS AN AUSONIAN POEM. 2 
Jr rs HOPED; THEN, THAT THIS CHAPTER WILL SERVE NOT 
ONLY TO CLARIFY THE NATURE OF THESE EDITIONS AND TO PRESENT 
THEM FOR HISTORICAL PURPOSES BUT ALSO TO PAVE THE WAY FOR 
FUTURE STUDIES AND NEW PERSPECTIVES. 
THE 1496 EDITION3 WAS MENTIONED BY SCHENKL IN THE PREF-
ACE TO HIS 1883 EDITJON 4 AS PART OF A DISCUSSION OF ANCIENT 
CODICES OF HIS OMEGA FAMILY AND EDITIONS WHICH FOLLOWED 
2THE ONLY OTHER SELECTION FROM THE APPENDIX WITH WHICH 
THIS DISSERTATION IS CONCERNED JS THE SHORT PIECE, NOMINA. 
MUSARUM. IT APPEARS FOR THE FIRST TIME AMONG THE AUSONIANA 
IN THE 1575 EDITION OF VtNETUS. THAT EDITION IS NOT 
DESCRIBED HERE BECAUSE THE NEW MATERIAL IS NOT OF GREAT 
SIGNIFICANCE TO AUSONJAN STUDIES. 
3H!ERONYMUS AVANTIUS 1 ED., AUSON.11 OPUSCULA rn 
AUSPICI IS GEORGI I MERULAE A!i !ULIO A_EMILIO F~AJ.U.Q CURATA 
(VENETllS, 1496),. 
4KARL SCHENKL, ED., u. MAGNI AUSONI I OPUSCULA (= MoNu-
MENIA .G£8.M.AfU..Ab. HISTO!i..LQ.A. AUCTORUM ANTIQUISSIMORUM V-11) 
(BERLIN, 1883), P. XXX. 
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5 THESE CODICES. LITTLE IS SAID BY SCHENKL ON THE EDITION 
[TSELF EXCEPT FOR HIS COMMENT ON THE SOURCE OF THE EIGHTEEN 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS WHICH APPEAR IN IT. 
GRADILONE IN HIS DISSERTATION HAS SEVERAL PARAGRAPHS ON 
THE EDITION. 6 HE RELATES THE ROLE OF G. MERULA IN ENCOURAG-
ING THE PRODUCTION OF THE 1490 MILANESE AUSONIUS. THE EDI-
TION OF 1490 IMPROVED SOME READINGS FROM THE EDITIO .E.BJ_NCEPS 
Of 1472 AND ADDED PORTIONS OF THE CLARAE URBES FROM THE 
MANUSCRIPT Of ST. EUSTORGIUS FOUND AT THE DOMINICAN MONAS-
TERY AT MILAN. THE EDITION WAS REPEATED JN VENICE JN 1494, 
AND IN 1496 IT WAS SUPPLEMENTED AND REISSUED BY AVANTIUS. 
THE ONLY DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE 1496 EDITION OVER THE 
1490 AND THE 1494 WAS ITS INCLUSION OF THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS. 
THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS ARE PREFACED ~y SEVERAL LETTERS, 
ONE FROM BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA TO HIERONYMUS AVANTIUS (IV), 
5ScHENKL DISCUSSES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OMEGA 
FAMILY ON P. XIX. THE MATTER OF FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WAS 
LATER TREATED BY RUDOLFUS PEIPER IN DECIMI MAGNI AUSONI I 
BURDIGALENSIS OPUSCULA (LEIPZIG, 1886), PP. v11-xv11. IN 
RECENT YEARS WORK HAS BEEN DONE BY SISTER MARIE JOSE BYRNE, 
EB..Q.L E G 0 M EN A .IQ .Ml. ED I T I Qli 0 F .LJ:!..f;. W ~ QE. DJ:. C I MU ~ .MA!ili.U..S.. 
AUSONIUS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY DISSERTATION (NEW YORK, 1916); 
BY SESTO PRETE JN RICERCHE SULLA STORIA .D..b1.. JESTQ Ql AUSQN.l.Q. 
(= TEMI. £ TESTI VI I) (ROME, 1960); AND IN SEVERAL ARTICLES BY 
PRETE. THE SITUATION WAS DESCRIBED IN SOME DETAIL BY NEIL W. 
TOBIN IN HIS DISSERTATION TITLED THE TEXT OF THE ECLOGAE OF 
Jl.hCIMUS MAGNUS AUSONIUS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY (NEW YORK, 1967), 
PP. 261-290. . 
6THOMAS J. GRAD I LONE, ~ TEXI OF .IJ:U: £ARENTALLA AtiQ 
PROFESSORfS QE. 12£Q.J..MUS .MAGNUS AlJ_SOti.LlJ.~, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
(NEW YORK, 1962), PP. 25-27. 
......-, .. ·.· ________ ___, 
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oNE FROM IULIUS AEMILIUS FERRARIUS NOVARENSIS TO AMBROSIUS 
VARISIUS ROSATUS ( ,v_, ,v). A TABLE OF CONTENTS ALSO PRE-
CEDES THE TEXT ( 11v-1vv)' AND AT THE END THERE APPEARS A 
COLOPHON (39R). 
MENTION HAS BEEN MADE OF THE AVANTIUS EDITION JN 
SEVERAL BOOK LISTS. ONE OF THE EARLIER IS THAT OF THOMAS 
fROGNALL DIBDIN IN 1814.7 HE REFERS TO THE EDITION AS THE 
FOLIO PRINTING OF 1496 BY J. DE CERETO, ALIAS TACUINUS, DE 
TRIDINO. DIBDIN NOTES THE INCLUSION, FOLLOWING THE TITLE 
PAGE, OF THE ADDRESSES OF BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA AND AEMILJUS 
FERRARIUS; AND HE REMARKS THAT JEROME AVANTIUS CORRECTED 
AND IMPROVED THE IMPRESSION. DIBDIN ACCEPTS THE SOURCE OF 
THE MERULAN EPIGRAMS TO BE THE DISCOVERY BY FRANCIS NURSIUS. 
IT JS OF INTEREST THAT A REFERENCE IN 1826 FOLLOWS THE 
TENDENCY TO SUBSTITUTE THE NAME OF THE ILLUSTRIOUS GEORGIUS 
MERULA FOR HIS BROTHER BARTHOLOMAEUS~8 THE ASSIGNATION OF 
NODIER JS ACTUALLY TO ONE 11GREGORIO MERULA. 11 THERE SEEMS TO 
EXIST SOME CONFUSION -ON THE 1496 AUSONIUS, WHICH MAY RELATE 
TO A SUPPOSED 1497 EDITION. NODIER ACTUALLY INCLUDES TWO 
REFERENCES UNDER THE YEAR 1496: 
?THOMAS FROGNALL DIBD;N, BIBLIOIHECA SPENCER I ANA 
(LONDON, 1814), P. 276, # 136. 
8CHARLES NODIER, li.lJlLIOTHEQUE SAGREE .QRECQ!lt:=J...AI.lll~ 
(PARIS, 1826), P. 198. 
~---------------------------------------------------1-5_4 __ _, 
- A GR E G 0 R I 0 M E R UL A • V EN E T I I S , D E JR lD I N Q , 1 4 9 4 , 
1496, 1501, IN-FOL._. 
- A H!ERONYMO AVANTJO • .'LJ;.fi.(l~, 1496, ~N-FOL. 
IT WOULD APPEAR THAT THESE MUST BOTH BE REFERENCES TO THE 
SAME EDITION. BOTH ARISE IN FOLIO FROM VENICE IN 1496. THE 
FORMER REFERENCE CITES A PREVIOUS 1494 EDITION, WHICH MARKS 
IT AS THE IDENTICAL EDJTJON AS THAT NOW UNDER DISCUSSJONj 
IT JS ALSO THE SAME PRINTER, TACUINUS, WITH WHOM WE ARE 
CONCERNED. SINCE GEORGIUS MERULA WAS INDEED A MENTOR OF THE 
1490 EDITION OUT OF WHICH THE 1496 EDITJON AROSE, ONE COULD 
ATTRIBUTE AS CAUSE FOR NODIER 1 S REFERENCE A CONFUSION Of THE. 
MORE RENOWNED NAME FOR THE NAME OF BARTHOLOMAEUS. -ON THE 
OTHER HAND, THE SECOND REFERENCE TO AVANTIUS CAN REFER NO 
LESS TO THE EDITION UNDER DISCUSSION. 
IN 1837 JOSEPH Moss LISTED ONE EDITION FOR 1496; THIS 
WAS A VENETIAN WORK UNDER Jo. TACUINUS DE TRIDIN0. 9 HE 
CONNECTS IT TO GEORGIUS MERULA IN ITS ANTECEDENTS BUT NOTES 
ITS PRESENT REVJSION UNDER JEROME AVANTIUS. Moss INDICATES 
lHAT THE EDITION WAS REPEATED JN MILAN IN 1497, UNDER LJLD. 
SCJNZENZELLER. A LENGTHY REFERENCE APPEARS UNDER THE NAME 
OF FRANCISCUS DE LICTERI IS,10 WHO INDICATES BY HIS QUOTATION 
9JosEPH W. Moss, A MANUAL-OF CLASSICAL .8.J..BLlQGRAPHY:. 
SECOND EDITION, Vol. I (LONDON, 1837), P. 213. 
10FRANCISCUS DE LICTERI JS, CODI CUM, SAECULQ XY._ IMPRES-
dQ..!i!J..M Qlll Jli R E fil.A B I BL I 0I1i.U1.A BO R BON lQ.A ~IBY.AN.Dlli. .Q.A.I.A-
L O GUS 1 SUPP. (NAPLES, 1841), P. 103. 
OF THE EDITION 1 S TITLE (AUSONI I PEON! I POETAE DISERTISSIMI 
fPIGRAMMATA) THAT IT JS THE SAME EDJTION AS JS NOW EMPLOYED. 
HE REFERS TO 11 ALIA EDlTIO, ..1Ji .Q.LlA OCCURRUNT FRAGMENTA 
AUSON I I, I GNOTA USQUE All. I LLUD JEMPUS, .Q.llQ. GEORG l US MER ULA 
Jl:J. LUC EM PR I MUS ll PROTUL I I. 11 HE ALSO NOTES THAT 11..lJi J:Q.S.-
JE~IOR I OCCURRIT EP!SIOLA, QUA BARTHOLOMAEUS MERULA PRAES-
TANTJSSJMI PHtLOSOPHO HIERONYMO AVANCIO VERONENSJ SALUTEM 
,PICIT. 11 DE LICTERJ IS EXPLAJNS THE CONFUSION BY NOTING THAT 
IN THE LETTER Of IULIUS AEMILIUS FERRARIUS, WHICH IS PRE-
- ~~ -
FIXED TO THE 1496 EDITION, THERE lS A REFERENCE THAT THE -
EPlGRAMS WERE DISCOVERED BY GEORGE MERULA IN THE BASILICA OF 
Sr. [USTORGIUS JN MILAN. THE REFERENCE ACTUALLY READS AS 
FOLLOWS (WITH THOSE WORDS IN CAPLTALS WHICH ARE NOTABLY 
OMITTED FROM DE ltCTERI IS 1 CITATION): 
••• ADIECIMUSQUE EX CATALOGO ILLUSTRIUM URBIUM NONNULLA 
EXCERPTA" EPIGRAMMATA QUAE GEORGI US MERULA POLYHJSTOR 
NOSTER ET PRIMARIUS DJCENDI ARTIFEX IN BIBLIOTHECA DlVI 
EUSTROGI I PRIMUS INDAGAVIT. 
THEREFORE, DE lJCTERI IS SUPPOSES THAT THE EPJGRAMS WERE 
DISCOVERED BY GEORGE MERULA, THEN COMMITTED TO NURCISJUS; 
AND NURCISJUS IN TURN IS BELIEVED TO HAVE GIVEN THEM TO 
BARTHOLOMAEUS. THIS THEORY JS BASED UPON A MISTAKEN, 
THOUGH UNDERSTANDABLE, EQUATION OF THE EIGHTEEN MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS AND THE FRAGMENTS Of THE CLARAE URBES. DE lJC-
TERI IS NOTES FURTHER THAT THE EDITION ITSELF IS IN A TYPE 
11 ROTUNDO ET VENUST0, 11 WITH APPROXIMATELY FORTY-FOUR LINES 
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TO THE PAGE. IN HER CATALOGUE, PELLECHET MENTIONS BUT ONE 
1496 AUSONIUSi THIS WAS THE WORK Of JOHANNES TACUINUS.11 
HAIN REFERS TO BOTH A 1496 AND A 1497 EDITION. 12 THE 
1496 EDITION HE CORRECTLY ATTRIBUTES IN PART TO BARTHOLO-
MAEUS MERULA. HIS NOTATION ON THE 1497 EDJTION JS AS 
FOLLOWS: 
1497--CUM PRAEFATJONE G. MERULAE. 
MEDIOLANI IMPRESSUS PER LJLDERICUM SCINZENZELLER. 
JN A LIKE MANNER A 1928 CATALOGUE LISTS TWO EDITJONS.13 
IT REFERS TO THE AVANTJAN 1496 EDITION AND ALSO TO A MILAN 
EDITION OF 1497 PREFACED BY GEORGIUS MERULA AND PRINTED BY 
SCINZENZELLER (WHO, INCIDENTALLY, PRINTED THE 1490 FERRARJ-
US EDITION IN WHICH G. MERULA PARTICJPA~ED). ONLY A 1496 
EDITION JS LISTED BY POLAIN;14 GOFF ALSO OMITS REFERENCE TO 
A 1497 EDITION.15 
11MARIE LEONTIN.E PtLLECHET, CATALOGUE GENERAL 12.li 
INCUNABLES Qs~ BIBLIQTHEQUES PUBLIQUES 1ll:, FRANCE I (PARIS, 
1897), P. 385. 
12LUDOVICUS HAIN, REPERIORIUM BIBLIOGRAPHICUM JJi .Q.!.lQ. 
OMNES MARIE TYPOGRAPHlQ.A. INVENTA USQUE Lill. /\NNUM MD.. ID-Ll. 
£x.PRESSI QRDINE ALPHABEIICQ ~EL SIMPLICIIER ENUMERANTUR ~ 
ADCURA~ Ji.S.CENSENTUB. 1-1 (BERLIN, 1925), # 2179-2180. 
13ASCHER-BERNARDUS CLARAVALLENSIS, GESAMIKAIALOG 12..Ul 
WIEGENDRUCKE I I I (LEIPZIG, 1928), # 3093. 
1~MARIE,FELIX POLAJN, CAlALOGUE DES LIVRES IMPRIM~S SU 
QU.J..NZIEME ~IECLE .Qll BIBLIOIHEQUES DE BELGIQUE I (BRUSSELS, 
1 9 3 2 ) , II 4 3 6 • 
1 5FR ED ER I CK R. GOFF, INCUNABULA 1Ji filti:R I CAN LI BRA~ (NEW YORK, 1964), P. 75. 
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IT WAS IN 1960 THAT A CATALOGUER POSITIVELY STATED THAT 
THE 1497 EDITION WAS NON-EXISTENT. 16 PROCTOR DOES, HOWEVER, 
NOTE IN# 6034 THE EXISTENCE OF A 1497 EDITION FROM ULRICH 
ScJNZENZELLER 1 S PRESS; INDEED, IT IS DATED FEBRUARY 4, THE 
SAME DATE AS THE ALLEGED 1497 AusoNIUS. HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL 
EDITION WAS NOT THE WRITINGS OF AUSONIUS BUT THE DE LITERIS 
SYLLABIS ..E.I METRIS HORATI I OF TERENTIANUS MAURUS. THIS 
CITATION, TOGETHER WITH THE WORK Of E. PICCOLOMINI DIS-
CUSSED IN ANOTHER PORTION OF THIS PAPER, WOULD SEEM TO 
SETTLE THE QUESTJON. 17 
* * 
IN 1499 THE PARMA AUSONIUS APPEARED UNDER THE MUCH-
DJSCUSSED EDITORSHIP Of THADEUS LJGOLETUs. 18 THE EDITION 
INCLUDED MANY ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS; THE MOST NOTABLE 
ADDITION WAS THE INCORPORATION OF THE MOSELLA (LACKING THE 
LAST VERSE) INTO THE GENUINE AUSONIANA. THE f IRST APPEAR-
ANCE Of THE SULPICIA AMONG THE AusONIAN WRITINGS LS, PER-
16ROBERT PROCTOR, .ill:J.. INDEX .IQ ..I.!:U:. EARLY PRINTED BOOKS 
.lJi ..I.!:!J:. BRITISH MUSEUM: FROM TH~ INVENTION .Q£. PRINTING .IQ 
..I.!:U:. YEAR 1500 (LONDON, 1960), TABLE 11, ?. 780. 
17 E. PICCOLOMINJ, 11DEL CARME INTITOLATO SULPICIA E DELLA 
EDIZIONE PROCURATANE DAL DOTT. EMILIO BAEHRENS, 11 RIVI STA .J2..l. 
FILOLOGIA ED ISIRUZIONE CLASS I CA ANNO I I, fASCJCOLO 12 
(JUNE, 1874), 21 PP. 
18 FoR DETAILS ON LJGOLETUS, REFER TO THE SECTION OF THIS 
PAPER IN WHICH THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP OF THE SULPICIA 
JS DISCUSSED. 
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HAPS, AN ADDITION OF GREATER PERTINENCE TO THIS PAPER. ALL 
IN ALL, PEIPER BELIEVED THAT LJGOLETUS INCREASED BY ONE-
QUARTER THE BULK OF THE AUSONIAN WORKs. 19 THE MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS HAD FIRST APPEARED IN THE 1496 EDITION IN A 
SEPARATE SECTION, BUT LJGOLETUS ADDED NEW PIECES TO THAT 
SECTION. ANOTHER CONTRIBUTION OF THE LJGOLETAN EDITION WAS 
THE REMOVAL OF THE VERSES DE £.A...~ FROM THEIR FORMER PO-
Sl TION AMONG THE EPIGRAMS AND THE REASSIGNMENT OF THEM TO 
FOLIO 33V JUST BEFORE THE CAESARES. OTHER NOTEWORTHY IN-
CLUSIONS ARE THE LUDUS SEPTEM S6PIENTUM 1 THE 0RDO NOBILIUM 
URBIUM APPEARING COMPLETED WITH FRAGMENTS DRAWN FROM THE 
ST. EUSTORGIUS CODEX, THE PERIOCH6E (DRAWN, ON LJGOLETUS 1 
WORD, FROM ANTONIUS BERNERIUS 1 CODEX), THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM 
SENTENIIAE (INCLUDED FOR ITS SIMILARITY TO THE LUDUS, IN 
ALL LIKELIHOOD), THE S!GNA C6ELESTlA, AND THE FOURTH LETTER 
TO PAULINUS. SCHENKL NOTED THAT THE LUDUS, CAT6LOGUS, AND 
PERIOCHAE WERE BASED ON READINGS FROM THE P6RISINUS L6TINUS 
8500 FAMILY, WHILE THE MOSELLA AND A PART OF THE CAESARES 
(vv. 1-52, 77-80) WERE DRAWN FROM READINGS IN L6URENTIANUS 
.2..1, .ll..20 VERSES 81 FF. HE BELIEVES COME FROM PARISINUS 
19pEIPER 1 P. LXXXV. 
205 CHENKL, P. XXX. 
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1ATINUS 48!2.1, AND THE SEPT.Qi SAPLENTUM SENTENTIA~ FROM 
1.A-URENTIANUS 37, 25j EPIGRAM 24 HE NOTES AS DRAWN FROM 
1AURENTIANUS 23, 20. SCHENKL ATTRIBUTES THE NINETEENTH TO 
TWENTY-FIFTH EPIGRAMS OF 11 G. ALEXANDRJNl 11 TO THE EDITOR 
HIMSELF. LIKEWISE, HE ATTRIBUTES TO LJGOLETUS THE POEM 
ADDED TO THE SEPTEM SAPIENT!JM _$.ENTENT!AE.21 SCHENKL MEN-
TIONS OTHER CHANGES WHICH LJGOLETUS MADE WITHIN INDIVIDUAL 
POEMS AS A COMMENT ON THE FREE-HANDED EDITING IN THE PARMA 
EDITION. THE EDITION JS MENTIONED WITHOUT SERIOUS CON-
TROVERSY IN NUMEROUS LISTINGS.22 THE WORKS OF AUSONIUS ARE 
PREFACED FIRST BY A NOTE FROM THE PRINTER (IV). THEN FOL-
LOWS A LETTER FROM THADEUS LJGOLETUS TO ONE LAZARUS CASSOLA 
MEDICUS (]JR-JI JR). A TABLE OF LJGOLETAN ADDITIONS JS 
FOUND ON I I IR-V, THEN AN EPIGRAM OF FRANCISCUS PAXIUS CAR-
PENSJS TO LJGOLETUS (IVR). AFTER THIS APPEARS A POEM BY 
21 I B lJ.l. , p. xxx I • 
22MJCHAEL MAITTA.JRE, ANNALES TYPOGRAEJJ.JJU A.12. ARIJS 11!-
VENTAE ORIGI~~ All ANNUM ~~64 V-1 (AMSTERDAM AND LONDON, 
1741), P. 98; GEORG WOLFGANG FRANZ PANZER, ANNALES IYPO-
GSAPHICJ I I (NUREMBERG, 1794), P. 359; DIBDJN, # 137; DIBDIN, 
.8J:i JNTRODUCTION TO THE Kf:iOWLEDGE OF E.8.BJ:. .AtlR. VALUABLE .E.R.J_-
TIONS OF THE G~ .AriR. LATIN QJ..Ass1cs (LONDON, 1827), P.345; 
DE lJCTERllS, P. 104; PELLECHET, # 1649; HAIN,# 2181; 
NoDJER, P. 198; Moss, PP. 213-214; W. A. CoPJNGER, SuPe._u-
MENI .IQ HAIN 1 S E.l;.PERTORIUM .BJ..!2.LJOGRAPHIC!J.M. I (BERLIN, 1926), 
# 2181; ~ESAMIKALAl...Q.~, # 3094; PROCTOR,# 6873; GOFF, P. 75. 
ANTONIUS SECURANUS FIVIZANENSIS c1vR-V), PLUS A TABLE OF 
CONTENTS (VR-VI I IV). THE WORK ENDS ON F. 78R WITH A 
COLOPHON,. 
* * 
GRADILONE NOTES THAT THE 1511 PARIS EDITION OF 
HIERONYMUS ALEANDER WAS CHARACTERIZED ESPECIALLY BY A 
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GENERAL REORDERING OF THE MATERIAL, ESPECIALLY THE EPl-
GRAMS23; THIS ARRANGEMENT MAY READILY BE SEEN IN THE BOOK 
IDENTIFICATION WHICH FOLLOWS. THIS, THE FIRST FRENCH ED)- .. 
TION OF THE POET OF BORDEAUX, WAS PRODUCED WITH THE COLLA-
BORATION OF MICHAEL HUMELBERGj IT IS OFTEN REFERRED TO AS 
ONE OF THE ASCENSIANAE, A NAME GIVEN TO EARLY FRENCH EDITION 
OF ALEANDER WHICH WEREPRINTED BY IODOCUS BADIUS, ORIGINALLY 
OF ASSCHE (ASCENSIUS), BELGIUM. ALEANDER 1 S NAME APPEARED 
WITHIN THE EDITION IN RELATION TO TWO SELECTIONS, THE .MQ.-
SELLA, WHICH HAD APPEARED PREVIOUSLY, AND THE DJ:. ROSIS 
NASCENTIBUS, WHICH ENTERED THE AUSONIAN TRADITION AT THIS 
POINT.24 
23GRADILONE, P. 30. 
24FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ALEANDER 1 S SOURCES, 
REFER TO THE CHAPTER ON THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP OF THE 
DJ:. ROSIS NASCENTIBUS. 
THE EDITION BEGINS WITH A TABLE OF CONTENTS COVERING 
FIVE COMPLETE FOLIA (IR-VV); THE WORKS OF AusoNlUS FOLLOW 
ON 116 FOLIA. ON THE BOTTOM HALF OF FOLIO 116V AND FOR THE 
NEXT TWO FOLIA THERE FOLLOWS A SECTION TITLED .Q.6.STIGATIONES 
~SROR~M ~~SIGtlJ..ORUM QUOS INTER !MPRIMQLDUM OPIFLCES E.JiA~ 
NIMIA CELERITATE ADM!SERillil• 
LITTLE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN CATALOGUES FOR THE 
1511 EDITION. RENOUARD DOES LITTLE MORE THAN MENTION ITS 
EXISTENCE.2 5 IT MAY BE CONJECTURED THAT THIS PARTICULAR 
EDITION WAS NOT LARGELY CIRCULATED, FOR SOME REASON AS YET 
UNKNOWN. REFERENCES TO IT OCCUR IN SEVERAL SOURCEs,26 BUT 
LITTLE ELSE CAN BE OFFERED AS AN EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION. 
25pH. RtNOUARD, BIBLIOGRAPHIE DES J.M.E.B.ESSIONS 1:.1 D._ES 
OEUVRE~ DE JossE ,6.ADIU~ AscENs1us, NEW YoRK REPRINT OF THE 
1908 PARIS EDITION, VoL. I, P. 78, Vol. 2, P. 6-3. 
2 6 ' I I BIBLJOTHEQUE NATIONALE, CAT8LOGUE GENhs.Ab. V (PARIS, 
·1924), Col. 614, # 9;· DEUTSCHES GESAMTKATALOG VI l I (1935), 
COL. 768, # 6{ BRITISH MUSEUM, GENEB.Ab. .G.6.lALOGU[ VI I 
(LONDON, 1934J, COL. 785, # 7. 
,,.,....----~-----------------------------. 
[ IR] · 
[ Iv] 
1 62 
CATALOGUE OF THE 1496 EDITION 
A!..!SONI I PEONI I POETAE DISERTISSIMI EPIGRAMMAIA. 
INC: BARIHOLOMAEUS MERULA PRAESTANTISSIMQ. £.!i.Lb.Q. ... 
SOPHO HIERONYMO AVANCIO VERONENSI SALUIEM. Su~-
ORIBUS DIEBUS DES: QUARTO DECIMO CALENDAS 
QCTOBRES. 
[Iv-I Iv] INC: IULIUS .8LMILIUS FERRARI US NOVARENSIS DES: 
[I Iv] 




[ 1 v J 
DULCE DECUS MEUM. 
INc: DECI 1 [sic] MAGNI ~J1N..LJ,. PAEONI 1 POETAE. 
LEPIDISSIMI VILA. DECIUS Ls1cJ MAGNUS 8USQNIUS 
PHYSICUS DES: ~IRICIIM CONGESSIMUS. 
INC: DEQ 11 [sic] M8GNI AusQ~ I I [TABULA CONTENTO-
.R.U..M] DES: AD. MANUS NQSIR8S VENIRE PERMISII. 
SCHENKL PE Ip ER 
# PAGE # PAGE 
EPIGB8MM8IA 1 194-5 26 320-1 
21 195 25 320 
3 195-6 27 321 
4 196 28 321-2 
6 196 29 322 
7 197 30 322 
EPII8PHIUM 30 78-9 31 83 
' 
EPIGR8MMAIA 8 197 2 311 
41 204 9 314 
[1v]-2[R] fil E8SIIS 1 11 9 1 194 
1 VV. 6-8 SOLU,M. 
~ 1 63 
F. SCH EN KL PE IP ER 
2[RJ 3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
EPIGRAMMAIA 5 196 31 322-3 
9 197-8 3 311-12 
2[R-V] 1 0 198 32 323 
[2v] 1 1 198-9 33 323-4 
EPITAPHIUM 34 80 35 85 
EPIGRAMMAIA 1 2 199 34 324-5 
1 3 199 35 325 
[2V-3R] 1 4 199 36 325 
[3R] 152 200 37 326 
1 6 200 38 326 
1 7 200 39 327 
1 8 2 00-1 40 327 
[3R-V] 1 9 2 01 41 327-8 
[3v] 20 2 01 42 328 
21 202 1 4 31 6 
22 202 43 328-9 
23 202 44 329 
24 202-3 45 329 
4[RJ 25 203 53 332 
2[PIG. _12. SCRIPIUM .Q.llM ~E.J_g_ • .11. J:lJi .MQll UNIUS. 
~ 
1 64 
F. SCH EN KL PE IP ER 
28 203 46· 
293 204 47 
31 204 49 
32 204 50 
33 204 51 
34 205 52 
4[R-V] 35 205 1 
[4v] 
5[R] 
EPITAPHIUM 314 79 32 
EPIGRAMMAIA 26 203 54 
27 203 55 
36 205-6 56 
37 206 57 
39 206 59 
40 207 7 
42 207 1 2 
435 207 1 3 
44 208 8 
46 208 61 
47 208 1 0 
48 209 1 1 
3[PIG. 29 SCR.JPIUM .Q.1LM EPIG • ..2J2. llR. MOD.. UNIUS. 
4.lN_Q_: LUCIUS UNA QUJDEM. 






















f. SCH EN KL p E JP ER 
5[R-V] EPITAPH IA 35 80 EPIG. 62 339 
[5v] 29 78 EPII· 28 82 
EPIGRAMMAIA 50 6 209EP!I. 30 83 
51 21 0 EP I G. 63 335 
52 210 64 336 
53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
55 211 67 337 
----
6[R] 56 211 68 337-8 
57 211 69 338 
58 212 70 308 
59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
62 212 74 339 
63 212 75 400 
[ 6v J 647 213 76 340 
65 213 77 340-1 
66 214 78 341 
67 214 79 341 
7[R] 68 214 24 319-20 
6
'::bf_. 1-2 SOLUM. 
7~. £LEGIT_: ASIIIIT IN IENERUM DE GREGE VERSA MAREM. 
~ 
1 66 
F. SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 
69 215 80 
70 215 81 
71 215 4 
74 216 82 
75 8 216 83 
[7v] 76 216 84 
77 9 217 85 
78 217 86 
79 217 87 
45 208 --60 
80 217-18 88 
[7V]-8[R] 81 218 89 
8[R] 82 218 90 
83 218 91 
84 218 1 5 
85 218 1 6 
86 219 1 7 
87 219 1 8 
88 219 1 9 
89 220 20 
90 220 21 
8[PIG. 75 SCRIPIUM .Q..llM EPIG. 74 ~ MQQ UNIUS. 























F • SCH EN KL p EI PER 
91 220 92 346 
8[R-V] 92 220 93 346 
[8v] 9310 220-1 94 346-7 
94 221 22 318 
9511 221 23 318-19 
[8v]-9[R] 38 206 55 338 
9[R] 96 222 95 347 
97 222 96 348 
30 204 4·8 330-
98 222 --97 348 
99 222 98 348 
1 00 223 99 348 
[9v] 1 01 223 1 00 349 
102 12 223 1 01 349 
1 03 223 1 02 349 
1 04 223 1 03 350 
1 05 224 1 04 350 
1 06 224 1 05 350 
1 0 [ R J VESSUS P8SC!:l8LES 9 30-1DOMESI.2 17-19 
10~. 7-8 SCRIPT! SEP8R8TIM SUB TITULO: QUOD ERIT 
EXERCITIUM IUUENUM LASCIUIENTIUM IN SENECTUTE. 
11EP!G. 95 SCRIPTUM ..Q..U.M EPIG. 2-1 ~ .M.QJ2 UNIUS. Huie 
8LTERI VERO~ • .12. PHEDRA ET ELISSA TIBI DENT LAQUEUM AUT 
GLADI UM J;.I ~ • .13. PRAECIPITEM PELAGO UEL LEUCADOS ELIGE 
RUPEM. 
12Ep G. 0 P UM CUM EP G. 101 PE MOD UN US. 
1 68 
F. SCH EN KL p EI PER 
1 0 [ R-V] EPISIOLAE g 1 3 1.66 4 
[10V]-11[R] 1 0 1 68-9 6 
11 [ R] 111 4 169-7 0 7 
BISSULA 3 125-6 2 
11[R-V] EP!SIOL[\k, 111 5 169-70 7 
[11V]-12[R] 1 9 179-80 23 
12[R-V] 1 8 1 78-9 1 3 
[ 12V J 21-1 181-2 25 
[12V]-13[RJ 21-2 182-3 25 
1 3 [ R-V] 22-1 183-4 26 
[13V]-14[R] 22-2 1 84-5 26 
1 4 [ R-V] 1 5 1 73-4 11 
[14v] 1 6-1 174-5 1 2 
[14V]-15[R] 1 6-2 1 75-6 1 2 
[15V]-16[RJ 1 2 170-72 8 
1 6 [ R] 1 3 172 9 
16[R-V] 1 4 1 72-3 1 0 
[ 1 6V] MONOSIICH[\ fil 33 153-4 
AERUMNIS HERCULIS 
[16V]-17[R] C,8ES[\RES 1 112-14 
1 3~. _1A: VALE UALERE SI UOLES ME: UEL UOLA. 




















15EPIST • .11Jl:J.Q.1.JJi .12 SCHEN: UIDE Ml PAULE AD. FINEM 
y_. 2..9.. 






r: ~- 169 
F • SCHENKL PE IP ER 
17[R-V] 216 n 4-19 187-93 
[17vJ EPIGBAMMA 1 07 224 1 0 6 350-1 
[17V]-18[RJ EC LO GA 1 1 1 4 1 9 1 03 
1 8 [ R J EPIGBAMMAIA 108 17 225 107 351 
1 09 225 1 08 351 
11018225 1 09 351 
1 1 1 225 11 0 
0
352 
11 2 225 111 352 
11 3 225 11 2 352-
11 4 226 EP!::IEM.7 12-13 
[18V-22V] GRAT I ARUM ACTIO 8 19-30 353-76 
23[RJ TECHNOPAEGNION 2 132-3 2 1 56 
3 1 33 3 157 
23[R-V] 4 133-4 4-5 158-9 
[23v] 5 134 6 159-60 
6 134-5 7 1 60 
[23V]-24[R] 719 135 8 1 61 
24[R] 8 135-6 9 1 62 
17 EPIG. 108-113 OMNIA EJ;Ji MOD UNIUS. 
1 8y_._ ~ LACUN.AM, £.B.O FERTUR HABEI, L.I, FERTURQUE ..E.R.Q. 
PARITERQl,JE. 
190 ilM· v._!. 
~ 170 
F. SCHENKL PE IP ER 
920 l36-7 1 0 1 62-4 
24[R-V] 1 0 1 37 11 1 64-5 
[24v] 11 21 138-9 1 2 1 65 
1322 139 1 4 1 67-8 
25[RJ GB.IPHUS 1 127-9 196-2) 
[25V-26V] 2 129-32 200-5 
[26V]-28[R] CENIO t:)UPil8LIS 1 140-4 4 206-15 
28[R-V] 3 145-6 215-17· 
- ·~ -·-
[28v]-29[R] 4 146 218-19 
29[R]-30[RJ EP!SIOLAE 423 159-62 1 4 245-9 
30[R] 20 1 81 24 268-9 
30[R]-31[R] EPHEMERIS 324 4-7 3 7-11 
31[R-V] EP I CED I Of'l 225 33-4 21-4 
[31V]-32[RJ PB.OIB.EPI I cus 126 36 259-61 
20 Er FURIATA OESTRO TRANAT MARE CIMERIUM BOS V. 2. 0 
1.2. il .11 • .l...LI lNIERPONIIUB. vv,..1J2. il J._2: DE QUlBUSDAM 
FABULIS. 
21.QM. y_. 12.. 
22_li...QJ:1.N,j_1 il 1.J. £..IB .MQ.Q. UN I US. 'Y_. J.. TOTAL I TER ~EE.­
SUS: SCIRE UELJM CATALEPTA LEGENS QUID SJGNIFICET TAU. 
QM. VV. 4-8. 1iDJl V. 9B: StTNE PEREGRINJ UOX NOMJNlS AN 
LATI I FIL. AD.Jd.. .12.ft: ET QUOD NONNUNQUAM PRAESUMIT 
LAETJFICUM GAU. 
23QM.. v. _Q..2.; 29-34. 
24QM_. :£:!... 8-16; 19-26; 39-40; 43. 







36[R]-37[R] 0RDO URBIUM 
NOB!LIUM 
SCH EN KL 
2 36-9 















1 11 5 
3 11 6 
4 11 6 
5 11 7 
6 11 7 
· 11 144-54 
37[R-V] PRAESBYTER LAURENTIUS CASATJA SALUZOLIUS VERCEL-
LENS!S fil LAUD I BUS IULI I FERRARI I NOVARIENS.LS. AQ. 
LECTOREM. !NC: ROSUS ERAT BLAPTIS. 
[37v] EPIGRAMMA SINE TIT. !Ne: anoo1uoo FUERAM 
SALUS. DES LIN 4: PRAEFERRET QFFICI IS. 














26.QM PARTES !J1i 5-6 SC EST QUIA ET LEGENTI LIBERA 
MORA EST ET IUDJCATURO Ji QM PARTEM .1=..Ltl 1 IN HIS UERSICULIS 
UIDEBUNTUR NAM UEREOR UT. 
27TRANSPONUNTUR VV 1.i Ji J.2. 
28.D.M. Y..Y.. 86-91; 12-14; 4 6-63; 92-97; 35-45; 28-34; 
73-80; 107-109; PART ES 116-117; 118-127; 135-145 .lli J:lQ.Q. 













1 0 255 
1 1 255 
1 2 255 
1 3 255 
1 4 256 
1 5 256 
1 6 256 
1 7 256 
1 8 257 
1 72 







1 0 424 
1 1 424 
.. 
1 2 425· 
1 3 425 
1 4 425 
1 5 426 
1 6 426 
1 7 426-7 
1 8 427 
EXPL!CIUNI ..E.A AUSONI I FRAGMENTA: Q INVIDA QUNCIA .Q.QR-
RODENS VETUSIAS AJ2·MANUS NOSTRAS VEN IRE PERMISIJ. VENE-
II IS IMPRESSA £..IB MAGI STRUM IOANNEM fil CEREIO fil IR ID I NO 
ALIAS TACUINUM. ANNO .DJiL MCCCCXCVI PRIDIE IDUS QCIOBRIS 
IMPERANIE SERENISSIMQ PRINCIPE AUGUSIINQ BARBADICO. 
REGISIRUM HUIUS QPERIS ••• HIERQNYMI AVANC!I. 
'------~------~---------------------------~ 173 
CATALOGUE OF THE 1499 EDITION 
(IR] OPERA AUSONIJ NUPER REPERIA. 
(IV] INC: 1 UDOVICUS MARIA SFORIIA .lli1.A MEDI OLAN I il 
CAEIERA. PAPIE AtlGLERIEQUE: COMES DES: ASSERE 
LI BROS VENALES SIMILES PDICIIS. OATIS QI. SUPRA. 
(I IR-11 IR]THADAEUS LJGOLETUS LAZARO CASSOLAE MEDICO CELEBER-
~ IMO S. ]NC: DECREVERAM ERUDITISSIME LAZARE 
AUSONI I OPUSCULA: il .(A PRAECIPUE DES: lUl 
SlOMACHU LAC IL I US INVENIANT. VALE. 
TABULA AB LJGOLETO ADDITORUM. [lllR-V] 
[I VR] FRANC I SCI PAX! I CARPENSIS .[PIGR6MMA All TH6DEUM 
LJGOLETUM P6RMENSEM 0RATOREM CELEBERIMUM. INC: 
HIPPOLYTUM ~ELUTI ~UOND6M Ill ANA DES: NQN. 
ADER6NT MULT6 J:EjGR6MMATA. 
[ IVR-V] AN T 0 N I s E cu RAN I F I v I z AN Es I s c ARMEN • I N c : ERR A-
Yl. LAT I AS .12..lJJ. .EJ:..R. ORAS DES: SUBII TRIUM 
DE6RUM. 








1y_y_. 6-8 SOLUM. 
SCHENKL 
1 194-5 








2~. 2: FOELIX SEU MEMINJ SIUE NIHIL MEMINI. 












F • SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 
5 196 31 
9 197-8 3 
2[R-V] 1 0 198 32 
[2v] 11 198 33 
EPII6PH[UM 34 80 35 
[2V]-3[R] EPIGIS8MM8IA 1 2 199 34 
3[RJ 13 199 35 
1 4 199 36 
1 53 200 37 
1 6 200 38 
3[R-V] 1 7 200 39 
[3v] 1 8 2 00-1 40 
1 9 201 41 
20 2 01 42 
21. 202 14 
[3v]-4[R] 22 202 43 
4[RJ 23 202 44 
24 202-3 45 
25 203 53 
4 [ R-V) 28 203 46 
[4v] 29 4 204 47 
3EPJG.. J2 SCRIPIIJM .QJlM EPIG. ll llR. MOD UN!US. 































5VEB.SUS 2: AGAT IRASCOR. 
6Jl4.Q_: LUCIUS UNA QUIDEM. 




















35 8 0 [p I G .. 
175 

















1 0 31 4-1 
1 1 315 
62 335 








f. SCHENKL PE IP ER 
29 78 EPII. 28 82 
_EP I GRAMMAIA 50 209EP!I. 30 83 
51 210EP!G. 63 335 
6[R-V] EP!GB8MM8 _a UGOL 26 260 27 433 
[6v] EPIGR8MM8IA 53 210 65 336 
54 210 66 336 
55 211 67 337 
56 211 68 . 337-8 
[6v]-7[R] 57 211 69 '3_38 
7[RJ 58 212 70 338 
kPIGR8MMAI8 _a UGOL 27 260 28 433 
28 260 29 433 
29 2 61 30 434 
EPIGR8MM8IA 59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
62 212 74 339 
7[R-V] 63 212 75 339 
[7v] 64 9 213 76 340 
65 213 77 340-1 
[7v]-8[R] 66 214 78 341 
8[R] 67 214 79 341 
9APUD V. £ H8BEIUR L8CUNA lLI. J.li EDIIIONE CRITIC8. 
, 
177 
f. SCH EN KL PEIPER 
6810 214 24 319-20 
69 215 80 342 
70 215 81 342 
B[R-VJ 71 215 4 31 2 
[Bv] 74 216 82 343 
7511 216 83 343 
76 216 84 343 
7712 217 85 343 
78 217 86 344-
[Bv]-9[R] 79 217 87 344 
9[RJ 45· 208 60 334 
80 217-8 88 345 
81 218 89 345 
82 218 90 345 
83 218 91 346 
9[R-V] 84 218 1 5 316 
[9v] 85 219 1 6 31 6 
86 219 1 7 317 
3713 219 18 317 
10yERSUS ~: IN PROPRJUM UT REDEANT. 
11 Ee1G. 12. SQBll:IUM ..Q..u.M r:E I G. li .f.IB MOD U~JUS. 
12EEJG. TI SCSIPIUM .illl.M EP I G.. 7 6 .e..IB MM u~1us. 
13SCHEN ll PE IP .Q.M vv 3-6. 
,,...---
178 
f. SCH EN KL p EI PER 
EPIGRAMMA 1:X LJ.Q.QJ.. 30 261 31 434 
EPIGRAMMATA 88 219 1 9 317 
89 220 20 317 
90 220 21 318 
91 220 92 346 
[9v]-10[R] 92 220 93 34 6 
1 0 [ R J 9314 22 0-1 94 346-7 
94 221 22 318 
1 O[ R-V] 9515 221 23 318-9 
[1ovJ 38 206 58 333 
96 222 95 347 
97 222 96 348 
30 204 48 330 
981 6 222 97 348 
11 [ R J 99 222 98 348 
1 00 223 99 348 
1 01 223 1 00 349 
10217 223 1 01 349 
1 03 223 1 02 349 
14ADDITUR ..I.l.IJ.!1..U.S.. ~t::UJ:.R VERSUS~ l:.I. 2: Quon ERIT EXER-
Cl TIUM JUUENUM LASCJUIENTIU(M) IN SENECTUTE. 
1 5 E P I G • 9 5 Sc R I P TUM C U.M E P I G . 9 4 .E.1:R MQ.12 UN I US • HU I C 
ALTERI VERQ y. 12. PHEDRA ET ELISSA TIBI DENT LAQUEUM AUT 
GLADI UM J:.I. y • .1l PRAECIPITEM PELAGO VEL LAUCADOS ELIGE RUPEM. 
1 60M VV 3-4. 
17EPIG • .1.Q.~ ~Q.RIPTUM CUM EPIG. J_Q_j_ .E.1:R MOQ U US. 
179 
F • SCHENKL PE Ip ER 
1 04 223 1 03 350 
1 05 224 1 04 350 
1 06 224 1 05 350 
11[R-V] EPIG~8MM8I8 ~ UGOk 31 261 32 434 
[ 11 v J 32 2 61 33 434-5 
EPIGR8MM8 ..EA M!:1i 8 254-5 8 423 
EPIGRAMMAI8 ..EA UGOL 33 262 34 435 
34 262 AE.e_. 6 417 
[11V]-12[R] EPIGS8MM8IA 107 224 1 06 350-1 
12[R] 10818 225 1 07 351 
1 09 225 1 08 351 
11019 225 1 09 351 
111 225 11 0 352 
11 2 225 1 1 1 352 
11 3 225 11 2 352 
[12v] YERSUS P8SCH8LES 9 30-1DOMESI.2 1 7-9 
13[R] EPISIOL8E. 320 
18EPIG. 108-113 OMNl8 .E.LJS. MOD UNIUS. 
1 9FERTUR PRIOR QM V. j_.· 
1 66 




F • SCH EN KL PE l p ER 
13[R...:.v] 1 0 168-9 6 228-30 
[13V]-14[RJ 11 21 169-70 7 230-32 
14[R] BtSSULA 3 125-6 2 11 5 
[14V] EPISTOLA~ 1122 169-70 7 230-2 
[14V-15V] 1 923 179-80 23 266-8 
[15V]-16[RJ 1 8 1 78-9 1 3 243-4 
16[R-V] 21-1 1 81 -2 25 269-70 
[16V]-17[RJ 21-2 182-3 25 270-2 
17[R-V] 22-1 183-4 26 272-3 
[17V]-18[RJ 22-2 184-5 26 273-5 
18[R]-19[RJ 2424 187-90 29 284-9 
19[R-V] 1 5 173-4 11 236-8 
[19V]-20[R] 1 6-1 174-5 1 2 238-9 
20[R-21V] 1 6-2 175-6 12 239-43 
[21V]-22[R] 1 2 170-2 8 232-4 
21DES SEMEL ERUBESCEREM 1=Jli .12 SCHEN. 
22[PIST. 1..1J_NQ1=J1i .12 SCHEN: UIDE Ml PAULE AD.. FINEM 
:1... 2-6.. 
23HABETUR TITULUS POST VERSUM .lQ: AD EUNDEM PONTIUM 
PAULINUM. 
24~. J-2.. SOMNIFERUMQUE CAUIT SEPIS DEPASTA SUSURRUM. 








F • SCH EN KL PE l PER 
22[R-V] 1 3 172 9 235 
23[R-31V] EERIOCtiA 1 227-43 21 377-405 
32[R-V] SEPTEM SAP!ENTUM 3-125246-50 1 406-8 
[32V] 
SENTENTIAE 
3-2 250 1 409 
33[RJ MONOSTICHA DE 33 153-4 1 06-7 
AERUMNIS HERCULIS 
DE FAST!S 1 11 9 1 1 94 
3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
[33V]-34[R] C8ESAB.ES 126 112-14 183-6 
34[R-35V] 2 114-19 187-93 
36[RJ DE MENSI BUS l:..I QUAT- 1 1 1 4 19 1 03 
TUOB, ANNI TEMPOS, I BUS 
S!GNA CAELESIIA 4 412-13 
36[R-V] EEIGB.AMMA 11 4 226 EPHEM 7 12-13 
[36V-44V] GRAT I ARUM ACI!O 8 19-30 353-76 
45[R] IECH~OPAEG~JQ~ 2 132-3 2 156 
45[R-V] 3 133 3 157 
4 133-4 4·-5 158-9 
5 134 6 159-60 
250M VV 40 £I 49. VERSUS 2..e. ~ SE HABEI: SJ FORTUNA 
IUUAT CAUETO MERGI. 0RDO VERSUUM EST 46-48-47. 
26APUD VERSUM 2.Q, UBI D8IUR LACUNA JJi ED GRIT, HABEIUR: 

















27.Q.M v • .1_. 
SCH EN KL 
6 1 34-5 
727 135 
8 1 35-6 
928 136-7 
1 0 1 37 
11 29 138-9 
1330 139 






20 1 81 
332 4-7 
1 82 
PE Ip ER 
7 1 60 
8 1 61 
9 1 62 
1 0 162-4 
11 1 64-5 
1 2 1 65 






1 4 245-9 
24 268-9 
3 7-11 
28Er FURIATA OESTRO TRANAT MARE CIMERIUM BOS V • .Q. • .QM 
VV .12 ...E..I .11. TITULUS INTERPONJTU~ VV .1Ji .£1. .1.2. DE QUIBUSDAM 
FABULJS. ~. 2J. IOIALIIER lllVERSUS RES ASIAE QUANTAS LETO 
DEDIT JMMERIIAS FRAUS • .QM V • ..23.. MLl..I. V • .2.2. NOIA ET PAR-
UORUM CUNIS MULIEBRE SCELUS SIRYX. 
29.Q.M v • .12. • 
. 30JECHN .11 kl. .1J. £JJi .MQJ2 UNIUS. V. i TOTALITER. D_L~ERSUS 
SCIRE UELIM CATALEPTA LEGENS QUID SJGNIFICEI TAU. QM VV 4-8. 
b.D..D. v. 98 SrrNE PEREGRJNI uox NOMJNIS AN LAii I FIL. w... .1.2J2. 
Er QUOD NONNUNQUAM PRAESUMII LAEIIFICUM GAU. 
II"! 
31 ]NSERITUR TITULUS POST VERSUM 70: AENJGMA AD EUNDE(M) I' 
J H E 0 N EM ; I I ER UM I N S E R I I UR. I I I UL U S .EQ..il. Y._ffi.fill.M fil. 
32.Q.M VV 8-16. VERSUS~~ SE HABEI: 0MNJPOTENS QUEM 
COLO PATER UNJCE RERUM. 
33.Q.M vv 13-16, 19-26, 29-34, 43. 
34
.QM PARTES 1=J1:! 5-6 1 SC: EST QUIA ET LEGENTI LIBERA 
MORA EST ET IUDICATURO ET QM J:Ai:U.1:.M ..b.lli i~ SC: IN HIS UERSl-
CULOS UIDEBUNTUR NAM UEREOR UT. 
35~r_y_. 45 Aill2. PERLEGE QUODCUMQUE EST MEMORABILE UT 
TIBI PROSIT. 
36IRANSPONUNTUR VERSUS .1A ~ .12. AD.Jl y. 22. MASCULA LES-
B I AC JS SAPPHO PERITURA SAGITTIS. 
37
.Q.M VV 407; 418-420 SED li.l APPARENT POST 445; OM 483. 
1 84 
f. SCH EN KL p EI PER 
68[1d 1 81-2 141-3 
[68V-71V] LUDUS SEPIEM S6PIENTUM 2038 1 04-11 1 3 169-82 
72[R-74V] 0RDO URBIUM NOB ILIUM 1939 98-103 1 1 144-54 
[74V-75V] SULPICIA 540 413-16 
[75v] EPIGR6MMA LA A'=l:A 1 9 257 1 9 428 
EPIGRAMMAIA J;.X M£:.B. 1 252 1 419 
1 6 256 1 6 426 
1 1 255 11 424 
76[RJ 4 253 4 422 
2 252-3 2 420 
1 3 ' 255 1 3 425 
EPIGRAMMAIA J;.X ALEX 20 257 20 428 
[76v] 2141 258 21 429 
2242 22 22 429-30 
EPJGRAMMATA J;.X ~ 5 254 5 422 
6 254 6 422 
7 254 7 423 
77[R] 1 4 256 14 425 
38~. 164B NULLA LACUNA. 
39 
.QM '::i.:i...12., .lLl., 133, .1_11, 138, .11.2., 122.. INSERIIUR 
IIIULI POST YERSUS .1..1, 21, 34, 45, 63, ]2, 80, 85, .2.1_, 97, 
jJlQ ' .12.1. 
40':hf_ 16-19 IRANSPONUNiilE. POST y. 22.. 
4 1 .QM '::l.:i... 1=.Jl • 
1 85 
f. SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 
1 5 2'56 1 5 426 
EPIGRAMMA il-ALE:.~ 23 259 24 430-1 
_E.PIGRAMMA il M.ffi 3 253 3 421 
[77V] EPIGRAMMA il ALEX 24 259 25 431-2 
EPIGRAMMA il M.ffi 1 7 256 1 7 426-7 
EPIGRAMMA il ALEX 25 260 26 432 
EPIGRAMMAIA .bX MkJi 9 255 9 424 
1 0 255 1 0 424 
1 2 255 1 2 425-
1 8 257 18 427 
[77V]-78[RJ EXPLICIUNI OPERA AUSONI I POEIAE CELEBERRIMI 
FRAGME(N)IAIA: QUAE TEMPORUM INCURIA AD NOS 
PERVENERUNT .A//THAD~ liG..Q.LEIO PARMENSL DILIGENTER 
E.ECOGN I IA. ID EM THADEUS ADD I Dil _E;_I USD EM Au SON I I 
OPUSCULA J_NFRASCRIPTA EPIGRAMMAIA VIDELICEL N.Qli-
(N)ULLA. EPISIOLAM AD.. PAULINUM. PEROCHE~ [sic] 
HOMERICAM~ MOSELLA(M) 0PUSCULUM DE LUDO S.u:.r.£M 
SAPIENTUM. CAIALOGUM Ji.OB ILIUM LJRBIUM. SULPITl-
.AM Ar Q U E AL I QUA AU S 0 N I I E P I GRAM ( M ) A I A: QUA E 
DICUNI ..E. BIBLIOIHECA GEORGI I ALEXAtlillU £LUX I SSE. 
IMPRESS!.!M PARMAE PER ANGELUM .Ll_GOLEIUM PARMENSEM 
ANNO IlOMINL 1499. Jl.l.J: X MENS IS _Llil..l.L. REGIS-
TRUM. 
42 ADDUNTUR VERSUS 9-10, SCILICEI EPIG. 21., VV 7-8. 
1 86 
· CATALOGUE OF THE 1 511 EDITION 
[IR-VV] INC: IABELLl\ QPUSCULORUM AU SON I I DES: AD.. 
CALCEM OPE!S.J..~. 
F • SCH EN KL PEIPER 
[ 1 R J EPISIOLl\ .l.tiEODQSL 1 1 3 3 
AUGUST! 
[ 1 v J AUSONIUS THEODOSIO 2 1-2 4 4 
AUGUSTO 
[2R] EPIGRAMMAIA 1 194-5 26 320-1 
21 195 25 320 
[2v] 32 195-6 27 321 
4 196 28 321-2 
6 196 29 322 
3[R] 7 197 30 322 
EP I IAPH I UM 30 78-9 31 83 
EPIGRAMMAil\ 8 197 2 311 
41 207 9 314 
[3v] 5 196 31 322-3 
9 197-8 3 311-12 
1~ 6-8 SED i1J.Q. PR I MUM NOSIRA SIMUL CERTANI VARI IS 
EPIGRAMMAIA NUGIS. 




F-. SCHENKL PEIPER 
[3v]-4[R] 1 0 198 32 323 
4[RJ 11 198-9 33 323-4 
4[R-V] EP I I~Pl:l l !..!M 34 80 35 85 
[4v] EPIGRAM.MAIA 1 2 1 99 34 324-5 
1 3 199 35 325 
1 4 199 36 325 
[4V]-5[R] 1 53 200 37 326 
5[RJ 1 6 200 38 326 
1 7 200 39 327 
5[R-V] 1 8 2 00-1 40 327 
[5v] 1 9 201 41 327-8 
20 2 01 42 328 
[5v]-6[R] 21 202 1 4 316 
6[R] 22 202 43 328-9 
23 202 44 329 
6[R-V] 24 202-3 45 329 
[ 6v] 25 203 53 332 
28 203 46 330 
29 204 47 330 
32 204 50 331 
33 204 51 331 
3 E P I G • .12. Sc R I P I!..! M .Q.L!.M .[_PJJl • ti .EJ:R .MQ.11 ll.NlJ..1.$. • 
,.---
188 
.J:. SCHENKL p EI PER 
34 205 52 
?[RJ 35 205 1 
?[R-V] EPITAPHIUM 31 4 79 32 
[7v] .hEJ..GRAMMAIA 26 203 54 
27 203 55 
365 205-6 56 
[7v]-8[R] 37 206 57 
8[RJ 52 210 64 
40 207 7 
42 207 1 2 
43 207 1 3 
44 208 8 
8[R-V] 46 208 61 
[8v] 47 208 1 0 
48 209 11 
EPITAPH IA 35 80 EPIG. 62 
[8v]-9[R] 29 78 EPII· 28 
9[R] EPIGRAMMAIA 50 6 209EtlI. 30 
51 210EPIG. 63 
EPIGRAMMA £X LJGOL 26 260 27 
4J.tlQ_: Lucius UNA QUIDEM. 






















6 _lli ..Ell CR I I .Ll.M y_y_ -1=2., 12.llN. lli .Q.Ab. ilU SD EM :;E::/... J.::.a. 
1 89 
_f. SCHENK.L PE Ip ER 
EPIGRAMMATA 53 210 65 336 
[9v] 54 210 66 336 
55 211 67 337 
56 211 68 337-8 
57 211 69 338 
[9v]-10[R] 58 212 70 338 
10[R] EPIGRAMMATA ~X LJGOb 27 260 28 433 
28 260 29 433 
29 2 61 30 434 
EPIGRAMMAJ.A 59 212 71 338 
60 212 72 339 
61 212 73 339 
[1ov] 62 212 74 339 
63 212 75 339 
64 213 76 340 
11 [ R] 65 213 77 340-1 
67 214 79 341 
11 [ R-V] 68 7 214 24 319-20 
[ 11 v J 69 215 80 342 
70 215 81 342 
11 
7':J_. Ji fil~ IN PROPRJUM UT REDEA(N)T TELA RETORTA CAPUT. 
,,.--
190 
,.- F • SCH EN KL PEIPER 
[11V]-12[R] 71 215 4 312 
12[RJ 45 208 60 334 
80 217-18 88 345 
81 218 89 345 
12[R-V] 82 218 90 345 
[12V] 83 218 91 346 
84 21 8 1 5 316 
85 219 1 6 316 
86 219 1 7 317 I 
87 8 219 1 8 31 7 
EPIGS8MM8 ll UGO!.. 30 9 2 61 ·-31 434 
[12V]-13[RJ EPIGS8MMAI.A 88 219 1 9 317 
1 3 [ R] 89 220 20 317 
90 220 21 318 
91 220 92 346 
I' 
93 220-1 94 346-7 
I 
13[R-V] 94 221 22 318 
[13V] 9 51 0 221 23 318-19 
38 206 58 333 
8J.ll ED CRIT VV .i=.2. DEIN J1i .QAb. VV 3-6. 
9[p I G. k.X LJGOL 30 SCS.J PTUM .. Q.!.!.M k.!:..lll· Jll P EB. .M.QJ2 UN I US. 
1 OEP1 G. 95 ~I PTUM CUM EP 1 G. 94 PER Mou J.llij_us. Hu 1 c I 
ALTES I VERO V. ~2. PHEDRA ET ELISSA TIBI DENT LAQUEUM AUT ! 




fp .. SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 
[13V]-14[R] 96 222 95 347 
14[RJ 97 222 96 348 
98 222 97 348 
99 222 98 348 
100 223 99 348 
[14V] 1 01 223 1 00 349 
1 02 223 101 349 
1 03 223 1 02 349 
1 04 223 1 03 350 
1 05 224 1 04 350. 
1 06 224 1 05 350 
15[R] EPIGRAMMAIA J;.X LJGOL 31 2 61 32 434 
32 261 33 434-5 
EPIGRAMMA !:.X ~ 8 254-5 8 423 
[15v] EPIGRAMMAI.A J:.X LJGQ.1.. 33 262 34 425 
34 262 6 417 
[15V]-16[RJ EPIGB.8MM8I8 107 224 106 350-1 
·16[R] 10811 225 1 07 351 
1 09 225 108 351 
11 0 225 1 09 351 
111 225 11 0 352 
11 2 225 1 1 1 352 
11 3 225 11 2 352 
i 
11EPIG. 





F. SCHENKL p EI PER 
EPJGRAMMA .hA ALEX 1 9 257 1 9 
16[R-V] EPJGRAMMAIA _hA MI.R. 1 2.52 1 
[ 1 6V J 1 6 256 1 6 
1 1 255 1 1 
4 253 4 
[16V]-17[R] 2 252-3 2 
17[R] EPIGRAMMAIA 39 206 59 
66 214 78 
EPIGRAMMA _hA Mb.Ji 1 3 255 1 3 
17[R-V] EPIGRAMMA _hA ALEX 20 257 20 
[17v] ~PIGEAMM8IA 74 216 82 
7512 216 83 
76 216 84 
77 217 85 
78 217 86 
[17V]-18[R] 79 217 87 
1 8 [ R] ,EP I GRAMMATA il ALEX 2113 258 21 
18[R-V] 2214 258 22 
[18v] ..EJ:..l..GEAMMA 82 218 90 
EPIGRAMMAIA _hA .MJ:.R. 5 254 5 
6 254 6 
1 2EPIG. 22 SCEIPTUM Q!lM ~~. 74 E.(R MQQ iltl.L!J..S.. 
1 3.QM vv 7-8. 






























I" 1,; I 
~ 
F !.~ SCHENKL 
7 
19[RJ 1 8 
1 5 
19[R-V] EPIGRAMMA 1:_X ALEX 23 
[19V] EPIGRAMMA 1:_X ~ 3 
EPIGRAMMA J:.X Ak.J:.X. 24 
EPLGRAMMA 1:_X M.hB. 1 7 
20[R] EPIGRAMMA 1:_X ALEX 25 




[20V]-21[R] ~EB.SUS P[lSCtJALES 9 
21[R-22V] [PtJ EMER IS · 315 
[22V-23V] [PJCEDION 216 
[23v] PB.QIB.EPIICUS 11 7 
[23V-25V] 218 
15 EPHEMERIS d QM VV 8-16. 



















PE IP ER 
7 423 
18 428 




1 7 426-7 
26 432 
9 -4-24 _ 
.1 0 424 
1 2 425 
1 8 427 





17 PROIREPIICUS ~QM P88.IES .LLtl 5-6, SC EST QUIA EI LE-
GENIJ LIBERA MORA EST EI IUDICAIURO £l. QM PllRII.M ~ill 2 IN 
HIS UERSICULIS UIDEBUNIUR NAM UEREOR UT MULIA SJNI. 
18v . .1.Q APPAREI PO~ v • .12.. Posr v. 45 A!2~ PERLEGE QUOD 
CUMQUE EST MEMORABILE EI UT IIBI PROSIT. 
~-------------------------------------------------1-94--. 
f . SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 
[25V]-26[R] GENEIHLl8CON 1 41 9 40EPIST. 21 258-9 
[26V] CUPIDO CRUCIAIUS 1 1 21 1 09 
[26v-28v] 220 121-4 11 0-1 
[28v]-29[R] BISSUL8 1 125 11 4-1 
29[RJ 2 125 1 115 
3 125-6 2 11 5 
[29v] 4 126 3 11 6 
5 126 4 11 6 
6 1 26-7 5 11 7 
30[RJ 7 1 27 6 11 7 
30[R-V] MOSELL8 1 81-2 141-3 
[30V]-40[R] 2 82-97 1 0 118-41 
40[R]-41[R] DJ;, ROSIS liASCENIIBUS 221 243-5 2 409-11 
41[R]-42[R] PYT!:J8GOS I C·ON: .DJ;. 8MBI- 29 147-9EcL.2 87-90 
GUIT8IE ELIGE~D8E 
VI I8!; 
4 2 [ R ] - 4 3.( R ] Gs1PHus 1 127-9 196-20 
43[R-44V] 2 129-32 200-5 
[44V]-45[R] LEC!:J~QP8EG~ I Qf::.:I 2 1 32-3 2 156 
19GENEIHLl8CON QM .b...11! .2.~. 
20 Ts8NSPQNUNIUS :DI.. 1.1 ..E:.I. .12.. ~ V. 22. MASCULA LESBJ-
AC IS SAPPHO PERITURA SAGITTIS. 
21~. 1...Q. ET COELESTJS AQUAE PONDERE TUNC GRAUIDAS. 
rr= 195 
F • SCHENKL PE Ip ER 
45[RJ 3 133 3 157 
45[R-V] 4 133-4 4-5 158-9 
[45V] 5 134 6 1 59-6 
46[RJ 6 134-5 7 160 
722 135 B 1 61 
[46v] 8 135-6 9 162 
[46V]-47[RJ 923 1 36-7 1 0 162-4 
47[RJ 1 024 1 37 1 1 164-5 
47[R-V] 1125 1 38-9 1 2 165 
[47v] 1326 139 1 4 167-8 
48[R]-51[R] CQJIQ NUPil8LIS 1 140-4 206-15 
51[R-V] 3 145-6 215-7 
[51V]-52[R] 4 146 218-9 
[52v] EPISIOL~ 8 1 66 4 225-6 
[52V-53V] 1 0 168-9 6 118-30 
22QM V 4 
- -·-· 
23Arlll 5B Er FURIAIA OESIRO IRANAI MARE CIMERIUM BOS • .QM 
V. J.-2.. lLr. INIERPONIIUR VV 18 ll .1..2. DE QUIBUSDAM FABULIS. 
Y. 2J. IQI8LIIER DIVERSUS NOIA EI PARUORUM CUNIS MULIEBRE 
SCELUS SIRYX. 
24i. ~ 8BESI .ill ED CRII !AM PELAGO UOLIIAI MERCATOR 
UESIJFLUUS SER. 
25.QM v. 12.. 
26TECHf:i!OP8EGNION .11 ll .Ll_Pll MOD UNIUS. i.], .IQ.IAU-
.1.LJi DLVERSUS SCIRE UELIM CAIALEPIA LEGENS QUID SIGNIFICEI 
TAU. OM VV 4-8 • .iliJJd.. V. 9B SJINE PEREGRINI UOX NOMINIS AN 
LAii I FILIUS. WJl V. 19B EI QUOD NONNUNQUAM PRAESUMII 
LAEIIFICUM GAU. 
r: 196 
f. SCHENKL PE Ip ER 
[53V]-54[RJ 1127 169-70 7 230-2 
54[R]-55[RJ 1 9 179-80 23 266-8 
55[R-VJ 1 328 178-9 13 243-4 
[55v]-56[RJ 20 1 81 24 268-9 
56[R-V] 21 -1 1 81-2 25 269-70 
[56V-57V] 21-2 182-3 25 270-2 
[57v] 22-1 183-4 26 272-3 
58[R-V] 22-2 29 184-5 26 273-5 
[58V-59V] 23 186-7 28 282-4 
[59V]-62[R] 2530 190-4 27 276-82 
62[R-63V] . 31 293-6 




70[R]-71[R] 1 5 173-4 
71 [ R J 1 6-1 174-5 
·[71V-73V] 1 6-2 175-6 
27Posr .bJJi 2-1 .ill. .Ql [\~JIQ .I.l.I AD PAULUM SUUM. 
28V. 22. NULLA LACUNA. 





1 1 236-8 
1 2 238-9 
1 2 239-43 
3 0.Q.M V. _2 VV 31 -3 3 6 3- 6 6; VV 6 9 B il 7 0 B J:il!b.1..8. .1=.A.QJJ.tlA • 
31.Q.M V. 1-3.; QM All Ll~ LJALE DOMINE ILLUSIRIS. 
3 2 .QM V • 1-.lQ.; QM. V • 11.l ; D E S V • .2J11. • 
rr F. SCHENKL PEIPER 197 
[73V]-74[RJ 1233 170-2 8 232-4 
74[RJ 1 3 1 ·72 9 235 
[74V]-75[R] 1 4 1 72-3 1 0 235-6 
75[R-V] EPIG8.8MMA 11 4 226 EPHEM.7 12-13 
76[R-77V] EP!ST068E 434 159-62 1 4 245-9 
78[R-V] 1 220-2 
[78V]-79[R] 1 7 1 77-8 2 222-5 
79[RJ 3 225 
[79v-80v] SuLPIC18 535 413-16· 
[80v] C68.MEN A.!2. AVANTIO EDII· 35 262 
81 [ R J DE F8STIS. 1 11 9 -1 194 
3 120 3 195 
4 120 4 195 
81[R-V] MIGNE PAIR [CCL LA.I XIX - 36 
82[R]-91[R] G8.6Il68.UM 8CIIO 8 19-30 353-76 
91[R-95V] LUDUS SEPTEM ~LENIUM 2037 104-11. 1 3 169-82 
33~ • .11 PAENE OMNINO .QM; OMV. 43. 
34S!NE .LLL; QM y. 69; POSI V. 70 INSEBIIUB lLI. AENJGMA 
EUNDEM THEONEM IAMBICUM; POST V. lU, !NSES,ITUB .I.LI ENDECASYL-
LAB I PHALEC I I IN EUNDEM; QM V. 87. 
3 5:bL_16-19 iRANSPONUNTUR ~~ V. 2.2. 
36pAIBOLOGl6E Cus.sus CoMPLEIUS, ToMus XIX QUART! SAECULI 
POETARUM CHRISTIANORUM OPERA OMNIA, J.-P. MIGNE, PARISI JS, 
1846, COLL 64-8. APP6REI .l..N. M!GNE SUB ill ITEM PRAEFATIO 
EVANGELICAE H!STORIAE (JUUENCUS); APPAREI .1..N. ED ALE6ND8.I SUB 
TIT SEQUITUR CARMEN IMPERFECTUM QUOD FALSO AUSONIO ASCRIBl-
TUR. EST IUUENCJ. 





SCH EN KL PE Ip ER 








19 38 98-103 
3-1 39 246-50 
3-2 250 
33 1 53-4 
140 114-14 
241 114-9 




[104v]-116[RJ PERI OCHA 1 227-43 



















3 7 7-40 
330 
331 
[118R] MICHAEL HUMELBERG.J..!,lJi R. LECTORL S. HAEC Q~.LI.J;.B.. 
RECOGNOUJMUS OMISSIS QUIBUSDAM LABECULIS QUAS 
UNUSQUJSQUE ..\.LU.. SEMIDOCTUS LECTOR ..EJ:E.. SE CASLlGA-
~ POTEST. 1!.illi INFICIA~US TAMEN NON PAUCA .l.U QM-
N I BUS AUSONI I CODICIBUS .M.QU28. INUENIBI MAGNO 11.LG.-
.NA UINDICE: QUAE HIERONYMUS ALEANDEB .!ilR 0Mf1.l 
LAUDUM PRAEFATIONE MAIOR .Jlu.M HAEC ~MPRIMEREri.11.l.R. 
ALIBI OCCUPATUS SIB! J..tl PUBLICO RES[.R.\lA.1 AUDIT.Q.-
JU.Q. DISCUTIENDA. VALE CANDJDISSIME LECTOR: 
LUTETIAE PARISIORUM M.D.XI. £.x AEDJBUS 
AS C EN S I AN I S • 
38QM V. J_Ll_; QM VV 133-4; OMV. 138; QM V. 1.!2,. 
390M V. 40; V. 48 ANTECULLI. V. 47; OMV. 49. 
40.A!ill, V. 26 1!JU_ LACUN8 J1i ED CRIT EXHIBETU~ INTERITURUS 
DIGNOS PROPERANTE PROBOSA. 














[BARTHOLOMAEI G!RARDINt] AUSON.11 PEON! 1 POETAE 
DISERTISSIMI EPIGRAMMAT~N LIBER PRIMUS, 
VENETI IS, 1472. 
IULI I AEMILI I FERRARI I (APUD SctNZENZELER, 
MEDIOLANI, 1490). 
!ULI l AEMILI I FERRARI I (APUD TACUINUM, VENE-
TI IS, 1494). 
IULll AEMILll FERRARJl-HIERONYMI AVANTll (APUD 
TACUINUM, VENETllS, 1496). 
THADAEI LJGOLETI (APUD ANGELUM LJGOLETUM, PARMAE, 
1499). 
THADAEJ LJGOLETI (VENETllS, 1501). 
HIERONYMI AVANT I I (APUD TACUINUM, VENETI IS, -
1507). 
HI ERONYM I ALEANDR I ( APUD Ase ENS I UM' PAR Is I Is, 
1511). 
HIERONYMI ALEANDRI (APUD ASCENSIUM, PARISI IS, 
1513). 
H!ERONYMI ALEANDRI (APUD ASCENSIUM, PARISI IS, 
1517). 
IUNTINA (FLORENTIAE, 1517). 
HtERONYMI AVANTll (APUD ALDUM MANUTIUM, VENE-
TI IS, 1517). 
ELIAE VINET! (APUD KERVER, PARISI IS, 1551). 
STEPHANI CHARPINI (APUD IOANNEM TORNAESIUM, 
LUGDUNI, 1558). 
THEODOR! PULMANNI (APUD PLANTINUM, ANTVERPIAE, 
1568). 




















JOSEPHI SCALIGERI (APUD GRYPHIUM, LUGDUNI, 1575). 
[GENEVAE] (APUD JACOBI STOER.; 1595). 
JACOBI TOLLI I (APUD BLAEU, AMSTELODAMI, 1669 
ET 1671). 
JULIANI FLoR1n1-JoANNIS SoucHAY (APUD GutRIN, 
PARISI IS, 1730). 
J. WETSTENIUS (AMSTELAEDAMI, 1750). 
SOCIETATIS LITERATAE (MANNHEMll, 1782). 
SCOIETATIS BIPONTINAE (BIPONTI, 1785). 
I 
E.-F. CORPET (APUD PANCKOUCKE, PARISI IS, 1843). 
CAROLI SCHENKL (APUD WEIDMANNOS, BEROLINI, 
1883). 
RUDOLFI PEIPER (APUD TEUBNER, ltPSIAE, 1886). 
* * 
CONRADUS CELTIS~ SEPTENARIO SODALITAS l!TTERARIA 
GERMANIA~ (1500;. 
SULPITIAE CARMINA (ARGENTORACI EX OFFICINA 
SCHURERIANA, 1509). . 
JACOB HERTEL, LIBELLUS SCHOLASTICUS (BASJLEAE, 
1560). 
SEBASTIAN HENRICPETRI, VERGILll OPERA OMNIA 
(BASLE, 1586). 
PETRUS BURMANNUS, POETAE LATINI MtNORES (LEIDAE, 
1731). 
OTTO JAHN, SuLPICIAE SATURAE (BEROLINI, 1868). 









CAROLUS FR I DER I CUS HER MANN US, D. I UN I I 
IUVENALIS SATIRARUM LIBRI QUINQUE. A~CEDIT 
SULPICIAE SATIRA. (LIPSIAE, 1890). 
REMO GJOMINI, APPENDIX VERGILIANA (FIRENZE, 
1953). 
A. CAMPANA-F. MUNARI, EPIGRAMMATA BOB I ENS IA 
(ROMA, 1955). 
W. V. CLAUSEN JJ. Ab., APPENDIX VERGILIANA 
( OXON I I , 1 9 6 6) • 
201 
CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM -- GRIPHUS 
V LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAT I NUS£ J..11., SAEC 9 
P PARISINUS LATINUS 8500 (TICINENSIS), SAEC 14 
V3 BARBERINUS 1=.AIINUS J...l.'.i (815), SAEC 15 
B BARBERI NUS LAT I NUS 150 (1472) (VI 111 _li), 
SAEC 1 5 
l LAURENTI ANUS PLUT Li .13.., SAEC 15 
RAV RAVENNAS 120 (134 tl 2), SAEC 15 
LA LAURENTIANUS ASHBURNHAMENSIS 1732 (1656), 
SAEC 1 5 
202 
REX MUSEi BRITANNIQJ.. REGIUS, KINGS Ms 31, SAEC 15 
-. 
PA £.ATAVINUS B!BLIOTHECAE ECCLESIAE CATHEDRALIS 
C 64, SAEC 1 5 
V VATICANUS LAT I NUS 1611 1 SAEC 15 
v2 VAIICANUS LATINUS 3152, SAEC 15 
VAL4 VALENTIANUS 834 (J.-1.1), SAEC 15 
H2 HARLEIA~ 2578, SAEC 15 
T TILIANUS, LEIDENS(S VOSSIANUS .LATINUS Q 107, 
SAEC 15 . 
M MAGLIABECHIANUS Q.b. jLll & 315, SAEC 15 
PJ PERUSINUS BIBLIOTHECAf: PUBLICAE J 1..Q2. (H. i2.222.), 
SA EC 1 5 
URB LJRBINAS LAT I NUS 649 (':::L!:J.. .kAI. 649), SAEC 15 
l 2 LA u R EN I I AN Us XXX I I I _li, s A E c 1 5 
Co COTA ~ 2U.l 21. (~ ~ fl), SAEC 15 
Es ESCORIALENS.L.$. S .111 25, SAEC 15 
~ 




GRIPHUS TERNARI I NUMERI 
1. AusoN1us SYMMACHO 
LATEBAT INTER NUGAS MEAS LIBELLUS IGNOBILJS: UTl-
NAMQUE LATUJSSET NEQUE JNDICIO SUO TAMQUAM SOREX 
Y.. P Y..3 .a L ~ LA RDi EA Y.. v 2 Y.Ab. 4 H.2 I .M 
pj ™ L2 Co Es E-PE Ip 
INCIPIT CRJPUS DE TERNARIO AUSONI I Cos u c AD SIMMACUM 
AusoNtus SJMMACO s D v3 AusoN1us SuMMACO PROSA V Er1s-
2 03 
TOLA AUSONI I AD SYMMACHUM P INCIPIT CRIPPUS DE TERNARJO 
NUMERO: AUSONIUS SJMMACO (suo £.A) SALUTEM (SYMACO s p D v) 
EA ':::/.. LA U1.. 4 Q.Q. Id E-Av I UN r INCIPIT CRJPUS DE TERNARIO 
AUSONIUS SJMACRO SD~ GRIPPUS DE TERNARIO NUMERO 
AUSONIUS SYMMACHO S A1J2 PROHOEMIUM AD CRJPPUM DE TERNARIO 
NUMERO R.8Y. AU SON I l CR I PPUS DE TERNAR I 0 NUMERO H.2 I NC Ip IT 
CRIPPUS DE TERNARIO NUMERO T AusoN1us S1MACHO s ..Ltl MARG I 
AUSONIUS SYMMACHO S PRAEFATIO IN CRJPUM DE TERNARIO NUMERO 
E.J. AUSONIUS SYMMACHO SALUTEM ~1-3 LUGD-PUL SCAL .G.bJi £1..-
CORP GRJPHUS TERNARI I NUMERI AUSONJUS SYMMACHO SALUTEM 
(SALUTEM QM PEIP) .'l.1Ji2 PEIP EDYLLIUM AUSONIUS SYMMACHO S 
TOLL .'l.1Ji1 
.!.IBl1 .a y_ 2 L 2 
GRIPHUS AusoN1us SYMMACHO ScHEN NULLUM LEMMA 
1 ATEBAT Jl L2 LATEBIT P PATEBAT y_2 ' 
2 UTINAMQUAE y_2 SOREX] SONX Jl 
PERIRET. HUNG EGO CUM VELUT GALLINACCUS EucLIONIS 
SITU CHARTEI PULVERIS ERUISSEM, EXCUSSUM RELEGI ATQUE 
2 04 
UT AVIDUS FAENERATOR IMPROBUM NUMMUM MALUI OCCU- 5 
PARE QUAM CONDERE. DEIN COGITANS MECUM, NON ILLUD 
CATULLIANUM: 
fUI ~ONO LEPIDUM, NOVUM LIBELLUM, 
SED aµoucrorccpov ET VERIUS: 
CUI DONO ILLEPIDUM, RUDEM LIBELLUM, 10 
NON DIU QUAESIVlj TU ENIM OCCURRISTI, QUEM EGO, SJ 
3 PEPRIRET H2 EGO HUNG 
CUM .e.J. GALLINA CEU SEUEDIONJS v3 L GALINA CEU SEUE 
DIONIS Rf:A GALLINA CEUS EUEDIONJS £A GALLINACEUS EUEDIONIS 
~.LA v y_2 Ub_4 .li2 L2 Co Es E EucL10N1s oM 12. J.IB.!2. .M 
UELUT\fCALLEN~CEUS UEDJONIS T GALLINA CEU SAEUAE DIONIS -
SITU J..N. MARG I GALLINA CEU SEUE DIONIS PJ 4 STU '::l. 
CARTEi '::l. CARTHEI L V v2 T CHARTE P CHARTET .M CHARTE ET 
J2. J.IB..12. CRATER L2 EXCUSSUM OM ~ ADQUE V 5 AUIDUM v2 
NUMMUM]NUMERORUM v2 NUMERUM 12. l.l.1SJl .M 6 DEIN QM v~ M l.l.1SJl 
DEINDE V DEINCOGITANS L2 8 QM 12. J.IB..12. M DON~ 0 SUPRASCR 
• 
EADEM MANU '::l. ILLEPIDUM v2 NOSTRUM .e.J. MEUM L~ 9 QM~ 
l.l.1SJl M SED QM v3 Ra &.µ.0H1Y&epov y_3 Rf:A AMOYOTERON '::l. 
.AMOJCOTERON L y_2 AMOUCOTEPON P AMORCOTERON £.A AMARCOTERON 
RAY y_ Ub_4 H2 Co Es E-Asc2 AMORCOTHERON I AMORCHOTHERON lA 
AMARGOTERON LEGIT ERASMUS J..N. MARG U AMOR. CO THERON E.J. AMAR-
CHOTHERON L2 AMARGOTERON Asc3 AMARACOTERON AW2 !UNI AMAR-
GOTEROU ( aµO.AO.XCl.YtepoV ..ill MARG) llN1 ET UER I US QM '::l. P WGD 
I 
.2.!.il. 10 QM '::l. P LUGD LEBELLUM I SUPRASCR EADEM MANU Es 
11 NON QM '::l. P LUGD OCCUR I ST UGOL 
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MIHJ POTESTAS SIT EX OMNIBUS DELIGENDI, UNUM SEMPER 
ELEGERIM. MISI !TAQUE AD TE HAEC FRIVOLA GERRIS S!CULIS 
VANIORA, UT, CUM AGIS NIHIL, HAEC LEGAS ET, NE NIHIL 
AGAS, DEFENDAS. IGITUR !STE NUGATOR LIBELLUS IAM Dl.U 15 
SECRETA QUIDEM, SED VULG! LECTIONE LACERATUS ~ERVENIET 
TANDEM IN MANUS TUAS. QUEM TU AUT UT AESCULAPIUS 
REDINTEGRABIS AD VITAM, AUT UT PLATO IUVANTE VULCANO 
LIBERABIS INFAMIA, SI PERVENIRE NON DEBET AD FAMAM. 
FUIT AUTEM INEPTIOLAE HUIUS ISTA MATERIA. IN EXPEDI- 20 
TIONE, QUOD TEMPUS, UT SC!S, LICENTIAE MILITARJS EST, 
SUPER MENSAM MEAM FACTA EST INVITATIO, NON ILLA DE 
.M DELIGI V p 
12 MIHl]NICHIL MIHI Jli:U1 EXV 12. ..!J.RJ2. 
13 ELIGEREM ~ v3 ELEGORIM P ELIGERIM L2 
ITAQUE]ERGO I !TAQUE HAEC FRIUOLA P AD TE QM P !TAQUE AD 
TE HAEC FRIUOLA V SCHEN ~p !TAQUE AD TE FRIUOLA v3-H2 
M-Es E-CoRP GERRIS]GERCHIS L S1cuL1s oM VP 
UANIORA]IUNIORA 12. AGAS v3 ~ 
v2 ~4 M JlI:U1 Es NIHIL]NJL L 
HAEC]Hoc v3 EJ;.x I NE QM 12. 
15 !STE OM VAL 4 Es IAM DIU] 
IANDIU filD_ · 16 SEC*ETA y_ UULGl]FULGI P LECTIONE]RATIONE 
£.A AT LECTIONE .l..tl MARG fA SECRETA SED UULGJ QUIDEM LECTIONE 
v2Jl JlI:U1 .M LACORATUS P PERUENIT v3 EJ;.x PuL PERUENIAT A 
SUPR8SC[S M8NU AU M 1 7 MANUS V UT QM v3 Ra .M UT] ET 
p 1 8 REINTEGRABIS Jia V ~2 Vt:il4 L2 Es REDITEGRABIS UGQL 
IUBANTE y_ UULGANO L2 19 LIBERALIS v v2 L2 ':J...81..4 Es 
DEBEAT P 20 AUTEM] TAMP JEPTIOLAE LJGQL !STE PEJP 
EXPEDITIONE QM v2 EXPEDITONE £I 21 TEMPUS y_ LICENTIAE] 
SCIENTIAE v3 LICENTIA ~2 EST OM ~4 Es 22 SUPRA JlB..12. 
FUITFACTA EST EST SUPR8SCR I 
•• 





··11· I l1:i. ! 
RUBRI I CONVIVIO, UT GRAECO MORE BIBERETUR, SED ILLA 
DE FLACCI ECLOGA, IN QUA PROPTER MEDIAM NOCTEM ET 
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NOVAM LUNAM ET MURENAE AUGURATUM TERNOS TER CYA- 25 
THOS ATTONJTUS PETIT VATES. HUNC LOCUM DE TERNARIO 
NUMERO JLLICO NOSTRA JLLA POETICA SCABIES COEPIT EXSCUL-
PERE: CUIUS MORBI QUONIAM FACILE CONTAGIUM EST, UT1NAM 
AD TE QUOQUE PRURIGO COMMIGRET ET FUCO TUAE EMEN-
23 RUBRI I ~ £ V1N2-PEIP_E_l .J...N. MASG Asc1-
E.l.l.k. LUDIBRI I v3 l_.:y ~4 H2 I QQ Es E-PUL LUBRIO y2 
LUDIBRIO ~ PJ M ~ L2 UT GRAECO MORE OM T BIBERETUR] 
s1BEREM T LIBERETUR L v v2 M lIB.J2. L2 LABERATUR ~ 24 
FLACCI ~ PROPTER]PROPJOR W.fJ. 25 LUNAM NOUAM L2 TERNOS 
ET TER y3 TER] TRES YAb,4 Es TER] TERTIUS L2 CYATHOS OM L2 
CYTHOS v 3 l RLJi £A CITHOS V CITUS v2 M 1IBJ2, CIATUS ~ 26 
PET! y3 L PERI RLJi PETI 1 EAV-L8 £Av VAL4 H2 T PJ L2 Co 
ES E -FE S 2 ..U. LJ G 0 L PET I S y_ 2 ~ 1IBJ2. M P ET I I T £IB 3 Af&. 2 U.A T J S 
VP LOCUM] IOCUM y2 ~ .1.!.RJ2. M _l2 LOCO LUGD £u.l... TRENARIO 
y3 RLJi TRINARIO y2 ~ ~ M 27 ILLICO JLLA NOSTRA v2 
L2 scABIE v3 .E.J;A v2 ~ URB M coEPI v3 .E.J;A EXCULPERE 
V-Asc1 IUNT A.w2 EXCALPERE Af&.2-3 V1N1-SCHEN 28 cu1us] 
UJUS y3 29 AD TE] ATE p 
y3 ~ lIB.J2. M QQ FUCO]FUGO P 
CONDEMNATION IS y_2 M ~ L2 ..ill 
Y...&4 Es ONDEMNATIONIS .!.!JUl 
TE QM v 2 coMJGERET L ET] UT 
TUO v2 TUAE OM Y...!il..4 Es 
M8RG .1LlJ:i1 LUGD £u.l... MENDATIONIS 
ENODATIONIS :JiI..I 
,,;::::::-·-----------------------------------..-.----------------2-0_7__, 
oATIONIS ADIECTO IMPINGAS SPHONGIAM, QUAE IMPERFECTUM 30 
oPUS EQUI MALE SPUMANTIS ABSOLVAT. AC NE ME NESCIAS 
GLORtOSUM, COEPTOS INTER PRANDENDUM VERSJCULOS ANTE 
CENAE TEMPUS ABSOLVJ, HOC EST, DUM BIBO ET PAULO 
ANTE QUAM BIBEREM. SIT ERGO EXAMEN PRO MATERIA ET 35 
DILUTIOR LEGE; NAMQUE INIURIUM EST DE POETA MALE 
SOBRIO LECTOREM ABSTEMlUM IUDICARE. NEQUE ME FALLIT 
FORE ALIQUEM, QUI HUNC JOCUM NOSTRUM ACUTIS NARIBUS 
ET CAPERATA FRONTE CONDEMNET NEGETQUE ME OMNIA, 
QUAE AD TERNARIUM ET NOVENARIUM NUMEROS PERTINENT, 40 
ATTIGJSSE. QUEM EGO VERUM DICERE FATEBOR, JUSTE, NEGABO. 
T 
31 ABSOLUlT ~ .!.!.RJ2. M ABSOLUAS T .Aill2 ALIA MANU l NESCIAS OM 
y3-Es E-PUL 32 GLORJOSUM NEGES v3-Es E-PU.b CEPTO M l!.Rll. 
T 
PENDENDUM £ PLAUDENDUM Ll.R.3 ANTE] INTE fl.a 33 CENE 
T SUPRASCR ALIA MANU £ PAULO Y 34 SIT] SED I 35 
TU SUPRASCR POSTEA y ru] UTE HILARIOR] LARI OR ~2 36 
n1Luc10R v3 L v2 I DULCIOR ~ RA.Y. YAb.4 M 1!Ji!i Co Es E-V1N1 
SEQ DILUTIOR 1J1 MARG :ii.ri1 NAM LA l PJ POETA] POTA ::J.2 
37 soBR10] SCRJBo v2 ABSTEMIUM L IUDICARE] LUDJCARE L2 
NEC LA ME] NE y 38 QUI FORTE HUNG T IOCUM] LOCUM Y 
. . . . . 
39 OMNIA ME RJ;x ME .Q.M NULLO SPATIO RELICTO V v2~1!Ji!i M L2 
·40 TRENARIUM v 3 TRINARIUM ~ .!.IBJ2.. M NONVERNARIUM Y NONARJUM 
RAV PERTJNET L PERTINERENT RJ;x 
OM .li8.'i 
41 ATTJNGISSE ~ UERUM 
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QUIPPE SI BONUS EST, QUAE OMISI 1 NON OBLITA MIHf 1 SED 
PRAETERITA EXISTJMET. DEHINC QUALISCUMQUE. EST, COGITET 
SECUM, QUAM MULTA DE HIS NON REPPERISSET, SI JPSE 
QUAESISSET. SCIAT ETIAM ME NEQUE OMNIBUS ERUTJS USUM 45 
ET QUIBUSDAM OBLATIS ABUSUM. QUAM MULTA ENIM DE 
TERNARIO SCI ENS NEGLEXI ! TEMPORA ET PERSONAS, GENERA 
ET GRADUS, NOVEM NATURALIA METRA CUM TRIMETRIS, TOTAM 
GRAMMATICAM ET MUSICAM LIBROSQUE MEDICINAE, TER 
MAXIMUM HERMEN ET AMATOREM PRIMUM PHILOSOPHJAE 50 
VARRONISQUE NUMEROS ET QUIDQUID PROFANUM VULGUS 
IGNORAT. POSTREMO, QUOD FACILE EST, CUM IPSE MULTA 
fNVENERIT, COMPARET SE ATQUE ME, OCCUPATUM CUM 
42 SI OM p OBMJSI L 43 EXISTIMENT LA QALISCUNQUE T 
CONGITET V 44 REPJSSET p s1]SED v3 45 SCIAT] CIAT S 
PRIMAM LITTERAM OM RUBRICATOR v3 ETIAM ME NEQUE] ET QUE 
ME NEQUE y3 ETIAM ME QUE~ ET QUAE ME NEQUE L ETIAM QUE 
ME NEQUE ~ v T M E..J. lJ.El2. ETIAM QUAE ME NEQUE EA L2 ETIAM 
QUAE NEQUE ME y2 ETIAM ME NEC RAY. LA ~4 H2 Q.Q Es E-CORP 
OMNIBUS] HOMINJBUS ~ ERUDITIS V v3 £ ERATIS l USUM] SUM 
.filJl USUM .l.il MARG V 46 QUIBUSDIM P QUAM] QUARE p MULTA] 
ML 1 TA P 47 TRENARIO y 3 ~ TRINARIO v2 ~ lIB..!2_ M NEGLEXIT 
v3 L Rf:x A1=J1 IUNT NEGLEGOJL.£ SCHEN fEIP PERSONAS .Q.M. P 48 
TRIMETAS L TOTAMQUE y3 E_t:X 49 GRAMM ATTICAM y2 ~GRAT JAM 
ATTJCAM M .Ll.BJi MEDICJNOS B-LA PA-VAL4 T-Es E-~1 MEDICI 
NOSTRI £ MEDICININOS LUGD ..f.:.w.... TRI~ 50 MAXI MUS v3 L Rf:X 
£AV M PJ L2 MAXI ME .!.!.Eli HERMEN ETUMATORUM P pl MUM Rf:X L2 
PHILOSOPHIA £ER2 FHJLOSOPHIAE ~ 51 UULGUS NON ~3 ~1-
£u..L SCAL TOLL-CORP 52 POSTREMO ••• MULTA QM~ QUOD] QUID 
v2 ~ l.LRJ2. M QUO .E.f;R3 53 INUENERIT COMPARET QM~ INTERVE-




oTfOSO, PRANSUM CUM ABSTEMIO, IOCUM ET LUDUM MEUM, 
DILJGENTIAM ET CALUMNIAM SUAM. ALIUS ENIM ALIO PLURA 55 
JNVENIRE POTEST: NEMO OMNIA. QUOD SI ALJCUI ET OB-
SCURUS VIDEBOR, APUD EUM ME SIC TUEBERE: PRIMUM 
E!USMODI EPYLLIA, NISI VEL OBSCURA SINT, NIHIL FUTURAj 
DEINDE NUMERORUM NATURAM ~ON ESSE SCIRPUM, UT SINE 
N 0 D 0 S I N T • P 0 ST R EMO S J ET I AM T I B I 0 BS CUR U S FU ER 0 1 CU I 6 0 
NIHIL NEQUE NON LECTUM EST NEQUE NON INTELLECTUM, 
TUM VERO EGO BEATUS, QUOD AFFECTAVI, ASSEQUAR, ME 
UT REQUIRAS, ME UT DESJDERES 1 DE ME COGITES. VALE. 
54 OTJOSO] OTT ISO R_i;x ME OCJOSO V AB ABSTHEMJO H2 CUM 
QM. EJ. MEUM] MEAM T 55 DILIGENT JAM] GENT I AM SUUM T 56 
QUOD] QUI ~3 ET] ESSE M QM T QUOD ALI SJ ALICUI EJ. 57 
. . . 
D 
UIDEBUR ~2 APUT ~ ME OM~ sic] SIT v TUEBERE ~ 58 
EJUSMODt] MODI ~ EPYLLIA] PILL! V EDYLLIA ~1 -3 GEN TOLL 
SED EPYLLIA .ill. MARG VIN1-PuL OSCURA V SINT OM M UEL OB-
SCURA SINT UEL NIHIL .lS10L FUTURA 1Ji ~ M .1IB...!2. 59 DE INDE 
L2 SCIRPUM] SCRIPTUM v 2 ~ .u.BJl M L2 SIRPUM I 60 NODO] 
MODO V ~2 ~ l!B..§. M L2 SINT] SIT I .E.J. SJ ETIAM TIBI] SED JAM 
TIBI L SED ETIAM SJ TIBI P TIBI OBSCURUS FUERO CUI] TIBJ 
CUI OBSCURUS FUERO MQ_2 61 NEQUE NON LECTUM] NEQUE NEG-
LECTUM v3-RAV REX-H2 M-Es E-PuL NEC NEGLECTUM T LA NEQUE 
LECTUM £ NEQUE NON INTELLECTUM QM~ NON INTELLECTUM ..11!· 
MARG AD.Q V 62 UERO QM I BEATUS] BEUS R£x AFFICTAUI VAL4 
ASSEQUOR E_u 
T-Es E-CORP 
63 ME UT DESIDERES] ME DESIDERES v3-v '::!...!il..4 
,,] 




2. GRIPHUS TERNARI I NUMERI 
TER BIBE VEL TOTJENS TERNOS: SIC MYSTICA LEX EST, 
VEL TRIA POTANTI VEL TER TRIA MULTIPLICANTI, 
!MPARIBUS NOVJES TERNIS CONTEXERE COEBUM. 
!URIS IDEM TRIBUS EST, QUOD TER TRIBUS, OMNIA JN ISTlS: 
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FORMA HOMINIS COEPTI PLENIQUE EXACTIO PARTUS 5 
QUIQUE NOVEM NOVIES FATI TENET ULTIMA FINIS. 
TRIS OPE PROGENJTI FRATRES, TRIS ORDINE PARTAE, 
CR!PPUS TERNARI I NUMERI V H2 PJ u-PEIP FINIT CR I PUS TERNARI I 
NUMERI L FINIT EPISTOLA INCIPIT GR I PUS TERNARI I NUMERI P 
CRIPPUS TERNARI I (TERNIANI v2) NUMERI QUOD BIBAT TER EA v v2 
EJ0L Y..J:J.,_4 T Es QQ E-FER3 FINIT CRIPPUS TERNARI I NUMERI QUOD 
BIBAT TER LA NULLUM LEMMA ~3 RhX ~ .!J..RJ2. M L2 :llJi2 1 TER] 
ER LACUNA RUBRICATORIS v3 ~ _L2 TERNOS] M1 0S £ MIXTICA L .EA 
2 TER TRIA] TERTIA _L2 3 IMPARIBUS] IMP*RIES ~2 CONTEXE-
RE] CONTERE P CONTERXERE LJGOL COEBUM] VEL CIBUM ..ill. MARG _L 
H2 COEBUM]COBUM P CELUM v2 ~ J.IB...!2.. M COELUM l CUBUM .2.J. 
CAELUM _L2 CUBAM .G..U:l. IMPARIBUS ••• COEBUM QM il.R,1 4 I DEM] 
ID EST v3 IN OM ll LJGOL 5 COEPTJ]COEPIT ~ SCAL .GJJi CEPIT 
P CAEPTI .2.J. PLENIQUE]PLERUMQUE v3 EXARCTIO L2 6 QUIQUE] 
• 
QUAEQUE I QUINQUE _L2 QUEMQUE ~3 V1N1-PuL 7 TRIS 
I 
ORD I NE] T 1 S ORD I NE Rt:x TRES ORDINE v PARTAE] PARCAE ~ £ 
v3-LA Y.::I .E.J. L2 .G..o. FER1-GEN 
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VESTA, CERES, ET !UNO, SECUS MULIEBRE, SORORES. 
INDE TRISULCA lov1s SUNT FULMINA, CERBERUS JNDE, 
INDE TRIDENS TRIPLEXQUE HELENAE CUM FRATRIBUS OVUM. 10 
TER NOVA NESTOREOS IMPLEVIT PURPURA FUSOS 
ET TOTIENS TRINO CORNIX VIVACIOR AEVO. 
QUAM NOVIES TERNI GLOMERANTEM SAECULA TRACTUS 
VINCUNT AERJPEDES TER TERNO NESTORE CERVI: 
TRIS QUORUM AETATES SUPERAT PHOEBEIUS OSCEN, 15 
QUEM NOVIES SENIOR GANGETJCUS ANTEIT ALES, 
ALES CINNAMEO RADIATUS TEMPORA NIDO. 
8 CERES ET !UNO] CERES UINO FER 3 CERES !UNO ~3 :LlJ:i1 SED 
ET !UNO .ill. MARG PuL £1. ~2 SECUS] DECUS ~ Av-Asc2 IUNT Awl 
MULIEBRAE v3 SORORES] SORO RES SUPRASCR EADEM MANU P 9 
INDE] NDE ~1 TRIUSULCA .L2 IOUIS u-PEIP !OBI~ IOU] v3 
.LP PA-Av CERBERUM M .l.IB.a 1NDE oM M .l.IB.a 10 tNnEJ 1N IP 
TIDENS Rf:A TRIPLEXQUE] TRJBESQUE ~3 Rf:A HELENAE ~ p SCHEN 
fEIP HELENES ~3 _L REX-LA £J. L2-CoRP LACUNA SEPTEM SPATIO-
B.J.!.M M .llB..!i OUUM] OUM ~ HEORUM .ilL MARG V 11 NOUA] NOUA 
NOUA Rf:A NESSOREOS LJGOL 12 .lli TOT I ES N .ill. ~ PJ 1 3 
GLOMERANTES A:i.Q3 V1N1 SED GLOMERANTEM .ilL MARG LUGD .2..lli... 14 
AERPIDES P EURIPIDES ~4 Es ERIPEDES M .ilRJ2. ARIPEDES LJGOL 
TER TERNO] TRITERNO M NESTORE CERUI QM v2 ~ .llB..!i M NESTORA 
.u_a3 15 
~4 u_ 
TRIS ••• SUPERAT QM v2 ~ .llB..!i M PHOEBEIUS] PHEBEIUS 
PHOEBE! H2 PLEBEIUS £ 16 GANGETICUS] GANGENTICUS 
~3 GRANGETICUS P GRANGENTJCUS J:A ANTEIT] ANNIT £ ANNI ~ 







TERGEMINA EST HECATE, TRIA VIRGINIS ORA DIANAE. 
TRIS CHARITES, TRIA FATA, TRIPLEX VOX, TRINA ELEMENTA. 
TRIS IN TRINACRJA StREDONES; OMNIA TRINA: 20 
TRIS VOLUCRES, TRIS SEMIDEAE, TRIS SEMIPUELLAE: 
TER TRIBUS AD PALMAM IUSSAE CERTARE CAMENIS, 
ORE, MANU, FLATU: BUXO, FIDE, VOCE CANENTES. 
TRIS SOPHIAE PARTES. TRIA PUNICA BELLA, TRIMENSTRES 
ANNORUM CAELIQUE VICES NOCTISQUE PER UMBRAM 25 
TERGEM!Nl VJGILES. TER CLARA INSTANTIS EOI 
SIGNA CANIT SERUS DEPRENSO MARTE SATELLES. 
ET QUI CONCEPTUS TRIPLICATAE VESPERE NOCTJS 
18 HECATE] HECHATE v3 v ECHATE P LEA M .uBJ1 HECCATE EJ;x 
ECCHATE v2 ~ HECATAE VAL4 Es HECATHE LA ECHADE L2 UIR-
GINIS] UIGINIS IUNT DIANA~ 19 CARITHES L CARITAS y2 
~ CHARITAS M JlR.12. CARI TES V L2 TRJNA] ORNA l 20 TRINA-
CHIA P TRINACTA R.f:.X S1REDONES V P ScAL-PEIP S1RENES v 3 
L REX-M ~ SJRENOS J.ll MA!lll .2.J lJ. URB-VIN2 OMNIA] ET OMNIA 
~1-2 OMNIA .,S.lJl OMINA J.ll MARG L H2 E OMINA ~ SED OMNIA 
J.ll MARG SCAL TRI NAE y3 TRINE R.f:.X TERNA~ GEN JOLL-PEIP 
22 CERTARE] GERTA REV CAMENE v2 ~ lIBJ2. M A1=J2 IUNT CAN AENIS 
~1 24 TRIA] TRIS ~3 25 CAELIQUE] CAELI Es Co .EJ:.R.1 
UICES] UlAS UICES I NOCTISQUE] NOCTIQUE ~ Y..81._4 Es 26 
. . . . 
Eo1] EO ~ AEOI JLAJ...4 Es 27 DEPENSo ~ DEPREHENso L ~ ll 
lJGOL A<;&_2 IUNT MARTE] MAT 1 .E. 
2 
28 TRIPLICATAE] TRIPLICATE 
P TRIPLICA DEY TRIPLICAT DE~ .L!.BJ2. M TRIPLICADE L2 
UESPERE NOCTJS] TRIPPERE NOCTIS p 
IUSSA QUATER TERNIS ADFIXIT OPIMA TROPAEIS. 
ET LYRIC( VATES NUMERO SUNT MNEMOSYNARUM, . 30 
TRIS SOLAS QUONDAM TENUIT QUAS DEXTERA PHOEB(: 
SED Ct THERON TOTI ENS TERNAS EX AERE SACRAVIT 
29 IUSSA QUATER TERNIS] IUSSA QUATERNIS v 3 IUSSAQUE 
QUATERNIS L IUSSAQUE QUATTENIS I ADFIXIT] ADFJXIT T 
~UPRASCR ALIA MANU ~ AFFIXI P SUSPENDIT v3 L REX-GEN 
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OPJMA] OPTIMA JlB..a S3lJi PIGMA V TOPHEIS Rf;.A 30 LYRICI] 
LJNICI L SUNT] SUNT IN P JL.Ab.4 H2 Q.Q. .EJ:.&.1-3 MNEMOSYNARUM] 
NEMOS 1 NARUM v3 P L Ra EA v v2 ..!.2. JlA6. 4 H2 T .LA L Q.Q. SED ·-- -
MNEMOSINARUM J1i MARG£ NEMO SENTENTIARUM M NEMO SNIARUM 
.!.IBJi MNEMO SMARUM Es MNEMONIDARUM TOLL 31 soLJS LEA v y 2 
..!.2. .!.IBJi M L2 SOLAS~ SOLIS ..ill MARG H2 PUL TENUIT] TE**** 
.LA QUAS] Quos v2 ..!.2. .!lB..a M L2 32 SED] TER y 2 C1THERON] 
CYTH ERON fil..12 xu9aLpWY . ll:l.. MARG AL I A MANU 1illQ il VERSUS I LL I US 
MANUS~ SE HABET: SED TOTI ES TERNAS SACRAUJT EX AERE 
CYTHERON E.J. CYTNERON N PRIOR ll:l.. H ALIA MANU CORR LA 
Ct THEREON .LlQQ.L CITAERON il VERSUS~ SE HABET: SACRAUIT 
TOT JES TERNAS EX AERE CITAERON AhJ2 lJ. ll:l.. MARG LUGD .!:JJ.b. 
SICYON V1N 1-PuL TOTI ENS] TOTI ES AhJ2 ET .l1i MARG LUGD J.:w... 
TERNAS] TERRAS .2J.ll.. 
..!.2. .!lB..a M 
EX AERE] EX HAERE ~ 
• 
EXORE ~2 EX ORE 
RELLIGIONE PATRUM, QUI SEX SPREVISSE TIMEBANT. 
TRINA TARENTINO CELEBRATA TRINOCTIA LUDO: 
QUALIA BIS GENITO THESIS TRIETERICA BACCHO. 35 
TRIS PRIMAS THRAECUM PUGNAS TRIBUS ORDINE BELLIS 
!UNIADAE PATRIO INFERIAS MISERE SEPULCRO. 
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33 PATRUM]FRATRUM ~4 Es QUI SEX SPREV!SSE] QUI SEX 
PRAEBUISSE v QUI SEX PERI !SSE .EJ:E.3 Asc2-GEN ET ..lli AEE_ ~1 
QUI SEX J..N. TEXTU ~SEQUITUR SPREUISSE ..lli MARG VIN 1 -PuL 
QUI SEX J..N. TEXTU SED SEQUITUR PREUJSSE ..lli MARG SCAL QUI SE 
SPREU I SSE AY_ ~1 QUI S EXPREU I SSE y_3 L £A I £J. QUI S , ___ _ 
EXPERUISSE p y_ RAY. Y...Ab.4 SED EXPRAEUISSE JJi MARG H2 ET Es Co 
E-FER2 il UGoL QUIS EXPARUISSE v2 Q .!.1.EJ2. M L2 QUIS 
E****JSSE .lA QUIS EXPOSUISSE ~ TIMEBAT .EJJi3 TIMEBAM f::JJ.. 
~1 34 TERENTINO PJ MANN .8..J...e. CELEBRATIA v 3 CELEBRA V 
35 QUALIS ~4 Es THESIS] TREBIS J:.A TRIETERICO Y TRIEC-
THERJCA L2 SACO P · 36 PRIMA P PUGNAS] PUNGAS LJGOL 
BELLIS V ToLL CoRP-PEtP BELLI P FELL IS Q v v2 H2 M lIBli L 2 
SELL IS y_3 L RAV-PA Y...Ab.4 I PJ Co Es E-GEN FL-BIP SED BELLIS 
..lN MARG LuGD PuL ScAL 37 I UN I ADO ~ I UL I ADAE A1=J2. ll J1i 
MARG LUGD PUL PATRIO Y P FL MANN SCHEN PEIP ET ..1N MARG LUGD 
c 
.2J.!.b. J:iJJ. PATRI v3 Q l-TOLL WJJ. .8..J...e. CORP Ml SERE C Al2Q MANU 
ALTERA £A MISCERE y_ y_2 L2 SCAL B.Qi MISERERE fER2-LJGOL 
SEPULTO ~3 ALD-GEN ~ SEPULCHRO J1i MARG LUGD fJ.u.. 
ILLA ETIAM THALAMOS PER TRINA AENIGMATA QUAERENS, 
QUI SIPES ET QUADRUPES FORET ET TRIPES, OMNIA SOLUS, 
TERRUIT AEONIAM VOLUCRIS, LEO, VIRGO TRIFORMIS 
SPHINX, VOLUCRIS PENNIS, PEDIBUS FERA, FRONTE PUELLA. 
TRINA IN TARPEIO FULGENT CONSORTIA TEMPLo.· 
HUMANA EFFICIUNT HABITACULA TERGENUS ARTES: 
PARIETIBUS QUI SAXA LOCAT, QUI CULMINE TIGNA, 
ET QUI SUPREMO COMIT TECTORIA CULTU. 
HING BROMI I QUADRANTAL ET HING StCANA MEDIMNA. 
HOC TRI BUS, HOC GEMINIS TRI BUS EXPLICAT USUS AGENDI. 
38 ILLE v2 M lIB.§. LUGD QUAEROR p QUAERES ~4 u2 Co Es 
39 Qu1s M !IBJ2.. ~ QUACRUPES L2 QUIBIPES Es 
FORET OM L ~2 ~ L2 M FORE£ TRIPES]TRIPLEX ~2 M lIB.§. SALUS 
.M OMNIA SALUS]OMINA SOLUIT .ilL MARG E 40 AEONIAM]AUNIAM 
v2 M lIBJi AONIA SCAL TRIFORIS £ 41 SPHINX] PI NX ~3 
PJNNIS £ SCHEN FERA] FERAS £ FETA Ef:.B..1 FAETA Q.Q. 42 FUL-
GENT] FUGENT P FLORENT I LA .E.J. 43 HABITACULA] HARITACULA 
~ TERGENUS] QUOD TER GENUS ~2 ~ .!.IBJi M ARTES] ARTIS~£ 
ARCES RAY. ":i..8h4 .ilQ ARTES .ilL MARG u2 .E. ll T M PJ Co .u.s.1-3 
UGOL 44 PARIECTIBUS ~ £ PARIETJBUS IE SUPRASCR EADEM 
MANU NULLO SPATIQ INTERMISSO ~2 QUAE SAXA TOLL-CO.JS..e.. LOCANT 
v3-RAV REX-PJ L2-Es E-V1N1 ~ LOCAT .ll:L MARG LUGD PuL QUAE 
CULMINE TOLL-CORP 45 QUAE TOLL-CORP COMJT] FUGAT ~3 
FUCAT L PA-V1N1 .fil:Jl COMIT .ll:L MARG LUGD E.lJ..b. ll :L.uL2 CORP 
TENTORIA ~ lIB.§. M TERI TOR IA~ TECTORIA CORR MANU ALTERA ~3 
TEMPTORIA L2 CULTU] LUCTU v ~ !IBJ2.. M L2 46 BROMI ~ SICA-
NIA y3 EDIMA ~ MEDIMNA CORR MANU ALTERA~ 47 HOC GEMI-
NIS] GEMINIS E.J.. HAEC GEMINIS ~3 ~ L CORP SCHEN HOC GEMINI 
L2 TRI BUS EXPLICAT] EXPLICAT L AGENDA ~3 
IN PHYSJCJS TRIA PRIMA: DEUS, MUNDUS 1 DATA FORMA. 
TERGENUS OMNIGENUM: GENITOR, GENETRIX, GENERATUM. 
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PER TRINAS SPECIES TRIGONORUM REGULA CURRIT: 50 
AEQUILATUS VEL CRURE PARI VEL IN OMNIBUS IMPAR. 
TRJS'COIT IN PARTES NUMERUS PERFECTUS, UT IDEM 
CONGREGE TER TERNO PER TER TRIA DISSOLVATUR. 
TRIS PRIMUS PAR, IMPAR HABET MEDIUMQUE: SED JPSE 
UT TRIS, SIC QUINQUE ET SEPTEM QUOQUE DIVIDIT UNus; 55 
48 PH1s1cos .B.J:A TRIA]TRINA VAL 4 Es FORMA]FoRA PI 49 TER-
. 
GENUS Y.J..li1 LUGD SED TRIS [GENUS] JJi MARG PuL ll V1N2-CORP 
fEIP TRI GENUS~ SCHEN TRIS GEMJS v3 REA TRIS GENUS LP 
PA-ALD OMNIGENUM]HOMJGENUM v 2 L2 GENERATUM]GENERATI P 50 
REGULA]LINEA v 3 L REx-V1N1 SED REGULA JJi MARG IMPRESfill.M LUGD 
PuL ll :iJ.N.2 CURRIT]CURRU v2 ~ L2 M 51 AEQUILATUS] EQUI 
LATUS v3 Mm L2 AEQUALITAS ~ E QUA LATUS L EQUALArus P 
EQUILATOR SED EQUILATUS CORR MANU ALTERA T CRURE]RURE ~ .!.1.B..!1 
M PARJ]PARIT v 3 I -PA ~4 H2 PJ Co Es SED PARI J..N. MARG L ll 
FER1-LJGOL PARET Y M .!.LPJi L2 PATET v2 ~ UEL IN OMNIBUS] UEL 
NOMJNIBUS ~3.E.£x. E.A v L2 UEL NOMINIS L-LA ~4 H2 Co Es E-
UGOL IDEM NOMINIBUS v2 ~ .!.1.B..!1 M UEL OMNIBUS I 52 COIT] 
C 0 G I T ~ 3 I N PAR T ES ] I MP ART ES RE.A ':LhJ... 4 L 2 ES I NP AR T ES £J. l N 
PATRES ~ JN PARTES ·HABET .lH AEJ:. As.Q.1 53 CONGREGE .B.J:A 
V1N2-PEIP CONGREGET ~ ll J1i MARG LUGD .2J.ti.. CUM GREGE B-LA 
PA-ES E-PUL CONGREGE TER TERNO]CONGREGET ETERNO_E TER]ET ~ 
54 QM v3 JMPAR QM P PRIMUS SED PR I MUM J..N. MARG SCRIPTUM £ 
55 UT TRIS SIC QUINQUE]QUI MEDIUS QUINQUE y3-Es E-VIN1 SED 
UT TRIS SIC QUINQUE Jli MARG IMPRESSUM LUGD .2.11.1=. ll V1N2-GEN 
SEPTEM]SEPTENO ~ ™ M SEPTEMQUE L QUOQUE QM L y 2 ~ JJ.J.U?.. M 
LINUS] JN JSf. 
ET NUMERO IN TOTO POSITUS SUB ACUMINE CENTRI 
DISTJNGUJT SOLIDOS COEBO PERGENTE TRIENTES, 
AEQUIPARES DIRIMENS PARTES EX IMPARE TERNOj 
ET PARIBUS TRIPLEX MEDIUM, CUM QUATTUOR ET SEX 
BISQUE QUATERNORUM SECERNITUR OMPHALOS IDEM. 60 
!US TRIPLEX, TABULAE QUOD TER SANXERE QUATERNAE: 
SACRUM, PRIVATUM ET POPULI COMMUNE QUOD USQUAM EST. 
INTERDICTORUM TRINUM GENUS: UNDE REPULSUS 
VI FUERO AUT UTRUBI FUERJT QUORUMVE BONORUM. 
TRIPLEX LIBERTAS CAPITISQUE MINUTIO TRIPLEX. 65 
TRINUM DICENDI GENUS EST: SUBLIME, MODESTUM 
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s 
56 POSITU S A.12Q PRIMA MANU j/_ 57 SOLJDOS] SOLJTOS y v2 ~ 
™ .M L2 COEBO ~I ..fil:Jl CYBO l.N M8RG HABENT .ea y2 .l:i2 QUOEBO 
-
j/_ CUBO ..fil:Jl COEBO .JJi MARG .E.uJ... CEUBO .2.J. CJBO L GEBO P QM M 
™ PERGENTE] PEREUNTE v3-Es E-TOLL PERGENTET j/_ PERGENTES 
E COf.iR Lb. QUEM ~MANN-PE IP 58 EQUI PARES£ AEQUJPARENS 
:iAJ...4 Es EQUIPARENS li2 DIRIMENS PARTES] PARTES DIRIMES ~ U 
. 
.M EX] ET L2 59 QUATTUOR] Ill I £ 60 




TABULA~ A.s.Q_1 TER] TERN! TER y3 
I I • • • 
62 PRIUATUM] RIUATUM .M lIBJ2. L 2 
SECERNITUR} SE CER 
s 
IUX S A.12Q EADEM 
SAXERE L 2 QUATER 
TRINUS v3 63 
REPULsUs j/_ 
UI] UT Jl 
.M.::.L2 Es 
REPULSUM L 2 64 FUERO] FURTO ~ ~1-3 IUNT 
2 AUT UTRUBI] AUT UTRUUI j/_ AUT UTROBI B-LA PA-H 
0 
AUT RUBI P AUT RABI I UT RUBI AUT UT RUBI y3 
QUORUM UEBONORUM ~ 65 MINUTJO TRIPLEX .JJi TEXTU ,.S.Ul 
MINUTIO TRINA l.N MARG£ 66 SUBLIME ET MODESTUM ~ 
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ET TENUI FILO. TRIPLEX QUOQUE FORMA MEDENDI, I 
CUI LOGOS AUT METHODOS CUIQUE EXPERIENTIA NOMEN. ~I 
ET MEDJCINA TRIPLEX: SERVARE, CAVERE, MEDERJ. 
TRIS ORATORUM CULTUS: REGNATA COLOSSO 70 
QUEM RHODOS 1 ACTAEAE QUEM DILEXISTIS ATHENAE 
ET QUEM DE SCAENIS TETRJCA AD SUBSELLIA TRAXIT 
PROSA ASIAE, JN CAUSIS NUMEROS JMITATA CHORORUM. 
0RPHEOS HING TRIPODES, QUJA SUNT TRIA: TERRA, AQUA, FLAMMA. 
TRIPLEX SIDERIBUS POSITUS, DISTANTIA, FORMA. 75 
ET MODUS ET GENETRIX MODULORUM MUSICA TRIPLEX: 
67 TENUE v 3 RJ;.A EA TENUIT L PHILO v 3 R.r;;x EA PHYLO L 
FJLIO UGOL 
A 
TRIPLEX ••• MEDENDI] TRIPLEX SUAE CAUE MEDI p 
FORMA] FOR A .AJlD. EADEM MANU I 68 QM. p CU I] QUAE Y ~3 ··­
QU E L ~ J2. IM lUUl. L~ QUO! 
JOLL-BIP CORR CORP QUEM ~ SCHEN PEIP LOGOS] LONGOS ~ 
• 
LEGES L 69 .QM .e 71 RHODO y3 ~2 M lUUl. RODO L2 ACTAEAE] 
ATEAE J2. ACTEA y ATTEAE PJ ACTORE L SED ACTORA lli MARG H2 
DlLEXtSTIS] DIXISTIS v3 fu;.A ATHENAE] ATHERE P 72 QUEM] 
QUAM~ P DE SCAENJS] DISCERNENS Y ~ TRI TICA ~2 SUBSELLJA 
S SUPRASQJi EADEM MANU Y 
'ANTE VERSUM 12. HABEI.L 
TRAXJT] TEXJT TRAXIT ~3 
. . . . . 
VERSUM 73 
73 PRORSA P PRO A ~2 PROSA SED 
11 FORTE 11 PRORSA lli MARG E.u.1=.. ASJEI y NUMERUS L 74 0RPHEOS 
.E VI N2-PE IP 0RPH EUS v3-L R EX-PUL SCAL HI NC] IN R8:i ~ 4 Q.Q. 
Ls. E-luNr V1N1-PuL HIC ..6- J.!R.12. M L2 TRIPEDES ~2 QUtAJ QR 
Rf:.X QUA~ v2 J2. .!.1JUi L 2 SINT .E TRIA TERRA AQUA] TRJATERICA 
QUA Ji TRIA TERREA QUA ~2 M lUUl. TRIA TERRE AQUA L2 FLAMMAE 
y3 L REX-ES .EJ:R2-3 UGOL .8:1.. IUNJ LUGD E.u.1=.. SCAL-FL 75 
POSITA M J2. POSITIS lUUl. 
r:=---------------------------------------------·=-------2-1-9---i 
MIXTA LIBRIS, SECRETA ASTRIS, VULGATA THEATRIS. 
MARTlA ROMA TRIPLEX: EQUITATU, PLEBE, SENATU. 
HOC NUMERO TRI BUS ET SACRO DE MONTE TRI BUN I. 
TRES EQUITUM TURMAE 1 TRIA NOMINA NOBILIORUM. 80 
NOMINA SUNT CHORD IS TRJA, SUNT TRIA NOMINA MENSI. 
GERYONES TRIPLICES, TRIPLEX COMPAGO CHIMAERAE. 
SCYLLA TRIPLEX, COMMISSA TRIBUS: CANE, VlRGINE, PISCE. 
GORGONES HARPALYCAEQUE ET ERINYES AGMINE TERNO 
ET TRIS FATJDICAE, NOMEN COMMUNE, SJBYLLAE, 85 
77 MISTA Co .E:J..!.b. :L.Lit2 LIBRIS] LJBERIS ~4 ~ F~3 78 
RHOMA v 3 PLEBAE ~4 Es 79 HOC] HAEC L DE] E y v2 ~ lIBJ2. 
M L2 80 TURMAE] PUGNAE ~2 M .LIBJ2. L2 .£..s. 81 CORDIS S ..AW2 
.EAD.Qi MANU ~ 82 TRIPLICES TRIPLEX] TRIPLEX TRIPLEX~ SED 
Jll. A.EE. .J.I.M ~Qi ll ~2-3 ~1 TRJPLICES TRIPLEX Jli MARG 
- . HABENT I UGD J:..u.b. ll lll'::l.2 GEN-CORI:. CH I MAERAE] CYME J:. 83 
COMMISTA .EJ:E.2 Av-ALD SED COMMISSA ..lll. MARG V1N1-PuL ll ~2 
COMMIXTA LUGD 84 
J:. HARPHALICAEQUA ~ 
GARGONES PJ HARPALYCAEQUE] ARPALICAEQUE 
HARPIYEQUE y 3 HARPYAEQUE '::lril..4 M Ji2 ..LLRJ2. 
Es FER1-AL~ ToLL-BJP ARPIAEQUE 12.::.L LA-v2 I L2 HARPYJAEQUE 
JS& £J Q.Q. £. .LUGD-GEN CORP SCHEN HARPYIAQUE Jl..lli1 CORS fEIP 
ET ERINYES] ET ERINNYES PJ ET ERYNNYES Es ET ERJNES .L Rt:A 
EA I LA ET ERYNES Ji2 ET AERYNNES y3 ET ERINYIES JS& Co ET 
ERYNllES '::l81..4 ET ERNIS ~ ETINJS p ER!NES y 2 L 2 GRINES v 
TRINE~ ..!JBJi M AGMJNE] ARGMINE Ji2 ORD I NE y2 ~ .!.!..RJ2. M L2 
TERNO QM J:. 85 ET] ATQUE LUGD .2.u1.. I TRIS FATIDICAE] TRES 
FATIDICAE y3 TRIFATIDICAE L J:.A V y2 RA:i ~ ~4 Ji2 ~ TER 
suPRASCR TRI EADEM MANU I J:.I. LAM PJ URB L2 Es CQ E-Pub 
COMMUNAE L CUMANAE Rf:A 
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QUARUM TERGEMINI FATALIA CARMINA LIBRI, 
QUOS TER QUINORUM SERVAT CULTURA VIRORUM. 
TER BIBE. TRIS NUMERUS SUPER OMNIA, TRIS DEUS UNUS, 
HIC QUOQUE NE LUDUS NUMERO TRANSCURRAT INERT) 1 
TER DECIES TERNOS HABEAT DECIESQUE NOVENOS. 90 
86 TERGEMINI] GEMINI £J. CARMINA] CRIMINA B-LA PA-M JJ.BJ1 L2 
Es SED CARMINA ..l.Ji MARG Q.Q. ..E.I. E-LJGOL 87 QM L2 QUOS] 
QUORUM y3 SED CORR .ill. QUOS I TER QUI NORUM] TARQUINORUM .e 
TER TER QUI NORUM £8. 88 BIBET £ 
••• 
y3-LA PA-M ..LIBJ2. QQ Es E-GEN FL-BIP 
DECIOS TERNOS y y~ L2. DECIBS y3 
TRIS DEUS] TER DEUS 
90 DECIES TERNOS] 
HABEAT V HABEAS PA V v 2 
11 ..LIBJ2. M DEC I ESQUE} NOUIESQUE EA y £J. NOUEMQUE v 2 11 ..LIBJ2. 
M L2 NOUENOS] NOBENOS ~ NOUENES .e FtNIT y 3 L REX EA 
~4 H2 LA Co Es E-Av IUNT FINIS ll DESINUNT ~1 -3 
TECHNOPAEGNION EA TECHNOPEGNION ~4 H2 LA Co .EJJi1- 3 
ll DESINUNT Es u-Av !UNI THENOPAEGNION v 3 THEOPAEGNION 
Rb.A TEHNOPLEGNION L LIBER PRIMUS] LUDUS LIBER ..E.I. ]LESINIT 
II ll • • • 
·y3 LIBER ..E.I. DESINUNr Rb.A EA£ sussc QM~ Py v2 ~ 11 






CONSPECTUS SlGLORUM--DE FASTIS 
LEIDENSIS ~OSSIANUS .k.AIINUS F 1.11, SAEC 9 
MAGL I ABECH I ANUS CONV SoPPR J_ _Q_ 29·, SAEC 14 
v 3 BARBERINUS LATINUS ~35 (815), SAEC 15 
L .LA!JRENTIANUS PLUT LL J3., SAEC 15 
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T T!LlANUS, LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAT I NUS Q 1..Ql., SAEC 15 
REX MUSEi BRITANNIC! REG I US, KINGS Ms ]..1., SAEC 15 
PA PATAVINUS B!BLIOTHECAE EccLESIAE CATHEDRALIS C 64, 
SAEC 1 5 
V ~ATICANUS LATINUS 1611 1 SAEC 15 
v 2 VAIICANUS LATINUS 3152 1 SAEC 15 
G GUELFERBYIANUS AUGUSTANUS .1Q .2_, SAEC 15 
Q2 GUELFERBYTANUS GUDIANUS 145, SAEC 15 
MA S • MARC I AN US LAT I NU S 4 1 6 1 (APP END I C E XlJ. 1 CLASS E ]. ) , 
SAEC 1 5 
URB LiRB!NAS LATINUS 649 (VAT .bAI. 649), SAEC 15 
PJ PERUSINUS BIBLIOTHECAE PUBLICAE .J. .1.Q2 (,N.. 15922), 
SAEC 1 5 
M MAGLIABECHIANUS Qi.. Yll.]. 315, SAEC 15 
.L2 LAURENTI ANUS XXXI I I .12., SAEC 15 
Es ESCORIALENSIS S .lll 2..2., SAEC 15 
B BARBERI NUS LATINUS J...2.Q.. (1472) (VI 111 .12), SAEC 15 
LA LAURENTIANUS ASHBURNHAMENSIS 1732 (1656), SAEC 15 
RAV RAVEN~ 12.Q (l]A H 2), SAEC 15 
VAL4 Y-ALENTIANUS 834 (1.1J.J, SAEC 15 
Co CoTA 2..2. XU n (22. Yll ..41.), SAEC 1 5 






E LIBRO DE FASTIS 
CONCLUSIO 
I~ AUSONIUS HESPERIO FILIO SAL. 
(CONSULAR I LIBRO SUBICIENDI QUEM EGO EX CUNCTIS 
CONSULIBUS UNUM COEGI GREGORIO EX PRAEF.) 
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y_ M Y..3 1.. T Ell .PA v y_2 Q G2 .MA 1IBJ2. PJ M .L 2 
LI. 11 LA RAY. ":J..& 4 QQ E-P E I p 
V-P EI p 
CONCLUSIO ••• SAL y_ PEIP CONSULAR! LIBRO SUBICIENDI (SUBJ-
CIENDA ~ Q G2 .MA) QUEM EGO (OM EGO ADD AUSONIUS y_3) EX 
(EM RLJi Q _MA) CUNCTIS CONSUL I BUS UNUM (IN UNUM _MA) COEGI 
GREGORIO EX (EX QM y_3 R.r;:x Q B2 .MA) PRAEF (PRAEF QM~ Q 
B2 .MA) y_3 ML R£:X Q B2 MA $CHEN HUNC TITULUM ANTE Q Jjl 
IRANST!Jl II PEIP IN (E A.s..c_1 EX A_s.Q.2-3) LIBRO .(LJBRUM RA:.l) 
QUEM (QUEIN y_2) DE FAST JS COMPOSUERAT (COMPOSUERIT y_2) AD 
GREGORI UM (AD GREGORI UM COMPOSUERAT RAY.. COMPOSUERAT AD 
GEORGI UM fER2-Asc1 EX PREFECT AQQ EA v2 LA) .PA v2 .!.IBl1 M Es 
11 RAY.. Co-I UNI DE FAST IS COMPOSITIS AD GREGORI UM Y.. AD 
GREGORJUM FILIUM DE LIBRO QUEM DE FASTIS **DIDERAT PJ DE 
SUO F ASTORUM LI BRO AD GR EGOR I UM V lli 1 -PUL Au SON I I (OM CORP 
BURDIGALENSIS AQQ fl..) EPIGRAMMATA QUATTUOR (QUATTUOR QM 
!GNOTA AETERNAE NE SINT TIBI TEMPORA ROMAE, 
REGIBUS ET PATRUM DUCTA SUB IMPER! JS, 
DI GESS I FASTOS ET NOMINA PRAEPETIS AEVI, 
SPARSA JACENT LATIAM SI QUA PER HISTORIAM, 
SIT TUUS HIC FRUcrus, VJGILATAS ACCJPE NOCTES; 5 
OBSEQUITUR STUDIO NOSTRA LUCERNA TUO. 
TU QUOQUE VENTUROS PER LONGUM CONSERE IANOS, 
UT MEA DIGESSlT PAGINA PRAETERITOS. 
EXEMPLUM JAM PATRIS HABES, UT PROTINUS ET TE 
ADGREGET AUSONI JS PURPURA CONSUL I BUS. 10 
I I. SUPPUTATIO AB URBE CONDI TA IN 
CONSULATUM NOSTRUM 
ANNIS UNDECIES CENTUM CONIUNGE QUATERNOS, 
UNDECIES UNUMQUE SUPER TRIETERIDA NECTE. 
HAEC ERJT AETERNAE SERIES ABORIGINE ROMAE .. 
-
CORP) QUIBUS FASTORUM A SE DIGESTORUM MEMINIT AUSONIUS 
l-IESPERIO Ff LIO SALUTEM V1N 2 -CQ..RE. NULLUM LEMMA I L2 1 
AETERNAE] AERIAE L2 
.Q.M LA NEC Ji 2 ET PATRUM .Q.M LA 
B 
SUP y_ 3 DIGRESS! UR.a M Ji IUNT DIGEST! Lf:.R.2 - 3 PRAEPERIS 
PERPETIS ~3 M I £A=.Y..2 G2 URB-L 2 JLuJ.1 .filJ2 PRAEPETJS 
J..N. MARG LUGD-..(I EJ.!.b. $CAL-CORP 
HI 
HISTORIAM .MA STORIAM y_ 5 
PERPETIS .MA 4 
... 
LAT I UM fu:.X 
SIC fu:.X 
TUUS y_ LITTERAE s UJGILAT ABRASAE T ACCIPERE UGOL 6 
OBSEQUIOR ~3 7 CONFERE ~ CENSERE M 8 DJGESSIT] CON-
GESSIT M-COR~ 9 EXEMPLO CONFIDE MEO SIC PROTINUS M-LUGD 
10 APPLICET M-VIN1 
I I y_ LU GD-PE Ip 
1 J TITULUS SICUT SUPRA OMNES 2 UNDECIES] UNDENOS £uJ... 
UNUMQUE] UNAMQUE SCAL .G.Qi Q.Q.R_p UNUM QUAE LUQD 3 ..1Ji MARG 
CXL I I y_ 
,,--· ' ------~.,._..,_,,_..._,. ________________________________ ,_,, ________ ~----...., 
I I I. IN FINE EIUSDEM LIBRI ADDITI 
HACTENUS ADSCRIPSI FASTOS, SI SORS VOLET, ULTRA 
ADICIAM: SI NON, QUI LEGIS, ADICIES. 
SCIRE CUPIS QUI SIM? TITULUM QUI QUARTUS AB IMO EST 
QUAERE: LEGES NOMEN CONSUL IS AUSONI I. 
IV. DE EODEM FASTORUM LIBRO 
LJRBIS AB AETERNAE DEDUCTAM REGE QUIRINO 
I I I M-y2 URB-PEIP 
Ill IN FINEM EUISCEM LIBRI ADDITI M IN FINEM EUISCEM L 
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ADDI TUM IN FINE FASTORUM V NULLUM LEMM.AT Y...2 L2 1 HAC-
TENOS PEIP EDSCRIPSI ~ ASCRIPTI Es :LAb.4 CQ SED ADSCRJPSI 
F 
JJi MARG £. STATOS L STASTOS M PASTOS ADD ALIA MANU M s1J 
ET SI L2 FORS v3 M .!.IBJ2. PJ Co-Asc 3 ALn-LuGD V1N2-GEN ScHE~ 
UULTRA Es ~4 2 ADICIAM] ADDICIAM I ADICIES] ADDICIES 
I~ ~2 ADI ICIAS R8JL ~1 LUGD Y...Lri2 B.Ili ADI ICJAE SCA.L 
3 IMO] UNO v2 .Ll.RJl M SCAL Gf;li TOLL Yi.f:,i ll lll MARG LUGD .El.il.. 
UNA~ EST QM Es RAV-I UNI ~1 
IV ~2 URB-PEIP 
IV DE EODEM L y_3 M ~ SCHEN CONSULAR I ••• PRAEF (Y...lll ~)HOC 
l 0 C 0 HA B EI p E I P D E E 0 D EM FAST 0 RUM L I BR 0 AD PR 0 CUL UM _(LR 1 -
Al..D.. DE EODEM AD PROCULUM VrN 1 -CosP 1 AETERNAE] HECTOREE 
.l.l.RJl M ~ ll .lri MARG, .P.uJ... 
ANNORUM SERIEM CUM, PROCULE, ACCIPIES, 
MILLE ANNOS CENTUMQUE ET BIS FLUXISSE NOVENOS 
CONSUL IS AUSONJ I NOMEN AD USQUE LEGES. 
FORS ERIT, UT, LUSTRUM CUM SE CUMULAVERIT ISTIS, 5 
CONFECTAM PROCULUS. SIGNET 0LYMPIADA. 
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2 ANNORUM] ****RUM LA AUNORUM UGOL ACCIPIAS L M 3 
CENTUQUE Y..Jil..4 CERTUMQUE fJ:.8.3 CE**UMQUE V2 5 TUMULAUERIT 
L 6 CONFECTA ::i...3 
0LYMPIADA CONJ k.ilil 
CONSERTA R£.A SIGNET] FINGET RJ:x 
OLYMP !ADAM ML Pav v 2 ™ M L2 PE1-P 












SANGALLENSl_S_ 397 1 SAEC 9 
VATICA~ LAIINUS ]2_22, SAEC 9-10 
DARMSIADIENSIS 3301 1 SAEC 9-10 
TREVERICUS 1086 (2180), SAEC 9-10 
PARISINUS LATINUS 8093, SAEC 10 
MELLICENSIS 1J..1. (1863), SAEC 10 
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PAR I SINUS LATINUS 122..1 (PEIAVIANUS), SAEC 10-11 
PARISINUS LATINUS 8069, SAEC 10-11 
PARISINUS LAIINUS 17177, SAEC 11 
BEROLINENSIS PHILLIPPICUS 1827 (ROSE N!i. 193) 1 
SAEC 1 3 
VAIICANUS LATINUS 1574 1 SAEC 12-13 
PAR I SINUS .b.ATINUS 7936, SAEC 13 
HARLE I ANUS 2534 (..Q..LM XI 11), SAEC 13 
VAT I GANUS REGINENSLS 2120, SAEC 13 
VAIICANUS LATINUS 2759, SAEC 13 
EroNENSIS 21., SAEC 13-14 
HELMSIADIENSIS 332 (HEINEMANN 367), SAEC 15 
LEIDENSIS VOSSI~ LATINUS Q 96 1 SAEC 15 
BASILIENSIS £ J..ll i, SAEC 15 
LEIDENSIS VOSS I ANUS LAT I NUS Q &i, SAEC 15 
HARLEIANUS 3963, SAEC 15 
YINDOBONENSIS 3108 (PHILOL .121.) (Eg_g_ 222.), 

















~ I ND 0 B 0 f'j EN S I S 3 2 2 4 ( .sAk.Lfil2. Ji M ) ( P H I L 0 L 3 0 5 ) , 
SAEC 1 5 
LEIDENSIS j!QSSIANUS LATIN~£ 78 
BASILIEf'jSIS F X .12. 
MS ADDENDA 1656Z, SAEC 15 
MEDIOLANUS 0 74 SUP, SAEC 15 
VATICANUS LAI!NUS ~269 1 SAEC 15 
VATICANUS LATINUS 3255, SAEO 15 
VAIICANUS LATINUS 1586, SAEC 15 
YATICANUS URBINAS 350, SAEC 15 
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DE ROSIS NASCENTIBUS 
(SCHENKL 243-45) 
(PEIPER 409-11) 
_a4 v 5D8IBEV .e.,5 
'::i.J.:J_ 3 
.EL li Yoss 5 
ME2 
.e.. .e.. 4 p6 
BF voss 3 .!::l.4 
.lillll Mm :iAI.5 :iAI,4 Y..!u.2 .u.IUl 1 
~ GE~-PEIP .G...L.o. ilAE. 
P!:ilL :iAI, 1 .e.. 3 




VI ~D 8 .6X 
VIN1-ScAL 
EIUSDEM £. .e_4 lREV EIUSDEM VIRGILI I ECLOGA Y..5 INCIPIT ECLO-
GA 'J.J:J...3 J:2.8. ME2 Pu M LilRGILI I .e.,3 P UIRGILI I MARON IS .8£ 
YsJ.~3 Voss8 ADD LilRGJLJ I MARON JS VIND? UIRGILI I .MJ:.2 CARMEN 
VossB DE y_5 DA TREV .e.,5 .Ml;,2 .e.. .e.,4 .e.,3 Y...AI3 H4 Voss 8 ScHEN-OXE 
ROSIS y_5 DA TREV .e.,5 .MJ:.2 .e.. .e..4 .e.,3 ':1.Af_3 H4 VossB SCHEN-OXF SE-
QUITUR V!ND5 ROSA VIND5 ROSAE BE VAT4 ROSETUM ADD MED RO-
SETTUM VIND? NASCENT I BUS y_5 !2.A l.E.J:.~ .e_5 ME2 £. .e_4 .e_3 Y..A:J_3 
VossB £I LITIERAE J.1i .&8d Voss 8 .I.I SCHEN E~ DAE JSENESCENTl-
sus DA EIUSDEM .e..5 M.!;:.u. UIRGILIS Vl~D 5 ROSARUM LIBER Voss3 
PUBLI I MARON IS LilRGILI I PARTHEMIAS MANTUANI LI BELLUS FELICt-
TER .!::l.4 PUBLIUS MARO DE UERE NOUO AD .£...I LITTERAE J.1i ~ 
Voss5 UIRGILJus DE UERE Nouo AD AMA SIA ..LN. MARG VAr 5 UITAE 
HUANG AD MODlO ROSE Voss 8 ECLOGA .e.. .e..4 TREV INCJPIT TREV .e.. 
..e.4 ..e.5 Y..oss5 Y.Qss3 v I ~!l 7 Voss 8 Allll EC LO GA ..e.3 LE.GAS FEL Ix .!::l.4 
FELICITER y_5 VIND? ADD. INCHOAT y_5 UERNAE LAUDANTUR Y.Ju.4 Tl-
BULLJ .1{R D[ECIMJ] JlL.N.1 AUSONI I ~1-3 .\l.1Ji1 LUGD SCAL .GJ:ri. 
TOLL ROSAE ~1-3 V1N1-SCAL GEN-FL CORP QUAE (QUAS ~1) 
PERPERAM MARONI ADSCRIPTAE (ADSCRIPTAS .£...I HIERONYMUS ALEANDER 
..A.Il!l ~1) EX FIDE UETUSTI CODICIS AUCTORI ASSIGNANTUR 
(ADSERUIT ~1) ~~1-3 NULL.11.M LEMMA p6 .!::L li G4 YA.I1 Y.Ju.2 
i1 
,I 
VER ERAT ET BLANDO MORDENTI A FRIGORE SENSU 
SPIRABAT CROCEO MANE REVECTA DIES. 
STRICTIOR EOOS PRAECESSERAT AURA IUGALES 
AESTIFERUM SUADENS ANTICIPARE DIEM. 
ERRABAM RIGUIS PER QUADRUA COMPITA JN HORTJS 
MATURO CUPIENS ME VEGETARE DIE • 
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5 
..u.B.J2.1 (EXITAT NI CATALECTIS J.1i MARG G4)..I.I.M VV ll .12. ..3.2. 36 il-
44 47-49 HABET .BX ..I.IM VV 33-36 39-46 49 2~ HABET PHIL TTM 
VV 40 43 44 46 49 50 l:l.8.llii VR TTM VV 35 36 39 40 43-50 HABET 
T 
.aBJ1 1 UER] ER Y..!:J...1 E4 MORDENTI A] MORDENCIA ME2 MORDEN-
C IA_,£.4 MORDENDA IE.EV MOIDEN H MORDEI A VAT3 MORIENTIA VIND 5 
MORDENTI A PEIP MORDEBANT Jl.Ar.1 MORDENTIA G4-DA E5 p6 Y..!:J...1-
.l::L .E.r. Vos~ 5 l:l.4 VIND 7 Voss 8 ADD-0~ FRI GORE] FRI GORA G4 E3 
Y.i:J...3 Voss5-H4 ADD-V1N1 V1N2-ScHEN .G.l.Q. .Q.xr. FRIGORAE E4 SEN-
su] MORSU-6.[ VIND 5 Voss8 MED Y..!:J...4 2 SP I RABAT] SPECTABAT E 3 
SP I RAT ~IND7 5 PJRABAT YAI.1 EMITTEBAT SCRIPTUM SUe.EA VERSUM H 
MANE REUECTA] MANERE UECTA .G.4 ME2 E E4 MUNERE UECTA p6 MANE 
RETECTA H l:l.4 MED Y.Jil.2 illill..1 MANE REFECTA Vos~5 v I ND 7 Y..!:J...5 3 
STRACTIOR E3 STRUCTIOR l:l.4 EOOS] EOS .lJA VIND? EOHOS E AEOOS 
I.!UJ!.. Y.Jil.4 EOAS BF · PROCESSERAT Voss 5 AURA] ORA Ji 4 PES-
T l FERUM .lJA ANTE Cf PARE ME 2 ANTECIPARE .lJ.A 5 ERRABAM] RA-
BAM (R A1=.u:.R.A MANU JJi MARG LAEVA) DA QUADRA ETH Voss5 (ET 
QM Voss5) .l::L4 ~ Y..!:J...2 13.A.s. COMP I TA] COMPETA y5 TREV E 5 (I .fil.!.-
PRASC& E 5 )£6 COMPUTA £.8..S. HORT IS] ORTIS '::lt:J..1 E3 .ti .EJ. J:i Y.i:J...3 
J::L4 Voss5 Voss3 VIND7 ADD. MED Y..!:J...5 '::lt:J..2 .!.IB..~1 HERB IS y 5 E5 MJ;,2 
.r:.6 B.E VIND5 VossB Y.i:J...4 HERT IS DA E4 ERTIS E 6 MATURO] 
ATURO .lJ.A MATURE p6 UEGETARE] UETARE DA DIEM P 6 E 3 
VIDI CONCRETAS PER GRAMINA FLEXA PRUINAS . 
PENDERE AUT HOLERUM STARE CACUMINIBUS 1 
CAULIBUS ET TERETES PATULIS COLLUDERE GUTTAS. 
(NOX ASSUETA DIU FECERAT ILLUD IDEM.) 
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1 0 
7 UIDJ] UITI E3 CONGRETAS E3 CONCRE*TAS E CONGCRETAS Y.i:J.3 
CONGESTAS 'iAI1 FLEXU p6 PLEXA E3 8 PENDERE AUT] PONDE 
ANTE VIND 5 AUT] AT Voss 5 Y..!:J.5 A 1 VIND? AUT HOLERUM] AUTO 
LERUM TREV 9 CAULIBUS] CAULLIBUS H CALLI BUS E 3 CAURIBUS 
)Loss 3 TALI BUS DA TERETES PATULIS] PATULIS TERETES G4 ~5 DA 
p5-ME2 E E4 P 6 BF VIND5 Voss 8 YJ:J...4 A2.Q.1- 3 V1N 1-ScHEN CONLU-
DERE] CONCLUDERE £ E 4..J::6 E 3 H YJ:J._3 Voss 5 Voss 3 H4 VIND? 'iAJ.2 
L 
CONCLUDERE J.l.Rl?..1 ASSUETA DIU FECERAT ILLUD IDEM JJi .MA.Bil H 10 
... 
OM DA E5 E E4 TREV ME 2 p6 G4 SCHEN PE!P NOX ASSUETA DIU FE-
CERAT ILLUD IDEM £ 3 J..N. MARG H ETH 'iAI3 H4 VIND? ADD MED :Ii 
Voss3 Voss5 Y..AI1 Y..AI2 i!..BJi1 LACUNA UNIUS VERSUS POST 1.Q li 
Voss 5 H4 Voss 3 .!.IB.1?..1 VERSUS 1.Q LEGII ET CAELESTIS AQUAE PON-
DERE TUNG GRAUJDOS (GRAUIDAS Voss 8 Voss 5 Asc 1-CoRP) BF VIND5 
Voss 8 'iAI4 lJ. POSI LACUNAM UNIUS VERSUS tl (EAT A121l H) Voss 5 
H4 Voss 3 .!.IB.1?..1 Asc 1 -CoRP lJ. Posr VERSUM 1.Q SINE LACUNA Y..AI2 
AJll2 VERSUM JJi INFIMA E..8Q HABET v 5 .J:Jill VERSU .1Q LEGII Y..AI5 : I 
NOX ASSUETA DIU STETERAT ILLUD IDEM 
ASPEXI TELLUS IAM QUAS OMISERAT HERBAS 
ET CELESTIS AQUAE PONDERE TUNG GRAUIDAS 
VJDI PAESTANO GAUDERE ROSARIA CULTU 
EXORIENTE NOVO ROSCIDA LUCIFERO. 
RARA PRUJNOSJS CANEBAT GEMMA FRUTECTIS 
.AD PRIMI RADJOS INTERITURA DIE. 
AMBIGERES, RAPERETNE ROSIS AURORA RUBOREM 15 
AN DARET ET FLORES TINGUERET ORTA DIES. 
ROS UNUS, COLOR UNUS ET UNUM MANE DUORUM. 
SIDERIS ET FLORIS NAM DOMINA UNA VE~US. 
FORSAN ET UNUS ODOR: SED CELSIOR ILLE PER AURAS 
2 31 
3 5 5 II 7 11 PESTANES .P.. POSTANO Voss PESTIANO VIND PESTANO VIND 
LEGIT MED: LilDI PESTANO GAUDERE ROSARIA CULTU 
ET CAELESTIS AQUAE PONDERE TUNG GRAUJDOS 
UIDI PESTANO GAUDERE ROSARIA CULTU 
12 .Q.M .e..5 EX ORlENTE v 5 EXORIENTU Voss 8 ROSCIDA ~1 ROSl-
DA.J?..6 Voss8 MED ROSCIDA H ROSIDA ..ltl MARG ~1 ROSCULA~2 
13 CANEBAT] CANDEBAT Y..9.:i,s5 CAN~EBAT URB1 SCANDEBAT .P..3 
CANDEBA Y..xr.5 PENDEBAT Y..xr.1 GEMMA] GEMINA VIND? FRUETIS 
Voss 5 FRUTE*TIS VIND? RARA PRUIN ..ltl MARG ME 2 14 OM .8.D.12 
PRIMUM Voss5 VIND? PRIMOS BF Voss 3 VIND5 Voss 8 YA:I.4 1!.R.a1 
PRJMAE li4 PRJME Y..8J_2 RADJO Voss5 INTERITURA DJE] INTER AU-
RA DJE J?_4 INTERITU RADICE ME 2 DIES__E_6 YJu.1 DEi VIND? 15 
AMBJGERET .P..3 AMBIGERE SUPRASCK ABJGE li RAPERET NEROSJS .P..4 
RAPERET RENOSIS Mr:.2 ROSIS 'J...bJ...3 AURORA] TUNG AURA v 5 .B£ 
.VIND5 Voss8 VAT4 AURA .P..5 p6 TREV 16 FLORIS SCAL TINGUE-
RET] ANGUERET 12.A ORTA] !STA .P..3 17 ROS UNUS] ROSUMUS TREV 
ROS UNORUM .P.. ROSUNT .e_4 FLOS UNUS YA:I.2 ROS SED UNUS QM .P..3 
A 
COLOR UNUS] COLOR UNUS UNUS .P..3 DUORUM] DEORUM BF 18 NAM 
DOMINA] NAM ET DOMINA tl EST DOMINA BF li4 VIND 5 Voss 8 MED 
Y..i:J..4 Y..8J_2 NAM DOMINA ..U:. EST ..ltl MARG BASLE UNA QM .P..4 19 
FORS I TAN (ET QM) .P..3 li Y..xr.3 Voss3 VIND? ADD. 'j_bJ...5 YA:I.1 .Ll.Iill.1 
FORSAN ET] FOSANET J?_4 SED] SI VIND5 ILLET VAT3 AURAS 





. DIFFLATUR SP I RAT PROXIMUS ISTE MAGIS. 
COMMUNIS PAPHIE DEA SIDERIS ET DEA FLORIS 
PRAECIPIT UNIUS MURICJS ESSE HABJTUM. 
MOMENTUM INTERERAT, QUO SE NASCENTIA FLORUM 
GERMINA COMPARJBUS DIVIDERENT SPATI IS. 




20 D SED VERSUM OM p6 DIFFLATUR SPIRAT] D!FFLE SPIRAT v5 
SED DIFFLATUR ..i.tl MARG v5 JJ. J:.5 £ ME 2 DIFFLE SP I RANT £4 DlF 
FLO SP I RAT TREV DEFFLUIT ET £3 VAT1 Voss5 VIND? VAT2 DlF-
FLUIT ET J:i H Y...PJ..3 Voss3 J:i4 ADD MED VAT5 ™1 DIFFLUIT EXSPl-
RAT TOLL-BIP PEIP PROXIMIS Voss3 PROXIMA VossB PROXIMUS] 
FORSJTAN Y..oss5 Y...PJ_5 ™1 21 COMMUIS Y...AJ...3 COMMUN IS] OMNJS 
ET ADD PAPH I AE v 5 £5 ME2 £ Voss5 VossB JR EV VAT5 ._':ilJ...4 PHA-
PH JAE DA p6 PAS I THE H li4 PASIPHE Y...PJ_3 PASCJTE MED PAPHJAE 
ET DEA Voss5 Y..!:J..5 22 PRAECEPIT DA ME2 PRAECIPUE VIND5 MU-
RICJS] MIRICIS ME2 MUTRICIS £6 HABITUM]ABJTUM J:. BEATUM p6 
ROSAM H li4 .MfJ2. 'i..!:J..2 23 INTERERAT] INTER ERAT v5 p6 IN-
TERERAT J:i JNTEREAT H Y..ossB ™1 LUGD JNTEREA MED QUO SE] 
QUOSE v5 QUOS E J:. NASCENDA TREV NECTENTIA .MfJ2. NASCETIA 
.voss5 NACENCJA .e.4 ·24 GRAM I NA .e.3 '.i.AI3 VIND 7 GERMINAT .M.fJ.2 
COMPARJBUS] CUM PARIBUS p6 VIND 5 VossB CUM PATRIBUS ME2 
DISPARIBUS .e.3 '.i.AI1 li.H Voss5 Voss3 J:i4 VIND? ADD.. MED Y...PJ..5 VAT3 
RENT 
Y.Ju.2 .11.EJ2.1 DJUIDETE H DIUIDIT JN J:i4 MED Y..Ju.2 SPATI IS] 
SPADIS TREV 
~1 TOLL 
25 HAEC]NEC H H4 UJR ET E .e..4 














HANC TENUI FOLIO PURPURA RUBRA NOTAT. 
HAEC APERIT PRIM! FASTIGIA CELSA OBELISCl 1 
.MUCRONEM ABSOLVENS PURPUREI CAPITIS. 
VERTICE COLLECTOS ILLA EXINUABAT AMICTUS, . 
IAM MEDI TANS FOLi IS SE NUMERARE surs. 
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30 
26 HANC TENUI FOLIO] HAC TENUS IN FOLIO v 5 SED TENUIS Jl:l. 
MARG ~5 ET £.5 ME 2 £. £4 ACTENUS ET FOLIO l.E.£:i. HAECTENUS IN-
FOLIO £6 HACTENUS ET FOLIO E..3 Ji SED HAC SUPRASCR Ji ET Yoss 5 
VAT 3 Voss 3 Y...AJ..5 HANC TENUI ET FOLIO H HANC TENUS ET FOLIO 
.!i4 Y.A.L1 MED Y...AJ..2 AlJ.D. HANC TENUIS FOLIO VIND 5 HATTENUS ET 
FOLIO VIND? HANC TENUIS ET FOLIO ..!.IB.!2.1 ..!:!.Lll:!.~ VERSUM POST~-
• ' . 
.fil.LM. 2J1 HABEI ADD. NOTAT] NITET Voss 3 27 PRIM!] PRIMA SED 
PRIM! ALIA MANU .lJ.A PRIMA £5 P £4 ME2 TREV p6 £3 Ji BF ~4 
YIND 5 Y..AI3 PRIM! FASTIGIA CELSA OBELISCI] PRIME FLORENS 
PRAELUDIA FORMAE Y...AJ..1 SED PRIM! SUPRASCR Y...AJ..1 ET Ji4 Voss 5 ADD 
Mt:..12 Y...AJ..5 Y...AJ..2 PRIMO VIND 7 Voss 8 FASTIGIA] FASTIDIA ME2 p6 
H ~2 UESTIGJA E..3 Ji .Y'.AJ:.1 VIND? Y...J.u..3 .!.LE.12.1 OBELISCI] OBLl-
UISCJ .D.A BELISCJ E..3 OBELICI YAI1 VIND? 'l.J:J..3 .OBELISCI ..!.IB.!2.1 
.OBELlSCI QM. Yoss 3 HUNC VERSUM POSI VERSUM HEC APER IT PRIMAE 
FLORENS PRAELUDIA FORMAE H HUNC VERSUM ANTE VACUAM LINEAM 
Voss 3 DEINDE VERSUM NEC APERIT PRIME FLORENS PRAELUDJA FOR-
ME HABET Voss3 28 .Q.M P6 ABSOLUERIS TREV CAPTUS ~5 CA-
PIDIS TREV 29 EXSUNUABAT DA EXUNDABAT H li4 MED ESINUA-
BAT VIND5 INSINUABAT VIND? 
..s1J2 SE NUMERARE Jl:l. MARG .!.IB.!2.1 
SE NUMERARARE .M.E;.2 
30 SE NUMERARE] AC SE NUDARE 




NEC MORA: RIDENTIS CALATHI PATEFECIT HONOREM, 
PRODENS INCLUSI SEMJNA DENSA CROCI. 
HAEC MODO QUAE TOTO RUTILAVERAT JGNE COMARUM, 
PALLIDA COLLAPSIS DESERITUR FOLi IS. 
MJRABAR CELEREM FUGITIVA AETATE RAPINAM, 35 
ET DUM NASCUNTUR CONSENUISSE ROSAS. 
ECCE ET DEFLUXIT RUTILI COMA PUNICA FLORIS 
DUM LOQUOR, ET TELLUS TECTA RUBORE MICAT. 
TOT SPECIES TANTOSQUE ORTUS VARIOSQUE NOVATUS 
UNA DIES APERIT, CONFJCIT IPSA DIES. 40 
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31 HAEC MODO LYDENTIS CALATHI PATEFECIT ODOREM ~ RIDENTES 
.M£2 CHALATI .e_3 PATEFECI J:.. PATEFACIT TREV ADD PATESCIT E..3 
HONOREM] HONEM ,G.4 32 PROCEDENS J:.. FEMINA E. .MJ;,2 DI ENSA .ti 
DEMSA 1illJl 33 IGNA J:..5 IGE ME2 COMATRUM .MJ;,2 QUAE PER TOTO 
..8A1i 35 CELEREM FUGITIUA] 11 FUGITIUA 11 CELEREM Y..!:J..1 AETATE 
RAPINAM] AETATERA PINAM p6 36 DUM] CUM JlR.a CONSENUISSE] 
DE CONSENUISSE Y..!:J..1 INSENUISSE JIBJ1 37 ECCE ET· DEFLUXIT] 
ECCE DEFLUXIT J:.. ':i..PJ..3 ECCE DE ET FLUX IT .MJ;,2 ECCE ET DE-
FLUSJ [LACUNA]T IREV QUAM CITO DEFLUXIT .ti Voss5 H4 .lill.12 MED 
Y..!:J..5 Y..!:J..2 QUAS CITO DEFLUXIT Voss 3 QUATO DEFLUXIT Voss 8 
RUTALI ~ 38 ET TELLUS] ET NULLA SED TELLLIS CORR ALTERA 
. . . . . 
MANU H ET NULLO H4 .M.E..D. Y..!:J..2 TECTA] TACTA .e..5 BE YIND5 Voss 8 
39 TANTOSQUE ORTUS] TANTOS TORSOS Voss5 TANTOS ORTUS 
TANTOS ***** Y..!:J..5 UARIUSQUE TREV UARIOSUE Y..!:J..5 NO-
. ':l.A:I. 4 
Y..!u.3 
u 
TATUS .\LAr.1 VERSUS 39-50 QM .MJ:.2 40 UNA DI ES APER IT] IPSA 
DIES APER IT .Bf. Y..!il.4 UNA DIES APER IT SED IPSA .lli MABQ E.il1.. 
CONFICIT JPSA DIES] CONFLECIT JPSA DIES E. CONFICIT UNA DIES 
.e..3 H SED IPSA SUPRASCR H .fJ. ~.ti H4 VIND? VossB MED Y..i:J..1 ':l.8J..2 




CONQUERIMUR, NATURA, BREVIS QUOD GRATIA FLORUM EST: 
OSTENTATA OCULJS ILLICO DONA RAPIS. 
QUAM LONGA UNA DIES, AETAS TAM LONGA ROSARUM, 
QUAS PUBESCENTES IUNCTA SENECTA PREMIT. 
QUAM MODO NASCENTEM RUTILUS CONSPEXJT Eous, 45 
HANG REDIENS SERO VESPERE VJDIT ANUM. 
SED BENE QUOD PAUCJS LICET INTERITURA DIEBUS 1 
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41 CONQUER I MUS JlA FLORUM EST QM E 5 ~ .E_4 v5 JlA SED ALIA MANU 
A.l2D.. v 5 £1.. P 6 SCHEN FLORUM G4 H li4 TALIS TREV PHIL E3 ..!:i Y-A:f_3 
Voss3 VIND? ADD Y...f:J_5 VAT1 ~1 2.U2 FLORUM EST .11! MARG lllil2.1 ET 
PEIP 42 OSTENTA VAT3 TREV DONA] DAMNA VIND? RAPTIS H 
VIND5 43 LONGUS EST UNA VaJ..1 DIES QM VIND5 UNA EST DIES 
PHIL AETAS EST TAM ~!S.12. EST LONGA ROSARUM jlR OM 43-50 JlA 
44 CUM PUBESCENT I TREV PHJ...1=. E3 ..!:i YR VINQ5 SED PUBESCENDI 
VIND5 £1.. ':::l..aL3 Voss5 ~ll::ill.7 ADD VAT5 SED PUBESCENDI VAT 5 £1.. 
~1 il!S.12.1 .1iE.& PEIP SENECTA] SEMI TA ':::l..aL2 PREM IT] BREU IS y5 
E5 E P 6 Y..!:J..1 E3 ..!:i ::LR ~oss5 Voss3 VIND? ADD.. Y.AI_5 Y..PJ..3 1IBJ2.1 .1iE.& 
45 QUEM YR RUTILIS v 5 E5 E E 4 Voss 5 RUTULUS p6 H RUTULIS 
Y..!:J..5 RUTILENS ]LR CONSPEXJT] SPECTABAT p6 CONPEXIT TREV 
1• 
EOUS] EOS E EDUS TREV EOS VIND? 46 RADIENS YR UIDJT] 
EUIDIT E DIXIT Voss 5 Y..PJ..5 ANUM] UNUM TREV 47 OM p6 




SUCCEDENS AEVUM PROROGAT IPSA SUUM. 
COLLIGE, VIRGO, ROSAS DUM FLOS NOVUS ET NOVA PUBES, 
ET MEMOR ESTO AEVUM SIC PROPERARE TUUM. 50 
48 .Q..M P 6 SUCCENDENS TREV SUCCEDES Voss 3 # -EUUS UNU Ji 
PROGAT E IPSA] ILLA Voss5 'J..AJ_3 Voss3 11DD. VAT5 49 OM p6 
VEE SUM .2.Q. SUP!St\SCRIPIUM HABEI ,Y'.R FLOS NOUUS] FLOS UNUS Ji 
ROS NOUUS VAT1 PUBES] BUBES VAT5 50 OM p6 ET MEMOR ]--
SED ME MOR Ji SIC] NUNC .Y'.R PROP ARE ~oss3 PROPEARE PHIL 
EXPLICIT £ 3 PUBLI I LilRGILI I MARON IS v5 £5 E £4 TREV 
ECLOGA y5 E £ 4 TREV £3 DE ROSIS y 5 £5 E £4 TREV £3 
NASCENT I BUS £3 FINIT v5 £5 E £4 VIND? ROSETTUM VIND? FINIS 
ROSARUM LIBRI Voss3 FINI TUR H4 NULLUM SUBSCR HABENT G4 D.A 











V1 ND 3 











CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM -- SEPTEM 
ANGELICANUS V d 22. (1515), SAEC 11 
PARISINUS LATINUS 9344, SAEC 11 
LAUDIANUS Msc 87 (OL 867), SAEC 12 
VINDOBONENSIS 2521 (PHILOL 281) (413), SAEC 12 
MONACENSIS 14506, SAEC 12 
VORAVIENSIS 33 (.1.JJ_) (MMML £E. blQ .l066), SAEC 12 
BASILIENSIS BX 35, SAEC 13 
BAMBERG Msc CLASS .11_, SAEC 13 
VINDOBONENSIS 143 (MED j_Qj.), SAEC 13 
VINDOBONENSJS 965 (THEOL 319), SAEC 14 
VINDOBONENSIS 3150 (LUNAEL £ .111), SAEC 14 
BARBERINUS LATINUS 65 (1_159), SAEC 12-15 
LAURENTIANUS 37 25, SAEC 15 
MoNACENS 1 s 5417, SAEC 15. 




SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE 
SEPTENIS VERSIBUS EXPLICATAE 
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A £2 LM VINDS M02 VoR BB BAM VIND2 VIND 3 VIND 6 
BARB .L3 MO BA .u. Gil.I lJGot..:.LuGD HERT PuL-PEtP 
DICTA HERT NOMINA A UERSUS VIND8 V!ND2 MO. HAE SUNT L3 EO- I 
RUNDEM VtN1-BIP SEPTEM A J.tl MARG ..e.2 il .LM VINDS M02 BB ..8.AM 111 
VrNn2 VrNn6 L3 Hrnr Y1NLB1P CoRP-PEIP SENTENTIAE BB Bll.M II, 
v I ND6 u-ALD SEPT EM u-ALD SAP I EN TUM A ..lli MARG ..e . .2 il LM BAM li:l 
VJND2 VIND6 HERT V1N 1 -B1~ CORP-PE IP SAPIENTUORUM VIND8 SAPI- J1 
1:1 
EN T Es Mo 2 ? H 1 Loso PH o Ru M .L 3 s EN T EN T 1 A E .LM m MARG ..e. 2 u .L 3 II 
CoRP-PEIP sEPTENts .LM 111 MARG ..e.2 J:..I BB BAM L3 u-ALD V1N 1 -B1e l[I 
CORP-PEIP UERSIBUS LM J.tl MARG ..e_2 ET BB BAM VIND6 .L3 u-ALD 
V1N1-B1P CORP-PE!P AB EODEM AUSONIO V1N1-B1P EXPLICATAE .LM 
m .MARG ..e.2 n BB liAM V1ND6 u-ALD V1N1-B1e CORP-PE IP EXPEDITE 
L3 AusoNJ I CELI EIUSDEM MO IN LM ..lli MARG ..e.2 QUI BUS m MARG 
QUIS .LM ALI QUID LM ..LN.. MARG ..e.2 JPSORUM BB Y1Np6 IPSARUM .LM 
J.tl MARG ..e_2 I PSE .6_AM EST LM ..lli MARG p2 il BB ..8.AM VI ND6 OB-
. SERUATUM .LM ..lli MARG ..e.2 il BB MEDI US ..8.AM MODUS YIND6 UT .LM 
..lli MARG ..e.2 il BB ..8.AM YIND 6 BINI ULTIMJ UERSUS LM BB BAM 
VtND6 BINI UERSUS ULTIMI ..lli MARG p2 PER BB BAM YIND6 ANT/-
THETA LM BB ..8.AM VIND6 ANTHITHETA ..lli MARG ..e.2 FINIANTUR .LM 
..lJi MARG ..e_2 il BB .6_AM ID UERITAS UITAS QUAE ETIAM PER INIMl-
COS (TUOS .A!2Q YIND6) NON TACES BAM VtND6 PYTACUS MITJLENUS 
SOLON ATHENIENSJS PYLJON SPARTANUS CLEOBOLUS LYDIUS THALES 
MYLESIUS PERIANDER CHORINTJUS BYAS BRIENEUS HAE SUNT 
BIAS PRlENEUS 
QUAENAM SUMMA BONJ EST? MENS SEMPER CONSCIA RECTI. 
PERN!CIES HOMINI QUAE MAXIMA? SOLUS HOMO ALTER. 
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SENTENTIAE EORUNDEM MQ.2 BIAS FERENEUS DIXERUNT YIND2 QUI 
FUERUNT JN DIEBUS IOACHIM REGIS IUDEE CUM QUO DANIEL CAPTIUA-
TUS EST FUERUNTQUE JN TEMPORE QUORUM PRIOR BIAS PRIENEUS SIC 
EXORSUS EST L3 GRAECIAE INTERPRETE ERASMO ROT. HERT PEINDE 
TITULUM ALTERUM HABEI A NULLUM LEMMA VIND 3 VOR B.ARB TTM VV 
1-3, 5-7 HABEI '::1...illl y_y_ ]_ 1 13-15, 1.§., 25, 27, 28, 30, 33, 37, 
38, 43, 45, 47, 49 J.1!. ALI IS !NCERTI _6UCTORIS UERSIBUS CON.LL-
.N_U .8X .I.IM ~ 1..::.Q. HABEI MQ. .I.IM VV .1::1. HABENI llllid.8 M02jj 
BIAS PERITHNEUS p2 BIAS PERIENEUS LM BIAS PR**NEUS BB BIAS 
PERI GENE BARB NULLUM LEMMA A M02 Y.il:ill.2 VIND 3 L 3 MO PYIAGO-
RAS MIIILENUS VIND8 PYIACUS MILITENUS .6.AM PITACUS ANTILE-
NUS ';lQR VI ND.6 BJANTJS PR!ENEI = SECI 2 PORRO TEXTUS TOTI US 







N Eu s u -PE 1 P So Lo N ATHAN ..LN MARG Vo R 1 Q u A E ] u A E BAR B Es T / 
·oM V1Nv
6 L3 u-CosP SEMPER QM £2 MENS SEMPER c0Nsc1Al MENS I 
EST SIBI CONSCJA k..1 PITA J1i MARG VIND8 MENS QUAE SIB! CON-
sci A Y.QJi V1Nn3 L3 u-ScHEN QUAE MENS EST CONSCIA MQ. QUAE 
MENS SIBI CONSCIA .MQ.2 VV ~£.I 2 TRANSPOSUIT M02 2 P ERN I -
CIES] PINIIES .MQ. SOLON ATHENIENSJS SUPRA PERNICIES VtND8 
PER**C*Es VIND3 HOMINUM A VtND3 u-Av luNT AW2 HOM IN IS BAM 
VIND6 MO UID AUSONIUM PAG 147 ll:l. MARG .MQ2 PLENJUS PARTUS 












QUIS DIVES? QUI NIL CUPIET. QUIS PAUPER? AVARUS. 
QUAE DOS MATRONIS PULCHERRIMA7 VITA PUDICA. 
QUAE CASTA EST? DE QUA MENTIRI FAMA VERETUR. 
QUOD PRUDENTIS OPUS? CUM POSS!T 1 NOLLE NOCERE: QUID STULTI PROPRIUM? NON POSSE ET VELLE .NOCERE. 
PITTACUS MJTYLENAEUS 
LOQUI IGNORABIT, QUI TACERE NESCIAT. 
BONO PROBARI MALO QUAM MULTIS MALIS. 
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5 
3 QUIS DIUES] QUI DIUES L3 DIUES] DIUS LJGOL PLINIUS SPAR-
TANUS SUPRA QUIS DIUES VIND8 NIL] NICHIL BB VIND6 V1N 2 SCAL 
.GlJi CUPIAT p2 YIND2 HERT VIN1-CoRP CUPIT VINDB .M.Q2 CUPIT ET 
A QUIS PAUPER] ET QUJS PAUPER M02 V1ND8 CLEOBOLUS .ill.. MARG 
IS 
Ysill. 4 CLEOBOLUS LIDIUS SUPRA QUAE DOS VIND8 MATRONAE 
YINDB MATRONAE M0 2 BAM YIND 6 MO .:l.L.~1 .£.I. ERAS[M1] ET PULMANNI, 
5 THALES 
MILESIUS SUPRA QUAE CASTA VIND 8 L1c1us THALES JJi MARG YsIB. 
I 
6 QUoD Y1ND 8 QUID Mo 2 Mo PRUDENT1sJ PRUDENr1 A sAPIENT1s 
VIND8 .MQ. ***!ANDER (PER .ilJ_ LIGAMENTO) CORINTHIUS SUPRA QUID 
SAPIENTIS VINDB OPUSJ OPUS EST A POSSJS .EEIP MJLESJUS JJi 
MARG Y.s1B. 7 QUID] .QUOD P 2 L3 MANN CORP BIAS P**NJCUS SUPRA 
QUOD STULTI VIND 8 NON] NEC A NOCERE] DOCERE VIND 6 PERI AN-
DER CHORINTHUS JJi MARG ~~/PITTACUS MJTYLENAEUS] ASPER! ENE-
US IDEM LEMMA JJi MAB.Q .8.AM ASPERIENEUS VIND6 M!TYLENAEUS] 
, :,l,'I 
MJLITENUS BB MITILENUS P2 LM il JJi MARG YIND2 PITTACI MJTY- 1: 
LENE!~ SECT~ HERT 8 IGNORABIT] NON LICEBIT BB INGNORABIT 1: 
UGoL NESCJET A p2 LM BB BAM V1ND2 VIND6 BARB L3 .BA CELT Av- 1 
SCHEN NESCJT VIND3 ll UGOL PITACUS MITILENUS JJi MARG A BYAS 
BARITHNEUS JJi MARG YJ.ti!2.3 IAMBICISENARI JJi MARG~ 9 BO-
NIS .B.8. VIND6 BARB BONOS VIND 3 MULTIS] UTI BB VIND6 BARB 
YJ:.!LS I ON EM AL I AM BON OS MALO ET MAG IS UOLO P ROBAR I UNO QUAM 
MULTIS MALIS l-IABF:J YIND3 
DEMENS SUPERBIS INVIDET FELICIBUS; 
DEMENS DOLOREM RIDET INFELICIUM. 
PARETO LEGI QUISQUE LEGEM SANXERIS. 
PLURES AMIGOS RE SECUNDA COMPARAS: 
PAUCOS AMIGOS REBUS ADVERSIS PROBAS. 
CLEOBULUS LtNDIUS 
QUANTO PLUS LICEAT, TAM LIBEAT MINUS. 




10 SUPERBUS BB L3 VtND2 ~2 Asc3 :L.ul.1 LUGD SUPERBIT BAM 
~IND6 11 RIDET] REDIT LJGQ.1.. INFELICIUM] IN SE LITIUM _L3 
CELI UGQb. 1 2 PARETO] PARCITO p2 VIND 3 LEGIS A QUISQUIS 
VIND 3 .L3 HERI QUlSQUE SED QUICUNQUE l1i MARG Pu~~ A-V1No 6 
MQ-PE IP QUISQUE] QUAM TU QUISQUE B8BB. SENXERIS UGO!.. 1 3 
RE SECUNDA] REBUS RE SECUNDA TOLL 
EJ:..1.~ COMPARA V1N 1 -CQRP ERASMUS: COMPARES P: COMPARAS .ll:J. 
MABG .EJ.u.. 14 PROBA L3 J3X ..u..=..S_QJ:!_Qi SED ERAS[MUS HABET] PROBES 
P. [HABET] PROBAS l.1i M8RG £.u.b. PROBES HERI,// *O*OBUS YIND6 
LYDIUS p2 LM CELI CLEOBOLUS INDUS BAM. INDUE YIND 6 LUNDI US 
L3 INDIUS B8RB CLEOBOLUS LYNIUS l.1i M8RG ~u2 CHORIAMBICJ 
ASCLEPIADEI, TETRAMETRI ACATALECTICI l1i M8RG .EJ.u.. CLEOBULI 
LYNDI I = SECI A HERI NULLUM LEMM8 A YIND 3 15 QUANTO] UAN-
TO B8RB 
LIDJUS A 
TAM] TUM L3 TANT! LM TANTO u-UGoL .812J2 FLEUBOLUS 
16 1NutDIAE BB CELI-V1N.1 VtN 2 -coisP 1NuJDtAsr 
SC HEN IMMERITUS] INNUERITUS .8.AM. 
L------------------------\1 
FELIX CRIMINIBUS NON ERIT HOC DIU. 
IGNOSCAS ALI IS MULTA, NIHIL TIBI. 
PARCIT QUJSQUE MALIS, PERDERE VULT BONOS. 
MAIOREM MERITIS GLORIA NON DATUR. 
TURPIS SAEPE DATUR FAMA MINORIBUS. 
PERIANDER CORINTHIUS 
NUMQUAM DISCREPAT UTILE AB DECORO. 
PLUS EST SOLLICITUS MAGIS BEATUS. 
MORTEM OPTARE MALUM, TJMERE PEIUS. 




17 NON ERJT HOC] NON ERIT HIC p2 VIND 3 NON ERJT HI LM NON 
ERIT HOMO .L.3 NULLUS ERIT AV-CORP SED NON ERJT HOC JJi MARG 
.2J.!..b. HOC QM BARB U-LJGOL 18 I GNORAS A I GNOSC*S P 2 't I BI 
~~ 2 3 3 NIHIL ~IND 19 Y.::1... 1.2. il ..2.Q TRANSPOSUIT L QUISQUIS .L. il 
LJGOL QUI QUE AY_ M.Q.1 ~ QUISQUE .l.1i Al:E_ M..Q.1 il IUNT Awl 
QUISQUE A-UGoL A;iQ.2-3 V1N 1-PEIP BONlS u-Asc 3 V1N 1-GEN PER-
DERE] PRODERE .L.3 u-Av PERDERE .l.1i TEXTU SED PRODERE .l.1i MARG 
PuL MALIS NON ERIT HI DIU VlND3 UULT] UULTU .il MULTU LJGOL 
BONOS] MALOS BB BARB AJiQ.3 V1N1-GEN BONOS QM .8.6.M V!ND6 20 
MAJOR .8.6.M .L.3 il LJGOL MERI TIS] UIRTUTIS BAM 22 FAMA] FORMA 
Av-Asc3 FATA GEN FORTUNA HERT// PERI ANDER CHOR INT I US ..l1:i 
MARG BAM VIND 2 PRIANDER CHORINTHIUS V!ND 6 EPHIRIUS PERJAN-
DER .L.3 PERIANDRI CORINTH! I = SECT~ HERT NULLUM LEMMA A 
VIND3 22 UNQUAM BARB NUMQUID VIND 3 DISCEDAT CELI DIS-
CREDAT .ll UGOL AB DECORO] A DEDECORE BARB DECORE A P 2 LM 
VIND3 .L.3 PERI ANDER CORINTUS .l.1i MARG A PHALAECI I llL MARG 
l:J.Lb. 24 MALU £2 MALUM] MALUM EST £2 l,M :lLJiU3 BARB Tl MORE 
l!GOL 25 FAC SIS r_2 LM VIND3 Scm FAC SIT BAM FAC SIC 






MULTlS TERRIBILIS 1 CAVETO MULTOS. 
SJ FORTUNA IUVAT, NIHIL LABORJS: 
SI NON ADIUVAT, HOC MINUS LABORIS. 
SOLON ATHENIENSIS 
TUNG BEATAM DICO VITAM, CUM PERACTA FATA SUNT. 
PAR PARI IUGATOR CONIUNX, QUIDQUID IMPAR, DlSSIDET. 30 
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26 CAUETO] TlMETO BB 27 SI FORTUNA] SORTUNA .BAM JUUAT 
VIND3 NlHJL] NIL p2 LM ~lNl2.3 NIHIL LABORJS] MULTOS LABORJS 
BB CAUETO TOLLI L3 ..8X u-CORP SED NIHIL LABOR IS J.1i MARG PUk 
NICHIL LABORES BARB 28 SI NON ADIUUAT] SJ FORTUNA IUUAT 1..3 
..u.-LJGOL SI FORTUNA TONAT Ay-CORP SED NON ADIUUAT HOC MINUS 
LABORIS .JJi MARG PUL HOC OM A HOC MINUS LABORJS] CAUETO MER-
Gl L3 ..8X u-CORP HOC MINUS LABORES BARB SALON ATHENlENSIS 
MARG A V!ND2 TROCHAIC I CATALECTICI .JJi MARG PuL,// SOLON IS 
ATHENIENSIS =.SECT ..6. HERT NLJLLLJM LEMMA A V!ND3 29 TUNG] 
UNC BARB TUNG DICO BEATAM UITAM L3 U-LJGOL TUM BEATAM DICO 
UITAM VIND2 SCHE~ DICO TUNG BEATAM UITAM Av-LUGD VtN2-CoRP 
DJCO TUNG UITAM BEATAM HERT SED TUNG BEATAM DlCO UITAM ..11i 
J ,, 0 MARG J:..u.b. CUM PERACTA FATA PERACTA CUM FATA A CUM PERCTA 
FACTA UGoL cuM PERACTA FACTA A p2 VIND3 il CELT Av-Asc3 :LJJi1 
I LJGD SCAL ~ CUM PERACTA FACT ] UNT FATA CUM PERACTA HERT 
CUM PERACTA FATA ~ ERAS FATA CUM PERACTA P CUM PERACTA FAC-
TA SINT JJi MARG E.u.!.. SINT A £2 LM YIND 3 L3 YIND2 il UGOL-LUGD 
V1N2-CoRP 30 JUGATO p2 LM BB BAM V1ND2 V1ND6 BARB V1ND3 
L3 .BX u-ALD PuL JUNGATO (N ERAS) A coNtUNX OM BB QUJDQUJD 
IMPAR DISSIDET] QUOD IMPAR EST DISSIDET ..8X U-ALD DISSIDET 









NON ERUNT HONORES FORTUITI MUNERIS. 
CLAM COARGUAS PROPINQUUM, QUEM PALAM LAUDAVERIS. 
PULCHRIUS MULTO PARARI QUAM CREAR! NOBILEM. 
GERTA SI DECRETA SORS EST, QUID CAVER! PRODERIT7 
SIVE SUNT INCERTA CUNCTA, QUID TIMERE CONV~NIT7 
CHILO LACEDAEMONIUS 
NOLO MINOR ME TJMEAT DESPICIATQUE MAIOR. 
VIVE MEMOR MORTIS, ITEM VIVE MEMOR SALUTIS. 
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35 
31 ERUNT] ~1I ~ ERUNT JJi MARG .8.610. HONORES] HOMORES LJGOL 
HONORIS A BB BAM VIND6 ~IND2 USQUAM .!JJJs.L FORTUITU A VIND3 
FORTUTI LM FORTUITA BB BAM VIND6 BARB 32 QUEM PALAM] PRO 
PALAM A £2 LM Y..uiQ2 ~ f TA PULMANN, ERASMUS SED PALAM. 
ALI 1, QUEM PALAM JJi MARG PuL ..(I. JoLL MANN-ScHEN PALAM L3 Q-
~1 ~PROP QUEM PALAM JJi .AEE. A5..Q_l !UNT A.W2. SEP PALAM BB 
I 
.8.610. VIND6 HERT 33 PULCHRIUS] PULCUS ~IND3 NOB I LEM] MOBI-
LEM V1ND3 34 DECRETA] DECETA YIND3 CAUERE BB BAM. L3 ll 
CELT AV-SCHEN CAUARE LJGQ~ PRODERIT] POTER IT p2 .LM VIND3 35 
SIUE] QUAE Yl.ND3 SUNT] SINT L3 u-Asc1 Asc3-LuGD Y..1Ji2 TOLL-
CORP FIAT .GL.ri TIMER! A p2 LM VlND2 BARB PHI LON LACEDEMONJ-
us JJi MARG A CHILON LACEDAEMONIUS SCHEN CHILON LACEDEMONJUS 
JJi MARG YIND2// CHILONIS LACEDAEMONI I .,. SECT~ HERT CHORIAM-
BICI ASCLEPIADEI EX TRI BUS CHORIAMBIS ET AMPHIBRACHO JJi MARG 
.2.!.!l.. PHI LON LACEDEMONIUS L3 NULLUM LEMMA A V1ND3 36 NOLO] 
OLO BARB 37 ITEM UIUE MEMOR SALUTIS] I MEMOR UT SIS UIUE 
SALUTJS L3 IMMEMOR UT SIS SALUTIS U-ALD UTI SIS MEMOR ET 
(ET .QM BX) SALUTIS .BX V1N1-CoRP SED ITEM MEMOR SALUTIS ..11L_ 
MARG .EJJ..b. UT SIS ET MEMOR SALUTIS HERT UIUE SALUTIS JJiI.&.B.. :E:l 
I 







TRISTIA CUNCTA EXSUPERAS AUT ANIMO AUT AMICO. 
TU BENE SI QUID FACIAS, NEC MEMINISSE FAS EST; 
QUAE BENE FACTA ACCIPIAS, PERPETUO MEMENTO. 40 
GRATA SENECTUS HOMINI, QUAE PARILIS IUVENTAE. 
ILLA JUVENTA EST GRAVIOR, QUAE SIMILJS SENECTAE. 
ANACHARSIS SCYTHES 
TURPE QUID AUSURUS TE SINE TESTE TIME. 
VITA PERIT, MORTIS GLORIA NON MORITUR. 
QUOD FACTURUS ERIS, DICERE DISTULERIS. 45 
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38 EXSUPERANS U-CORP PEIP ANIMO AUT AMICO] ANIMO AMICO 
V1ND 3 39 st QUID FACIAS] st FACIAS VtNn 3 L3 u-UGoL NEC 
QM A NON L3 u-CORP 40 OM L3 u-ALD ACCIPIES BARB 41 
SENECTA YIND2 HOMINIS p2 LM BB BAM YIND6 YIND3 QUAE QM L3 
-,, 
il UGOL PARILIS] SIMILIS p2 LM. YtND3 PARILIS ~ SIMILIS .ill 
MARG .EJ.il,. PARILIS EST BABB IUUENTUTE A IUUANTE LJGQJ... 42 
IUUENTA] SENECTUS .8.B. IUUENTUS J3..6M YIND6 .l.3 U-ALD GRAUIOR] 
GRATIOR BB .8.AM, GRACIOR BARB EST SENECTAE BARB SENECTA P2 
.L.M// ANACHARSIS SCYT.HA SCHEN ANACHARIS SCITA BB _8.AM VIND6 
ANCHARSIS SCITA BARB THALES MILESIUS L3 u-CORP ANACARSJS 
SCITES lJi MARG YIND 2 ANACHARSIS SCYTHA IN MARG PuL THALETIS 
MILES( I = SECT 2 HERT NULLUM LEMMA A VtND3 43 TURPE] URPE 
BABB TE] RE LJGOL TESTE] RECTE YIND3 ARCHARSIS SCITE .ill 
MARG A 44 PERIT] PERITI BB MORTIS] MERITI SCHEN MORITUR] 
MORJETUR VIND3 45 QUOD] QUID L3 u-ALD DICERE] DISCERE A 
DJSTULERJS] SUSTULERIS .l.3___!2X U-CORP SED DISTULERIS .ill M8.RQ 
fJl.b. 
CRUX .EST, SI METUAS, VINCERE QUOD NEQUEAS. 
CUM VERE OBIURGES, SIC INIMJCE IUVAS: 
CUM FALSO LAUDES, TUNG ET AMICE NOCES. 
NlL NIMIUM. SATIS HOC, NE SIT ET HOC NIMIUM. 
[DE SEPTEM SAPIENT!BUS EX GRAECO] 
SEPTENIS PATRJAM SAPIENTUM, NOMINA, VOGES 
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46 METUIS A V!Nn2 47 HUNG ORDINEM UERSUUM: 46 49 47 48 
HABENT BB BAM V1Nn6 PuL ScHEN UERE] UERO A £2 OBIURGAS p2 
LM HERT VIND3 V1N1-SCHEN IUUAS] UIUAS £2 BB BAM VIND3 u-UGOL 
UIUAS CORR JULIAS MANU ALTERA l.,3 48 OM u-ALD LAUDAS p2 LM 
VIND3 L3 V1N1-SCHE[i TUNG] SIC p2 LM V1Nn3 l3 TOLL WET ET JJi 
.M.A!Ui PUL TUNC ET INIMICE JULIAS BARB 49 NIL NIMIUM] NIL 
ANIMJUM VIND3 SATIS HOC] SATJS ET HOC A SATIS EST L3 BX 
BARB CELT-PUL SED HOC NEC JJi MAR~ PUL ET IoLL-CORP .NE] NEC 
LM FINIUNT .L.M. EXPLICIT BB AD. £..il:L QUAEDAM ALIA DE SEPTEM 
rn v I ND 3 s u B s c R 0 M A p 2 v I ND 8 MO 2 Vo R .8.AM. v I N·D 2 v I ND 6 - p E I p 
DE SEPTEM SAPIENTIBUS EX GRAECO Q UGOL-PUL .rl_TRANSLATUM AJ2Q. 
CELT DE I ISDEM SEPTEM SAPIENTIBUS E GRAECO V1N2-CORP DE 
SEPTEM SAPIENTIBUS EX GRAECO SCHEN PEIP DICTA SAPIENTUM EX 
AUSONIO HERT 
VERSIBUS EXPEDIAM: SUA QUEMQUE MONOSTICHA.DICENT. 
CHILO, CUI PATIENS LACEDAEMON, NOSCERE SE JPSUM. 
PERIANDER, TREPIDAM MODERARE, CORINTHIUS, IRAM. 
EX MJTYLENAEIS, NIMIUM NIL, PITTACUS ORlS. 
MENSURAM OPTIMUM, AIT CLEOBULUS LINDlUS, IN RE. 
EXPECTARE SOLON FINEM DOCET, ORTUS ATHENJS. 
PLURES ESSE BIAS PRAVOS, QUEM CLARA PRIENE. 
MILETI FUGISSE THALES VADIMONJA ALUMNUS. 
2 HUNC ORDINEM VERSUUM: 2 Q ~ HABENT PUL CORP 3 CUI 
PATRIA EST LACEDAEMON AV-CORP CUI PATRI EST LACEDAEMON 
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HERT NOSCE GEN 
AEE. A.w_ 1 ll GEN 
5 EX] ET CELT HERT LJGOL A.w_1 ~ EX .1..N. 
















CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM--SIGNA CAELESTl.A 
VALENCENENSIS .!1J.. (393), SAEC 9 
CAROLIRUHENSIS .AvJi PERG 167, SAEC 9 
~TICANUS REGJNENSIS 215, SAEC 9 
SANGALLENS IS 22.Q., SAEC 9 
VATICANUS REGINENSIS 438, SAEC 9-10 
SANGALLENSIS 248, SAEC 9-11 
QUDIANUS 1J..2., SAEC 10 
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PAR I SINUS LAIINUS 12117 (.!?AR. S GERM 434), SAEC 11 
P6RISINUS LATINUS 5371, SA~C 13 
V!NDOBONENSIS 143 CM.612 JJ2.1), SAEC 13 
L6URENil6NUS SrRozz 46, SAEC 14 




AD 80REAE PARTES ARCTOE VERTUNTUR ET ANGUIS, 
POST HOS ARCTOPHYLAX PARITERQUE CORONA GENUQUE 
PROLAPSUS, LYRA, Avis, CEPHEUS ET CASSIOPEIA, 
AURIGA ET PERSEUS, DELTOTON ET ANDROMEDAE ASTRUM, 
'::1..!:J.:..2 K v7 .G_A2 vB G3 G1 p4 E..AR.6 YIND 2 LS Voss2 
.E.t.R.2 U-CORP PEIP 
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SIGNA CAELESTIA V1N2-CoRP DE f.J:.B.2 V1N1-PuL PEIP SJGNIS PEIP 
NOMJNIBUS £l;R2 POEMA .J.1i MARG f.J:.B.2 ET VIN1-PuL CAELESTIBUS 
PE!P STELLARUM .EJ:.13..2 SJDERUM V1N1-PuL INCIPIT _GA2 vB UER-
sus v 7 .P.iill.6 p4 PRISCIANI v7 G1 p4 .E.AR.6 EPITOME GA2 G1 vB 
MERON v 8 PULREMON .G_A2 PHENOMEN il1 ID EST APPAR**IO SIUE 
APPARENT IA PRISCIANI GRAMMATIC I UERSUS DE SIDER I BUS XI I (XI I 
DE SIDERIBUS _GA2) v8 .G_A2 DE SIDER I BUS CAELI P 4 DE ASTROLO-
GIA .E.AR.6 DE XI I SIGNIS v7 NULLUM LEMMA VAL4 VIND2 .lS. K 
Voss 2 AD BOREAE PARTES ARCTI UERTUNTUR ET ANGUIS QUI UERSUS 
ATTRIBUUNTUR AUSONIO iLM J...N. Voss2 TITULUM ILLEGIBILEM HABET 
il3 1 ARCTOI ~2 K G3 ARCTOAE il1 AUCTOY v 8 ARCTY P4 
EAR.6 7 ARCTHOY .LS. ARTON v7 ARCTI ~2 Voss 2 .G.A2 ARCTI 
fUNGUNTUR .EJJ?..2 U-CORP ANGNIS LS FINES VERSUUM i £ ~ ~ ~ 
NUNC ..l...N. CODICIS LIGAMENTO HABET YJN.122 2 HOS VIND2 .lS. HAS 
VAL 2-PAR 6 fER2-PE!P 3 AUIS] ANIS L.9_ CETHEUS v8 4 
RIGAM 
AUGRU vB ET QM vB 1..9. K G3 p4 AURJGAM K G3 AURIGA ~7 
AURIGA PSENS .lS. DELTON .lS. DELTITON v7 DELTONON p4 DELTO-
TUM TOLL ANDROME il3 ASTRAM ~2 ASTRION LS_ A STRUM B.A.2 
. 
PEGASUS ET DELPHIN TELUMQUE AQUILA ANGUITENENSQUE. 
SIGNJFER INDE SUBEST, BIS SEX ET SIDERA COMPLENT 
HUNG: ARIES, TAURUS, GEMINI, CANCER, LEO, VIRGO, 
LIBRA, SCORPIUS, ARQUITENENS, CAPRICORNUS ET LiRNAM 
QUI TENET ET PISCES, POST SUNT IN PARTIBUS AUSTRI 
ORION, PROCYON, LEPUS, ARDENS SIRIUS, ARGO, 
HYDRUS, CHIRON, TURIBULUM QUOQUE P1sc1s ET INGENS. 




5 DELFIN TELUMQUE v8 DELPHON TELU ET VIND2 DELFIN TELUMQU 
VAL2 Gl fd&2 .J:.AB..6 DELPHINUS TELUMQUE LS DELPHINUS TELUM 
~2-3 V1N1-B1P DELPHJN TELUM FER2-Asc 1 IUNT Awl AQ 1LA 
RCH 
VIND2 TELUMQUE ANGUITENENSQUE y7 AGITENENSQUE v8 AUGUITE-
NENSQUE LS_ 6 BISEX J:.AR.6 SIDERIS J:.AR.6 SUBEST QUEM BIS SEX 
I SIDERA Awl 7 HUNG] HUNG I SUPR6dQ.li ALTERA MANU DEINDE H 
TERTIA MANU (sc RUBR!CATOR!S) J..tl T HABET y 8 SED HING P 4 VIND 2 
~2-3 JLL.N.2 HJC .E..E.E.2 u-Asc1 !UNT-LUGD V1N2 GEN-CORP HEJC 
£LU.. UNA ~7 ARIS A::!_ ~1 GEMINIS LJGOL 8 LI BRAQUE EAR.6 LS 
LIBRA ET As..Q.2-3 ScoRPIJo V1Nn2 URNA 'J...A1.2 B3 Bi LS K v7 9 
ET 
TENENT G3 TENET PISCES v8 SUNT] STANT LS. PARABUS VAL2 
PAST I BUS .G..A2 PISCES HI (HI I fJ:.R.2) SUNT IN £ER2 u-IUNT PISCES 
POST HOS IN jl1N1-CORP 11 OM LS YDRIS B1 YDROS 'J...A1.2 v8 
I 
y7 YDRUS VIND2 CIDRON VAL21LLEGIBILE .EAR,6 PISCES v 8 12 
3 QM LS. HUNC .E.b.E..2 ..LlQQ.b..::S.QAL TOLL-CORP HANC .GlJ:i SEQUIRITUR G 
PISTRIS EAR.6 J..tl FINE .Aill2 p4 V1N2-CORP: 
SED UAGA PRAETEREA DICUNTUR LUMINA SEPTEM 
LUNA ET MERCURIUS LJENUS AC Sol MARS QUOQUE FULGENS. 
HINC Jou1s ET SIDUS SUPER OMNIA SIDERA LUCENS 
CELSIOR HIS SATURNUS TARDIOR OMNIBUS ASTRIS. 
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CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM--NOMINA MUSARUM 
VAL2 VALENCENENS~ _4_i1 (39~), SAEC 9 
K2 CAROLIRUHENSIS 442 (D 36 E), SAEC 9-10 
T2 TURICENSIS C 78 (451 ), SAEC 9-15 
G B.ANGALLENSIS 899, SAEC 10 
Voss LEIDENSIS VOSSIANUS LATINUS Q 33, SAEC 10 
VAL3 VALENCENENSIS 394, SAEC 10 
C CANTABRIGIENSIS S. TRIN. 0 ~ .11 (1242), 
SAEC 10-11 
T3 TURICENSIS C 62 (2]2.), SAEC 10-12 
p2 PARISINUS LATINUS 7930, SA~C 11 
A ANGELICANUS v ~ 2.2., SAEC 11 
LAUR LAURENTIANUS 39 ~' SAEC 12 
BARB BARBERINUS LATINUS 65 (1459), SAEC 12-15 
L5 LAURENTIANUS 39 1.1, SAEC 15 
L4 LAURENIIAfi_llli 39 2, SAEC 15 
L1 0 LAURENTI ANUS 2..1 J..2, SAEC 15 
VA VATICANUS LATINUS 3255, SAEC 15 










[CLIO HISTORIAS, EUTERPE TIBIAS, THALIA COMOEDJAS, 
MELPOMENE TRAGOEDJAS, TERPSICHORE PSALTERIUM, ERATO 
GEOMETRJCAM, POLYHYMNIA RHETORJCAM, URANIA ASTROLOGIAM, 
CALLIOPE LITTERAS.] 
'::L!il..2 K2 I2 G Voss ~3 c I3 E2 A L~us B8SB 
.L. 4 L10 Y..A BRB Vt N2 SC8L BAS GEN-PE I? 
NOMINA T2 c L 4 PEIP NOUEM C MUSARUM I2 ~3 c L 4 PE Ip 
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L5 
NOMI NA V8L 3 lNUENTA .8.65_ VtN 2 GEN-CO SP ET MUNERA Y.l.Ji2 GEN-
CORP UERSUS ****** C RESPICEAT OFF IC IA L4 SED ~SE HABEL 
TRAD I TIO ALTERA: INCJPJUNT 'Y...8l:_2 Voss Y..A UERSUS VAL2 K2 
E2 SED JJi MARG .I..I.M A J:.I Y..A CATON IS K2 Voss ScHEN PHJLo-
soPHI Voss DE K2 Voss E 2 JJi MARG .I.IM A .hI. ScHEN NOUEM Voss 
E2 ET JJi MARG A Mus1s K2 Voss E2 i;..r JJi MARG A ET ScHEN 
UERSUS SCHEN UEL NOMlNIBUS PHILORUM K2 ET NOMINA EARUM £ 2 
DEINDE, CLIO HISTORJAs ••• CALLIOPE LITTERAS ':i..!:J,..2 K2 Voss Y-A 
PEIP J:.I PASSIM £.LR TEXTUM I2 I3 ~3 E2 A Y-A SIMILI MODO 
NOTULAS Alll2. I3 BARB ORDO ~SICULORUM DIVERSA ALIQUJBUS 
CODICIBUS HABETUR (EXEME..Ll GRATIA: 7:~; 8:7; 9:8 C 7:8; 
8:7; 9:8 £2) 
CLIO GESTA CANENS TRANSACTIS TEMPORA REDDIT. 
DULCJLOQUIS CALAMOS EUTERPE FLATIBUS URGUET. 
COMICA LASCIVO GAUDET SERMONE THALIA. 
MELPOMENE TRAGICO PROCLAMAT MAESTA BOATU. 
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TERPSICHORE AFFECTUS CJTHARIS MOVET, IMPERAT, AUGET. 5 
PLECTRA GERENS ERATO SALTAT PEDE CARMINE VULTU. 
URANIA MOTUSQUE POLI SCRUTATUR ET ASIRA. 
1 TRACIATIS L5 REDDIT] REBUS Y._A 2 DULCILOQUES £ 2 DULCI 
MELOS ..LAlJ..R DULCILOQUOS BARB ~2 SCA~ GEN-CORP FLATIBUS] 
DATQUE LAUR URGUET] SCAEDA LAUR DATU~ ALIA VERSIO VERSUUM 
3-9 ll:L LAUR: 
TERTIA MEL POMONE TRAICO FERT FLENDO BOATU. 
QUARTAQUE DAT LUSUS COMEDIS TALIA FANDO. 
RETHORICOS PERFERT AT QUINTA POLlMNIA SENSUS. 
SEXTA CANENS ERATHO GEOMETRAS CARMINA PANGIT. 
ORGANA TERPSICORE Fl*IBUS DAT SEPT I MA CUNCTIS. 
URANIA POLOS OCTAUO LIMJNE SCANDJT. 
POEMATE CALIOPE PERLUSTRAT NONA LJBELLOS. 
3 LASSIUO VAL.3 L5 LASCIUA J2..B..§. COMJCA LASCJUO] COMICOLAS 
CIUJ I2 4 MELPOMONE J2..!1!2. MELPEMONE Y...A MELPONE I2 MEL-
O 
PONE il TRAGICA I 2 I3 A Voss G K2 THRAGICO Y..A TRAJCA VAL 2 
I 
TRAGIO ~Af:..3 5 TERSIPHONE VAL3 IMPERAT] IMPETRAT BARB 
AUGET] AUGERE il 6 PLECTA £2 PEDE CARMINE] PEDECAS MINE 
I2 7 URAN! B LiRANIAQUE i 3 UTAMAQUE L5 MOTUSQUE POLI] 
POLI MOTUS ~2 G-p2 BARB-LiO J2..!1!2. 'i..A SCHEN POLIMOTUS I 2 
0 
POLI MATUM A POLIQUE MOTUS K2 URAN IE CAELI MOTUS SCRUTATUR 
ET ASTRA V1N2-CoRP 
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CARMINA CALLIOPE LIBRIS HEROlCA MANDAT. 
SJGNAT CUNCTA MANU LOQUIYURQUE POLYMNIA GESTU. 
MENTIS APOLLINEAE VIS HAS MOVET UNDIQUE MUSAS: 10 
IN MEDIO RESIDENS COMPLECT!TUR OMNIA PHOEBUS. 
8 CALLIOPE] CALI OPE I 2 CALLIO*PE C HEROLCA] EROICA 
~2 L5 CALIOPE UIS MOUET UNDIQUE MUSAS L4 9 OM L4 
LOQUlTUR I3 ~2 L10 BAS-CORP POLYHYMNIA V1N2-CoRP PALYMNIA 
'::ltll.3 PoLJMIA L5 L10 POLIN IA BARB GESTU] GESTA A L5 10 
DLl_ LAUR _L4 BARB MENTIS] GENTIS A APOLLINEA ~2 UIS HAS] 
UISAS A _L10 CIS CAS L5 DEINDE DIUUS APOLLO NOUEM MUSARUM 
NOMI NA SJ GNAT Aill2 ~2 C 11 MEDIA L5 DEINDE CERNE SUPER-








AMBROSIANUS P 83 SUP, SAEC 16 
PARISINUS LATINUS 8284 (1..QJi), SAEC 16 
VAIICANUS LAIINUS 2836, SAEC 15-16 
EDITIONES 
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ALIQUOT EPIGRAMMATA BOBIENSIA 
(SCHt:NKL 252-57) 
(PEIPER 419-27) 
Ae_ E 7 VE FER2-PEIP CAME_ 
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EPIGRAMMATA BOBIENSIA CAMP EPIGRAMMATA AUSONI l QUAE FERUNTU 
EMANASSE E BIBLIOTHECA GEORGI I ALEXANDR I NI UIRI DE LINGUA 
LATINA BENEMERITI U UGOL EPIGRAMMATA FL CORE AUSONI I 
EPIGRAMMATA AW2. AUSONI I BURDIGALENSIS EPIGRAMMATA :l..il!.2 
AUSONI I POETAE EPIGRAMMATA NUPER INUENTA ET AB ERUDITISSIMO 
UlRO BARTHOLOMAEO MERULA PUBLICATA SCHEN AUSONI I POETAE 
EPIGRAMMATA NUPER INUENTA ET AB ERUDITISSIMO UIRO BARTHOLO-
MAEO MER ULA PUBL I CATA .E.IB3 DEC I I [~] MAGNI AU SON 11 PAEON I I 
MEDICI ET POETAE DOCTISSIMI UIRIQUE CONSULARIS EPIGRAMMATON 
L l BER ~1-3_ DEC I I [~] MAGNI AU SON I I PA EON I I BURD I GAL ENS I 
EPIGRAMMATA VIN1-PuL SCAL GEN WET TOLL MANN .8J..e. EX AUSONIO 
Ae_ LIBER AUSONI I EPIGRAMMATA PER DOMINUM BARTOLOMEUM MERU-
LAM REPERTA /;,y_ ITALORUM S XV EPIGRAMMATA: AUSONI I POETAE 
EPIGRAMMATA NUPER INUENTA ET AB ERUDITlSSIMO UIRO BARTHOLO-
MAEO MERULA PUBLICATA PEIP NULLUM LEMMA E7 YJ:.. 
1. IN VENEREM ARMATAM. 
ARMATAM PALLAS VENEREM LACEDAEMONE VISENS:. 
1 VIS NUNC IUDICIUM SIC INEAMUS 1 AIT. 
CUI VENUS ARRIDENS: 1 QUID ME GALEATA LACESSIS7 
VINCERE SI POSSUM NUDA, QUID ARMA GERENS7 1 
2. IN IMAGINEM VENERIS. 
[MERSAM PELAGJ NUPER GENITALIBUS UNDIS 
CYPRIN APELLEI CERNE LABORIS OPUS: 
UT COMPLEXA MANU MADIDOS SALIS AEQUORE CRINES 
HUMIDULIS SPUMAS STRINGIT UTRAQUE COMIS. 
IAM 1 TJBI NOS IPSAE 1 !UNO INQUIT ET INNUBA PALLAS, 5 
1 CEDJMUS AC FORMAE PRAEMIA DEFERIMUS. 1 
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IN VENEREM ARMATAM Y.£. FER3-ALD ,' -
SCHEN-CAMP IDEM ALITER (==DE PALLADE UOLENTE CERTARE ARMlS 
CUM LJENERE) :L.t.ll1 LUGD DE PALLADE ET LJENERE ARMATA V1N2-CoRP 
2 UIS NUNC IUDICIUM ~EIP CAMP UIS NE IUDICIUM VE FER3-LJGOL 
UISNE UT IUDJCIUM AV-SCHE~ 
NUDA FUI LEGUNT VIN1-PuL 
4 QUAE QUO TE UICI TEMPORE 
EPIG 2. 8P_ VE FER2-CAMP (Jli EXEMPLARE NOSTRO HOC OPUS 
MAN U RECENT I ORE SCRIP Il!.M. liI. UJs.2) IN LJ EN ER EM ANADYOM ENON 
(-MEN EM u-1 UNT) 8P.. EJJi2 u-CORP, l N I MAG IN EM UEN ER Is Y.£. .E.IB 3 
Sc H Et:l-Q6MP 4 HUMIDULUS Y.£. UMIDULIS QAMP 5 OM 8P_ NOS 
IPSAE] NOS I PRAE Y.£. il LJGOL PEIP NOS CYPRI £.IB2 w_ M_Q,1-
SCH EN CORS.. BAEHR ENS QUEM ~CAMP INQUJT QM il 6 QM 8P.. 
CREDI MUS YL CAEDIMUS w_ fil.12 !UNT DEDIMUS SCH EN AC Y.£. 
QAME., ET AP.. fER2-fEIP DEPERJMUS f.IB3 DISPERIMUS il 
DESERIMUS w_ Asc1-WEI 
3. DE UXORE DUCENDA. 
DEFORMJS UXOR CUI SIT, ANCJLLA ELEGANS 1 
UXOREM HABERE 1 SUBIGERE ANCILLAM VELIT. 
4. DE VARIETATE FORTUNAE. 
FORTUNA NUMQUAM SJSTIT JN EODEM STATU 1 
SEMPER MOVETUR 1 VARIAT AC MUTAT VICES, 
ET SUMMA IN IMUM VERTIT AC VERSA ERIGJT. 
5. DE EADEM. 
THESAURO INVENTO QUI LIMJNA MORTIS JNIBAT, 
LJQUJT OVANS LAQUEUM QUO PERITURUS ERAT; 
AT QUI, QUOD TERRAE ABDIDERAT, NON REPPERIT AURUM, 
QUEM LAQUEUM INVENIT, NEXUIT AC PERI IT. 
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IN DEFORM I UXORE £7 ITEM ALIUD 
(::- DE UXORE DUCENDA) VE CAMP ALIUD DE UXORE .E.l;Ji3 SCHEN fEIP 
DE UXORE u-Av IUNT Awl DE UXORE DEFORM! ~i-3 V1N1-CORP 
1 OM FL MANN 2 OM .EL MANN HABERE] AB I GERE HEINS I US CAMP 
DE UARIETATE FORTUNAE VE f£R.3 
SCHEN-CAMP DE FORTUNAE UARIETATE u-CORP 
I UN T AbJ2 Ji.l.1L 1 PU L -Co RP QM JL[ 
2 AG]ET u-Av ~2 
DE EADEM (=DE UARJETATE FORTUNAE) 
Jl[ CAMP DE EODEM EXEMPLUM £b.R3 SCHEN DE UARIETATE FORTUNAE 
U-ALD DE UARIETATE FORTUNAE EX (E SCAL GEN-BIP) GRAECO 
V1N1-CoRP DE EADEM EXEMPLUM PEIP 2 LINQU!T :iE, 3 ATQUI 
Y..I. 4 AC] ET u-IUNI V1N 1 -CoRP 
6. IN PUERUM STELLAM. 
STELLA, PRIUS VIVIS FULGEBAS LUCIFER: AT NUNC 
EXTINCTUS CASSIS LUMINE VESPER ERIS. 
7. DE AMISSA PUELLA. 
TRES FUERANT CHARI TES, SED, DUM MEA LESBJA VIXIT, 
QUATTUOR. AT PERI IT: TRES NUMERANTUR ITEM. 
8. EX SEPULCHRO LATINAE VIAE. 
NON NOMEN, NON QUO GENJTUS, NON UNDE, QUID EGJ: 
MUTUS IN AETERNUM SUM: CINIS, OSSA, NIHIL. 
NEC SUM NEC FUERAM GENITUS TAMEN E NIHILO SUM; 
MITTE NEC EXPROBRES SINGULA: TALIS ERIS. 
9. IN DIDONIS IMAGINEM EX GRAECO. 
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EPIG 6. Y£ fER3-CAMP AD PUELLAM (POSTEA PUERUM CORR ALIA 
MANU) STILLAM ':J.L IN PUERUM STILLAM (STELLAM SCHEN-CAMP)~3 
SCHEN-CAMP IN STELLAM u-CORP 1 STILLA Y.E. ~3 PRIUS u1-
u1s] RUIS UISIS Y.E. PRIUS UISIS ~3 PRIUS SUPERJS u-CORP 
CORR SCHEN QUEM .fil:Q PEIP QAM.p FULGEBAT SCAL GEN 
CAST IS ~3 
2 CASSIS] 
EPIG 7. Y£ FER3-CAMP DE AMJSSA PUELLA Y£ fER3-CAMP 2 
AT] AC ££R.3 UT Av-Asc 3 V1N1-CORP 
EPIG 8. ':J.L fER3-CAMP (JiOC OPUS APUD EPITAPHIA HABET V1N 2 -
CQ.RE..) EX SEPULCHRO LATINAE VIAE ':J.L fER 3 -CAMP 1 EGJ] AEGI 
il AEUI ~QJ:l..E..N. 3 NEC] NON ~1 - 3 V1N1-TOLL MANN-CORP 
EPIG 9. AE_ YJ:.. fER 3-CAMP IN DIDONIS IMAGINEM EX GRAECO 
QUATUOR ULTIMA CARMINA HUIUS EPIGRAMMATIS NON HABENTUR IN 
GRAECO CODICE AE. u-ALD IN DIDONIS (DIDUS V1N1-PuL) IMAGINEM 
EX GRAECO YJ:.. £u3 V1N1-PuL SCHEN-CAMP IN DIDUS IMAGINEM SCAL 
G [ N -C 0 RP I N D I DUS R E G I NAE I MAG I N EM ~ 2 
--
ILLA EGO SUM DIDO, VULTU, QUAM CONSPICJS, HOSPES, 
ASSIMULATA MODJS PULCHRAQUE MIRIFJCJS. 
TALIS ERAM; SED NON, MARO QUAM MJHI FINXIT, ERAT MENS, 
VITA NEC INCESTJS LAETA CUPIDINIBUS. 
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NAMQUE NEC AENEAS VIDIT ME TROIUS UMQUAM,. 5 
NEC LYBIAM ADVENIT CLASSJBUS ]LJACJS. 
SED FURJAS FUGIENS ATQUE ARMA PROCACJS ]ARBAE 
SERVAVI, FATEOR, MORTE PUDICITIAM. 
PECTORE TRANSFIXO CASTUS QUOD PERCULIT ENSIS, 
NON FUROR AUT LAESO CRUDUS AMORE DOLOR. 10 
SIC CECIDISSE IUVAT. VJXI SINE VULNERE FAMAE; 
ULTA VI RUM, POSIT IS MOEN I BUS OPPETI I. 
INVIDA CUR IN ME STJMULASTI, MUSA, MARONEM, 
FJNGERET UT NOSTRAE DAMNA PUDICITIAE7 
VOS MAGIS HISTORICIS, LECTORES, CREDITE DE ME, 15 
QUAM QUI FURTA DEUM CONCUBITUSQUE CANUNT 
FALSIDJCJ VATES, TEMERANT QUI CARMINE VERUM 
HUMANISQUE DEOS ASSIMULANT VITI JS. 
10. DE MATRIMONIO GRAMMATIC! JNFAUSTO. 
ARMA VIRUMQUE DOCENS ATQUE ARMA VJRUMQUE PERITUS, 
NON DUXI UXOREM, SED MAGIS ARMA, DOMUM. 
NAMQUE DIES TOTOS TOTASQUE EX ORDJNE NOCTES 
LITIBUS OPPUGNAT MEQUE MEUMQUE LAREMj 
1 QUAM] QUI .1(£. FER3-LJGOL QUEM ~2 FL-PEIP 3 MENS] MES ll 
MES J.ll MARQ .1Llil1 4 LAETA] LAESA SCHEN FETA PEIP ME]NEC ll 
UGOL 7 FURIA AY._ · JABRAE LJGOL 9 CASTOS QUOD PERTULIT 
ENSES A2. YJ:.. FER3-GEN CASTUS QUOD PERCULIT ENS JS TOLL-CORP 
CAMP CASTO QUOD PERCULIT ENSJS SCHEN COSTAS QUOD PERCULIT 
ENSIS fEIP 10 LAESO ~3 V1N1-CAMP LAESOS Ae. u-Av ]UNI 
..... 
16 DEUM TOLL 18 ASSIMULANT A2. Y.._~ Ab..rl LAESUS ~ .[u3 
UGOL-Asc2 I UNT Awl 
EPIG 10. ~ FER3-CAMP DE MATRIMONIO GRAMMATIC! INFAUSTO 
YJ:.. .[u3 SCHEN CAMP DE INFAUSTO MATRIMONIO GRAMMATIC I EX 
GRAECO ~2-3 4 OPPUGNANT .[u3 
--
ATQUE, UT PERPETUIS DOTATA A MATRE DUELLIS, 
ARMA IN ME TOLLIT, NEC DATUR ULLA QUIES. 
IAMQUE REPUGNANT! DEDAM ME, UT DENIQUE VICTUM 
lURGET OB HOC SOLUM, IURGIA QUOD FUGIAM. 
11. DE HOMINE PIGRO. 
SANUS PIGER FEBRIENTE MULTO EST NEQUIOR: 
POTAT DUPLUM DAPESQUE DUPLICES DEVORAT. 
12. IN CAECUM ET CLAUDUM. 
INSIDENS CAECO GRADITUR PEDE CLAUDUS UTROQUE: 
QUO CARET ALTERUTER, SUMIT AB ALTERUTRO. 
CAECUS NAMQUE PEDES CLAUDO GRESSUMQUE MINISTRAT 1 
AT CLAUDUS CAECO LUMINA PRO PEDIBUS. 
13. ALITER IN CAECUM ET CLAUDUM. 
AMBULAT INSIDENS CAECO PEDE CAPTUS UTROQUE 
ATQUE ALTERNA SUBIT MUNIA DEBILITASj 
NAM CAECUS CLAUDO PEDE COMMODAT 1 ILLE VICJSSlM 
MUTUA DAT CAECO LUMINA PRO PEDIBUS. 
2 61 
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5 DOTATA A MATRE] DOTATA MATRE VE fER3-LJGOL DOTATA A MARTE 
Asc3-PuL ScAL-SCHEN 7 UICTUM u-IUNT V1N1-CoRP UJCTUS Y£. 
f..EB..3 CAMP UJTEM A1J2 UITET SCHEN UJCTA PEIP 8 I URGET 
Asc2-CoBP PEIR IURGIO Y£. lURGIA FER3-Av ]UNT Awl .s&tlut 
EPIG 11. VE FER3-CAMP DE HOMINE PIGRO VE FER3-CAMP (.8.12Q 
IAMBI CUM TRIMETRUM ~2-3) 2 PORTAT LJGOL 
EPIG 12. P... 7 Y£. F EB 3 -C AMP ] N CAECUM ET CLAUD UM p_ 7 Y£. £..EB.. 3 
CAMP (.AJ212 EX GRAECO u-PUL) 
EPIG 13. p_7 Y£. fER3-CAMP ]DEM (= IN CAECUM ET CLAUDUM) 
p_7 u-COBP ALITER IN CAECUM ET CLAUDUM Y...E f..EB..3 SCHEN-CAMP 
2 SUBJT] SJBI Y£. DEBILITAS] DELITIAS Y£. 3 PEDE p_7 Y£. 
u-IUNI Y....LJil LUGD SCAL .GlJi TOLL MANN-SCHEN CAMP PEDES AbJ2 .E.LlJ... 
Y....H:J..2 ll Yi.rr PE IP P ES £..EB.. 3 
--
14. DE DIVITE ET PAUPERE. 
NON EST DIVES OPUM DIVES, NEC PAUPER INOPSQUE 
INFELIX, ALIO NEC MAGIS ALTER EGET. 
DIVES EGET GEMMIS 1 CEREAL! MUNERE PAUPER: 
SIC CUM EGEANT AMBO, PAUPER EGENS MINUS EST. 
15. IN GRAMMATICUM. 
FELIX GRAMMATICUS NON EST, SED NEC FUIT UMQUAM 1 
NEC QUISQUAM EST FELIX NOMINE GRAMMATICUS. 
SED SI QUIS FELIX PRAETER FATUM EXTITIT ET FAS, 
JS DEMUM EXCESSIT GRAMMATJCOS CANONAS. 
16. EPICURI OPINIO. 
QUOD EST BEATUM, MORTE ET AETERNUM CARENS, 
NEC SIB! PARIT NEGOTIUM NEC ALTERI. 
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EElG 14. .P...7 DE DIUITE ET PAUPERE .P...7 Y.J:.. 
FER 3 -CAMP 1 OPUM] OPUS PRIMA MANU VE OPUM DIUES] OPUM 
FOELIX SCHEN PEIP 3 
V1N1-ScAL TOLL .8...LE. CORP 
GEMMJS] SUMMIS CAMP 
CUM] CMU ~2 
4 sic] SED 
EPIG 15. YL. FER3-CAMP IN GRAMMATICUM VE-CAMP 2-3 FELIX 
CAMP 3 SED SJ] AT SI V1N1-SCAL ToLL-CQB..P... EXTITIT ET FAS] 
EXTITIT UNQUAM LJGOL-CORP 4 IS] HIC .EJ.:E.3 ll ~2 CQRP-PEI~ 
HIS Y.J:.. 
EPIG 16. YL FER3-CAMP EPICURI OPINIO VE-CAMP IAMBICUM 
TRIMETRUM ARCHILOCHIUM .Aill2 ~2- 3 1 QUOD] QUID u-ALD 





17. DE JNGRATIS EX MENANDRO. 
INGRATO HOMINE TERRA PEIUS NIL CREAT. 
VICINUS, HOSPES, NOTUS, IGNOTUS, CLIENS 
ET SI QUA GENERA SUNT EGENA CIVIUM, 
SJ QUID PETENTI PROMPTUS OPIS IMPERTJAS 
UT MlSEREARE, GRATIA ACTUTUM PERIT. 
18. EX DEMOSTHENE. 
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RE FRUERE, UT NATUS MORTALIS: DILIGE SED REM, 
TAMQUAM IMMORTALIS. FAMA EST IN UTROQUE SECUNDA. 
EPIG 17. J!L FER3-CAMP DE JNGRATIS EX MENANDRO VE-CAMP 1 
NrL HOM!NE TERRA PEJUS INGRATO GREAT HABENT V1N 2 -CoRP HOMONE 
Sc~EN-C~MP NIL] NIHJL VE FEs3-LJGoL 3 SUNT EGENA CIUIUM] 
SUNT ET GENUS CJUJUM J!l:.il UGOL SUAM ET GENUS CJUIUM FER 3 
SUNT ID GENUS CIUlUM Av-I UNI ~1 LUGD SUNT ID CJUIUM GENUS 
Al..ll PUL-GEN CJUIUM SUNT ID GENUS TQLL-CORP SUNT EGENA CJ-
CIU IUM SCHEN-CAMP 4 OPJS] OPUS Av-Asc3 V1N1-PuL 5 UT] 
AUT FER3 LUGD PEIP CAMP MISEREAR il MJSEREAT LJGOL GRATIAM 
..EJ:.B..3 ACTUTUM] AUT TOTUM VE FER3-~sc3 ALD-PUL AT TUTUM IUNT 
PERIS J!L 
EPIG 18. J!L FER 3 -CAMP Ex EODEM (= Ex DEMOSTHENE) J!L ..EJ:.R.3 
SCHEN-CAMP Ex MENANDRO u-CORP 1 NATUS] MENS FER3-UaoL 
DILIGE SET] DILIGIS ET VE fER3-Av !UNI AbJ2. 2 FAMA J!L .E£B.3 
FL SCHEN-CAMP MORS EST u-UGOL SORS EST Av-TOLL MANN-CORP 
SECUNDA] QUERENDA £.I=R 3-LJGOL UERENDA AV-PE IP 
EXPLICIUNT AUSONI I FRAGMENTA QUAE IUIDA CUNCTA CORRODENS 
UETUSTAS AD MANUS NOSTRAS UENIRE PERMISIT .f.J:.R.3 FINIS !UNI 











CONSPECTUS SIGLORUM -- SULPICIA 
VATIC~ 6AIINUS 2836, SAEC 15-16 
EDITIONES 
....... 
SULPIClA QUERITUR DE STATU 
REIPUBLICAE ET TEMPORIBUS DOMITIAN! 
(PEIPER 413-16) 
MUSA, QUIBUS NUMERIS HEROAS ET ARMA FREQUENTAS, 
FABELLAM PERMITTE MIHl DETEXERE PAUCJSj 
NAM Tl Bl SECESSl, TECUM PENETRALE RETRACTANS 
CONSJLIUM: QUARE NEQUE CARMINE CURRO PHALAECO, 
NEC TRJMETRO IAMBO, NEC QUI PEDE FRACTUS EODEM 5 
FORTITER IRASCI DJSCIT DUCE CLAZOMENIO. 
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Y..8J_ JJ. UGoL b:i.. Msi Afill1 Asc2 Afill3 luNr Aul V1N1 LuGr: 
Eu..6. ~2 SCAL .G.Ili PLM JiI.B.M PARIS JAHN PEIP CAMP 
AusoNJ I SULPITIA ~1 SuLPITIA il lill.Q.b. f:,y_ !UNT PEIP SuLPl-
TIAE YJ:J. CAMP Afill2-3 VtN1-PuL 8B.Q SULPICIAE £LM HERM JAHN 
INCIPIT il LJGOL b:J.. !UNI CONQUESTIO YJ:J.'CAMP POETRIAE CARMEN 
~2-3 V1N1-PuL CARMINA QUAE FUIT DOMlTIANI TEMPORIBUS NUPER 
A GEORGIO MERULA ALEXANDRINO CUM ALI IS OPUSCULIS REPERTA AfUl 
SATYRA .E.1.M SATIRA HERM PARIS .J.At!Ji QUERITUR il LJGOL AY_ IUNT 
As..Q.2-3 ABJl PLM AWJ. PEIP DE (CORRUPTO Aill2 PLM) STATU REI 
PUBLICAE ET TEMPORIBUS DOMITIAN! VAL-PLM PEIP CAMP PRAESER-
TIM CUM EDICTO PHILOSOPHOS URBE EXEGJSSET .Aill2 E..b.M 2 
PAUCIS] PACJS JAHN 3 SECESSIT Ab..12 AJiQ 4 PHALEUCO u-Av 
Asc1-PuL SED PHALAECO .l.N.. MARG Eu..6. l:.I. PARIS NEQUE YJ:J_ ABJl 
QAMP NEC u-Av Asc1-PEIP 6 DISClT] DIDICIT VIN2-PARIS 
CETERA QUIN ETIAM, QUOT DENIQUE MILIA LUSI 
PRIMAQUE ROMANOS DOCUI CONTENDERE GRAI IS, 
ET SALIBUS VARIARE NOVIS, CONSTANTER OMITTO; 
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TEQUE, QUIBUS PRJNCEPS ET FACUNDISSIMA CALLES, 10 
AGGREDIOR: PRECIBUS DESCENDE CLIENTIS ET AUDI. 
DIC MIHI, CALLIOPE, QUID NAM PATER ILLE DEORUM 
COGITAT7 AN TERRAS ET PATRIA SAECULA MUTAT 
QUASQUE DEDIT QUONDAM MORlENTIBUS ER!PIT ARTES7 
NOSQUE IUBET TACITOS ET IAM RATJONIS EGENOS, 15 
NON ALITER PRIMO QUAM CUM SURREXIMUS ARVO, 
GLAND!BUS ET PURAE RURSUS PROCUMBERE LYMPHAE7 
AN RELIQUAS TERRAS CONSERVAT AMICUS ET URBES, 
SED GENUS AUSONIUM RoMULIQUE EXTURBAT ALUMNos? 
QUID? REPUTEMUS ENIM: DUO SUNT, QUIBUS EXTULIT INGENS 20 
ROMA CAPUT, VJRTUS BELLI ET SAPIENTIA PACIS, 
SED VJRTUS, AGJTATA DOMI ET SOCIALlBUS ARMIS, 
IN FRETA SJCANIAE ET CARTHAGINIS EXILIT ARCES 
CETERAQUE IMPERIA ET TOTUM S!MUL ABSTULIT ORBEM. 
7 QUOT] QUOD u-Asc2 IUNT QUO Ab.12 DENIQUE] DEINCEPS PE.U: 
8 RoMANAS :i.JN2-PLM JAHN PARIS GRAllS·.8.E.Q IUNT A!.J2 SCAL-
PARIS CAMP GRAIS JAHN PEIP GRALIS ll GRATIS UGOL /:,:i_ ~1 -3 
~1 LUGD .P..ill,., SED GRAI IS JJi MAR.Q .P..ill,., 10 PRINCEPS ET] 
PRINCEPS 0 JAHN 12 QUID NAM] QUID NON ll LJGOL QUID IAM 
PEIP 14 MARCENTIBUS PE!P 15 TACITOS ET IAM] TACITOS 
ET JAM .8.E.Q Asc 3 -SQ..Ab. TACITAS ETIAM u-Av ~1 -2 EGENOS] 
EGENTES PEIP POST VERSUM J...2. ..$J;.Q 20-22 Y..AI U-PUL TRANSPOSUIT 
~2 QUEM ..$J;_Q SCAL-PEIP 16 ARUO] AEUO Asc1-V1N1 SCAL E.b.M-
PAR IS AUO 1'.1Ji2 17 PROCURRERE ':i.AI. U-GEN LYMPHA V1N2 18 
AM!CAS .8.E.Q 19 ROMULIQUE] REMULIQUE PLM-JAHN RUTULIQUE 
PEIP ROMIQUE .2..!.U.. REMIQUE IUNT EXTJRPAT PEI? 23 EXILJT] 
EX I IT J:.hM UB.J.2. EXULAT PE IP ARC ES] ART ES .8.E.Q V ERSUM .2..1.. 
ANTE .2J. HABEI f1..M 24 CETERAQUE] CETERA QUAE .E.b.M 
!'I 
DEINDE, VELUT STADIO VICTOR QUI SOLUS ACHAEO 25 267 
LANGUET ET IMMOTA SECUM VIRTUTE FATtSCIT, 
SIC ITIDEM ROMANA MANUS, CONTENDERE POSTQUAM 
DESTITIT ET PACEM LONGIS FRENAVIT HABENtS: 
tPSA.DOMI LEGES ET GRAIA INVENTA RETRACTANS, 
OMNIA BELLORUM TERRA QUAESITA MARlQUE . 30 
PRAEMIA CONSILIO ET MOLLI RATIONE REGEBAT; 
STABAT IN HIS (NEQUE ENIM POTERAT CONSTARE SINE lSTJS): 
AUT FRUSTRA UXORI MENDAXQUE DJESPITER OLIM, 
1 IMPERIUM SINE FINE DEDl, 1 DIXISSE PROBATUR. 
NUNC IGITUR QUI RES ROMANAS IMPERAT INTER, 35 
NON TRABE, SED TERGO PROLAPSUS ET INGLUVJE ALBUS, 
ET STUDIA ET SAPIENS HOMINUM NOMENQUE GENUSQUE 
OMNIA ABIRE FORAS ATQUE URBE EXCEDERE IUSSIT? 
QUID FACIMUS? GRAJOS, HOMlNUMQUE RELINQUIMUS URBES 
UT ROMANA FORET MAGJS HIS INSTRUCTA MAGISTRJS, 40 
NUNC (CAPITOLINO VELUTI TURBANTE CAMILLO 
ENSIBUS ET TRUTINA GALLI FUGERE RELJCTA) 
SJC NOSTRI PALARE SENES DJCUNTUR, ET IPSI 
UT FERALE SUOS ONUS EXSTIRPARE LIBELLOS? 
ERGO NUMANTINUS LIBYCUSQUE ERRAVIT IN ISTO 45 
SCIPIO, QUI RHODIO CREVJT FORMANTE MAGISTRO, 
25 UELIT il UGOL STUDIO u-Asc2 !UNT ~ 26 SECUM] SENSIM 
PEIP FATISCIT] FACESSIT ':/..P.J.. u-VIN2 .G..LJi 27 CONTENDERE Q 
POSTQUAM ':/..P.J.. 29 GRAJA] GRATIA LJGOL VERSUM 30 ANTE VERSUM 
2.2. HABET :L..11!2 SCAL ~ 32 ISTIS] lPSIS U-JAHN 33 UXORI] 
AUCTORI PEIP · 35 RES ROMANAS] REX ROMANOS PEl-P CAMP JM-
PERAT PLM PEIP INFERAT VAT-GEN HERM-JAHN CAMP 36 TRABE] 
TABE /:0J.. .illiQ.1 IUNT A1Jl PROLAPSUS ET] PROLAPSUS IN Y..l:J_ ALBAS 
':J...AI 39 FACIMUS] FUGIMUS PEIP RELIQUIMUS PARIS HER.M PEIP 
REUICIMUS CAMP 41 NUNC] NON ':J..AI U-GEN JAM PEIP 42 EN-
SIBUS] CENSIBUS PEIP TRUTINA] TOREUMA YA:L 43 SJC] SI ':iJu 
.8B.J.i fEIP DICUNTUR] ADIGUNTUR PEIP SENES] SENIS Allii IPSJ] 
IPSE .illiQ.3 VtN 1 -GEN 44 FORALE ':/..P.J.. SUOS ONUS] SUO SONUS ':J..AI 
u-Asc1 IUNJ Ab.12 suos SONUS ~2-3 V1N 1 -GEN EXPORTARE PEIP 
CAMP 4 5 NUMAN TI NAS LI BYCASQU E ':l..Af.. u-Asc 1 I UN I A1J2. 4 6 
RHODIO] RUDIO PARIS 
I: 
CETERAQUE ILLA MANUS BELLO FACUNDA SECUNDO? 
QUOS INTER PRJSCI SENTENTIA DIA CATON IS 
SCIRE DEOS MAGNI FECISSET, UTRUMNE SECUNDIS 
AN MAGIS ADVERSIS STARET ROMANA PROPAGO. 50 
SCILICET ADVERSISl NAM, CUM DEFENDIER ARMIS 
SUADET AMOR PATRIAE ET CAPTIVA PENATIBUS UXOR 1 
CONVENIT UT VESPIS QUARUM DOMUS ARCE MOVENTE, 
TURBA RIGENS STRICTIS PER LUTEA CORPORA TELIS; 
AST UBI APEX SEGURA REDIT, OBLITA SUORUM, 55 
PLEBS PATRESQUE UNA SOMNO MORIUNTUR OBESO. 
ROMULIDARUM IGITUR LONGA ET GRAVIS EXITIUM PAX. 
HAEC FABELLA MODO PAUSAM FACJT. OPTIMA POSTHAC 
MUSA, VELIM MONEAS, SINE QUA MIHI NULLA VOLUPTAS 
VIVERE: UTI QUONDAM LYDUS DUM SMYRNA PERIBAT, 60 
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47 CETERA ET ~3 ~1 Vil:l.2 GEN-JAHN FECUNDA £!.u.. ~ E.b.M 
49 SCIRE DEOS] SCIRE ADEO PLM-PARIS PEIP SCIRE DUO Vill.2 
SCIRE DEIS JAHN FECISSE GEN 52 CAPTIUA] CARITURA PEIP 
53 CONUENIT UT] CONUENIT ET PEIP ARCE MOUENTE Y..Jll AB..Q CAMP 
ARCE MONETAE u-Av Asc 1 -PEIP 54 RI GENS] TEGENS Y..ill u-Asc2 
IUNT A1JJ. SCAL GEN JAHN REGENS ~2-3 LUGD PUL SED TURBAT 
AGENS 1 UIDE TURNEB Is, 4, CAP. 2 ..l.lJ.. MARG .EJ.u.. 55 UBI APEX 
':l.J:J.. UBI APES U-PLM GAMP UBI SPES HERM UBI PAX .J.Atitl PARJS 
UBI RES PEIP SUORUM VAT AB..Q FUROREM PEIP FAUORUM u-Av 
Asc 1 -JAHN CAMP 56 PATRESQUE CAMP FRATRESQUE Y..ill FRATER-
QUE U-GEN MATERQUE PLM-JAHN RECTORQUE PEIP 58 HAEC] HAC 
Y.AJ... U-LUGD HOC PLM-JAHN CAMP HIC P.u.E, 60 QUONDAM LYDUS 
DUM SMYRNA] QUONDAM SMYRNA LI BUSQUE JAHN QUONDAM SMYRNALl-
BUSQUE ':::J.AI. il LJGOL 8.EJi QAM.~ 5..E.ll CRUX ..l.lJ.. CAMP QUONDAM SMYRNA-
L 1 BUS~ Asc 1 -GEN DUM SMYRNA BYBLISQUE E.h.L~ LYDUS DUM 
SMYRNA fLM-PARIS SPAT I UM JNIER VERBA ~ND I CAI CRUCEM ~ A.$..Q,1 
~3 AbJ2 1:JJJ... .1L.1Ji2 CRUX _ill. LUGD 1:JJJ... SCAL .Gl:.N_ 
NUNC ITIDEM MJGRARE VELIS. VEL DENJQUE QUIDVIS 
UT DEA QUAERE ALIUD: TANTUM ROMANA CALENO 
MOENIA IUCUNDOS PARITERQUE AVERTE SABINOS. 
HAEC EGO. TUM PAUCIS DEA ME DIGNATUR ET INFIT: 
1 PONE METUS AEGROS, CULTRIX MEA: SUMMA TYRANNO 65 
HAEC INSTANT ODIA ET NOSTRO PERITURUS HONORE EST. 
NAM LAURETA NUMAE FONTESQUE HABITAMUS EOSDEM, 
ET COMJTE EGERIA RIDEMUS !NANIA COEPTA. 
VIVE, VALE! MANET HUNC PULCHRUM TUA FAMA DOLOREM: 
MUSARUM SPONDET CHORUS ET ROMANUS APOLLO. 1 70 
UELINT LUGD-PLM PARIS UACAT PEIP 
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61 UEL IS HERM CAMP 
UELIT VAT-VIN 1 JAHN 62 UT DEA] TU DEA JAHN 63 IUCUNDOS] 
FACUNDOS AB.Jl IUCUNDES CAMP AVERTE ..Q.llM. CRUCE JAHN 64 
DIGNATUR ET INflT PARIS DIGNARIER JNFjT VAT-HERM JAHN-CAMP 
65 METUS] MOETUS .8Jifl AEGROS] AEQUOS VAT-AV Asc 1 -JAHN CAMP 
CORR PEIP EQUOS A.Lili 66 HAEC] ECCE JAHN CAMP 67 
HABITEMUS PARIS 68 CAEPTA ll COEPTU .G..ui 69 TUA] SUA 
PLM-CAMP FINIUNT Sl)LPJTIAE DICTA u-Av ~1 luNT SuLPJTIAE 
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ADDED (.APDIDIT 1 -ERUNT). 
CORRECTED (CORREXII, -ERUNT). 
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CATHLEEN HOSEY 
B.A., ROSARY COLLEGE 
M.A., LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
A c R I T I c AL TE x T Q[_ .I..J::U:. .GJuP Hu s ' FA s ~.J.' A@ 
SELECTIONS FROM THE APPENDIX .IQ .I..l::U:. WQ.R.K.2, 
OF DECIMUS MAGNUS AUSONIUS. 
THE HISTORY OF THE TEXTUAL TRANSMISSION OF THE WRITINGS 
OF THE FOURTH-CENTURY LATIN AUTHOR AUSONIUS IS COMPLICATED 
BY THE LARGE NUMBER OF EXTANT MANUSCRIPTS AND BY THE ANTHO-
LOGICAL NATURE OF MOST OF THESE CODICES. No ATTEMPT AT 
PRODUCING A CRITICAL EDITION OF THIS POET 1 S COMPOSITIONS HAS 
BEEN MADE SINCE THE EDITIONS OF SCHENKL (1883) AND PEIPER 
(1886) APPEARED. THE PRESENT DISSERTATION IS PART OF A 
PROJECT UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP OF DR. SESTO PRETE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS TO PRODUCE A NEW EDITION. 
THIS STUDY EXAMINES TWO SELECTIONS, THE GRIPHUS AND THE 
FAST!, WHICH CAN DEFINITELY BE ATTRIBUTED TO AUSONIUS. ALL 
KNOWN MANUSCRIPTS, AS WELL AS THE SIGNIFICANT EDITIONS, 
HAVE BEEN COLLATED AND DESCRIBED. A CRITICAL TEXT IS PRE-
SENTED, AND STEMMATIC RELATIONSHIPS ARE INDICATED FOR THE 
GRIPHUS. THESE RELATIONSHIPS CORROBORATE THE EXISTENCE OF 
A~' Z, AND£ FAMILY, WITH P APPARENTLY DEPENDING TO SOME 
EXTENT ON~. EVIDENCE IN THE FASTI ILLUSTRATES THAT, FOR 
THIS PIECE AT LEAST, V REPRESENTS AN EARLY (379 A.D.) 
EDITION PUBLISHED BY AUSONIUS, WHILE Z REPRESENTS A LATER 
ONE IN 383 A.D. 
A LARGE PORTION OF THIS PAPER JS CONCERNED WITH 
SIX SELECTIONS FROM THE AUSONIAN APPENDIX: DJ;. ROSIS 
NASCENTIBUS, SEPTEM SAPIENTUM SENTENTIAE, SLGNA .QAELESTIA, 
NOMINA MUSARUM, THE BODY OF EIGHTEEN SO-CALLED MERULAN 
EPIGRAMS, AND THE SULPICIA. THE MANUSCRIPT SOURCES ARE 
EXAMINED IN DETAIL, AND A NUMBER OF THEM NEVER BEFORE 
COLLATED BY AUSONIAN EDITORS ARE ADDED. EXTENSIVE HISTORICAL. 
BACKGROUND ON THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP IS PROVIDED, AND 
THE MANUSCRIPT CONTEXT OF EACH PIECE JS PRESENTED AS AN AID 
IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROUTE BY WHICH THE POEMS MAY 
HAVE ENTERED THE AUSONIAN TRADITION. As A RESULT, IT CAN 
BE TENTATIVELY INFERRED THAT THE DE ROSIS .NA.$CENTIBUS AND 
MERULAN EPIGRAMS BELONG lN THE APPENDLX; THIS lS LESS 
OBVIOUSLY TRUE OF THE SULE...LQJ_a. THE SEPTEM SAPIENTUM 
SENTENTIAE, StGNA .Q.AELESTIA, AND NOMINA MUSARUM PRESENT 
LITTLE EVIDENCE OF BEING AUSONIAN. THESE, THEREFORE, SHOULD 
BE INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX MAINLY IN ORDER TO OFFER A 
COMPLETE PICTURE Of THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
DOUBTFUL AUSONIANA. 
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